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Abstract

Playing games has long been important to mankind. One reason for this is the
associated autonomy, as players can decide on many aspects on their own and
can shape the experience. Game-related sub-fields have appeared in Human-
Computer Interaction where this autonomy is questionable: in this thesis, we
consider gamification and game live-streams and here, we support the users’
influence at runtime. We hypothesize that this should affect the perception of
autonomy and should lead to positive effects overall. Our contribution is three-
fold: first, we investigate crowd-based, self-sustaining systems in which the
user’s influence directly impacts the outcome of the system’s service. We show
that users are willing to expend effort in such systems even without additional
motivation, but that gamification is still beneficial here. Second, we introduce
“bottom-up” gamification, i.e., the idea of self-tailored gamification. Here, users
have full control over the gamification used in a system, i.e., they can set it up as
they see fit at the system’s runtime. Through user studies, we show that this has
positive behavioral effects and thus adds to the ongoing efforts to move away
from “one-size-fits-all” solutions. Third, we investigate how to make gaming
live-streams more interactive, and how viewers perceive this. We also consider
shared game control settings in live-streams, in which viewers have full control,
and we contribute options to support viewers’ self-administration here.
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Zusammenfassung

Seit jeher nehmen Spiele im Leben der Menschen eine wichtige Rolle ein. Ein
Grund hierfür ist die damit einhergehende Autonomie, mit der Spielende As-
pekte des Spielerlebnisses gestalten können. Spiele-bezogene Teilbereiche werden
innerhalb der Mensch-Maschine-Interaktion untersucht, bei denen dieser Aspekt
jedoch diskutabel ist: In dieser Arbeit betrachten wir Gamification und Spiele
Live-Streams und geben Anwendern mehr Einfluss. Wir stellen die Hypothese
auf, dass sich dies auf die Autonomie auswirkt und zu positiven Effekten führt.
Der Beitrag dieser Dissertation ist dreistufig: Wir untersuchen crowdbasierte,
selbsterhaltende Systeme, bei denen die Einflussnahme des Einzelnen sich auf das
Systemergebnis auswirkt. Wir zeigen, dass Nutzer aus eigenem Antrieb bereit
sind, sich hier einzubringen, der Einfluss von Gamification sich aber förderlich
auswirkt. Im zweiten Schritt führen wir ”bottom-up” Gamification ein. Hier hat
der Nutzer die volle Kontrolle über die Gamification und kann sie nach eigenem
Ermessen zur Laufzeit einstellen. An Hand von Nutzerstudien belegen wir
daraus resultierende positive Verhaltenseffekte, was die anhaltenden Bemühun-
gen bestärkt, individuelle Gamification-Konzepte anzubieten. Im dritten Schritt
untersuchen wir, wie typische Spiele Live-Streams für Zuschauer interaktiver
gestaltet werden können. Zudem betrachten wir Fälle, in denen Zuschauer
die gemeinsame Kontrolle über ein Spiel ausüben und wie dies technologisch
unterstützt werden kann.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In this chapter, we give a short overview on the role of gaming through history,
the impact it has today and how this led to gaming-related sub-fields that are
considered within Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). We put special emphasis
on the gamification and game live-streams domains as this thesis contributes to
these sub-fields. We motivate the problem this work targets by discussing which
options these offer (or fail to offer) in relation to influence individual users can
exert. Based on this, we present the questions that guided the research done
during the dissertation. This chapter concludes by describing the contributions
we make, by providing an overview on the thesis’ structure and how the chapters
relate to the research questions.

1.1 Homo Ludens – Man the Player

Playing games has long already been a topic for mankind, and it still is, one
that even “subserves culture” ([123], p. 9). Evolutionarily, this is unsurprising as
humans possess an inherent ludic drive [152] and even before children learn
to speak, they can understand their environment playfully, helping them to
learn [113] (e.g., in language acquisition [243]). Even after childhood, it remains
active lifelong [152]. Huizinga sees the aspect of playing as so important that he
characterized humans with the term Homo ludens (Man the Player) in contrast to
Homo faber (Man the Maker) [123], which, anthropologically, are subordinates of
Homo sapiens. Traces of toys and games were found already in the new stone age
(Neolithic, beginning about 10,200 BC) and it is assumed that even here, games
were played that did not require any toys [9]. Other reports show that dedicated
board games (e.g., such as Mehen or the Royal Game of Ur) were found that dated

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Chess as an example of a game impacted by technology. Left: An
analog chess game. Right: Online platform for playing chess (screenshot was
taken from https://lichess.org in July 2018).

back to 31001 to 2600 BC2. Games were used to mimic cultural activities: games
requiring physical skill were seen in relation to combat, chance-based game in
relation to religion and strategic games simulated war [35, 250]. An example of
the latter is chaturanga which can be traced back to the sixth century in India [55].
Chaturanga can be seen as a predecessor of chess, which is played today, not only
as a co-located board game, but also via online platforms, showing that games
persist and that technology also has an impact on gaming (see Figure 1.1).

A definition of play is “a voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain
fixed limits of time and place, according to rules freely accepted but absolutely binding,
having its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and the consciousness
that it is ‘different’ from ‘ordinary life’” ([123], p. 28) and “play to order is no longer
play” (ibid., p. 7). In later work, games and play are differentiated into paidia
and ludus [33]. While paidia denotes an improvised, free form of behavior and
relates to playing and toys (e.g., children playing with puppets), ludus denotes
a structured activity with rules and a clear goal relating to gaming and games
(e.g., playing a board game) [64]. In this thesis, we focus on the latter, but also
make use of paidia aspects by providing users with more freedom. Schell [264]
highlights that defining play and games is not easy and “that the ideas these terms
represent do not have clear definitions even after the thousands of years we’ve been
thinking and talking about them” (p. 25). Thus, unsurprisingly, there are many
definitions for games “which [have] always been at the centre of multiple perspectives
and conflicting approaches” ([35], p. 55). What is derived from them, though, is
that games (amongst other aspects) are “entered willfully”, “engage players”, “are
interactive” and “have rules” (all [264], p. 34).

Today, the range of existing game genres (and the instances in these genres)
can be considered large [104, 264]: activity-based group games (e.g., volleyball),
board games (e.g., Backgammon), card games (e.g., Rummy), pen and paper role-
playing games (e.g., Dungeons and Dragons), mobile games (e.g., Angry Birds)
or video games (e.g., StarCraft) are just a few examples that have even more

1 Ancient Games: Mehen, https://goo.gl/QDNU6H (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
2 BBC: Assyrian guardian figure, https://goo.gl/yjNkPt (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://lichess.org
https://goo.gl/QDNU6H
https://goo.gl/yjNkPt


1.1. Homo Ludens – Man the Player 3

Figure 1.2: A historical comparison of games. Left: Pong (Created by Atari,
1972). Right: The Witcher 3 (Created by CD Projekt Red, 2015; screenshot was
taken from press kit, https://goo.gl/M3Tsq4 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)).

subcategories. In these cases (similar to the chess example above) technology
altered not only the available categories, but also how we play and perceive
games [17]. Video games appear to be most affected by the technology available:
while first reports of machines allowing one to play games date back to 1940, the
start of the commercial impact of video games begun in the seventies3. While
the first video games had simple game principles and graphics, today these are
rich in graphics (see Figure 1.2 as a comparison of Pong (1972) and The Witcher 3
(2015)) and offer complex game dynamics (the time to play through The Witcher 3
is said to be 70+ hours, when all optional aspects are also completed4).

The impact of video games can be considered high: the Entertainment Software
Association (ESA) has released data5 showing the economical impact of video
gaming, as the US game company industry’s value added to US GDP was more
than $11.7 billion in 2016. It thus generates more revenue than other entertain-
ment industries [211]. Based on more than 4,000 American households, ESA
also reported that 64% of these own a device that is used to play video games
and considering the gamers, 45% are women. Video gaming is also not bound
to an age group, relating back to the ludic drive and desire to play: although
more younger people claimed to game, the numbers of older people that are still
playing is notable (male: <18 years: 17%, 18–35: 16%, 36–49: 12%, >50: 11% and
female: <18 years: 11%, 18–35: 13%, 36–49: 8%, >50: 12%). The situation is similar
in Germany: a 2017 Bitkom study6 (n=1,192) found that 46% of the male and 41%
of the female participants reported playing video games at least occasionally
and that gaming is a relevant topic also across the different age groups (14-29
years: 74%, 30–49: 63%, 50–64: 24%, >64: 12%).

3 Museum of Play: Video Game History Timeline,
https://goo.gl/pkXbnJ (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

4 Forbes: ’The Witcher 3’ And Game Length As A Mountain To Climb,
https://goo.gl/jqnA2y (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

5 ESA: 2018 Essential Facts About the Computer and Video Game Industry,
https://goo.gl/kKCEvy (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

6 Bitkom: Mobil und vernetzt: Die Gaming-Trends 2017,
https://goo.gl/WNNhKz (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/M3Tsq4
https://goo.gl/pkXbnJ
https://goo.gl/jqnA2y
https://goo.gl/kKCEvy
https://goo.gl/WNNhKz


4 Chapter 1. Introduction

The relevancy of video gaming is also acknowledged by scholars, highlighting
that video games are a next step in the evolution of the game culture: Deterding
et al. used the term “ludification of culture” and reference media scholars view
“that video games have become a cultural medium... on a par with literature, movies
or television in earlier generations. Technologies, tropes, references and metaphors,
mindsets and practices flowing from games increasingly suffuse society and everyday
life” (both [64], p. 10). Connolly et al. also stated that “over the last 40 years computer
games have increasingly replaced more traditional games as leisure activities and have had
a transformational impact on how we spend our leisure time” ([49], p. 661). Although
the learning aspect of games [84] mentioned above might not be predominant
for adults anymore, they still impact individual aspects (e.g., cognitive skill
improvements [49]). Additionally, other investigated attributes of video games,
such as their entertainment value [62, 104, 211], the social aspects of playing with
others [104, 164, 297] and their power to trigger behavior change [96, 227] are
all reasons why people spend billions of hours playing games [314]. Both the
inherent human desire to play and the apparent success of games are drivers for
the thesis’ questions, as we will describe below.

1.2 Human-Computer Interaction and Games

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a “discipline concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and
with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” ([111], p. 5). According to [65],
Human in HCI means individual users or a group of users. Computer covers any
technology ranging from embedded systems to large-scale computer systems
and may include non-computerized parts (e.g., other people). Interaction means
any communication between a user and computer in order to achieve something.

In the 2000s, games started to receive attention in HCI as researchers began
to study design and experiences of video games [64], today termed games user
research [211] or game studies [8]. Besides producing a large body of knowledge
to date [104], the relevancy for gaming in HCI was also formulated in [213]: “It
is now more important than ever to study the human impact of video games. There
are now more games papers submitted to CHI than, for example, health-related papers.
Studying video games is a serious and important area of research at CHI that continues
to grow as games pervade into many areas of research” (p. 1089). Methods commonly
used in HCI research are applied in game research as well, but new methods
and instruments, particularly relevant for this context, have also been developed.
An example of the latter is the Player Experience of Need Satisfaction questionnaire
to assess the players’ enjoyment [249], but existing questionnaires were also
adapted to better fit the (video) game context, such as the User Engagement
Scale [327]. Besides research on games in particular, another development can be
seen: Deterding et al. [64] emphasized that in HCI, available game components
and game elements have often been “re-purposed” in a different context. One
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example of this is the usage of the Microsoft Kinect sensor, an input device for
the Xbox gaming console, which has often been used in non-game scenarios
(e.g., [202]). The idea to utilize ideas from games in different contexts was not
new to HCI. After the first success of video games in the past, researchers had
already started to follow the idea to design user interfaces that are enjoyable by
utilizing aspects from games to analyze motivational affordance and to learn
how to create pleasurable products [64]. Today, in HCI multiple game-related
sub-fields have appeared (see below). Following our above argumentation, this is
unsurprising given the popularity of games, the idea to harness the Homo ludens,
the positive impact games have on individual attributes and that “games, after all,
were known to be fun and engaging by nature, a quality most software applications were
still struggling with” ([211], p. 50). Examples of such sub-fields are:

• Serious games: This line of research considers games that do not have
the primary purpose of being entertaining, but, for example, are instead
tools for helping people to learn by framing the learning task in a game
scenario [1, 49].

• Games with a purpose: Also known as human computation games. These
are games that are enjoyable, but by playing them, players solve large-scale
problems in parallel [314]. An example is the ESP game, a game about
generating image labels [315] (see Section 2.4.2).

• Gamification: Here it is investigated how elements and mechanics known
from games can be used in contexts that have nothing to do with gaming in
general to make these systems or activities more fun or engaging [64].

But the gaming culture is also a topic considered in HCI, for example:

• eSports research: Many multiplayer games offer competitive settings that
are similarly appealing as football or basketball matches are for spectators.
The attributes of competitive computer gaming is analyzed in this line of
research [80, 320].

• Game live-stream research: The goal is to understand the current practices
around game live-streams (i.e., people show how they play games, which
attracts large amounts of viewers), what motivates viewers to watch and
streamers to stream and how interactivity can be supported for them [108].

Considering the thesis context, these developments are important: while these
sub-fields originated from games in general, some of them restrict their users
by not focusing on core attributes important to games such as voluntariness
or interactivity (as we will discus below). As we aim to empower users in the
gamification and game live-stream sub-fields in this respect, we will introduce
these areas more specifically next, before we will detail the thesis’ problem
statement and the research questions.
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1.2.1 Gamification

Gamification originates from the business and marketing sectors [269]. Even
though the method and term itself are not free from criticism [61, 269], as there
are no clearly defined boundaries for example, they remained [324]. Considering
the increasing numbers of publications [106] gamification has become a relevant
topic in academia and is discussed in the media7. There are several definitions of
gamification [124, 324], but for this thesis we consider Deterding et al.’s commonly
used definition (with more than 3700 citations (Google Scholar) in July 2018) that it
“is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” ([64], p. 10).

Following this definition, gamification introduces characteristic mechanics and/or
elements known from either analog or digital games (see [106, 134, 269] for an
overview) to areas, across domains, that are usually not associated with gaming
in general (e.g., learning [27, 106] or physical activity [272, 338]). In contrast to
the above-mentioned serious games or games with a purpose, where a game
is presented with other components (such as learning elements), in gamifica-
tion, it is the other way round. Here, game elements are added to an existing
system [205, 234]. The non-game focus of the system is thereby unchanged and
the game elements are only a byproduct. The goal is to make tasks more fun,
engaging and rewarding [24, 269, 303], but it can also be used to increase aspects
such as the efficiency in task solving [199]. In addition, gamification is used
to influence behavior playfully and thus can be seen as strategy in persuasive
technologies [27]. Research considers how to design successful gamification
approaches to achieve these goals (see [62] for an overview) and positive effects
of gamified intervention are reported throughout research. For example, Shameli
et al. [272] analyzed a ten-month dataset of an application that allows users
to create competitions with other users of the form “Who does the most steps in
the next X days?”. This is an example of a gamification approach that aims at
influencing behavior playfully. The authors found that it motivated people to do
23% more steps. Literature reviews done by Hamari and Tuunanen [107] and
Seaborn and Fels [269] show further positive results of gamification on a larger
scale. Gamification is also frequently used in non-academic areas. We selected
two popular web pages to give examples of how gamification is applied:

• The business and employment-oriented social network LinkedIn8 utilizes
gamification concepts to motivate users to add more information to their
profiles (see Figure 1.3). Several game elements are visible (denoted with
black numbered circles in the figure): (1) the colored progress bar shows
the profile completeness relating to the elements feedback and progression; (2)
a level indicating the informative value of the profile; (3) three milestones are
shown on the progress bar that are accompanied with badges when reached;
and (4) motivational messages and hints are given.

7 For example: The New York Times: All the World’s a Game, and Business Is a Player,
https://goo.gl/hVhyjS (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

8https://www.linkedin.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/hVhyjS
https://www.linkedin.com
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Figure 1.3: Profile view excerpt from the social network LinkedIn (screenshot
was taken from https://www.linkedin.com in July 2018).

Figure 1.4: Excerpt from the Q&A site Stack Overflow (screenshot was taken
from https://stackoverflow.com in July 2018).

• Stack Overflow9 is a question and answer (Q&A) page for computer program-
ming. It offers features that aim at improving the quality of the answers,
such as the chance for users to upvote given answers to identify the most
helpful one. Besides the inherent utility of these features, their usage is
further motivated trough gamification. Figure 1.4 shows an excerpt of an
area that is displayed on every user’s post: (1) a point score represents the
user reputation (which unlocks page features) that can be increased by, for
example, receiving upvotes from other users; (2) a representation of how
many badges of different categories (bronze, silver, gold) a user has received,
which can lead to social recognition and potentially competition. Badges are
awarded for different behaviors on the platform. For example, the bronze
badge Scholar is rewarded when a user asks a question and accepts an an-
swer as correct; and (3) points receive meaning: they can be spent as bounty
to make answering the question more appealing to others.

9https://stackoverflow.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://www.linkedin.com
https://stackoverflow.com
https://stackoverflow.com
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Figure 1.5: Example live-stream on Twitch (screenshot was taken from https:
//www.twitch.tv in July 2018). Part of the chat enlarged for readability.

1.2.2 Game Live-Streams

Advances in technology have created settings where interactions between per-
formers and their audiences can be altered, enhanced and mediated through
technology [36, 37]. With the advent of faster Internet connections, a new con-
text has appeared. Ordinary people can become performers on their own, and
it is easy to consume such performances [180]. An example is the production
of user-generated video content [311] live-streamed over the Internet: people
(called streamers) show how they cook, dance or mix music [273], or how they
experience events [100]; they talk about their personal lives [146], or show how
they do programming [99] or how they play analog or digital games [108].

The latter is a particularly successful form of live-streaming and has a large
streamer and viewer base today [108, 279] with streams attracting 10,000 or more
viewers in parallel [60]. This is not surprising, considering that, originally, sports
games such as football were designed for their players but have also attracted
millions of spectators over the years; the same seems true for these live-streamed
games [214, 293]. In addition, researchers also discussed that spectatorship in
games has always been central to gaming [294] and is increasingly regarded as
social activity [67]. Twitch (owned by Amazon) is the most popular page that
focuses on live-streaming, ranking (in July 2018) at place 14/34/40 of the top
pages in the US/Germany/worldwide10. Twitch requires streamers to mainly
broadcast content in relation to analog/digital games or the gaming culture.
Typical live-streams include eSports matches, playthroughs of games in which
streamers play the game and entertain their audience while doing this (so-called
Let’s Plays) and games in which streamers show their skill (e.g., beating a game
as fast as possible, so called Speedruns) [278, 279]. Streamers often integrate a
webcam view of themselves in their performance [108] (see Figure 1.5). More
than two million unique broadcasters performed on Twitch in 2017 and viewers
watched 355 billion minutes of live-streams11. Mixer (owned by Microsoft) and
YouTube Gaming (owned by Google) are competitors to Twitch, also focusing on
live-streamed games, showing the industry’s interest in this experience.

10 According to the Alexa traffic rank, https://www.alexa.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
11 Twitch: 2017 Year in Review, https://goo.gl/3wy6HM (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://www.twitch.tv
https://www.twitch.tv
https://www.alexa.com
https://goo.gl/3wy6HM
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Consuming live-streams is not only a passive activity [83]. Live-streaming plat-
forms today provide a text-based chat as an interactive channel (see Figure 1.5),
allowing the streamers to directly react to their audience, to integrate viewers
into the performance and allow them to influence how it progresses [100, 292].
Especially these aspects make this context relevant for this thesis, as this can
also be used to, for example, impact the game directly [271]. Through the chat,
viewers of live-streams can also communicate with each other [109], talk about
the performance [100] or socialize around the streamer [83]. This establishes a
sense of community that affects how much people watch streams and whether
they become regulars [108]. It was shown that the appeal of game live-streams
originates from these interactive and social components [108, 278]. In this sense,
live-streaming can be seen as successor of Social TV, which had the goal to make
TV watching more interactive and social [37, 86].

1.3 Problem Statement and Motivation

In Section 1.1, the voluntary nature of games and play was highlighted. In the
first place, this means that one can always decide whether or not one wants
to play or take part in gaming. Deterding stresses that games are “something
we can choose to do and cease doing – it satisfies our need for autonomy... playing
games... is an activity we typically feel we do following our own interests, where we
decide what to play, when, how and how long, with no social or material pressures or
consequences affixed” ([61], p. 309). This viewpoint can also be extended to aspects
such as being able to adapt the game experience to be a better fit to one’s (or
the group’s) needs [17]. While this appears easy in play scenarios (i.e., paidia), it
might also be possible in game scenarios (i.e., ludus), as, for example, in board
game contexts, rules can easily be adapted to be a better fit [17]. In digital games
the situation becomes more difficult, as for a user it is not as easy to adapt the
game foundations without being a programmer, having games that allow for
this and/or having access to game modifications [237]. Often, however, through
aspects such as in-game decisions, the game’s difficulty and other game aspects
that can be adjusted [286], choices are even offered in such games. By considering
the following thought experiment, it becomes obvious that games can also be
used “wrongly”:

Assume that a superior at work decides that all employees have to play a
certain game (that was selected by him) during their break to relieve stress
and be entertained, because he had read some articles about the benefits of
games in general. As he is a player himself, he knows that games are fun, so
he thinks that this will be a good idea. As the superior is convinced that his
selected game is perfect, he also decides that the game has to be played every
day at least once. He also thinks to know best which game settings have to
be used to induce fun and relief. In the following weeks, it becomes obvious
that he has failed; the employees are not entertained and dislike his idea.
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From this thought experiment three factors can be derived for this failure: first,
the superior decided that the employees need to play a game. It is obvious
that the voluntary aspect of playing games was not considered here, which was
shown to be problematic, especially in the work context [203]. Even if the game
might have attracted some employees, the knowledge that they need to play
it every day counteracts the freedom of choice that is inherent when it comes
to play. Research in relation to coercion also reveals the negative impacts of a
general lack of freedom of choice [58, 78]. It might even be the case that the
employees now perceived the game as part of work [220]. Second, the superior
chose the game, following a “one-size-fits-all” solution, i.e., everyone should play
the same game. Besides the fact that this also restricts the freedom of choice (as
he had selected the game), it cannot be assumed that everyone likes a game to
the same degree, as there are individual differences [110, 226, 306]. In addition,
the game setting was also decided by him, so this issue cannot be mitigated
by the actual players. Third, although the superior had good intentions for
the employees, he did not consider their opinions. This means that although
he wanted to deploy something for them, they were not able to contribute to
it in the first place, nor could they consent to it [203]. The failure can also be
explained by the Self-Determination Theory [256] (which we discuss in more detail
in Section 2.2.2) and its consideration of the autonomy need (the feeling of acting
under one’s own volition). In the thought experiment, autonomy was neglected
for the employees (only the superior acted from an autonomous point of view).
While the experiment considered introducing a (full) game to the work context,
we see similar issues in the introduced game-related sub-field, as the voluntary
nature of gaming is neglected and/or users have only a low impact at runtime:

Gamification: Gamification is also used in the work context (e.g. [149, 153, 203]).
The goals of the gamified intervention here can be to motivate employees to
do tasks more efficiently which has led to criticism in the past. For example,
laundry workers at Disneyland in Anaheim saw the introduction of leaderboards
comparing their speed as an “electronic whip”12; a term which has been used
in the following by researchers alike (e.g., [61, 211]). Another introduced term
in this context is “exploitationware”13 referring to the issue that employees are
exploited in the guise of a game. Thus, the usage of gamification today shows
strong parallels to our thought experiment above. In this context, again, it is
visible that the voluntary nature of games and play was not considered for the
actual users of the system, i.e., some other group of people has decided that
gamification should be used and how [61]. Mollick and Rothbard [203] termed
this as manager-imposed “mandatory fun” (p. 4). But even when gamification is
not used in a work context the situation is similar. Considering the Stack Overflow
and LinkedIn examples above, users cannot adjust the game elements to their
needs, as the solutions presented are “one-size-fits-all”. The current body of
12 Forbes: Disneyland Uses ‘Electronic Whip’ on Employees,
https://goo.gl/tUoMJC (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

13 Gamasutra: Persuasive Games: Exploitationware,
https://goo.gl/CqVj4j (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/tUoMJC
https://goo.gl/CqVj4j
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research shows that there are individual differences in the perception of game
elements (e.g., [306]) and that not respecting these is not optimal (e.g., [24, 226]).
Thus, when users are not satisfied with the gamified intervention in the examples,
they only have the options to abandon the services or to ignore the gamified
interventions on the pages (both might not be possible in a work context). This,
on the other hand, does not fulfill the goals for why gamification is used on the
first place there. Overall, this underlines that offering more freedom of choice at
runtime would be reasonable to provide users with the autonomy to influence
the gamification of the system they use.

Game Live-Streams: Considering the situation in game live-streams, the streamer
has high autonomy and influence (as he or she can decide what happens in his
or her stream). The situation for viewers is different. As described above, in-
tegrating viewers into the experience is a crucial aspect in game live-streams,
but here, how many options the viewers actually will receive depends on the
streamer. Even if the streamer is open to allow for more viewers’ autonomy, there
are technological limitations in the available options. For example, the chat as
the primary existing interaction channel has shortcomings: the range of possible
interactions can be considered as limited [271]; in large streams, streamers and
viewers suffer from information overload [108]; and the communication changes
in situations where many viewers are active in parallel [221]. Although authors
such as Ford et al. [79] reasoned that interactions are still possible and that the
chat remains a successful communication space, other authors compare the sit-
uation to the “roar of a crowd in a stadium” ([108], p. 1321) in which interactions
are problematic [108, 221]. It is concluded that chat as an interaction channel
is not sufficient and that alternatives are necessary to facilitate social options
and interactivity [121, 277]. Another issue is that interactive options not only
cover functions that change something for the user (e.g., deciding for oneself
which camera perspective is most interesting to watch), but can also impact
all other viewers (e.g., altering the game the streamer is currently playing by
making it more difficult). This raises questions about how enhanced influence
options can be granted in such group settings. In addition, explorations have
shown that there are also individual motivations for why game live-streams are
consumed [41, 112]. Thus, allowing individuals to alter the experience to their
needs might be beneficial as well.

Summing up, users have only a small impact on gamification and game live-
streams at runtime. We see that the freedom of choice and influence options for
the consumer of these game-related experiences is limited. As the mentioned
related work shows, it would be beneficial to empower users. This would not
only strengthen the relationship to games and play in general, but would also
make it possible to mitigate issues. If users received more interaction possibilities
and/or options to customize the systems, based on the argumentation so far,
this could be expected to improve the experiences. It is an open question how
users would perceive higher autonomy here and how it could be empowered in
gamification and game live-streams. This thesis will contribute to both aspects.
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1.4 Research Questions

Following the previous considerations, the question that guided this work is:

Can we provide users with more influence options at the runtime
of gamified systems and game live-streams, to provide them with
more autonomy, similar to games and play, where these sub-fields
originated from?

To make this question more manageable, we have broken down the overall ques-
tion into the following main research questions to which this thesis contributes:

RQ1 How can we develop gamified services in which user contributions at
runtime are important for the system’s outcome?

RQ2 How can we provide users with the option to define their own, individual,
gamification intervention at the runtime of a system?

RQ3 How can we empower the group of viewers in game live-stream settings to
have an impact on the stream while it is running?

With RQ1, we investigate systems that can only provide a reasonable result
because their users are expending effort to improve the service itself. We call
these self-sustaining systems and will analyze how users perceive and how
to realize them, whether adding gamification will be beneficial for motivation
and whether the participation in such systems also implicitly impacts the users.
By targeting this research question, we learn what happens when a user has
fundamental influence on the general outcome of a gamified system at runtime.
With RQ2 we investigate whether users actually want to have the option to alter
the motivational aspects of a system at runtime, how to allow them to do this and
whether they are capable of using the options in such a way that the gamification
still has positive effects on fun or engagement. We call the concept of self-tailored
gamification at runtime “bottom-up” gamification. By targeting this research
question, we learn what happens when a user has a fundamental impact on the
motivational aspects of a system. Finally, with RQ3, we investigate whether users
want to have more influence options in game live-streams, how we can realize
improved interaction channels and how we can mediate individual contributions
and support self-administration in group scenarios in this context. By targeting
this research question, we learn what happens when a user has an impact on
other users (i.e., the streamer and other viewers) in a system.

In all three considered cases, the increased user influence alters the experience
users have with a system, i.e., there is a reciprocity effect: in self-sustaining sys-
tems the quality of the offered service changes; the user influence on gamification
alters the motivational impact of the system; and by exerting influence on the
game live-stream, the stream, and thus the overall experience, might change.
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Figure 1.6: General schematic of reciprocity of increased user influence and
how users experience the system. This schematic will be instantiated through-
out the chapters of this thesis.

Moreover, by exploring these research questions, we will also investigate differ-
ent user constellations: in self-tailored gamification every individual can decide
for themselves and, for example, are only compared to others when they want
to be. In the self-sustaining scenarios the user group is loosely coupled (e.g., by,
for example the knowledge that everyone can contribute to the system) and, in
contrast, the live-streaming context offers a tight group coupling as, depending
on the individual impact, the experience might change for everyone. Figure 1.6
shows an abstract visualization of the reciprocity and the individual/group
setting which is instantiated throughout the different chapters.

From a methodological point of view (see Section 2.1 for a detailed discussion
on the methods used in this thesis), we consider the perception of increased user
autonomy in different contexts by analyzing these (e.g., how users perceive in-
teractive options in live-streams) and conceptualizing and realizing prototypical
systems that provide users with more influence options (e.g., the development of
a system offering more interactive options in a game live-stream). We conduct
user studies to gain insights into the actual usage of the developed systems and
which effects they have on the users and the systems themselves (e.g., evaluation
using this system to learn how the interactive options are used). Specifically,
following this, we have formulated goals that add to corresponding research ques-
tions. Figure 1.7 shows an overview of these goals. We motivate and elaborate
on the different goals throughout the chapters in more detail.

The thesis provides theoretical, design and engineering contributions that will be
elaborated on in particular in Chapter 7, after we have presented all parts of this
work. In the next section, we already describe the contributions this thesis makes
to the different research fields in HCI.
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Figure 1.7: Overview of goals that we targeted in the thesis in relation to the
research questions. The goals will be motivated and elaborated on in the up-
coming chapters.

1.5 Contributions to the Field

Based on the research questions, this thesis contributes to several fields in HCI.
Primary, it advances the understanding of gamification and game live-streams
research. For gamification, it reveals whether users want to have more autonomy,
and investigates how self-tailored gamified systems can be designed, what these
need to offer, how they are perceived by users and which qualitatively and quan-
titatively measurable effects such systems exert. In this sense, it also contributes
to the ongoing efforts in designing gamification systems that do not follow a
“one-size-fits-all” approach but are adapted to the users based on customization.
For game live-streams, the thesis reveals viewers’ needs and requirements to-
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wards interactivity and how much impact they want to exert on the course of
live-streams. It provides insights on attributes of streamer-audience interaction
and contributes aspects on how systems should look to allow a group of people to
interact effectively in this context. Secondarily, this theses also contributes to the
areas of crowdsourcing (i.e., the idea that a group of people solve specific tasks
that are not easily solvable by a computer; see Section 2.4), computer-mediated
communication (i.e., how communication can be supported through communi-
cation tools [301]) and games user research. It is relevant to crowdsourcing, as
the consideration of self-sustaining systems provides insights into their design.
Furthermore, many questions in the group setting of live-streaming are also of rel-
evance for crowdsourcing, for example how to mediate individual contributions.
As gamification is also often utilized in crowdsourcing [206, 269], the findings for
self-tailored gamification are applicable here as well. As live-streaming settings
offer many-to-many (viewers amongst themselves) and many-to-one (viewers to
streamer) interaction and communication situations that need to be considered to
allow for interactivity, we also contribute to computer-mediated communication.
Finally, the thesis’ outcomes are also of relevance for games user research, as the
results in the live-streaming context provide insights on how games that have
the goal to empower streamer-audience interaction could be improved.

Non-goals of this work: This thesis only focuses on the game-related areas of
gamification and game live-streams and does not consider other game-related
sub-fields nor systems that have nothing to do with games or gaming. The former
is a consequence of the scope that can be handled within a dissertation. The latter
was assessed as less interesting and relevant for this thesis, as it would have
shifted away from Homo ludens, from the inherent human ludic drive and the
argumentation for why games are motivating. This thesis will also not consider
games in particular, i.e., we will not consider how to improve user autonomy in
typical single- or multiplayer games (although the shared game control settings
in Chapter 6 might add to this). Today, (video) games already offer autonomy
aspects (e.g., the user’s option to customize the game’s avatar or to adjust the
difficulty level for the game [286]) and such existing mechanisms have already
been considered scientifically (see for example [143]). Although providing the
players with even more (new) autonomy options in these contexts might be
interesting to study, that is not a focus of this thesis.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows (see also Figure 1.8): in
Chapter 2, we give more details on our research methodology, elaborate on the
background and theoretical foundations of this thesis, and present related work
and open questions in gamification, (gamified) crowdsourcing, and (game) live-
streams. Chapter 3 describes our systems, ExpenseControl and the Trash Game,
two game-based crowdsourcing systems in which the users’ contributions at
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Figure 1.8: Structure of this thesis with chapters and relations to the corre-
sponding main research fields and the instantiated reciprocity schematic, that
will be explained in more detail in the respective chapters.

runtime improve the service the systems offer, thus representing self-sustaining
systems. We describe the systems’ design and present studies that revealed that
self-sustaining systems work, that users can be further motivated by gamifica-
tion in these settings and that implicit effects can be exerted by such systems.
Overall, these results add to RQ1. Chapter 4 introduces our idea of self-tailored
gamification, i.e., the option that users can decide whether they want to use
gamification in a system and if they want, can fully customize how they will use
it at the system’s runtime. We present a study that assessed user expectations
without an actual prototype, describe a task management application (BU-ToDo)
and a microtask platform (BU-Microtasks Platform) implementing self-tailored
gamification and studies that we conducted with these systems. Through these,
we were able to show that the idea of self-tailored gamification is reasonable and
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that it exerts positive, qualitatively and quantitatively measurable effects. The
chapter closes with a first consideration of where these effects originate. Overall,
these results add to RQ2. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focus on game live-streams. In
Chapter 5, we describe a study on recent live-streams, to learn about the influence
viewers have today in game live-streams. Additionally, we present the results
of an online study in which we assessed viewers’ expectations and needs for
interactivity in such streams. Based on this, we created Helpstone, a system that
provides extended interaction channels to the live-streaming experience. With
a study in an “in the wild” context, we showed that more influence options
and enhanced interaction channels are widely used and are appreciated in live-
streaming. This, even for viewers that do not want to actively exert influence,
as long as the streamer is able to orchestrate the viewers. While Chapter 5 fo-
cuses on streams in which a streamer is present, Chapter 6 focuses on streams in
which a streamer is absent and the viewers alone have control over the stream
in shared game control settings. We focus on an extended Twitch Plays Pokémon
setup (TPP++) and our test-bed CrowdChess that allows reasoning about users’
decision effectiveness in such settings. Through studies, we learned that having
individual influence options is appreciated, and which input mediation options
and further self-orchestration features are favored by a group of people in this
context. Overall, the results in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 add to RQ3. Finally, the
main contributions of this work are summarized in Chapter 7, where we also
identify and discuss opportunities for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work

This chapter provides the theoretical and practical foundations on which this
thesis builds. We first give an overview on the research methods used. Then we
elaborate on the Self-Determination Theory and focus in particular on the benefits
when users receive more choices and autonomy. Supporting this thesis’ questions,
it has positive effects on people’s motivations and behaviors. We then present
work and open questions in relation to increased users’ influence in the context
of games and gamification, crowdsourcing and live-streaming.

2.1 Research Methodology

In this section, we introduce the main methods we have used in the context
of this thesis. Overall, we investigated empirical evidences quantitatively and
qualitatively and utilized different data gathering techniques. We extensively used
online questionnaires and complementarily used semi-structured interviews where
reasonable. Both methods were used to elicit user needs and requirements with-
out using prototypes or specific systems. In addition, these methods were used
during and after the prototype/system usage to learn about users’ perceptions of
the actual realizations. Considering the former, besides investigating questions
that do not require any concrete systems, this also allowed us to investigate these
aspects without introducing bias, as stated by Orji et al. [227]: “actual implementa-
tion may create additional noise as it involves many other design decisions and the results
can easily be biased by specific implementation decisions” (p. 464). When working with
system realizations in user studies, we also used observation in laboratory or “in
the wild”/field studies to learn how participants interact with the systems. Com-
plementarily, here, we also collected usage data that we quantitatively analyzed. In
the following we discuss these methods in more detail:
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Online questionnaires: Online questionnaires are used to reach a broad user
base in an economical (time and cost-wise) manner [93, 150, 252]. One advantage
is a smaller participation threshold, as people can do them whenever they have
time in an environment they know (e.g., at home). They can also do them anony-
mously, which should reduce the social desirability bias [215] (i.e., participants
respond not truthfully, but with what they think is socially more appropriate).
Another advantage is that the entered data is directly available digitally and can
be received without the need to have an experimenter present [150]. Considering
drawbacks [150, 252], while this method can lead to participants that are more
diverse than traditional samples [93] it might introduce a sample bias (e.g., all
participants are Internet users). Because of the reduced control (in comparison to
laboratory studies) and the anonymity, it cannot be ensured that the participants
stay focused during the study, and they might fabricate their answers [150, 197].
This requires a more thorough data sanity check than other methods (see [53, 197]
for an overview). We used online questionnaires for various reasons:

• To validate assumptions (e.g., in Section 3.3.1, to investigate whether the
wisdom of crowds [289] idea is applicable in the waste recycling context).

• To evaluate concepts and ideas before implementing them (e.g., in Sec-
tion 4.2.2, to investigate the idea of self-tailored gamification).

• To assess users’ needs and expectations (e.g., in Section 5.2.2, to receive
insights into viewers’ preferences towards live-streaming features).

• To complement our online-based experiments (e.g., in Section 4.3.2, to
assess the intrinsic motivation and perception of game elements used).

• To assess experiences with our prototypes (e.g., in Section 6.3.2, to assess
the experience viewers had while playing CrowdChess).

Our online questionnaires were mainly distributed through student mailing
lists (consisting of psychology, computer science, media informatics and art and
design students) and social media channels, and advertised through notices
around campus. They were usually not incentivized. The only exception was the
questionnaire we used in Section 4.5, which was published via Amazon Mechanical
Turk, a platform on which crowd workers receive small payments for conducting
tasks. This helps to reach a high number of answers quickly at a good quality,
apparently independent of the money spent [30, 189]. The method sections of the
corresponding studies in the next chapters will provide insights on the type of
open and closed questions we asked in these questionnaires.

Semi-structured interviews: Online questionnaires are not optimal when fully
detailed answers are needed: while open questions in the form of free text
questions can be included, it cannot be expected that participants will spend
much time on these in general. Furthermore, questionnaires do not make it
possible to elaborate on specific aspects that might arise from the answers to
the questions [252]. While some answers might lack clarity and it would be
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helpful to ask about these aspects further, other answers might spark follow-up
questions in general. Where we deemed higher expressiveness necessary, we
used interview techniques. In the presented cases in this thesis (for example in
Section 6.2), we decided to do the interviews in a semi-structured form. Here, the
interviewer has a set of questions he or she wants to ask (similar to the structured
interviews that resemble online questionnaires, but in which no deviations are
allowed), but can deviate from this script based on the answers participants
provide (similar to unstructured interviews, which resemble normal conversations
as no questions are fixed, and thus cannot easily be replicated) [252]. In this
sense, semi-structured interviews combine the positive aspects of structured and
unstructured interviews [252].

Data analysis: Throughout the studies, we used self-created questions to investi-
gate the aspects that were of interest given the studies’ goals. Where reasonable,
we also used standardized questionnaires (e.g., the Intrinsic Motivation Inven-
tory [59] was used in Section 4.4). For answers to closed scale-based questions
it is an ongoing debate whether the results can be treated as ordinal or interval
data14. To account for this discussion, we report not only mean values but also the
median value of such answers. In addition, we tested for corresponding precon-
ditions when using further statistical methods and report non-parametric tests
where the requirements were not met. For answers to open questions we used
qualitative content analysis methods. For the presented studies that involved
such questions (e.g., the analysis of gamification concepts in Section 4.5) we use
thematic-based or content-based analysis [118] in which we derived overarching
themes that emerged through the answers.

Laboratory and “in the wild”/field user studies: While the Trash Game was
evaluated conceptually (see Section 3.3.3), all other systems were evaluated
under laboratory or “in the wild”/field conditions. Laboratory studies give the
experimenter high control over the environment and can thus reduce the amount
of confounding effects, but ecological and external validity might suffer through
the artificial context [65] (but see [18] for the usefulness of this type of study). We
chose this method for TPP++ (see Section 6.2.2), but tried to mimic the actual live-
streaming scenario to increase the validity. In contrast, “in the wild”/field studies
have a higher ecological validity, as users can use the system “naturally” [65], but
these give the experimenter less control. Our studies can be seen as “in the wild”
studies with laboratory aspects. For example, in the study using our gamified
task management application (see Section 4.3.2), we only required participants
to use the system (at least) once a day, but they could decide how. This means
users knew they were part of a study, but could use the application as they
wanted. Another example is the evaluation of CrowdChess (see Section 6.3.2).
Here, we conducted the user study using the live-streaming platform Mixer. Thus,
other Mixer live-streaming consumers could join anytime during the experiment,
mimicking “real situations”. In all these studies, we observed and collected usage
data, to understand how users interact with our created prototypes.

14 See for example https://goo.gl/E2Cnt1 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/E2Cnt1
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2.2 Supporting Users’ Influence

In the next two subsections, which are based on Ryan and Deci’s publications [58,
255, 256], we give a brief overview on human motivation and put an emphasis
on the Self-Determination Theory (SDT). It provides the theoretical foundation for
why it is reasonable to provide people with more influence and choices. After
this, we elaborate on studies reporting positive effects when choices and options
are offered. Although the SDT is formulated without a game focus (and used in
different contexts), it is also of relevance for games, which we will also discuss,
especially in relation to forced play. This section is closed by discussing users’
influence at design and runtime in HCI systems.

2.2.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation

Early research on motivation only considered a binary distinction where indi-
viduals were either not motivated (amotivation) or motivated. Over the years,
though, it was shown that the degree (i.e, how strongly motivated someone is
to do something) and also the types of motivation differ (i.e., where the motiva-
tion originates from). Considering the latter, two general types are scientifically
accepted today: intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The former drives people to
do something, because the activity itself is inherently interesting or enjoyable
and thus brings satisfaction. An example of intrinsically motivated behavior
is reading a book on a topic out of curiosity. In contrast, extrinsic motivation
is described as motivation that drives people do so something, because of an
external trigger. This can be external tangible or symbolic rewards (e.g., salary
or grades) but also factors such as deadlines. Considering the above example,
extrinsically motivated behavior could be reading a book that is not interesting
but was given as a homework assignment, and not reading it would lead to
sanctions at school. Many activities that people do are not motivated intrinsically,
but rather through external means. Taking away the external motivation will
then likely lead to stopping the behavior. Considering the example, when there is
no consequence to not reading the book, it is likely that the person will not do it.

Intrinsic motivation for a task can be measured through self-reported data of in-
terest and enjoyment of the activity through standardized questionnaires such as
the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [59] or the Gaming Motivation Scale [155] (which
can also measure extrinsic motivation). Another option is using so-called free
choice tasks. Here, users are given a task they need to conduct and after that
are free to do something, including (without stating this) continuing working
on the task. If they decide to continue doing the task, it can be assumed that it
intrinsically motivates them to do so (as there is no external reason to do it). The
more time they spend on it, the higher the motivation. Both approaches to mea-
sure intrinsic motivation are widely used in the literature (see for example [57]).
Besides questionnaires, extrinsic motivation can be measured by, for example,
comparing effort expended with and without an external reward given.
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2.2.2 Self-Determination Theory

While other motivational theories are used in the game context (see [248] for an
overview), for this thesis, we focus on the SDT, as it is “one of the most established
theoretical frameworks within gamification and game motivation research” ([199], p. 526).
A core aspect of it is the focus on three psychological needs and the relevancy of
need satisfaction for psychological health and well-being. According to the SDT,
settings that support/satisfy the individual’s need for autonomy, competence and
relatedness foster high-quality forms of motivation.

Autonomy is the need to engage in an activity under one’s own volition and
having the feeling of being in control to do activities in line with one’s own
goals. Deciding on doing an activity and/or having choices in it should support
satisfaction of the autonomy need and should positively impact well-being.
Competence is the need to experience mastery, being able to acquire new abilities
and having an optimal challenge. Features such as dynamic adjustments of
difficulties in an activity supports the need satisfaction of competence. Relatedness
is the need to feel connected to others and be involved in a social context. The
satisfaction of this need is supported, for example, through social features in
systems (e.g., a chat tool) or if group activities are supported. Regarding this
thesis, the autonomy aspect is most relevant for it. Although there are more
needs considered in the literature, Sheldon et al. [274] underline the relevancy of
the SDT needs. They investigated ten needs and asked their participants to recall
events in their past that they would consider as satisfying. The authors found
that autonomy, relatedness and competence belong to the most important needs
in these recalled events. This was also stable across cultural background and the
time elapsed between when the recalled event happened and the study.

The SDT consists of several sub-theories that consider different facets of motiva-
tion. We only briefly mention two that underline the thesis’ aspects further. All
theories can be read in more detail in [58, 255, 256]. The Cognitive Evaluation The-
ory (CET) focuses on autonomy and competence and considers the effects of the
social context on intrinsic motivation. According to the CET, events that change
the perceived locus of causality (relating to the feeling of self-determination and
autonomy) affect intrinsic motivation. When an event provokes a change in
perceptions toward a more external (internal) locus, intrinsic motivation will be
undermined (enhanced). In the same line of argumentation, events that support
or diminish the perceived competence impact the intrinsic motivation as well.
In a meta-analysis [57], it was found that tangible and symbolic rewards (i.e.,
external components) can undermine intrinsic motivation, found both through
free choice tasks and self-reported measurements.

While the CET focuses on intrinsic motivation, the Organismic Integration Theory
concerns internalization and integration of values and regulations and focuses
on extrinsic motivation. It states that there are different forms of it based on
the degree of internalization of an activity (i.e, how far regulations have been
transformed from external aspects to personally endorsed ones). Thus, extrinsic
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motivation needs to be seen as a continuum (External Regulation, Introjected
Regulation, Identified Regulation and Integrated Regulation) based on the perceived
locus of causality, i.e., the degree to which the behavior is perceived as self-
determined (relating back to autonomy). The lower end of the continuum –
External Regulation – represents the least autonomous form, as it is considered
controlled and externally regulated and can undermine intrinsic motivation (see
above). Introjected and Identified Regulation differ in the amount of internalization
of the regulations and in how far a person identifies with the values of a behavior.
On the upper end of the continuum, Integrated Regulation is the most autonomous
form, which shares many qualities with intrinsic motivation and appears when
regulations are identified as personally important and have been assimilated to
the self. The more autonomously extrinsic motivation is perceived by individuals,
the more positive effects were reported (e.g., greater engagement [220]).

Overall, these sub-theories highlight the importance of self-determination and
autonomy. As described, providing more autonomy has positive effects on in-
trinsic and extrinsic motivation. The game-related areas that we consider can
be improved in terms of autonomy, by empowering users and giving them
more choices to impact the experiences that unfold, as illustrated in Section 1.3.
Work such as [257] discusses the relevancy of these aspects in relation to self-
determination: minimization of choices is perceived as controlling and, in con-
trast, having meaningful choices allowing people to find something that they
can endorse facilitates self-determination. In the next sections, we elaborate on
studies in which it was shown that having choices led to positive outcomes,
further underlining the relevancy of the thesis’ questions.

2.2.3 The Effects of Choice

In this section, we present work showing that positive effects occur when people
are given choices or options to exemplify the autonomy aspect of the SDT.

Langer and Rodin [157] considered two groups in nursing homes. In one group,
it was communicated that everyone in the group can be responsible for him-
or herself and still has influence on their own lives. The other group received
a communication with the same content, but here, the staff’s responsibility for
them was highlighted. With questionnaires and behavioral measures they found
differences in the groups. For example, participants of the first group reported
being happier and more active, and significantly more of them attended an
optional movie night. Corah and Boffa [50] exposed participants to white noise
and ensured that it was perceived as equally loud by every participant. During
the experiment, participants received either an escape (i.e, they should turn off
the sound by pressing a button) or no-escape trial (i.e., they should not press the
button). Half of the participants were given a choice. They were told that they
could decide not to press the button in escape trials (when the sound was not
uncomfortable) and could press the button in no-escape trials (when the sound
was too uncomfortable). Through self-reports and skin response measurement
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it was found that participants having a choice had reduced levels of aversive
equality of the stimulus. Lefcourt [163] provided an overview of further studies
in respect to different aversive stimuli and showed similar effects, in humans
and animals alike. Stotland and Blumenthal [284] studied the effects of choice on
anxiety reduction. In their experiment, they allowed half of their participants to
choose the order of ability tests they needed to solve (the actual solving was not
part of the experiment), while the other half received the task to solve the tests in
a fixed order. All participants were told that the order itself had no relevance for
their scores in the end. They found that the subjects without a choice were more
anxious. Overall, these presented studies all showed that providing people with
choices has beneficial effects on perceptions and behaviors.

Amabile and Gitomer [6] conducted a study in which children were allowed
to select boxes containing material for doing handicrafts. For every child that
was able to select something, another child received the same boxes from the
experimenter (i.e., the child had no choice to select another box). Both children
received the task to create a collage with the material. All collages were rated in
terms of how creative they were. As one result, it was found that the children
that were able to select the boxes were significantly more creative. Zuckerman
et al. [337] considered a puzzle-based task. 80 college students were paired and
only one participant per pairing received a choice. This participant could decide
which three (of six) puzzles he or she wanted to solve and how much time to
spend on it. The paired participants received the same puzzles and were told
how much time for each of them was available (both based on the selection of the
other participant). After the puzzle solving, a free choice phase was initiated where
it was measured how long participants continued to work on further puzzles. It
was found that participants in the choice condition reported significantly higher
feelings of control, spent more time on puzzle solving during the free choice
phase and would more likely return to the laboratory for further puzzle solving.
Overall, this shows the positive impact of choices on intrinsic motivation directly
affecting the task outcomes. Throughout this chapter, we will provide further
(digital) examples, in which the benefits of choices are visible as well.

Illusion of Choice

In the studies above, participants in the choice conditions had factual choices.
In another branch of choice-related research, it was investigated whether giving
participants an illusion of having choices also leads to positive effects. For exam-
ple, Swann and Pittman [290] conducted a study with elementary school children
where they were confronted with drawing tools and other toys. In one condition,
children were told that they had a choice and could pick any of the games to play
with, but at the same time, the drawing game was verbally highlighted (“Well,
since you’re already sitting in front of it, why don’t you start with the drawing game?”
(p. 1129)). The authors excluded children in their analysis that chose not to play
the game (so there was no real choice from a study perspective). In the other
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condition, the missing choice was highlighted (“I used to let children choose what
game to play, but I can’t do that anymore. Instead I will tell you which game to play.”
(p. 1129)) and after five minutes, a free choice phase started. It was found that
children with the feeling of having a choice more likely chose the drawing task
and spent more time with it. Another example are the findings of Langer [156].
He showed that this illusion of choice is also apparent in situations that are only
based on chance, such as lotteries. In one of his reported studies participants had
to draw a lottery ticket by themselves or received it from someone (i.e., they could
not draw it, but saw how it was drawn). Participants that had a choice would less
likely give their ticket away and would sell it only for significantly higher prices,
even though the chances to win with the ticket remained the same independent
of who drew the ticket. Overall, this indicates that merely the feeling of having
control and choices is sufficient to invoke effects.

Choice Overload

Another stream of research considered whether having too many choices is
problematic. Schwartz calls this “Tyranny of Freedom” ([267], p. 85). Iyengar and
Lepper [126] acknowledged that in many of the choice studies, often only a
small number of choices is considered. They raise attention to the fact, that if
people already have knowledge on what they prefer, they might be content with
rich options (e.g., the choices in a restaurant menu), but might be overwhelmed
in contexts where they have fewer insights. The authors use the term “choice
overload” (p. 996) for these situations and state that this is demotivating. In a
range of studies where they ensured that participants have no pre-determined
preferences, they varied the amount of options to select from (low: six, high:
24 to 30). They found different effects, such as that in a low condition, more
items than in a high condition were bought later on and that the quality of essays
was better when offering fewer possible topics to write about. They found that
more choices were perceived as difficult, frustrating and led to less satisfaction
when participants were asked about their choice afterward. They close their
consideration with the aspect that choice overload is more crucial in non-trivial
choice-making scenarios and that effects might change, when choices are self-
generated instead of imposed as in their studies. In general, how choices should
be presented (choice overload is one aspect here as well) and how people can be
supported in making a choice (e.g., through tools such as recommender systems)
are topics which are considered within the area of choice architectures. We will not
further elaborate on this, but refer the reader to [133, 298] for an overview.

Taking the previous study results together, considering this thesis, it can be
hypothesized that offering more influence options in systems will also provide
positive results, as long as the amount of options is not overwhelming for users.
Thereby it seems to be unimportant whether the offered choices are actual or only
illusory ones, as a feeling of having choices is what appears to matter. In the next
section we will discuss how games are beneficial from a SDT perspective.
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2.2.4 Games and Self-Determination Theory

Work such as [238] summarizes how games satisfy the SDT needs, which further
explains why games are successful (see Section 1.1): competence was satisfied
early through arcade games, as players could experience enhanced competence
feelings while playing. Autonomy was satisfied beginning with home-based
games as choices were offered to the players, for example, in role-playing games.
Relatedness was satisfied through, for example, multiplayer games. Thus, as
(video) games are able to fulfill these needs, they spark intrinsic motivation. Ryan
et al. [258] investigated video games in relation to the SDT and also highlight that
playing such games is an intrinsically motivated activity directly related to how
much the players experience need satisfaction during play. In studies, the authors
found supporting evidence, as for example in a single-player game the perceived
in-game autonomy and competence was associated with the game enjoyment
and the desire to continue to play. Recently, Iten et al. [125] investigated choices
in narrative-rich games (an example of such a game would be The Witcher 3; see
Section 1.1). They highlight that having choices is one feature of interactivity.
They analyzed game situations in which players reported to have experienced
meaningful choices. Based on this, they created a narrative and manipulated the
meaningfulness (low/high) and whether there was a choice or not. They found
that meaningfulness had a significant effect on player experience. Additionally,
they only found a significant effect between having choices or not in the high
meaningfulness condition, underlining the importance of meaning in this context
as well, i.e., that not every choice matters.

Forced Play

Although games can satisfy the SDT needs, they do not do this in all cases.
Deterding [63] investigated how the situational context in “leisurely” and “non-
leisurely” game play impacts autonomy. He conducted interviews with people
that engage in both (e.g., professional eSports players or game journalists). They
should report their experiences of perceived low and high autonomy, choice and
consequence in their interaction with games. Deterding found that in a leisure
context the questions when to play and for how long, what to play and how to play
are important factors for autonomy that are mostly not available at work. For
example, a game journalist that needs to keep a deadline to deliver a report
on a specific game (and thus needs to play it) cannot be considered as acting
autonomously. But even in a leisure context in which multiplayer games are
played as a team, autonomy is restricted when a player needs to be present. This
indicates that the context matters and that forced play does not necessarily lead
to the same positive outcomes as voluntary game play. Furthermore, playing at
work (even though part of it) was considered as inappropriate by Deterding’s
participants. Examples that are given were that one would fear not noticing
a colleague having a question or could not let one’s emotions run freely, in
comparison to playing at home.
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Heeter et al. [110] considered the impact of forced game play in the serious games
context (see Section 1.2) and stated that often “one-size-fits-all” solutions are used
in a teaching context (i.e., the same game needs to be played by everyone) where
pupils are forced to play the educational games. In a study with four different
types of games they found that forcing game play on non-gamers or gamers that
do not like the game genre/the game leads to negative effects. They add that
people are highly idiosyncratic when it comes to games and that even creating a
good game is no guarantor that everyone will perceive it positively. Mollick and
Rothbard [203] present an overview on games at work, showing that this topic
already has a long history, and focus on the issue of “mandatory fun” (p. 4), i.e.,
that games here are manager-imposed and are often aiming at supporting the
employer’s goals. “Mandatory fun”, as discussed in Section 1.3, is not a voluntary
aspect and also removes the spontaneity connected to fun (i.e., it feels like part of
the work, instead of play). Gamification is seen similarly by these authors as it
is imposed from the top. They highlight that consent is important to reduce the
effects of “mandatory fun”. One aspect towards consent is an active engagement,
i.e., employees should be able to decide whether they want to play or not.

These examples show that while games can satisfy SDT needs, there are nega-
tively influencing factors such as “one-size-fits-all” solutions and forced play.
Overall, the role of autonomy was also highlighted in these studies. This directly
relates to the topic of this thesis, i.e., giving users more influence options in game-
based systems. In the next section, we complement this by briefly discussing
which options users receive at the design time and runtime of systems in HCI,
showing that the idea of empowering users is reasonable in general.

2.2.5 Users as Designers

Sanders [261] highlights that people like to feel creative and want to be creators.
She discusses different levels of creativity and that people should be empowered
to express this. Along these lines, Fischer and Scharff [76] stated that “designing
a system that can sufficiently anticipate all possible uses in advance... is an impossible
task” (p. 396) and that “providing the opportunity for people to become designers is
both important and rewarding” (p. 398). They stress that not everyone wants to
be a designer, that even if users are open to this, there are different degrees of
engagement to consider and that there needs to be a distinction made between
design time and runtime of systems. The latter is relevant, because here, users
can discover mismatches between what they want and what the system offers.

At Design Time

User-centered design [252], co-design/co-creation [262] and participatory design [151,
266] are methods that consider later (end-)users’ opinions and needs at design
time. According to Sanders and Stappers [262], in user-centered design users are
seen as subjects. Here, they are often not directly involved in the design tasks,
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but studied from an ethnographic perspective to learn about their needs, require-
ments and behaviors. In the other approaches users are seen as partners [262]
and directly involved in the design process [88]. Nonetheless, in all these design
approaches users have the chance to influence the later systems, although the
designers or researchers can, depending on the chosen approach to a varying
degree, moderate what will be integrated eventually [85]. Vines et al. [312] pro-
vide an overview on the goals that motivate user participation in the design
processes in HCI. These are sharing control with users, sharing expertise and
motivating individual, organizational and technological change. Based on their
argumentation, the first aspect relates to the autonomy aspect by giving groups
of people the chance to impact the later systems which they will need to use. The
second aspect relates to the fact that users in many domains of HCI understand
their current practices and potential issues better than external researchers. Thus,
giving them the chance to articulate these helps researchers to elicit knowledge,
values and opinions that can be added to the system’s design. The third aspect
helps to motivate changes already through the design process. The authors state
that users should receive more options than they have today, for example, by
being integrated in how the process and tools to be used should look. Thus, the
authors call for more influence options, fitting the thesis’ idea to empower users,
although we focus on user influence at runtime.

Several studies show positive results of integrating users in the design process.
Kanstrup [135] provided an overview on different forms of integrating the user
in the design process: end user programming, lead user innovation and participatory
design. While they have similarities, there are differences in, for example, the
motivation for why end users are integrated in the process. Overall, though, in
all these cases, users are enabled to design their own systems. They further report
findings from design workshops conducted with 17 families who were asked to
design IT services supporting everyday living with diabetes. Here, participants
reported a broad range of design ideas that revealed that end users are in general
able to derive ideas and are competent designers, even without having an IT
background. Gerling et al. [88] compared the performance of wheelchair users
and game design experts in designing wheelchair-based games. They found
that both groups were able to create concepts providing valuable insights into
the design of such games and elaborated on important design aspects (such
as mechanics or aesthetics). The authors found that non-experts miss details
(e.g., technical constraints or missing relationships between game mechanics),
unlike experts. Gaye and Tanaka [85] described a case study in which young
people conceptualized and developed an interactive information pack in a Do-
it-Yourself approach. While researchers here had only a guiding function, the
young people designed and implemented the system themselves. The resulting
prototypes were positively received by them. One reason for this was the strong
ownership the participants reported. Taken together, these aspects show that
users are already having an influence on the design time of systems and can also
successfully impact the design with positive outcomes.
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At Runtime

Considering giving users influence on systems at runtime, Sundar [285] argues
that the most seductive aspect of modern communication technologies is their
potential for customization, i.e., the degree of user autonomy and/or how many
options the user receives to modify or create content. Kiousis [144] considers
several definitions of interactivity, and many of these highlight the choices that
are available to users in a system. He states that “individuals should be able to
manipulate the content, form and pace of a mediated environment in some way” (p. 368).
Marathe and Sundar [185] put emphasis on the aspect that customization places
the locus of control within the users. They mention several aspects as to why
customization is used by users, amongst them to adapt a system towards their
own goals, making it more efficient for them, or helping in managing complexity
or information overload. Systems can offer various degrees of customization
and through this, users can also more likely start to identify with a product. The
authors conducted a study where users could customize a news platform in terms
of which content was shown, as well as the appearance of the content and the
web page. They found that participants in the customization condition provided
higher values for sense of control and sense of identity compared to participants
who had no chance to customize, underlining the effects customization produces.
This directly connects to the thesis’ idea of giving users more influence options at
the runtime of gamified systems and game live-streams.

In later works, Sundar et al. [287, 288] highlight that interactive tools can serve
as a source for others and offer a form of self-expression that goes beyond cus-
tomization. They call this “source interactivity” ([288], p. 2248), which relates to
autonomy and control. They see this as a continuum. While graphic or functional
customization is part of it, on its higher end they see that users are even able to
create content on their own. Examples they provide are Wikipedia and YouTube.
Here, users would not only make a conscious choice of what they read or see,
but are also actively creating content as a source. Fischer [75] considers cultures of
participation. He highlights that users should be supported in being consumers
and designers. System designers should make users co-designers by providing
elements that allow these users to adapt the system to their needs during runtime.
The culture of participation is supported by making changes seem to be possible
and beneficial, and to have low barriers for users. He also highlights that not
every user wants to be a designer and thus, they should have the opportunity
to contribute only if they want to. Considering the introduction on games and
play (see Section 1.1), customization in game-related approaches seems beneficial
as well. Campbell et al. [34] stated: “narratives, goals, and challenges can benefit
from design that leaves a maximal number of choices open to the player. By placing fewer
restrictions on interaction, play can occur at the pace of the player. This means rules
should be designed to shape play without being overly restrictive on when and where play
can take place or how the player chooses to explore the narrative of the game” (p. 250). All
this highlights that users should be able to choose how to interact with systems,
directly adding to the idea this thesis follows.
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2.2.6 Summary

In this section, we introduced the concepts of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
and the Self-Determination Theory. Based on these elaborations, our research
questions receive theoretical grounding: empowering users with more options in
systems should positively impact extrinsic and intrinsic motivation according to
this theory, foremost as the feeling of autonomy should be higher. We reported
on studies that showed positive effects of having choices and discussed how
games, when not forced, in general facilitate intrinsic motivation. We also shed
light on practices that empower users at design and runtime, showing that it is
beneficial to give users more influence options in general and that this is already
something that is considered in HCI. With this thesis, we add to this, as we
provide users with more autonomy at the runtime of gamification settings and
game live-streams. Given the previous sections, this seems reasonable to do, and
we hypothesize that this impacts the motivation positively and thus the users
experience. To our knowledge, this has not been considered to the extent this
thesis does. In the next sections, we highlight the current research state and open
questions in this regard. In Section 2.3, we elaborate on why it is useful to tailor
gamification and that personalization and customization are two approaches
for this. While customization approaches exist already, they do not give users
full control over the gamification in a system. This is something we consider in
Chapter 4. In Section 2.4, we give an overview on crowdsourcing, and elaborate
on how games and gamification are an option to motivate participation. We
discuss how the actual crowd members profit off the systems they put work into
and highlight that this can be improved. We consider crowd-based systems, in
which the user effort directly improves the system for the users in Chapter 3.
In Section 2.5 we consider the live-streaming context and discuss motivations
for why people watch these and what is done to empower viewers’ interactive
options. Here, it becomes obvious that the interactive design space is not fully
understood yet. Our contributions to this are presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.3 Tailoring Gamification

In their literature review, Seaborn and Fels [269] highlight that gamification is
seen as a tool that is able to facilitate extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Study
results reported in the literature were mixed or positive. The mixed results
were attributed to, among other things, differences in the perception of gamifica-
tion. In this section, we complement the introduction on gamification given in
Section 1.2.1 by focusing on the efforts towards tailoring it.

The relevance of context factors in the perception of games was mentioned
previously (see Section 2.2.4). The impact of individual factors was also reported
on in the game literature. For example, the influence of personality on the liking
of particular game genres [231] or which aspects in online gaming are relevant
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for someone [129] were reported aspects towards individual differences. Thus,
it is unsurprising that “one-size-fits-all” approaches in game-related sub-fields
also have shortcomings [25]. Many works stress the negative aspects of such
approaches, calling for tailored solutions (e.g., [145, 223]). Several aspects were
found to have an impact on the perception of gamification elements and game-
related aspects such as personality traits [45, 131, 196], player types [204, 306],
age [22, 137, 228], gender [45, 148, 228], achievement goal orientation [101], social
factors [105], culture [4] and the application domain [106].

As we consider personality and player types in the study presented in Section 4.5,
we will elaborate on these further. Different models exist to measure the per-
sonality (e.g., the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) [210]), but the Five Factor
Model (Big Five) [91] “is currently the leading and most widely [used] model adopted by
personality psychologists” ([227], p. 460). It considers five main personality traits
on which people can score low or high. One way to measure these is through
questionnaires, such as the NEO-PI-R [51] or the Big Five Inventory [242]. The
literature [225, 242, 306] describes the traits in this way: high scores on Open-
ness to experiences represent people that have the tendency to be curious and
creative and have an adventure- and knowledge-seeking attitude. People scoring
low tend to be conservative, tend to have fixed views and do not want to gain
new experiences. People high in Conscientiousness tend to be self-disciplined,
goal-oriented, organized and give activities thought before doing them. Low
scores represent people that tend to be careless and unsteady. People high in
Extraversion have the tendency to be outgoing, seek out new opportunities and
are social. People low on this trait tend to be introverted, silent and withdrawn.
People high in Agreeableness tend to be altruistic, considerate, tolerant and caring.
People low on this trait tend to be critical and distrustful. Finally, Neuroticism
describes emotional stability. People high in this trait tend to be nervous, fearful
and depressed. Low-scoring people have a higher emotional stability.

Ferro et al. [73] discuss relationships between personality and player types. They
state that these just have different contexts (e.g., personality has a general one,
while player types are specific to games). They relate player type models, per-
sonality aspects and game elements/mechanics and show that there is overlap
between the different concepts. Hamari and Tuunanen [107] conducted a litera-
ture review in relation to player types. They found that different segmentation
methods have been used so far. One is psychographic segmentation in which,
for example, users are only distinguished between casual and hardcore players.
Another segmentation is on a behavioral basis, i.e., how users behave within a
system. An example for this is Bartle’s work [11], in which player behavior in a
specific game genre was observed and four player types (Killer, Achiever, Socialiser
and Explorer) were identified. Hamari and Tuuanen examine the approaches and
found that many concepts considered in the literature were overlapping (e.g., the
concept of achievement was found consistently). Various other player models are
currently considered in the literature (see [31, 73, 227, 303] for overviews), such
as the Demographic Game Design Model [12] or the BrainHex [212].
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One recent development in this respect is the Gamification User Types Hexad
Scale [306] developed by Tondello et al., which is based on the Hexad framework
by Marczewski [186]. In contrast to other available player type questionnaires
which aim at games in particular, it focuses on systems using gamification [306].
The Hexad framework is based on the SDT needs and contains six user types
which are associated with people’s intrinsic and extrinsic motivation: the user
types Socialisier and Philanthropist have similar characteristics (relating both to
the SDT need for relatedness). While the Socialiser wants to interact with others
and create social connection (a pure relatedness aspect), the Philanthropist wants
to help others and is thus characterized as being motivated by purpose. The Free
Spirit and Disruptor are motivated by the SDT need for autonomy. While the
Free Spirit is characterized by having freedom in a system and acting without
external control (a pure autonomy aspect), the Disruptor wants to trigger change
in a system and alter it. Finally, the Achiever and Player relate to the SDT need
for competence. While the Achiever wants to complete tasks and prove him- or
herself, the Player is motivated by earning extrinsic rewards. Tondello et al. [306]
showed that the user types derived with the Gamification User Types Hexad Scale
relate to game elements and Big Five personalities. Importantly, the scale provides
scores for every player type. Thus, it counteracts the criticism of other models
which often treat users as belonging to just one type [107].

Works which consider the relationship between player types/personality traits
and game elements approach this topic differently, either by investigating a
particular element in depth or by considering a broader spectrum. A recent
example for the former is Jia et al. [130]. They investigated different leaderboard
constellations and found, amongst other results, that people scoring high in
Extraversion experience leaderboards more positively. A recent example for the
latter is Tondello et al. [303] who investigated the relationship between the Hexad
user types and game elements. They let participants rate a set of game elements
in terms of their enjoyment through an online study. Based on this, they created
eight element clusters and relate these to player types, personality traits, age and
gender. Through this, they were able to show differences, such as that the cluster
Customization is preferred by women and men who scored high on Openness, or
that the cluster Risk/Reward was preferred by younger Achievers and Players.

Considering these examples, it becomes obvious that much is being done to
understand factors that influence the perception of gamification. A question is
how these theoretical findings can be practically applied to systems that want
to provide a tailored experience. Theoretical results gained can be used through
at least two options. The first option is personalization. Here, either algorithms
automatically derive the relevant factors and adjust the system for the users, or
the system is adapted to a target population by developers beforehand [31]. The
second option is customization. Here, users can adapt the system themselves. The
findings might be used in a recommender system fashion [305, 304] to assist users
here. Personalization and customization will be considered in the next sections,
but given the thesis scope, we only briefly discuss current personalization efforts.
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2.3.1 Personalization

Monterrat et al. [205] present an architecture to realize a personalization approach
in a gamified learning environment. Here, individual game elements would
automatically be activated or disabled based on user data (e.g., player type and
age), usage data (e.g., interaction within the system and interactions with the
game elements) and environmental data (e.g, the context where the system is
used). Elements could also be disabled by the user, being a customization aspect
in an otherwise personalized system. As the authors state, this is not only done
to allow for more freedom in the system, but also to learn more about user
preferences in particular. In a later work, Monterrat et al. [204] showed positive
effects of a personalized approach based on player types in a learning context.
Six experts considered five offered gamification elements for the system (e.g., the
game uses a set of stars if a player learns a new grammar rule), and mapped them
to player types. Other participants were now confronted with either the two best
matching gamification features in the learning platform (given their player type)
or with the worst matching. They found that participants with matching features
spent 39% more time on the platform, showing positive effects of personalization.
Böckle et al. [24] propose a design framework to create personalized gamification
approaches. Which adaptivity criteria to consider is the most significant aspect
here and covers, amongst others, player type/personality type, how users use the
system, who the users are and the context. This further underlines the number of
aspects that play a role in tailoring gamification.

Orji et al. [224] used storyboards in the context of risky alcohol drinking behavior
depicting different (game-related) persuasive strategies (amongst them, goal
setting, competition, cooperation, personalization, and customization), which
“are the 10 commonly employed strategies in persuasive games and gamified system
design” (p. 1016). The authors were able to show that personality traits have an
impact on the perception of these strategies. They propose a “one-size-fits-all” ap-
proach to appeal to a broad range of users, by using aspects that are motivational
for some personalities and not negatively associated to others. Additionally,
based on their results, they discuss how to tailor to specific personality types,
such as that people high in Conscientiousness should be offered (among others)
goal-setting elements. In a recent study [226], they did a follow-up with the
Hexad user types in the same context and with the same strategies. They showed
that the player types have a significant impact on the perception of the strategies.
Again, they derived a “one-size-fits-all” approach appealing to a broad user base,
as well as ways to tailor it for particular user types. This also highlights that there
is not yet a perfect approach that appeals to all player types similarly. In [222],
Orji et al. showed how their results can be applied in a tailored serious games
context and that tailoring indeed had positive effects. Jia et al. [131] investigated
several game elements (amongst them, points, leaderboards, clear goals and
challenges) and their relation to the Big Five. They showed videos of an interac-
tive prototype (in the context of promoting healthy habits) which implemented
the game elements. Similar to the earlier approaches, they were able to derive
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strategies on how to use game elements to appeal to a broad user population (e.g.,
using levels) and how to tailor the system for a specific personality type (e.g.,
people high in Extraversion more likely prefer points, levels and leaderboards).
Overall, these aspects have only considered particular aspects in tailoring. As
mentioned previously, the literature reports on more aspects that have an impact
on the perception of gamified scenarios (besides player types and personality
traits). To our knowledge, though, there is no approach that considers all these
aspects for a personalized system yet.

Khoshkangini et al. [142] present an approach in which challenges are created
through procedural content generation in a personalized fashion, based on the
player’s preferences, history and former performance. In the context of a smart
urban mobility game, these were appreciated by users. Busch et al. [31] con-
sidered different BrainHex player types in a game setting and created tailored
game missions for these. They hypothesized that the user experience should
be affected by this (e.g., the congruent missions should lead to better player
experience), but could not show it. This also indicates that more factors need to
be considered. As an issue, they stated that “there are no empirically-driven design
guidelines on how to translate player types into meaningful game designs” (p. 160).
Similar aspects were raised by Böckle et al. [25] in a literature review conducted
on personalized gamification. They identified several research challenges, such as
that is necessary to learn how the individual reacts to different (game) mechanics,
how to balance the degree of adaptivity and how to design meaningful adaptive
gamified systems. Overall, these aspects show that there are still a range of open
questions regarding how to personalize gamification interventions.

2.3.2 Customization

Following the argumentation above, the range of challenges in personalization
and the aspects that impact the perception of game elements makes personaliza-
tion currently difficult. A different approach to achieve tailoring is customization,
i.e., allowing users to adapt the system. Considering the SDT, this directly con-
nects to the autonomy and choice aspects discussed previously (see Section 2.2).

Personalization vs. Customization

Orji et al. [225] considered personalization and customization. They found that
both aspects are perceived positively, although users perceived personalization
in their study context (healthy eating and risky alcohol drinking) better. Through
a qualitative analysis of participants’ answers they were able to derive strengths
and weaknesses that both approaches share (e.g., they increase the relevance and
usefulness of a system), but also differences. Customization gives users a feeling
of control, freedom and the ability to add a personal touch to the system, but
they also found that participants see issues: it is expected to divert attention, to
consume more time, and is assessed as difficult. Furthermore, participants seem
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not to trust their own judgments to decide what is best for them (in the health
context here). This calls for improved user interfaces and assistance tools to
mitigate these effects. One example is recommendations based on derived player
types that can then be further customized by the participants [304]. Considering
the drawbacks of personalization, they found that participants judged it as
potentially boring and also highlighted trust aspects. In a recent work, Orji
et al. [226] found that customization is not negatively associated to any of the
Hexad user types, while personalization is negatively associated with Disruptors,
showing further differences.

Although not in a game context, Sundar and Marathe’s [286] comparison of
personalization and customization add to these aspects as well. They discuss the
question that in a tailored context, it is unclear whether users are more satisfied
because they have more autonomy and feel as “self-as-source” (p. 299) (hinting
that customization might be more valuable) or because the content is now a
better fit (hinting that personalization alone would be sufficient). They conducted
a study in a news page context. In the customization condition, participants
received the option to customize which menu items are available on a news page
(a comparatively simple form of tailoring); in the personalization condition, the
page was adapted by researchers for the participants, based on the participant’s
preferences (which were collected earlier), and no tailoring was a baseline condi-
tion. They were able to show that power users appreciated customization, while
non-power users seemed to appreciate personalization more. In a follow-up, they
also considered privacy-related aspects based on the idea that personalization
can only be done when the system collects data in the background. Here, they
found that power users favor customization in scenarios with low privacy (i.e.,
where it was highlighted that the system uses browsing information) and person-
alization in high privacy settings (i.e., ensuring the participant that the system
will not collect any data). Overall, these approaches show that customization
and personalization have both advantages and disadvantages and factors that
influence their perception, making it reasonable to investigate both approaches.
Within this thesis, we contribute to the customization literature.

Meaningful Gamification

Another important aspect towards customization in gamification was highlighted
by Nicholson [218, 219]. He, based on the SDT, states that when gamification is
perceived as meaningful and relevant, it might more likely produce autonomous,
internalized behaviors. He emphasizes that it is necessary to put users in the loop
to achieve meaningful gamification. They should be able to decide on what should
be gamified to reach their goals, and define these by themselves. They should
be able to decide how the gamification should look (e.g., which game elements
are used) and why they should use a gamified system (e.g., they should be able
to relate game elements to the underlying activities). To achieve this, Nicholson
demands that users need to be involved in the creation of gamified systems
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(i.e., highlighting a strong user-centered design approach) and/or by allowing
customization of the system itself. He suggests to create systems in which users
can “create their own tools to track different aspects of the non-game activity, to create
their own leveling systems and achievements, to develop their own game-based methods
of engaging with the activity and to be able to share that content with other users” ([219],
p. 4). In a later work, Nicholson [220] further discussed that users should find
their own reasons for engaging with a behavior or system to support the intrinsic
motivation. He introduces six concepts to achieve meaningfulness. Two of these,
which he called Play and Choice, are directly connected to the ideas of this thesis.
With Play, the voluntary nature and freedom of choice is highlighted. He states
that players should be able to “establish and change their own constraints”, that
“play must be optional” and that “players need to be able to select what they want to play
with” (all p. 5). Choice emphasizes putting the player in control of how he or she
engages with the system. This directly relates to the autonomy aspect of the SDT,
as the player always should have the choice of which activities he or she wants
to do and how to engage with a gamified system.

Overall, this directly connects to the aspects we discussed in Section 2.2 and
shows that it is also advisable to consider users’ opinions at design and runtime
and to give them the chance to alter the gamification.

Forms of Customization

We give examples of game-related customization in this section, which illustrates
three aspects. First, the positive effects of choices (see Section 2.2.3) are also
visible here. Second, customization is used in game-related contexts already.
Third, different degrees of customization in systems exist.

Customization on the element level: The following examples show contexts
in which users were able to customize individual elements: Kim et al. [143]
differentiate functional customization (i.e., users can alter something that has an
impact on the game outcome) and aesthetic customization (i.e., users can alter
the audio-visual experience). In their first study, they allowed for functional
customization (i.e., participants in this condition could make their ship in a
2D shooter game stronger). In their second study, they allowed for aesthetic
customization (i.e., participants could alter visual features of a car in a racing
game). Compared to not being able to adjust something, they overall showed
that players in the customization conditions had stronger feelings of autonomy
and control leading to higher ratings for game enjoyment. Peng et al. [233]
investigated how more autonomy and competence-related features in a game
scenario are perceived. For autonomy, they provided users with the option to
customize the in-game avatar’s gender and appearance (aesthetic customization),
character attributes (e.g., causing more damage; functional customization) and
allowed users to talk with non-player characters by offering several answer
options in the dialogs (instead of having no options). For the competence aspect,
they offered a dynamic difficulty mechanism, give feedback on how well a
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Figure 2.1: Parts of the user interface of Cafe Flour Sack. Left: The different
reward-related screens. Right: The system selects a reward randomly, or a
user can select a reward (all images taken from [276]).

player performs in the game and provide achievements. They could show that
participants exposed to the customization options had greater satisfaction of the
autonomy need, enjoyment and motivation for future play. The same was found
for the competence features.

Mollick and Rothbard [203] conducted a study in which they created a game
with two themes (fantasy or farming). Depending on the condition, participants
were either able to select the themes (preferred choice), were assigned one of the
options (no choice) or were asked what they liked but received the other theme
(non-preferred). Overall, the authors could show that participants that had a
choice scored higher on several self-reported metrics, e.g., they understood the
rules better, found the game to be more fair, reported to be more engaged in
the game, and that the offered choice directly predicts the feelings of autonomy.
Munson and Consolvo [207] considered the elements, goal setting, rewards,
self-monitoring and sharing in a physical activity context. They found that goal-
setting (a form of customization) was especially important, when users could set
the goals for themselves. The gamified task management applications considered
in [136] allowed users to add tasks and to assign points to these. When the task
was finished and checked off in the application, the points were unlocked and, for
example, would improve a virtual character. Here, users can thus decide on their
own how “worthy” their tasks are. Birk et al. [21] allowed users to customize their
avatar, leading to higher degrees of identification and need satisfaction. Recently,
Birk and Mandryk [23] showed that it also has positive effects on attrition in
self-improvement programs. In [272] users could set up their own competitions
in a physical activity context, which led to an increase in daily steps.

Customization on the game configuration level: Another customization ap-
proach is to allow users to adjust which game elements they want to use. Siu
and Riedl [276] considered different reward schemes (see Figure 2.1, left) in a
categorization game (called Cafe Flour Sack): leaderboards (users were ranked
based on their points they could achieve for correct categorizations), customizable
avatars (receiving a currency that can be spent on digital items to customize a 2D
avatar), unlockable narratives (receiving a currency that can be spent to unlock
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short stories) and a global progress tracker (showing a player’s contributions in
relation to all contributions). They conducted a study in which some participants
received a reward randomly and others could decide which reward type they
wanted to receive (see Figure 2.1, right). They found that the choice in this system
led to better task completion times and similarly-engaged player experiences.
While the users were not able to further customize the actual rewards (i.e., the
amount of points received after a correct categorization), this work underlines
the positive effects when users can decide which game element they want to use.

Snow et al. [280] investigated a gamified tutoring system in which users could
receive points that could be spent to unlock game-based features (e.g., the capa-
bility to edit an avatar). This can be seen as another example in which users can
decide how game elements are introduced. In this context, the authors found
negative effects on learning (e.g., as it diverts students’ attention). In a study by
Schöbel et al. [265], participants were confronted with ten different elements for
a learning environment context. They saw several subsets and combinations and
ranked the elements. Overall, level, points, goals and status scored highest. In
addition, they stated how many elements of the ten they would combine in the
learning platform. The answers showed that there is a high variance, making it
reasonable to allow users to customize this aspect as well.

Customization on both levels: To our knowledge, gamification systems that
offer a broad range of customization options that combine both levels extensively
have not yet been investigated. Here, users should be able to decide on all aspects
at runtime, even to the degree of disabling all game elements completely. They
should have a large set of game elements to select from, and be able to combine
these and further customize each of them. In this sense, users could decide
in a “bottom-up” way on their gamification setup. We see this as self-tailored
gamification, which fits into Nicholson’s [218, 219] considerations for meaningful
gamification (see above). This thesis contributes studies of such approaches and
shows positive qualitative and quantitative effects of them in Chapter 4.

Users’ Openness to Customization

Given the criticism that customization might be too demanding for users, the
question arises how it can be supported, when they have even more choices in
gamification approaches where they can decide on many aspects in a “bottom-up”
way. At this point, it needs to be highlighted that there are areas in which users
are already keen on spending considerable effort in a “bottom-up” manner. One
example is the Quantified-Self movement [43, 175]. Here, users decide themselves
on which data they want to monitor (e.g., daily food intake), how they want
to do this and what they do with the information. Choe et al. [43] showed that
there are different reasons for why people engage in this movement, such as the
desire to improve health or gain new life experiences. They stated that a form of
self-experimentation is involved and although people might lack scientific rigor
here, HCI tools can support people in this task.
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Figure 2.2: The game creation wizard in the Games for Crowds platform (taken
from [98]).

Lee et al. [162] studied the concept of self-experimentation in the context of sleep
education control. Here, they evaluated the idea of using not only interactive in-
struction materials, but also a just-in-time intervention tool. The former included
a protocol in which participants define a behavior that they want to achieve; set a
goal they want to achieve; generate ideas for how to reach it with behavior change
techniques (with material that helps them to select and personalize techniques);
formulate a final plan; and use self-tracking measures to determine if the goal was
reached. The just-in-time intervention tool uses off-the-shelf hard- and software
and allowed users to set up events based on a simple rule-based approach that
should trigger them at certain points in time where this is beneficial for reaching
their goal (e.g., a reminder at 9pm that informs them to go to bed). In their
study, they found improvements in sleep quality for both aspects. Considering
self-tailored gamification, we also see the relevance of self-experimentation as users
can experiment with the game elements as well.

The literature also showed that people are open to creating game-based experi-
ences in general. Guy et al. [98] developed a platform (called Games for Crowds)
that allows employees to create their own games. They can voluntarily decide to
create games through a wizard component (see Figure 2.2) to reduce complexity,
which also targets the criticism above. They can define general information
(such as a game description), topics and questions, the order for which questions
should be presented, who has access to the game (all employees or only a subset)
and the kind of rewards (e.g., points for completing a task, or bonus points if an
answer was given by several other players already). In a three-month “in the
wild” study, 25 employes created 34 games, of which 24 were business-related
and ten were leisure games. Overall, 339 players played with the games. They
found that there were different motivations for why games were created, such
as that creators wanted to gain or expand knowledge, discover assets or ideas,
teach the crowd or produce fun and engagement. The game creation itself was
assessed as easy overall. Only the transformation from the problem-to-be-solved
into a game was assessed as difficult. Interestingly, more choices for creating
the games were demanded. The games generated useful data for the company,
showing that the creators were able to develop successful games on their own.
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Again in a working context, Mollick and Rothbard [203] showed that employ-
ees have a tendency to self-create games here, i.e., employees start to use game
elements on their own, to make their activities more rewarding. One such exam-
ple is provided by Donald Roy [253], who observed machine operators doing
repetitive and monotonous work. He reported that they decided to voluntarily
add simple games and game elements to their work (for example to set up a
personal goal, such as doing a certain work activity many times in a row) to
make their tasks more fun, without receiving any further reward for this. In
a non-working context, Massung et al. [190] investigated a monetary gamified
version, a gamified and a baseline version of an app that aimed at encouraging
people to log whether shops have an open or closed door (in relation to energy
savings). They also report that many participants in interviews stated that they
used a form of “self-gamification” strategies, such as setting goals/challenges
themselves (e.g., doing more work in the app than the day before). This behavior
was not designed for in the first place nor anticipated a priori. A similar aspect
was recently reported by Steinberger et al. [282]. They conducted a study in
the context of how to create gamified applications that make safe driving more
engaging. They found that “many drivers come up with their own gameful experi-
ences” (p. 2835). All the examples in this section show that users are willing to
spend effort and are open to create their own game-based settings.

Similarly related are “modding communities” of games. Scacchi [263] states that
this is a form of user-led innovations and a Do-it-Yourself approach to customize
and tailor games. As Postigo [237] highlights, those individuals that create modi-
fications for existing games (with the help of the developers through tools) spent
considerable time on the programming or creation of assets. Postigo investigated
motivations for those people, and among them is the motivation to be able to
identify with the game and the desire to create their own experience. Also, scien-
tific approaches such as PingPong++ [331] provide users means to modify/create
games on their own, even without being experienced programmers.

2.3.3 Summary

In this section, we elaborated on tailoring gamification as “one-size-fits-all” gam-
ification solutions often provide only mixed results, as there are a number of
individual and contextual differences. While personalization and customization
are both options to achieve a tailored experience, we focused on the latter, as it
fits the overall thesis question: through enabling users to alter the gamification at
runtime to be a better fit, they can exert influence and should be able to act more
autonomously. While we presented customization approaches in gamification, to
our knowledge, a fundamental “bottom-up” gamification approach (where users
could decide on game configurations and game elements) has not yet been investi-
gated so far. This thesis contributes to this area by investigating such approaches.
The findings we obtained in this respect are reported in Chapter 4. Additionally,
in this section, we showed areas in which “bottom-up” considerations are carried
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out by users despite the increased effort (in comparison to personalization or
using “one-size-fits-all” tools). We also presented related approaches in which
users started to establish game or gamification settings on their own as well.
These examples show that people are willing to spend time and effort to establish
game-based experiences, even if not asked or required to do so. Thus, allowing
users to create game-based scenarios is not far-fetched and has been reported in
different cases already. Consequently, allowing and supporting users in creating
their own gamification approaches seems reasonably grounded.

2.4 Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing (also known as collective intelligence, user-powered systems or hu-
man computation [66]) follows the idea of the wisdom of crowds [289], i.e., that a
group of people comes to a better decision or more reliable result than an individ-
ual. Crowdsourcing is used for many different aspects that are not (yet) easy to
solve by computer systems: because the problems are not solvable with current
hardware, it would not be efficient, or humans outperform computers in the
corresponding task [56, 122, 206]. Additionally, crowdsourcing is also used to en-
hance Artificial Intelligence algorithms [38]. Doan et al. [66] stated that “it appears
that in principle any non-trivial problem can benefit from crowdsourcing (p. 87). Geiger
and Schader [87] categorized four different forms of crowdsourcing approaches:

• Crowd solving: The heterogeneity in the crowd is used to generate a num-
ber of different solutions to a problem that has no pre-definable solution,
such as ideation or design contests (e.g., as can be found on DesignCrowd15).

• Crowd creation: A large number of individual contributions create a com-
prehensive experience (e.g., user-generated content). Heterogeneity of
the individual contributions is important. Examples for crowd creation are
Wikipedia or YouTube.

• Crowd rating: Approaches use the wisdom of crowds idea [289] in particular
to generate high-quality results based on homogenous decisions of the
crowd. Here, a group of people receives the same task and if they provide
the same solutions, this can be seen as a quality metric. An example of such
a task is image tagging (which is elaborated on below).

• Crowd processing: Tasks are divided into chunks that can be solved by the
crowd (not all tasks need to be solved by the same person). An example
would be a task on Amazon Mechanical Turk in which, for example, 400
company names needs to be completed with their address data, to be
searched for on the Internet. In this task, obviously, while one person can
solve this alone, by distributing it to a crowd of people, the tasks can be
solved faster.

15https://www.designcrowd.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://www.designcrowd.com
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As this thesis has a gaming and not a crowdsourcing focus, we only briefly elabo-
rate on aspects that are essential for the game-based systems in the next chapter,
namely motivation in crowdsourcing, image-based tasks and aggregation meth-
ods. For an overview on further crowdsourcing aspects, we refer the reader to
the overview article of Doan et al. [66], Lasecki et al. [158] and Malone et al. [183]
and to literature reviews on the usage of crowdsourcing, such as [87] and [206].
In these sources, more crowd-based systems are presented and challenges in this
area are discussed (e.g., how to recruit contributors, how to distribute tasks, or
context maintenance questions).

2.4.1 Motivation in Crowdsourcing

How to motivate people to participate in crowdsourcing tasks is an important
topic [66]. Typically, users can decide whether they want to participate in a
specific crowdsourcing task or not [87]. On platforms such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk, users have a range of tasks they can select from. Following the arguments
made in this chapter, this is beneficial for motivation. Geiger and Schader [87]
considered how users can be matched with tasks that are suitable for them. They
highlight that this is beneficial for motivation and the result quality. Another
aspect for motivation is task length. Lasecki et al. [158] highlight the usage
of microtasks in this respect, i.e., small, context-free tasks that can be solved
in a few seconds. These were shown to be beneficial for motivation as well,
but not all problems can be formulated as such a task [296, 308]. Microtasks,
although having longer overall task completion times, lead to fewer mistakes,
greater stability in respect to interruptions, and are easier for the users [40].
They are also often used in crowdsourcing [87], for example in collaborative
writing [295] or image-labeling task: as ExpenseControl and the Trash Game both
contain image-based microtasks (see Chapter 3), we present related approaches
below. Doan et al. [66] mentioned several examples for further encouragement
and retention schemes in crowdsourcing, such as instant feedback for users,
creating an enjoyable experience, allowing competitions among crowd members
and creating ownership situations in which users feel that they own parts of the
system. Partially, these are game-based aspects we will elaborate on next.

Payment and Game-Based Approaches

Morschheuser et al. [206] conducted a literature review on crowdsourcing and
also highlight that there many reasons for why people participate in such tasks,
either extrinsically or intrinsically motivated. Considering extrinsic motivation,
an example is monetary compensation [206]. Mason and Watts [189] investigated
paid tasks on Amazon Mechanical Turk and found that a higher payment increases
the quantity of work done, but had no effects on the quality, whereas the kind of
compensation scheme (e.g., pay per work step or pay per task completion) has
an effect (i.e., pay per task completion leads to more effort expend and better
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quality). Other work provided evidence that money might also have a negative
influence. For example, in a crowd-based application in which information could
be shared on whether or not shops have a closed door, paid users (in comparison
to users that were not paid to participate) were less likely to participate further if
no money would be spent anymore [190].

Tasks that are assessed as promising for the development of one’s own skills are
considered intrinsically motivating [189]. Also, game-based approaches are often
used in crowdsourcing to spark intrinsic motivation. Examples of this are the
ESP game [315] (an image tagging game; see below) or Verbosity [316] (a Taboo-like
game to collect common-sense facts). The studies presented in the respective
papers showed that these games attracted users to solve many microtasks. Thus,
these games can be considered as intrinsically motivating (see Section 2.2.1). Fur-
ther support for this comes from a study conducted by Eickhoff et al. [68]. They
compared a paid non-game with a paid game version of the same categorization
tasks. They found that through the game-based approach many crowd members
spent more time and solved more microtasks (which had no further effect on the
money they could receive), less cheating occurred and the game was replayed
more often. Morschheuser et al. [206] also highlight the relevancy for gamifica-
tion in crowdsourcing, although they emphasized that most systems only use
simpler gamification and that it would be beneficial to employ more sophisticated
ones. In a literature review conducted by Seaborn and Fels [269], the relevancy
of gamification as a motivator in crowdsourcing was also underlined. Feyisetan
et al. [74] investigated gamification in paid crowdsourced image labeling tasks
and found that gamification has further positive effects, as the quality and the
amount of added tags improved considerably. Kobayashi et al. [147] analyzed
different motivational elements in an unpaid crowdsourcing task, among them
gamification, which also showed positive effects. This shows that crowdsourcing
is a context in which it appears reasonable to use and investigate game-based
aspects. Considering this thesis, for our crowd-based systems (see Chapter 3),
we thus decided to use such approaches.

Benefits for the Crowd

To illustrate another motivational aspect, as an example we present a crowd-
based system fitting the category of crowd solving above: in Chorus [161], users
can ask questions (e.g., What should I buy my nephew?) and a crowd in the backend
starts to generate ideas and discuss options that can be upvoted by the crowd
members. For the asking user, only one result is presented and it appears that
he or she is talking with just one person, instead of a crowd (see Figure 2.3).
Chorus uses a point- and payment-based reward system (mapping to financial
compensations) in which bonuses are granted when an answer is selected that a
crowd member has upvoted or has suggested him- or herself. Although crowd
members can be inspired by such discussions to pursue similar aspects (in the
given example, buying the same object for a relative), in general, they have no
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Figure 2.3: A chat example from Chorus (extracted from [161]). Left: Unfiltered
view, messages in red did not receive enough crowd upvotes. Right: How the
chat appears for a user asking a question.

direct benefit from their contributions besides the reward that is implemented
for motivation in this system. This relates back to the meaningfulness aspects
discussed in this chapter. In this example here, the task solving is of no further
consequence for individual members, besides whether or not they receive their
monetary compensation. Interestingly, work discussing motivational options for
crowds (for example, Malone et al. [183]), mentions money, enjoyment, socializing
with others, the knowledge of contributing to a cause larger than oneself and
receiving recognition, but does not mention meaningfulness or reciprocity (i.e.,
receiving something back from the system besides money) in particular.

In the next section, we provide examples for crowd rating systems that have a
similar setup with crowd members not directly profiting off their contributions
themselves. Considering crowd processing, certain tasks could be imagined that
provide something to the crowd members. For example, tasks at work might
be distributed to several colleagues to solve them faster. Crowd creation, on
the other hand, with the given examples, appears more meaningful inherently
and more rewarding for the crowd contributors. For example, on a knowledge
platform adding information improves the underlying system through the crowd.
Nonetheless, contributors do not directly benefit from their own contributions,
as they know what they have done and would not receive more knowledge by re-
reading their own text on Wikipedia, for example. In contrast, their contributions
might spark interest in others to become contributors themselves who, potentially,
would add aspects that are also of interest for the original contributor. This is a
common reciprocity scheme in social networks [42, 105]. The initial contributor,
though, only profits from his or her contribution indirectly. In a study, Wasko
and Faraj [321] found that there are also other factors that motivate people to
expend effort in these contexts (e.g., improving their professional reputation).
Nonetheless, it was also shown that here the Pareto principle applies as well [147],
i.e., often, 80% of the effort is done by only 20% of the people.
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Figure 2.4: VizWiz and ESP game. Left: Pictures, questions and answers in
VizWiz (extracted from [20]). Right: ESP game interface (taken from [315]).

We consider game-based, crowdsourcing systems (see Chapter 3) in which crowd
tasks are directly interwoven with the service the system provides. We will not
use external crowds. Instead, the system’s users can solve the tasks and thus
are directly profit from their own contributions. This should add meaning to
the actual tasks they need to solve. As discussed above, the game aspects and
the added meaning to the tasks should positively impact the user motivation.
Similar to the crowd creation systems, we see these as self-sustaining systems
because the system service is only reasonably possible through user effort. The
direct coupling between one’s own effort and the benefits one receives from the
systems adds a particular aspect to it. Through the significant user influence on
the system’s outcome, this fits with the overall question of this thesis.

2.4.2 Image-Based Tasks

In this section, we present approaches that used image-based microtasks. These
are relevant and related to our self-sustaining systems in the next chapter.

Image Labeling

Image-based microtasks are often used in systems in which the answer of the
crowd is necessary during runtime of the actual system [158]. One prominent
example is VizWiz [20] which is an assistance tool to support blind people. A user
can take a picture and can ask a question (e.g., “What bottle is this?”). A paid crowd
sees the taken image, interprets it and answers the question. The answers are
read back to the user in the system. Figure 2.4 (left) shows example questions and
crowd answers. VizWiz performed well and is an alternative to expensive (and
specialized) assistance hardware [20]. Another example is PlateMate, a crowd-
based nutritional analysis tool. Here, a paid crowd receives pictures of user’s
plates, before and after a meal. Through a series of tasks (locating food items in
the image with bounding boxes, identifying the food in every box textually, and
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estimating a portion size) the system generates (with the help of a food database)
the meal’s calories, fat, carbohydrates and protein and was shown to be nearly as
accurate as a trained dietitian. Both examples show that image-based microtasks
solved by a crowd have potential in general.

As a method for motivating users to provide labels for images without monetary
compensation, von Ahn and Dabbish [315] developed the so-called ESP game, a
game with a purpose (see Section 1.2). Here, a player sees a picture and needs to
enter a descriptive word for it (see Figure 2.4, right). Another player also inputs
tags for the same picture and only if both players manage to enter a matching
tag, they receive points. Thus, the system receives image tags while the game is
played. The system uses matching words from previous rounds as taboo words.
When the same image is used again, taboo words are forbidden to use, ensuring
that the same words are not entered repeatedly through the system. The ESP
game implements several other aspects, such as anti-cheating mechanisms and
spelling checks to ensure high tag quality. In a four-month period where the
game was accessible on the Internet, nearly 300,000 images were tagged with
more than 1.2 million labels of good quality. 80% of their players played on
multiple dates, showing the intrinsic appeal of this game and that a crowd of
people is able to generate meaningful data playfully. In a later work, von Ahn
et al. [317] presented another game-based approach, Peekaboom, which aimed
at recognizing objects in images. Initially, one player only sees a black image.
The other player sees the complete image (e.g., an elephant) and a word (e.g.,
trunk) and needs to arrange for the other player to guess this word. He or she
can reveal parts of the image and can give specific hints (e.g., “A noun”), but no
further communication is possible. While the first aspect helps to find objects
in the image, the second aspect classifies these further. The game uses points, a
leaderboard and achievements. In a month’s runtime more than 14,000 people
played the game and generated more than a million pieces of data, with an overall
good accuracy. All these examples show that a crowd can be used to classify
images and can be motivated by game-based approaches. These are aspects we
built upon in ExpenseControl and the Trash Game in the next chapter.

Text Recognition

Optical character recognition (OCR) has improved significantly in recent years [216]
and is used in various domains, for example to digitize printed documents [115],
to translate text in real time [307] or as assistance technologies for blind and
visually impaired users [28]. Nonetheless, it is not yet error-free [20]. OCR results
heavily depend on the quality of both the picture taken and the printed text in
the picture [335], especially in contexts where the picture is taken with a mobile
device [70], because of bad lighting and/or picture distortions. Further issues
occur, for example, with pale ink [318], old typefaces, bad scans or crumpled
paper [44, 335]. In the literature, approaches are presented that use crowd-based
systems to enhance the outcome of OCR.
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Figure 2.5: Examples of OCR-related tool. Left: Example captcha of re-
CAPTCHA (taken from [318]). Right: Digitalkoot interfaces (taken from [44]).

With reCAPTCHA, von Ahn et al. [318] presented an extension of the CAPTCHA16

system that is used to distinguish humans from computers, commonly used on
web pages. While the latter uses computer-generated randomly rendered images,
reCAPTCHA uses OCR results (e.g., old issues of the New York Times from 1860).
In both cases a user needs to read and decipher the shown word(s) to proceed.
This is a simple microtask that was assumed to not be solvable by computers. Von
Ahn et al. consider image parts of scans with two different OCR programs. When
the outcomes do not match it is presented together with a control word for which
the answer is already known as a CAPTCHA (see Figure 2.5, left). The correct
entering of the control word allows the user to proceed. The answers to the
other image part are compared across multiple users to gain a higher confidence
level, to generate new control words and to use it as a correction for the OCR
result. In tests, it was found that two to six users would already be sufficient to
decipher a broad range of images correctly. They also found that the performance
of reCAPTCHA was better than the performance of the OCR programs and could
compete with professional transcribers, without adding more effort than the
original CAPTCHA system. After one year, 440 million words were deciphered,
showing the power of microtasks in the OCR context.

Game-based motivation for crowds to do OCR corrections were also investigated.
Digitalkoot [44], for example, used archive material from Finnish Newspapers
from the late 19th century in two games: in the first game, participants see images
and the corresponding OCR results. For every pair, a player is asked to indicate
whether or not these match (Figure 2.5, right). In the second game, players have
a time limit and need to build a bridge to save mole from falling down and dying
by typing the word they see in the image (Figure 2.5, right). If the typing was
incorrect, the newly built bridge part would explode. In both games players
receive points for correct answers and lose points for incorrect ones. The system
uses verification tasks (i.e., tasks for which the answer is known) to identify
malicious players and to reduce the system latency of giving feedback. These
tasks are created automatically when seven players agree on a result in the game.
The authors considered 51 days of the system’s runtime and in this time frame
2,740 hours were played and 2.5 million tasks solved. Overall, they checked

16 Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart.
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the accuracy of Digitalkoot in a random subsample and it was nearly perfect
(in two sample articles with 1,467/516 words, only 14/1 error(s) were made,
while OCR alone produces 228/118). Similar to the approaches above, it shows
that crowdsourcing for these kinds of tasks is possible. Similar to the ESP game,
though, users had no benefit to themselves from playing the game, besides the
entertainment value of it. In the next chapter, with ExpenseControl, we present a
system that directly integrates OCR-related microtasks in its design, and doing
these tasks improves the service the users receive from it.

2.4.3 Aggregation Methods

In areas in which a group consensus needs to be found, the question is how
to mediate different opinions. While such aspects are investigated in group
decision-making in general (e.g. [120]), they are also investigated in crowdsourc-
ing in particular. Here individual contributions need to be combined to come
to a result [66, 158], especially in the presence of potentially contradicting opin-
ions [158]. For example, in a crowd rating scenario in which five crowd members
classify an image as X and one other crowd member as Y, there needs to be a
decision on the validity of X and Y. In this dissertation, aggregation of inputs is
also a relevant topic. First, they are considered in the next chapter to maximize
the outcome of the self-sustaining systems. Second, they are of relevance for the
game live-stream scenarios in Chapters 5 and 6, as here also individual contribu-
tions need to be mediated. Hung et al. [239] highlight that not only the different
expertise levels of humans, but also the difficulty level of the task-to-be-solved
are both issues for why contradicting answers in crowdsourcing can appear. The
authors differentiate non-iterative (i.e., interactions such as answers are treated
separately) and iterative aggregation technique (i.e., interactions to previous
instances will be considered for future instances as well). They created a test
framework to evaluate several aggregation techniques in terms of computation
time, accuracy, robustness to spammers and adaptivity to multi-labeling (i.e.,
whether these can also be used for more than binary decisions). They found
that depending on the goals a system designer pursues with the crowdsourcing
approach, different aggregation techniques might be more relevant. For example,
when a fast answer is required, an aggregation technique that works on a plural-
ity voting scheme (i.e., take the answer that is provided by most of the users) is
suitable. If time is of no consequence, an aggregator based on expertise values of
the users works best, i.e., users that performed well previously should receive
higher values in, for example, weighted plurality votes.

Lasecki et al. [160] developed Legion, a framework that allows end users to capture
existing user interfaces that are live-streamed. A crowd is able to issue mouse or
keyboard inputs to operate it in real time. Input aggregators were implemented
and tested in two different scenarios: controlling a robot (offering only a few
different commands the crowd can select from) and a spreadsheet transcription
(offering a large input space). Different aggregation approaches were considered:
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Figure 2.6: Examples of robot movements in the navigation task in the Legion
study with the different input aggregations (taken from [160]).

one aggregator (called Mob) serialized all commands and carried them out in the
interface and another aggregator (called Vote) represented a weighted majority
vote with weights based on the agreement of the crowd (i.e., how similar one
user’s input in a time frame is to all other user inputs) and only the action with
the best score in a time frame was carried out. But individuals also received
sole control: one aggregator (called Leader) selects the crowd member with the
highest agreement value and provides him or her with the sole control, as long as
this crowd member remains the one with the highest agreement value; another
aggregator (called Active) provided sole control randomly as long as the crowd
member continues to provide inputs at all and finally, an aggregator (called Solo)
selects one crowd member to have sole control, but when this member stops
providing inputs, no other member is selected.

Every aggregator was utilized in ten trials in the corresponding scenarios (see
Figure 2.6 for an example of the robot controlling scenario). The results revealed
an overall good success rate. Task completion time was lower for Leader than
Active. Furthermore, aggregators performed differently depending on the actual
task context. Overall, this work highlights that even in crowd settings, several
general options on how to aggregate input exist: all contributions are considered
(e.g., Mob), individual contributions are aggregated first (e.g, Vote) or individuals
receive full control (e.g., Active). They differ in terms of “trust” and “latency”.
The first aspect covers whether many opinions or only one opinion is used.
Considering the wisdom of crowds [289] idea, the group opinions should perform
better. The latter aspect covers the issue that for an aggregation a system needs
to wait for group opinion, while an individual can directly interact.

Salisbury et al. [260] considered whether a crowd is able to operate an unmanned
aerial vehicle. They also considered four aggregator methods which were com-
pared on different scenarios, in terms of accuracy, reaction time and computa-
tional complexity. They used Mob and Leader (see above); a weighted majority
vote operating on time-slices, with weights based on the conformity to the other
crowd members (called Real-Time Majority, which has similarities to Vote above)
and an aggregator in which all available actions are ranked over all crowd work-
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ers (called Real-Time Borda). Different attributes were derived: Mob was assessed
as unreliable and Leader was too slow in terms of reaction rates (as it was based
on only one person). While Real-Time Borda performs faster, Real-Time Majority
was deemed as a better choice when accuracy is important in a task. This work
shows again that the aggregation method needs to be evaluated in respect to the
task to be solved.

Overall, these approaches show that aggregation methods have an impact on the
outcomes of crowd-based systems and they need to be selected with respect to the
goals. While we aggregate individual inputs in Chapter 5 to reduce information
overload for the streamer by using a plurality voting scheme, we specifically
consider different aggregation mechanisms in Chapters 3 and 6. In Chapter 3, we
evaluated these to maximize the accuracy in the Trash Game and ExpenseControl.
In contrast, in Chapter 6, we allowed the crowd to decide which aggregation
mode should be active at runtime. This was something that was not possible
in the scenarios above; here the aggregation mode was fixed and could not be
changed by the crowd itself.

2.4.4 Summary

In this section, we have briefly introduced crowdsourcing and highlighted aspects
that are relevant for this thesis, i.e., motivation, image-based microtasks and
aggregation methods. The first two aspects are particularly relevant for Chapter 3
where we consider the effect of self-sustaining systems. Here, the users of the
system solve image-based microtasks knowing that this directly impacts the
usefulness of the system, i.e., the users have a fundamental influence on the
system’s outcome. This is a difference from the typical crowd-based approaches
in which the crowd members usually do not profit from their own contributions.
While we also consider aggregation methods there, these were more relevant in
the shared game control settings (see Chapter 6). Here, we allowed the group to
switch the aggregation mode as they see fit, to learn which benefits such a raised
influence level provides. With this and the self-sustaining system idea, we can
investigate how increased user influence on the underlying system is perceived.

2.5 Live-Streaming

In this section we complement the introduction on live-streams given in Sec-
tion 1.2.2. We present work showing that interactive and social aspects are driv-
ing factors here. Nonetheless, these works also highlight that the live-streaming
platforms need to improve to further facilitate these aspects. Following this, we
then present approaches that investigate improved interaction options. While
these consider the usual case with a streamer present, we also elaborate on shared
game control settings, also in the live-streaming context without streamers. Here,
as viewers need to self-administrate, interactivity needs to be supported as well.
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Interactivity and Social Components in Live-Streams

Tang et al. [292] investigated the mobile streaming apps Meerkat and Periscope.
Streamers here build a personal brand which is supported by the interactions
with their audiences. Many of the activities found in the streams were interactive
in nature, such as chatting with viewers or doing an Q&A session. Haimson
and Tang [100] considered live-streamed events on Facebook Live, Periscope and
Snapchat. They found that immersion, immediacy (both aiming at providing the
notion of viewers “being there”), interaction and sociality (with the streamer and
viewers) are dimensions that make remote event viewing engaging. Interactivity
was seen as a key component. It occurs through chat messages to which the
streamer or other viewers react, but also through the option to influence what the
streamer shows (e.g., by asking him or her to focus on other areas of the event).
The volume and content of the messages were seen as challenges that can lead
to frustration. They conclude that live-streaming leads to active spectatorship
that should be further supported by the platforms, for example by grouping
viewers based on shared interests. Lottridge et al. [180] investigated mobile
live-streaming behaviors and motivations of teens. Considering the apps that
were used for live-streams, it became apparent that those were often connected to
social networks (such as Facebook Live). They see this as a core aspect underlining
that live-streaming is becoming more social and personal. They also conclude
that live-streaming has changed from broadcasting-only to being interactive.

Lu et al. [181] consider live-streaming in Asian regions. While differences from
Western regions are reported, the social and interactive aspects are similar. Wohn
et al. [329] investigated why viewers donate to streamers, a particular form of
streamer-audience interaction. They report on different motivations (e.g., paying
for entertainment when they enjoyed what the streamer does or helping the
streamer to improve his content) and found that a parasocial relationship (i.e.,
viewers build a relationship and emotional closeness with an actor although
they have never met personally) is correlated with emotional, instrumental and
financial social support. They considered that interactivity (which might have
a further effect on donations) in live-streams already happens when a streamer
verbally reacts to viewers and makes eye contact with the camera. They also
conclude that the current platforms are not suitable for direct streamer-viewer
interactions and need improvement, especially when channels become large.

Interactivity and Social Components in Game Live-Streams

Game live-streams are seen as a source for entertainment [95, 279]. Hilvert-Bruce
et al. framed it as “live-streaming began as a niche, gaming oriented domain, but is
diversifying and growing into a broader social media trend” ([112], p. 59). The expe-
rience of viewers of gaming-related content, be it co-located or distributed, has
a history, based on the consideration that “there is a strong sociability to gaming...
[meaning] that watching gaming is a key component of play” ([297], p. 1559). Downs
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et al. [67] also highlight the social aspects of gaming and that besides the players,
non-active participants in the form of an audience should also be considered. In
their work on co-located play, Tekin and Reeves [297] reported that spectating is
more than just watching someone play. Spectators seek to display continuous
engagement with the player, up to the point where they coach the player; they
criticize play techniques, recognizing and complimenting competence and reflect-
ing on past play. Thus, the authors see a difference in “being a spectator” and
“doing spectating”. Hu et al. [121], in the context of Chinese streaming platforms
(with one also having a gaming focus), showed that viewers in the live-streaming
context identify with the streamer. They found that this is motivational for con-
tinuous watching and that audience participatory options help to enhance this
relationship. They conclude that current live-streaming platforms can improve
to support the level of identification between audience and broadcaster. They
suggest, for example, that streamers should be enabled to show their gratitude
by providing viewers with special badges and to provide more roles to viewers
to enhance the influence between groups. Pellicone and Ahn [232] investigated
what makes streamers successful. They also highlight the need for future stream-
ing platforms that provide easier ways of building communities as they assess
the current platforms as not optimal in this respect.

Sjöblom and Hamari [277] used an online questionnaire to investigate why people
watch others play on Twitch. They highlight that watching play leads to less
autonomy in comparison to playing games by oneself, but at the same time has
a social component to it that is not available in single-player contexts. One of
the main results of their study is that these social factors are highly important,
as the sense of community relates to how much people watch and how many
viewers follow and subscribe to the streamer. They conclude that not only do
the games need to be more appealing for spectators, but also the platforms, as a
chat is not enough for many viewers. This directly connects to the question this
thesis will investigate, i.e., how can we improve the current platforms and which
interactive options viewers want. In a later work, Sjöblom et al. [278] investigated
the relationships among video game genres (e.g., action or sandbox games),
stream types (e.g., doing a Let’s Play or a Speedrun) and viewer gratification
on Twitch. The authors found that the type of stream is more important than
the game played. They further found individual and contextual differences,
underlining that “one-size-fits-all” interaction patterns might not be reasonable
in live-streams either and a broader range of options should be offered. Further
support for this aspect comes from Cheung and Huang [41]. They consider online
sources on how people talk about their experiences with a streamed real-time
strategy eSports game. They found a broad range of reasons why people are
interested in watching. They identified nine personas (see also Section 5.2.2), and
what entertains these types of spectators. Although the authors highlight that
viewers can have multiple aspects of these personas, interactivity is not always
a necessity. This hints that interactivity should be an optional aspect in which
viewers can decide to engage.
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The live-stream context is relevant for this thesis, as a formerly non-interactive
experience (watching a stream) had become more interactive by integrating
viewers through different means, i.e., users received influence options. While
different live-streaming contexts exist, as shown, given the overall thesis question,
we focus on game live-streams. The works presented here showed that the
streamer-audience interaction channels can improve and it even seems reasonable
to do this, given that the content (i.e., games) that is watched by viewers is also
(originally) interactive in nature. As shown in the previous works, live-streaming
is also a social experience that also profits from the enhanced interactivity. Based
on these social aspects, this is a group setting and it becomes a relevant question
how to offer interactive options in general. This thesis contributes to this by
investigating interactive options on a larger scale.

2.5.1 Empowering Audience Interactions

Understanding audience interactions helps to shape performance and enriches
the experience [244]. Ways to empower an audience (i.e., adding interactive
options) have been investigated in different contexts so far. We briefly elaborate
on some of these, as approaches and findings are also used in live-streaming.

Television

Social TV, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2, had the goal to make television more
interactive and social [37] and can be seen as a kind of predecessor of interactive
live-streams. An example of the former is to give viewers the chance to influ-
ence the narrative of a show. Johns et al. [132] for example, investigated a BBC
show in which viewers were offered choices in an interactive episode featuring a
small group of British soldiers. The authors highlight that this was only pseudo-
interactive, as every choice was a previously prepared decision and was checked
against what the episode’s author deemed as correct. In a user study, they found
that viewers still had a higher sense of autonomy and reflected more. Vorderer et
al. [319] investigated a similar case. Participants were to watch a movie and de-
pending on the condition they were in, they had the option to impact the story of
a movie (by selecting from multiple choices) three times, once or not at all. These
story adaptions were only small ones, so that overall the movie variants were
nearly the same for all participants. Their results showed that cognitive capaci-
ties (indicators used by the authors were whether a participant had graduated
from high school, and participants’ response times) moderate how choices are
perceived: participants deemed to have lesser capabilities (having not graduated
and exhibiting longer response times) evaluated the movie more positively with
no interactivity, while those with greater capabilities appreciated the interactivity
and reported higher entertainment. The authors reason that those viewers felt
more involved with the story. Overall, besides showing that interactivity can
have positive effects, this study also showed viewer differences. Ursu et al. [310]
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also investigated how TV storytelling can become more interactive and found
elements for viewer participation that are also transferred to web videos such
as voting in contests, content suggestions between episodes and the option to
evaluate user-generated content for developing a story. As shown in Section 5.2.1,
these are aspects that are also visible in game live-streams today, showing that
these transfer to other contexts as well.

Other work considered communication tools for the audience to enhance social
aspects which are also partially available in live-streaming. Geerts [86] compared
voice and text chat during TV consumption. While voice communication was
more natural and made it easier to follow the program, the text chat was preferred
by younger viewers. Weisz et al. [323] also investigated text chat in live-streams
of (normal) movies. They could show that while the chat was perceived as
distracting for some participants, it also added to the engagement. This held to
the degree that for some participants watching was more enjoyable, especially
when the movie content was suboptimal. They also found evidence that the chat
as a tool impacts participants’ liking of and closeness to other participants.

Performances and Events

Empowering audiences in performances or events has also been investigated.
For example, Cerratto-Pargman et al. [36] considered audience participation in a
theater context. The theater play was not only shown to a local audience, but also
streamed. During the performance, the audience received questions at the end of
scenes, in relation to these. Audience members could answer, for example, via
Twitter or directly on the streaming page. In addition, the audience was able to
send messages during the play, which were shown on a large display on the stage.
Overall, visitors had mixed feelings about an audience being integrated into the
performance (e.g., because of the distracting component), although the actual
impact of the audience was limited (e.g., the actress did not consider the messages
during the performance). The authors conclude that “degrees of participation in
the context of interactive performances is still a rather unexplored concept” (p. 616).
Friederichs-Büttner et al. [81] allowed a co-located audience to directly interact
with the play, making them co-authors. Through interviews it was highlighted
that interactions should be interesting, easy and should add to the experience in a
valuable fashion. Also here, the disruptive effect on the play was reported. Reichl
et al. [246] provided several prototypes providing features in the context of opera
live-streaming which could also be used by co-located audiences. For example,
when switching rooms, a location-based application provided a summary on
what happened in the opera. They also empowered the audience to change
which camera perspective should be live-streamed, which was appreciated by
the audience in this context.

In a movie theater, Maynes-Aminzade et al. [192] empowered a physical audience
to play different games together: they allowed participants to play Pong by
instructing the audience to lean left or right in their seats to move the paddles,
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and in another set of games, the audience was able to use laser pointers to mark
areas on the cinema screen. While the Pong example can be seen as a sort of
shared game control, as the audience members shared the control of the paddle,
the other games are similar to “normal” multiplayer games where every audience
member had some influence. The authors concluded with guidelines, such as that
the control mechanisms for audience integration should be easy, that cooperation
within the audience should be facilitated and that it would be acceptable if only a
subset of the audience could be sensed, as long as the audience thinks they have
an influence (connecting back to the illusion of choice; see Section 2.2.3). Curmi
et al. [52] investigated whether spectators can motivate athletes during running.
They created a system in which online spectators receive live data of a runner
such as the runner’s heartbeat, meters covered, and the runner’s location on the
map. Spectators were able to motivate the runner by remotely cheering and it
was found that spectators cheer at points where the athletes seemed to need it.
The runner perceived these cheers through vibrations and a speech synthesizer
verbalized the name of the cheering spectator. Additionally, spectators could
post comments that could be inspected later on. The authors found that runners
liked this kind of feedback and found it motivational, independent of whether it
came from friends or unknown spectators.

Game Live-Streams

Considering game live-streams, different options for audience interactions are
investigated in the literature: using platform-offered features for interactivity;
showing particular inclusive behavior in the stream, potentially by also using
streamer augmentations; and allowing the audience to alter the streamed game.

Platform-offered features: Live-streaming platforms provide features for audi-
ence integration. The work in this thesis was mainly done before these features
were offered. In August 2017, Twitch launched their extensions concept17. With
it, it became possible for streamers to customize their channels and allow view-
ers to directly interact with interactive elements below the video stream or as
an overlay on the stream. One example is an extension in which viewers can
hover on specific parts of the streamed video and receive information about the
underlying game’s state18. This shows that today, in theory, a tight coupling be-
tween streaming page, games and viewers is possible. From the conceptual view,
though, it is not clear what such extensions should offer, as, to our knowledge,
so far no study was done that investigated which range of features is attractive
for viewers. This is something we consider in Chapter 5. In addition, from a
technical viewpoint, Twitch (and also YouTube) has the issue that there is a delay
(“lag”) between streamed content and what viewers see. It is at least 12 seconds
(usually more) and varies between viewers [333]. Chat messages (and also inter-

17 Engadget: Twitch streamers will soon customize their page with new tools,
https://goo.gl/pZ5Duq (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

18 For an overview on this extension, see https://goo.gl/21HXW3 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/pZ5Duq
https://goo.gl/21HXW3
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actions with extensions) have nearly no delay. This leads to the situation that, for
example, when a viewer writes something in the chat, the streamer can directly
react, but verbal responses will only be seen later in the stream for the viewers.
This makes interactions problematic19. The platform Mixer was created to focus
on streamer-audience interaction20. Mixer was acquired by Microsoft in August
2016, gained traction since then and released an updated version of their API in
2017. Mixer, in contrast to Twitch, offers lag-free streaming already. Furthermore,
streamers can also customize their channel’s page with input elements. At the
time of this writing, these options are not yet as powerful as the extensions on
Twitch. Overall, all this shows that the commercial platforms see potential in
empowering audiences and provide means that now can readily be used. At the
same time, it seems necessary to explore the design space scientifically, to learn
how interactivity should be realized. This thesis adds to this in Chapter 5 by
investigating viewer perceptions of a range of different live-streaming-related
elements and by investigating improved interaction channels.

Although the platforms provide further options today, the primary interaction
channel in streams is still the chat (see Section 1.3). Hamilton et al. [108] in-
terviewed streamers and many of them reported that communication with an
audience of ≥150 viewers is hard to maintain. This makes it questionable how
good the chat is for audience integration. Olejniczak [221] investigated Twitch
chat messages of different sized channels and found significant differences (such
as the message length or emoticon usage). He stated that “the 1000 [viewer]
sample was characterized by very long message uptime, which encouraged the chat
users to interact with each other and participate in meaningful exchange of opinions
and thoughts” (p. 332), which was not the case for even larger channels. While
Hamilton et al. [108] compared the situation here to a stadium, Musabirov et
al. [208, 209] compared it to a sports bar where viewers could switch between
roaring and talking. Ford et al. [79] call this “crowdspeak”: “crowdspeak may appear
chaotic, meaningless, or cryptic. However, we discovered ’practices of coherence’ that
make massive chats legible, meaningful, and compelling to participants. By coherence,
we simply mean that the chat makes sense to participants and is not experienced as a
breakdown, overload, or other difficulty” (p. 859). Overall, based on this, the chat
seems to provide certain means for interactivity, even in larger channels.

Scientific approaches consider how to improve the communication situation.
TwitchViz [229] aims at making large chats more manageable. It supports stream-
ers and also game designers (that might learn important facts regarding their
game being streamed and commented on by viewers) in analyzing the chat his-
tory. With it, streamers and game designers receive support for post-hoc analysis
of what kind of discussion happened during the stream (e.g., amount of chat
messages in relation to horror scenes). With Rivulet, Hamilton et al. [109] investi-
gated how streams can be combined. Through this, viewers can watch several

19 Twitch is testing a new option recently to minimize the lag;
see https://goo.gl/Bqmesk (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

20https://mixer.com/about/story, (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/Bqmesk
https://mixer.com/about/story
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Figure 2.7: Alternative streaming tools. Left: Viewer’s view of Rivulet with
three streams (taken from [109]). Right: Viewer’s view (with and without par-
titioning of messages) of the conversational chat circles (extracted from [200]).

streamers simultaneously and thus see, for example, different perspectives of
the same event. Viewers can select one stream as their primary view and other
streams are shown with smaller previews in parallel (see Figure 2.7, left). Rivulet
uses a chat which combines the individual stream chats. It allows users to give
“hearts” (as an easy to submit and interpret form of feedback) that are visual-
ized on the respective stream directly, and allows push-to-talk messages that are
played in the channels. At a Jazz event, the authors found that streamers interact
differently with their audience and that viewers switched streams regularly. The
heart feedback was used extensively and also here, information overload was
reported for the chat. Push-to-talk messages were not often used by the viewers,
but the content of those messages differed compared to the chat messages.

Miller et al. [200] focused on how to improve the chat in live-streaming by using
conversational circles. With this, the authors aimed to solve the information
overload issue. They found that simple upvoting of messages is still difficult for
users when many messages are shown, which is why they aimed at reducing
the amount of messages a viewer sees: viewers of a live-stream are dynamically
partitioned and see only messages in their “neighborhood”. These can be upvoted
and the more votes, the further the message gets distributed. This ensures that
important messages become visible to all viewers. Following this, viewers and
streamer are also always seeing the top three messages (see Figure 2.7, right). In a
user study, it was found that such an approach is indeed feasible and reasonable,
as the ease of use and the amount of messages that can be handled is increased.
Furthermore, it has positive effects on the community, as less lurking occurs, i.e.,
people are more inclined to participate.

Overall, these approaches show that not only are the platform vendors improving
features towards streamer-audience interaction, but this is also a topic for HCI
research. Here, not only are novel features studied, but also existing ones are
considered in terms of how these are perceived and how they can improve. This
thesis adds to this by considering which options are currently used in streams
keen on integrating viewers, what viewers actually find interesting on a larger
scale and by also providing new interactive options (see Chapter 5).
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Streamer-centered interactions: Streamers’ themselves can facilitate interaction,
which is another line of research. Scully-Blaker et al. [268] conducted a small-scale
study in the context of Twitch. They found that even people that were never in
the role of a streamer before adapted to the Twitch game streaming context as
they started to interact with their audience. They state that “participants felt as
though they were playing for their audience, both in the sense that they had an imperative
to be entertaining and in the sense that they felt the need to make choices that were more
interesting” (p. 2030). This underlines the role the streamer has in interactivity.
Smith et al. [279] highlight interactive aspects used today in Let’s Play streams.
Viewers can have a more active part than passively spectating, which is an
incentive for them: through live-chats they can suggest which game should be
played next; the streamer answers their questions; and they can give hints if
the streamer has missed something in the game. Additionally, a form of co-
authorship happens when the streamer plays user-generated content in streamed
games. Hamilton et al. [108] conducted interviews with Twitch streamers and
viewers and also found that viewers are integrated already. They can play against
the streamer in competitive games; they can provide answers through the chat
that are used in a streamed quiz game; polls are used to make decisions in games,
or for answering unrelated questions; and submitted fan-art is shown by the
streamer in the stream. It was emphasized that this helped viewers to identify
with the stream and to become regulars.

Gandolfi [83] highlights that the streamers interact with their audience in different
ways, from isolated (in which a streamer only plays) to collective play (in which
the spectators give tips and advice through the chat and thus become part of the
show). An analysis of play sessions revealed different performances. For example,
streamers in “challenge-oriented” play focused on the game play, and the ability
of the streamer appeared to be the main attraction for viewers. Here, little
interaction with viewers happened. Another example is “imagination-oriented”
play sessions which offer a bi-directional flow between streamers and audiences,
such as that both parties talk about the games played. Overall, though, the
amount of interaction between streamer and audience appeared low, especially
in more popular streams. Gandolfi sees an explanation for this in the “constant
and chaotic flow of messages and posts” and in that “these shows are seen more as
top-down spectacles than interactive sessions” (both p. 76). He further highlights that
interactivity also depends on the games the streamer plays. Those games that
offer a greater autonomy (e.g., the sandbox games) allow a streamer to engage
with the audience from multiple perspectives (e.g., the audience could suggest
what the streamer should create in the game).

Equipping streamers with hardware is also considered in the literature. Goldberg
et al. [90] presented a system in which a human tele-actor, wearing a video camera,
headphones, and a microphone, moves through an environment and could take
pictures that are uploaded to a remote audience together with a question. An
example would be to make a picture of a map and the question “Which way should
I go?” or a yes-or-no question such as “Should I open this chamber?” and here
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Figure 2.8: Examples of giving the audience more influence. Left: Online view
of I’d Hide You (taken from [245]). Right: Screenshot of Choice Chamber (taken
from https://goo.gl/7zN3i6 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)).

the audience is able to mark points of interests in these picture, i.e., they vote
spatially. A similar approach can be seen on Twitch today with the so called Smart
Click Maps extension21 showing that such research transfers to the game live-
streaming case. Reeves et al. [245] considered I’d Hide You, a mixed reality game,
in which “streamers” are runners through a city wearing hardware to stream
their path while running. They were asked to be entertaining while playing the
game. There goal is to find other runners in the city. An online audience watches
the stream and when the streamer comes across an opponent, the audience can
take snapshots, which generates points. When the streamer itself is captured
by another runner, all audience members of the caught player lose points. The
online audience can chat and provide messages to their streamer (see Figure 2.8,
left). Thus, overall this mimics the Twitch case, but it uses a real-life game. While
studies investigated the runner’s perception, they also reason that more coupling
to the audience, and further empowering them, would be reasonable (e.g., giving
them easier options to provide instructions). All the Feels [251] measures the heart
rate, the skin conductivity and the streamer’s emotions (through camera data)
and visualizes this information to the viewers as a stream overlay. In an “in
the wild” study with one streamer, it was found that the system is perceived as
useful and can increase the viewer engagement, enjoyment and connection to the
streamer. It was also perceived as distracting to a certain extent, leading to the
question of how interactions need to be designed to not be distracting.

Overall, these works show that the role of the streamer is important for interac-
tivity. Even without dedicated features, they can show behavior that integrates
the audience, for example by simply asking them questions. In addition, the
presented approaches also show that giving more information on the streamer
itself (such as which emotions are detected) is also perceived positively. Thus a
design-space exploration also needs to take into account such aspects. This is
something we did in Section 5.2.2, where we also considered viewers’ perceptions
of streamers’ behaviors.

21 Medium: The future of live streaming on Twitch is interactive – official launch of extensions,
https://goo.gl/9T1H7J (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/7zN3i6
https://goo.gl/9T1H7J
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Audience-game interactions: Another class of interactions is to allow the au-
dience to have an impact on the game streamed. Today, some games are com-
mercially available that allow viewers to interact. A notable example is Choice
Chamber22 (see Figure 2.8, right): while the streamer is playing, the audience
receives polls. Through them, they can alter the game, for example by deciding
which enemies appear or which skills the game’s avatar has.

Seering et al. [271] named these kind of experiences Audience Participation Games
(APGs). They created two APGs (a shooter and a racing game), in which the
audience had different options: they could make the game easier by, for example,
providing ammo in the shooter game, or teleporting the car ahead; they could
make it more difficult by, for example, spawning enemies or mixing up controls;
they could decide whether to help or make it more difficult; and they received
more insights than streamers, for example where special locations for extra points
are. The audience could activate these aspects through entering commands into
the Twitch chat. Then, either based on a plurality vote (i.e., the command in a
time frame that was most often provided was executed) or by simply seeing
the command enough times, the change was activated. While the first option
requires different viewers agreeing on the command, the second one could be
done by one viewer alone (who writes the command enough times). They
studied these games in four sessions with one streamer and audiences sizes
between five and fifteen. They highlight that APGs provide the viewers with
more autonomy. They differentiate between individual agency (i.e., the ability of
viewers to affect the game) and social agency (i.e., options to build social bonds
with others). Furthermore, they found different viewer characteristics that vary in
these two aspects (e.g., viewers that do not engage in having impact on the game).
Overall, they emphasize that APGs are a promising design space, that the current
lag on the platform is an issue for individual agency, and that “richer modes of
communication, both within games and on the Twitch platform itself, could substantially
boost the development of feelings of social agency in game play both through ability to
collaborate to achieve a goal and through feelings of commitment to the group” (p. 436).

Matsuura and Kodama [191] presented a system in which chat messages entered
by users are analyzed for their emotional content through a text analysis API.
These messages were shown directly in the streamed game (a platform game)
and were made a part of it. While the game’s avatar can collide with all these
messages (providing the player with bonus points or penalties depending on the
emotional assessment), the player could also activate special actions by pressing
a key while colliding with them. Depending on the positive/negative valence of
the message, different in-game effects are carried out (e.g., the player’s character
receives the option to fly). The authors also modeled an aspect in which a player
can only proceed by utilizing this feature. In a small user study the authors found
that participants enjoyed this experience, had the feeling that they participated
while watching and thought that the system facilitated communication.

22 Created by Studio Bean Games;
http://www.choicechamber.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

http://www.choicechamber.com
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These approaches are interesting, as they show that not only the streaming envi-
ronment (such as the platform) can be made interactive, but also the content that
is streamed. Obviously, while features of the former are usable more generally,
i.e., independent of the content streamed, adding features to these games is inher-
ently bound to them. With our considerations of Helpstone, we present a system
in which viewers have improved communication and interaction channels. Thus,
we also considered how to make streaming of a specific game more suitable for
the live-streaming context (see Section 5.3), but without giving the audience a
direct influence option in the game.

Overall, considering all the presented approaches that investigated aspects of
game live-streams, it becomes obvious that empowering streamer-audience inter-
action is a recent topic. This thesis adds to these ongoing efforts as we consider
how to make the live-streaming experiences more interactive and appealing for
viewers in Chapter 5. In the next section, we elaborate on shared game control
settings that are also of relevance for live-streams where no streamer orchestrates
the audience.

2.5.2 Shared Game Control

We first give a general overview on shared control and will then elaborate on
its role for the live-streaming context. As a group of users needs to come to a
decision, this section also relates back to crowdsourcing (see Section 2.4).

Shared Control in Tasks and Games

Empowering remote audiences for shared control was considered in non-game
contexts in the past. For example, in Apparition [159] a designer sketches a
prototype and describes it via natural language. A crowd, via microtasks and
sketch recognition algorithms, translates what the designer has sketched into
user interface elements with animation and Wizard of Oz [54] style functions.
The canvas itself is shared amongst all crowd members. The system provides
elements that allow the crowd to self-manage in this shared context, such as an
“in-progress” marker to show that a member is currently working on a specific
area. Further examples can be seen in the works on crowd input aggregation (see
Section 2.4.3), where the crowd for example steered a robot together [160]. As
we will see throughout this section, different input aggregations are used in the
literature to allow for shared control. Controlling a robot was also investigated in
the context of tele-operations. Goldberg et al. [89] allowed participants to control
a robot trough mouse movements (individual movements were combined). In
a test, in which users had to navigate the robot through a maze, it was found
that the shared case provided better quality than doing this task alone. In the
remainder of this section, we will focus on the shared control of games in general
before we move on to the live-streaming case in particular.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of shared game control. Left: Multiple players playing
RTChess at the same time (taken from [97]). Right: Screenshot of the two-
player testbed game used in [69].

With shared game control, we describe the simultaneous control of a game, or
parts of it, by sharing a resource. This should be seen in contrast to typical
multiplayer games, in which, for example, players play at the same time but
have separate resources (e.g., an avatar that they can fully control). Sykownik et
al. [291] see shared game control as “an extreme situation in terms of interdependency
between players” (p. 848) and “shared control can intuitively be understood as a game
control mode, in which players collectively control one single game character” (p. 849).
They provided a classification of shared control in which they differentiate the
locus of manipulation (LoM), i.e., whether players have separate controls, but
share something in the game (distinct LoM) or whether they simultaneously
control something (mutual LoM). As a further dimension they consider the player
interdependency (low/high). An example of distinct LoM with low player inter-
dependency would be a game in which every player controls an avatar, but can
only select one that is not used by another player concurrently. An example of
high interdependency, here, would be a game in which all players share the same
avatar, but they control different parts of it (arms vs. legs). An example of mutual
LoM with low player interdependency is a situation in which the control of an
avatar is shared in a game by using inputs of a player in a turn-taking fashion
(i.e., alternating the controls). A high player interdependency occurs if inputs of
all players are processed and are potentially aggregated. For our considerations
in this thesis (see Chapter 6), we will focus on the latter aspect.

An example of shared game control is RTChess. Gutwin et al. [97] used the basic
chess game, but changed the rules. Up to 16 players per side are able to play
the match simultaneously (see Figure 2.9, left). While the chess pieces are only
movable based on the normal rules, every piece could be moved at any time and
long moves could be intercepted by other pieces. This resulted in a game play
which was only limited by the player’s ability to move quickly. No further means
for self-administration of the groups were provided here. But still, they found
that players start to develop strategies and team coordination occurred, although
the game’s speed made this difficult.
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Besides this example which could be played online, shared game control has
also been considered in a co-located context, as the following works are showing.
Battochi et al. [13] investigated a jigsaw-like puzzle game on tabletops with
typically-developing children and children with Autism Spectrum Disorders.
They added features that enforced collaboration between co-located users, such
as that a puzzle piece could only be moved when simultaneously dragged or
released by players. In studies they found these specific kinds of shared game
control features did not lead to disappointment by any of the child groups. While
task completion times (in comparison to conditions in which these features were
disabled) were higher, it led to more interactions between the players (e.g., they
coordinated and talked more). This exemplifies social aspects attached to shared
game control settings, which potentially adds to their appeal, especially given
the restricted autonomy (in comparison to typical games).

Fitton and Onyinyechukwu [77] investigated how children in pairs of two (ev-
eryone having their own controller) steer a space ship simultaneously. It only
reacted when they agreed on the same input (left, right or fire). In two studies
the authors found that playing was possible and that strategies (similar to above)
were developed to cope with the situation. They found that already in this two-
player scenario, disagreement was visible, and also different “play styles” (e.g.,
sometimes some children were more dominant and told the other player what
to do). While the co-location allowed for strategies such as looking at the other
controller, and the pairs could easily talk to each other, it is questionable how this
transfers to a distributed setting.

Loparev et al. [178] investigated different control schemes for sharing game
control for existing video games (such as Half-Life 223). Their options included
approaches in which all players control all aspects of the game (i.e., forwarding
all inputs of all players), in which the control of features is split (e.g., one player
might do X, while the other can do Y), in which there is turn taking at fixed
intervals or random ones (i.e., allowing input of only one of the controllers) and
in which different roles are available (e.g., giving hints or playing the game). In
addition, the Leader aggregator was used (see Section 2.4.3). In their studies,
they found that different strategies were used on top, e.g., that in more difficult
game situations novice players give up control to allow more experienced players
to handle the situations. Participants reported disliking random changes of
turn taking and players, depending on their skill level, had different reactions
(e.g., experienced players were often dominant and ignored the hints of others).
Overall, though, the authors reported that their participants had fun and were
getting more familiar with the concept of shared game control during the study.

Emmerich and Masuch [69] investigated a two-player-platform co-located game
(see Figure 2.9, right). They varied whether players had time pressure, whether
players were dependent on each other and needed to cooperate or not, and
whether players shared the control over the game. Among other results, they

23 Created by Valve Corporation; see https://goo.gl/wxbUaC (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/wxbUaC
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Figure 2.10: The game Shairit (taken from [291]).

found that perceived competence and autonomy (even though more options
to interact were offered) were significantly lower in the shared game control
setting. Compared to normal games where one player has full control, this is
not unexpected, and needs to be kept in mind for our considerations as well.
Furthermore, participants were less satisfied by their own contributions towards
the completion of levels than players in the non-shared control setting. At the
same time, the social interactions did not differ compared to the other conditions.
It would be interesting to also investigate whether this changes in a live-streaming
setting, where people are distributed.

Rozendaal et al. [254] investigated (co-located) shared game control in an Aster-
oids24-like game. In groups of three players, they compared conditions in which
each player had full control over a separate spaceship; a condition in which
colors of the spaceship could only be changed when the players worked together
with their controls (only asteroids with the same colors could be destroyed); and
finally, a condition in which the players shared the control over one spaceship
and in addition to the aforementioned condition, every player had a different
part of the controls (i.e., moving the spaceship, rotating it, shooting). They found
that sharing game control affected the levels of experienced sociality, control
and engagement. In conditions in which the individual feeling of control and
autonomy decreased, the sociality feeling increased, as now cooperation and
communication was necessary. The condition in which only the color changing
was shared led to the highest level of engagement, as here, both, individual and
shared goals were in place. This work underlines that the feeling of sociality can
be affected by shared game control in general.

Sykownik et al. [291] developed the game Shairit (see Figure 2.10). Here, a sphere
needs to be moved through an environment, and needs to collect orbs and move
around obstacles. They implemented different options for shared game control:
a turn-taking mode in which one player receives full control over the sphere

24 Created by Atari; see https://goo.gl/WzSqh5 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/WzSqh5
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in a fixed player sequence for five seconds; and a turn-taking mode in which
one player receives full control over the sphere, but with randomized order.
Furthermore, the other players can vote to allow the controlling player to be in
control longer; a mode in which all player inputs are averaged in time frames
and processed into a combined movement direction; and a mode in which all
players can control the sphere, requiring collective input. An input processing
function increases the movement speed based on the amount of participating
players, i.e., if only one of four players interacts, the sphere only moves with
one fourth of its speed. In addition, depending on the conformity to the other
players, players can activate a mode to receive exclusive control over the sphere
for five seconds. They conducted a study in which groups of four co-located
players played the game with one of these options each. They found that the
game was enjoyable and provided similar results for autonomy, competence and
relatedness independent of the shared game mode and that the loss of individual
control is not associated with negative experiences per se.

These works show that shared game control is a topic that is currently investigate
and that there are mixed results on whether shared game control affects related-
ness or the feeling of sociality. In addition, while the shown approaches often
tested different “mediation” options, the actual players were not able to select
which one they wanted to use for sharing the control. But even then, it became
visible that the players develop strategies for how to cope with the situation.
Furthermore, it was reported that such experiences impact the perception of
autonomy and relatedness, making them interesting overall for this thesis. In
the next section, we will focus on shared game control in live-streaming contexts.
Here, as a difference from the approaches considered in this section, even more
players, which are typically distributed, participate in such shared settings.

Shared Game Control in Live-Streams

In February 2014, the Twitch Plays Pokémon (TPP) channel launched on Twitch and
the game Pokémon Red25 was streamed. In this role-playing game, the player’s
avatar wanders around, collects creatures and fights against others with those
creatures in a turn-based manner. The game’s goal is to win fights against specific
non-player characters and to collect all available types of creatures. The novelty
of TPP was that no streamer was present and played this game. Instead, the
audience played the game simultaneously via entering chat commands (see Fig-
ure 2.11) that were retrieved programmatically and mapped to game commands
(e.g., typing in down would move the avatar or cursor downwards).

Every registered user on Twitch could participate in this shared game control
setting by joining the channel and entering chat commands. More than 1.1 million
people entered 122 million commands26. At the peak, 121,000 people played

25 Created by Game Freak; see https://goo.gl/ikBKGz (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
26 Engadget: Twitch Plays Pokemon final stats: 1.1 million players, 36 million views,
https://goo.gl/wgoyjn (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/ikBKGz
https://goo.gl/wgoyjn
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Figure 2.11: Example of Twitch Plays Pokémon: A game situation showing a
fight and the viewer commands (screenshot taken from the channel https:
//www.twitch.tv/twitchplayspokemon during the first TPP run).

simultaneously [154]. The game was finished within 17 days, despite players
having different play styles (see below) and despite the live-streaming lag on
Twitch (see Section 2.5.1). Initially, every user command was carried out. During
the play, the anonymous creator introduced a further mode. Here, all entered
commands in specific time frames were considered. The mode could be switched
by the audience. Thus, this was a means for self-administration, as the audience
itself could decide whether everyone should contribute equally (called “anarchy
mode” in the context of TPP) or only the potentially most reasonable command
should be carried out (called “democracy mode”). TPP lived through more than
one instance; after the first game was finished it continued successfully with
other Pokémon games, although not attracting such high viewer numbers [154].
And more TPP-like channels appeared with different games, such as playing
Hearthstone (see Section 5.3) or Dark Souls27 (a real-time action role-playing game).
But other non-gaming areas were also explored. For example, in Twitch Installs
Arch Linux, the audience (successfully) installed a Linux operating system. Twitch
also provided its own section for such channels28.

TPP has received scientific attention. It was assessed as a special form of a Let’s
Play [2], as not only could viewers watch, but they could participate and play
themselves, following the “let us play” idea. Such experiences alter the live-
streaming experience for the viewers, as they can now participate and should
thus have a higher feeling of autonomy. But, based on the nature of the shared
game control setting, in comparison to normal games, individual contributions
might not become visible anymore, nor might these be carried out in the game,
raising the question of how much autonomy a user has in the end [2].

27 Created by From Software; https://goo.gl/aXoSZF (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
28 Twitch blog: Announcing the “Twitch Plays” Game Category,
https://goo.gl/qC52tR (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://www.twitch.tv/twitchplayspokemon
https://www.twitch.tv/twitchplayspokemon
https://goo.gl/aXoSZF
https://goo.gl/qC52tR
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Margel [187] investigated the TPP phenomenon by focusing on the occurring
social dynamics. He found that these are similar to non-shared-game-control
multiplayer settings. In his work he described several noteworthy events that
happened during the first playthrough and related these events to trolling be-
havior [39], the lag issue on the Twitch platform and the difficulty of the in-game
events in relation to the input aggregation mode changes. Notable events and
situations elaborated on by Margel were:

• The Ledge: A long and narrow ledge in the game needed to be crossed.
When three consecutive down commands were provided, the character
needed to start from the beginning.

• The Rock Tunnel: This area is initially dark until lighted in the normal
game. The viewers never lighted the tunnel in TPP, and instead they
navigated blindly, which took them nine hours.

• The Spinning Hell: Viewers needed to navigate through a maze with spe-
cific tiles that, when stepped on, move and spin the avatar across the room
until a wall is encountered. This led to the introduction of the “democracy
mode” as progress otherwise was deemed impossible. This section took
26 hours overall. Besides the new input aggregator, a function was also
added to repeat specific commands. For example, up8 would carry out the
up command eight times.

• Start9 Protest: After the introduction of the “democracy mode”, players that
favored anarchy entered start9 (leading to an opening and closing of the
in-game menu nine times, making further game progress nearly impossible)
to express their protest. They saw the new mode undermining the original
idea, as the input of many viewers would now have no effect. The voting
system for anarchy and democracy was implemented after this protest [2].
Overall, though, the majority of the time anarchy was active [241]. As
80% of the votes needed to be for democracy to activate this aggregator,
while only 50% were necessary for anarchy [187, 154], this might be one
explanation for this.

• The Bloody Sunday: The game allows to manage the captured creature
on an in-game computer system. Here, creatures can also be “released”
(which effectively deletes them from the game state). In this event, several
creatures were deleted as players tried to retrieve one creature, because the
“release” option was (accidentally) selected.

These different events were consequences of the aforementioned issues (e.g.,
the Ledge was difficult because of trolls and the Bloody Sunday related to the lag
issue). Overall, Ramirez et al. [241], highlighted that TPP is not comparable to
the “Infinite Monkey Theorem”29, i.e., it was not the case that the audience finished
the game simply because they entered so many commands.
29 Wikipedia: Infinite monkey theorem, https://goo.gl/xtVMyc (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/xtVMyc
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Kyriakou [154] analyzed the chat messages during the initial playthrough of TPP.
Through this, they were able to reveal that many viewers either identified/voted
solely for anarchy or solely for democracy, with a smaller number of people
voting for both (at least once) during the game. Kyriakou reasons that the modes
have similarities to political parties and further underlines that different player
objectives were in place. Concerning the content of the chat messages, it became
obvious that the “parties” followed different goals, for example making progress
vs. entertainment through the randomness. Ramirez et al. [241] further elaborate
on the different perceptions of TPP. “Anarchists” stated that the game’s appeal
was only based on the chaos and thus, it would be less interesting if played
“normally”. “Democrats” stated that it is boring if even easy aspects take hours
to complete and by using “anarchy”, it would never be able to complete the
game [241]. The latter aspect was also underlined by Margel [187]. He identified
reasons for when democracy was deemed more valuable by parts of the viewers,
such as that overcoming an obstacle would take too long or viewers were aware of
the possible damage otherwise (e.g., preventing things such as the Bloody Sunday).
This shows that there are individual differences in which input aggregation mode
is deemed valuable in a shared game control context.

TPP did not happen solely on Twitch. Several groups appeared on different social
media platforms (e.g., Reddit) shortly after the TPP experience launched, showing
a fandom that appeared alongside it [187]. These platforms were used to discuss
strategies, to create tools (e.g., a script that would hide game commands in the
chat), to document game progress and to create narratives around the course of
action (e.g., based on game events, two fictive religions were created) [2, 154].
While this is a form of self-administration [154], Ramirez et al. [241] even sees
this as a meta-game that arose from the actual game, and calls this a “participatory
culture” (p. 3).

These considerations show that live-streaming is a reasonable context for inves-
tigating shared game control. That the different players are not co-located and
can join the experience at any time adds further aspects to this setting. Given
the TPP experience, many social components arose that went beyond the actual
game. This fits with live-streaming in general, which was shown to be important
from a social perspective as discussed in this chapter. Within this thesis, we also
considered shared game control in the live-streaming context: in Chapter 6, we
investigated a TPP-like setup and provide further aggregators and means for
self-administration to investigate whether we can support the players further.
Furthermore, in a chess context, we analyzed the effectiveness of individual and
group decisions. Both aspects add to the current body of knowledge in relation
to shared game control.

2.5.3 Summary

In this section, we presented work in the context of live-streaming. This work
showed that interactivity and the social experience during streams is an important
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driver for the success of live-streams. Although available streaming platforms
improved in this respect, there are still shortcomings. While further options are
available (e.g., via third-party vendors), it is currently not clear which interaction
and communication channels viewers appreciate and how these should be created
with the available options. The presented approaches in this section often only
considered specific features (for example, those that improve the chat as the
primary communication channel) instead of following a general viewpoint. This
thesis will add to this in Chapter 5, by investigating which features are used today
in channels that are keen on integrating viewers, and how viewers perceive these
on a larger scale. Furthermore, we present an approach that provides several
communication and interaction channels to integrate viewers more tightly into a
streamed game, i.e., we empower them in these contexts. The research on TPP
has revealed that this is an interesting setting in which to study group dynamics
when users receive more options. While the related work, as shown, evaluated
different methods for how individual viewer opinions are aggregated, to our
knowledge, these have not provided the users similar options as TPP, as viewers
could not decide which method should be activated to aggregate their inputs. In
Chapter 6, we consider further means for self-administration in a live-streaming
setting by relying on aggregators known from crowdsourcing (see Section 2.4.3),
but will allow viewers to alter which one is active, similar to TPP, and derive how
these are perceived and used by the players. Considering the Chapters 5 and 6,
this thesis thus contributes to current efforts to understand the live-streaming
phenomenon and provide insights in how the experience can be further improved,
especially in respect to empowering viewers’ interactive options.



Chapter 3
Gamified Self-Sustaining Systems

This chapter presents our considerations of systems relying on user participation.
Here, the user is not only a consumer of the service, but also an important
component to improve its outcome. We developed two prototypes, ExpenseControl
and the Trash Game, which are game-based, crowdsourcing systems, that will
be introduced in this chapter. These systems fit our research question RQ1
(see Section 1.4), as the users have a fundamental influence on these systems
themselves. We present user studies that we have conducted in their context,
showing that such ideas appeal to users and that gamification is still a reasonable
additional motivational layer, even when the tasks to be done have a meaning
and benefit for the users.

Section 3.2 is based on the publication [5] and Section 3.3 is based on [166].

3.1 Introduction

As described in Section 2.4, crowdsourcing allows users to exert influence on
a system through their contributions when they solve particular tasks. But as
discussed in Section 2.4.1, the members of the crowd are often not recruited in
the systems where their contributions are used. That means that for the crowd
members that solve tasks, it is often not clear how their own contribution relates
to a higher cause, or what meaning it has in the end. This, on the other hand,
was shown to be beneficial for motivation (see Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.4.1).
In consequence, other options to motivate these external crowds are used, espe-
cially when the tasks themselves are boring or cumbersome and offer no further
personal benefit. In contrast, in this chapter, we consider crowdsourcing systems
in which users are affected by their contributions themselves. Here, the users of
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Figure 3.1: Instantiated schematic of reciprocity in self-sustaining systems.

the service are also the members of the crowd that does the crowdsourcing tasks.
The system architecture ensures that solving these tasks improves the service
outcome. Thus, the perceived influence in such systems should be higher, as
users also can directly relate how their contributions impact the system at its
runtime. They potentially also experience how the service improves through their
participation. Based on this, we see these constructs as self-sustaining systems.
While dedicated incentive mechanisms might still be implemented on top in these
services, the idea to connect users to the system in this way (i.e., “My contribution
will improve what I will get out of the system”) should add to the motivation (see
Section 2.2.1). These systems are relevant for this thesis as they offer users a
fundamental impact on the system’s outcome. Additionally, the systems utilize
game-based approaches as a further layer of motivation, which is not uncommon
in crowdsourcing (see Section 2.4.1). The latter was done to further motivate the
system’s usage, but also the willingness to solve the crowd-based tasks. This
also allows us to investigate the role of gamification and game-based aspects in
self-sustaining systems, and whether these are able to further impact motiva-
tion in such a context. With these systems, we are able to investigate RQ1 (see
Section 1.4). Figure 3.1 shows an instantiated schematic of the reciprocity here.
Based on the nature of crowdsourcing, this is a group scenario. Nonetheless, the
coupling here is only loose. Through the crowdsourced task nature and through
the competition-based aspects, individuals know that they are not alone in im-
proving the system, but could not further interact with each other. Considering
the core reciprocity aspect of social systems (i.e., “My contribution will motivate
others to contribute as well”) [42, 105], known from social networks like Facebook or
user-generated content platforms like YouTube or Stack Overflow (see Section 1.2.1),
while these might play a role, we do not see these as a necessary component for
the self-sustaining systems we consider in this chapter.

We present two game-based self-sustaining systems that are both using image-
based microtasks (see Section 2.4.2): ExpenseControl (see Section 3.2) and the Trash
Game (see Section 3.3). Both systems focus on everyday tasks to reach a broad
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user base without requiring specific prerequisites to participate. In ExpenseControl
we focus on the domain of receipt capturing and household accounting books.
With it, we were able to validate the idea of a self-sustaining system for tasks that
are repetitive and uninteresting in general. We could show that users like the idea
of such a system, that their contributions improve the service outcome and that
gamification as an additional layer has a strong impact on the amount of work
users are willing to perform in such systems. In the Trash Game, we considered a
self-sustaining system in the context of waste recycling. With it, we were able to
show that the system itself also has an impact on the users. The tasks solved not
only made the self-sustaining system possible, but also educated users implicitly
and playfully; i.e., they can improve in waste recycling by using the system.
Overall, both the service and the related studies underline the importance of
giving users an option to influence the system’s outcome. In the end of the
chapter, we will discuss how individuals can be further empowered, especially in
relation to approaches we present later in this thesis, such as an option to modify
the gamification (see Chapter 4) or to change the aggregation methods at the
runtime of the system (see Chapter 6).

3.2 A Self-Sustaining Household Accounting Book

We created ExpenseControl, a household accounting book application for mo-
bile devices that allows for tracking expenses by users simply taking pictures
of physical receipts. We chose this domain as there is an increasing interest in
self-tracking [175, 326] and also a desire to track expenditures, which has been
shown to be currently too much effort for many people [140]. Thus, offering a
solution for this issue could spark interest in the system itself. This, on the other
hand, is a prerequisite for a self-sustaining system, as otherwise, it seems unlikely
that users would be interested in putting effort in such a system. After a user has
taken the picture of a receipt, the system uses optical character recognition (OCR) to
extract entities from it, such as the total sum, the store name, individual articles
and their prices. In addition, ExpenseControl is able to add semantics to entities
by categorization aspects (such as that a particular article belongs to groceries).
As OCR cannot be considered as perfect (see Section 2.4.2), to enhance the recog-
nition and to derive the semantic information, ExpenseControl uses image-based
microtasks (see Section 2.4.2 as well) to be solved by its users. The usage of mi-
crotasks and the semantic aspects are differences from existing approaches (e.g.,
rule-based mechanisms [128, 275] or machine learning methods [335]) in this
domain. ExpenseControl is a self-sustaining system, as these microtasks improve
the underlying recognition algorithm and thus the system’s service over time.
Instead of paying users we use gamification to provide an additional layer of
motivation. With ExpenseControl we had the following goals:

GoalEC 1 Creation of a self-sustaining system using non-engaging microtasks: By
developing a system that offers tasks which are not engaging but
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improve the system’s outcome, the core aspect of the reciprocity in
a self-sustaining system can be investigated. The domain of receipt
capturing was chosen as context. In ExpenseControl basic algorithms
were implemented that are able to analyze the receipts and get users
some results, even if no user would solve microtasks. But satisfying
results (based on the nature of OCR; see above) will only be generated
through solving image-based microtasks.

GoalEC 2 Evaluation of the self-sustaining system concept: By studying ExpenseCon-
trol we are able to test and validate a self-sustaining system concept
in general (i.e., whether microtask solving improves the system’s ser-
vice outcome) and show whether non-engaging tasks are still solved
because users know that their own effort will improve the system.

GoalEC 3 Evaluation of gamification as an additional motivator in a self-sustaining
system: As an additional layer of motivation, ExpenseControl offers
game elements to motivate app usage and microtask solving. We
are interested whether a gamification approach can further motivate
participants in a self-sustaining system. Following a non-tailored
approach (see Section 2.3), it is also interesting to learn whether indi-
vidual differences occur in a self-sustaining system setting as well.

3.2.1 Concept and System Design of ExpenseControl

The system design and the algorithms of ExpenseControl were informed by the
results described in an earlier publication by us [140]. Here, we reported on a
study in which we analyzed 117 German receipts and an online survey with
238 participants, to learn about requirements and aspects to be considered in a
budgeting application. In addition, an informal review of ten budgeting/personal
finance apps were conducted to learn about their features. Main aspects that we
utilized from this early work are:

R1 The system should run on a mobile device (e.g., to take the picture directly
and easily after receiving the receipt in a store).

R2 The effort to track expenses needs to be low.
R3 The application should not only store receipt data, but should also provide

statistics on the data stored.
R4 The results of the receipt analysis informed requirements for the OCR al-

gorithm: that the store’s name is hard to extract, that there are multiple
synonyms for “total sum” and that it is possible that the article name and
price are not on the same line on the receipt. For the latter, [140] also provided
seven different common receipt layouts.

R5 Meta-information is not consistently available on receipts (for example, the
category (e.g., groceries) of individual articles).
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Figure 3.2: Workflow of ExpenseControl: a) Taking a picture. b) Visualization
of recognized general information. c) Visualization of extracted articles and
their categories. d) Microtask that can be solved. e) Corrections overview.

General Workflow of ExpenseControl

Following R1, ExpenseControl is designed as a mobile application allowing users
to take pictures of receipts (see Figure 3.2a). As soon as a picture is taken, the
algorithms (see below for details) start to process the picture and present the
result to the user. It consists of the extracted store name, the category of the
purchase (e.g., groceries), the date of the purchase, the total sum (see Figure 3.2b)
and the extracted individual articles. The latter includes the article name, the
category of the article and its price (see Figure 3.2c). A user can now accept what
the algorithm has extracted. More effort is not necessary if users want to keep
track of their expenses (R2). As stated in Section 2.4.2, OCR is not perfect, i.e.,
depending on the receipt paper quality and the quality of the taken picture, errors
in these pieces of information are expected, especially when the receipts contain
articles that are new to the system. A user has three options to improve the results
after he or she has taken a picture: first, a user can manually edit the extracted
results. Second, a user can solve microtasks that improve the algorithms and can
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Figure 3.3: ExpenseControl views. Left: Main screen. Right: Statistics view.

decide to solve tasks that relate to issues of his or her own or others’ receipts
(see Figure 3.2d). Third, a user can wait until others have solved tasks: either
their own (which potentially also would contain items of this user) or other tasks
(among them, tasks relating to the user’s receipt). Both cases lead to updates for
this user which are also shown in an overview (see Figure 3.2e).

The receipt data can be inspected by users via the app. Following R3, we also
provide them with the option to inspect statistics. On the home screen of the
application the overall amount of money spent in the current month and in
the last month, and the recent expenses, are shown (see Figure 3.3, left). By
clicking on the monthly expenses, the user receives an overview on all the details
from the corresponding month. ExpenseControl also provides a view in which
expenses are visualized using different statistics (see Figure 3.3, right) based on
categories of single articles (e.g., all expenses for groceries) or the category of the
overall expense. A user can also set custom time intervals and can filter expenses.
Furthermore, as not all expenses are documented with receipts, a user can add
expenses manually.

Algorithms of ExpenseControl

Algorithmically, ExpenseControl consist of four main parts: receipt capturing,
image preprocessing, entity extraction and the microtask improvements. From a
system architecture point of view, we decided to preprocess the taken picture by
an OCR engine on the user’s mobile device to keep the (potential mobile) data
traffic as low as possible for the user and reduce the workload on a webserver.
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Figure 3.4: Image processing in ExpenseControl: a) Unfavorable position of
the camera. b) Suitable position to take a picture. c) Identified horizontally
aligned regions. d) Regions of interest.

To this server, the OCR result containing recognized text and corresponding line
numbers is sent. Here, we extract all relevant information based on the received
OCR result using the outcomes of microtasks.

Receipt capturing: As the quality of the picture taken greatly affects the quality
of the OCR result [70] and as suggested in [70, 128], we give live feedback in the
camera view to raise the chance that the user takes a usable picture (see Figure 3.4a
and b). Which kind of emoticon is given depends on lighting and the orientation
of the mobile device, since both attributes have been identified as crucial for good
OCR results in the literature [70, 114]: with edge detection methods (together
with morphological closing transformation), we identify horizontally aligned
regions on the images taken. With this, we calculate bounding boxes for these
regions (see Figure 3.4c) from which we can conclude whether the device was in
an unfavorable position (when boxes are higher than they are wide). Additionally,
when the x-coordinates of the bounding boxes are too heterogeneous, we can
conclude that there is too much noise in the image, since we found that articles
on receipts are always in alignment [140].

Image preprocessing: Images are preprocessed to further enhance the later OCR
results [71]: we use the algorithm described above to identify horizontally aligned
regions to find regions of interest, i.e., where the receipt is located in the picture.
This is done by discarding (for the horizontal consideration only) all horizontally
aligned regions where the x-coordinate of the bounding box is either lower than
the calculated mean of all x-coordinates, or higher (with a certain threshold).
The remaining regions are consolidated to form another bounding box which
represents the region where the receipt is located (represented by the red line in
Figure 3.4d). This area is then extracted from the picture to obtain better results
when thresholding it. Afterward, we used similar approaches (thresholding,
Gaussian blur, deskewing) as reported in related work [114, 128].
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Entity extraction: After preprocessing we use Tesseract30 to extract text regions
from the picture, which is then uploaded to a web server. Here, entities, such as
the store’s name, the total sum and individual articles, are extracted from this.
For this, we utilized the theoretical results gained in [140] (R4). Similar to [128],
we use regular expressions to identify specific parts of the receipt and divide
it into three regions. For the header region we look for the first occurrence of
a price (everything above belongs to the header). For the body region, we look
for the total sum (several synonyms for this can be found on receipts, so we
integrated microtasks to learn these) and the remaining part of the receipt is
considered as the additional information region. The header is further analyzed to
extract the name of the store and further information on it, such as the address,
the phone number or its URL (again by using regular expressions). The result
is compared to our database to identify matching stores, as it might be possible
that only parts (e.g., only the phone number) can be extracted. Thus, this look-up
would provide related information. The database is extended over time through
microtasks to add more store information. The body region is then considered
to extract article names and corresponding prices. In a first step, all prices are
extracted with regular expressions. Next, the algorithm iterates over all lines in
the body, performs a full text search and uses the Levenshtein distance metric [174]
for each of them to find a matching entry in our database. In the database, we
have corrected versions of entities but also the raw, possibly erroneous OCR
version of entities seen and relations to corrected versions. Thus, over time the
database will have many OCR versions of the same entity relating to corrected
versions and information on it (e.g., where to find the price).

Microtask improvements: The algorithms improve based on the outcome of
image-based microtasks (see Section 2.4.2). The idea is that ExpenseControl, when
used by many users over a longer time span, is able to re-use previous microtask
results and thus does not need to generate microtasks for every entity later on.
This connection between the algorithms and the microtasks is the core mechanism
of the self-sustaining system. Whenever a line from a receipt cannot be classified
properly, i.e., the entity cannot be found in our database, a microtask is generated
to obtain missing information. In the app, each microtask is shown after another
consisting of an image of the unknown receipt line and a short task description.
Users can decide to either solve their own tasks, which means that these tasks
correspond to problems that occurred in their own receipts, or crowd tasks that
were generated when analyzing receipts of other users. A user can decide to skip
a presented microtask because the contained picture may be of low quality or
ambiguous in some cases (e.g., if more than one line was extracted accidentally).
If a microtask is skipped by at least six users, we discard the picture, similar
to [318], as it cannot be used to infer proper information. However, the owner
can still manually update the receipt in these cases. We use three different task
types to match articles and prices, to extract the total sum (to learn about more
synonyms), and to categorize articles (R5) and the overall expense:

30https://github.com/tesseract-ocr (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr
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Figure 3.5: Microtask types in ExpenseControl: a) Classification task. b) Article
correction task. c) Article categorization task.

Classification task: See Figure 3.5a. This task is generated whenever a line cannot
be classified. A user sees the graphical representation of the line and needs to
decide what it represents: an article, the total sum or additional information
(such as discount/bonus, bottle deposit/return, indication of quantity). Having
a classification of a line is fundamental to, for example, match articles to prices.

Article correction task: See Figure 3.5b. This task is generated when an unknown
entity is identified as an article. The user is asked to enter the name of the article.
The outcome of this task is used to correct OCR spelling errors, distinguish articles
and provide a meaningful article name, since the articles are often abbreviated
on the receipt. Furthermore, this task also makes it possible to store a relation
between the raw text obtained by the OCR engine and the correct version, which
helps in future OCR runs.

Article categorization task: See Figure 3.5c. This task is also generated when an
unknown entity is identified as an article. In relation to R5, this task provides
meta-information, as users need to categorize the article from a list of ten different
options (e.g., as groceries).

As soon as a minimum amount of users have participated in a specific microtask,
a solution is generated for it. We follow the work of von Ahn et al. [318] and
require at least six participants who solved the task as a minimum amount.
Depending on the task type, the method to acquire the end result differs. A
classification needs to reach at least 60% agreement of all votes. Once this is
achieved, the raw OCR result gets stored in our database, together with the
determined classification. This allows us to recognize similar entities in the
future, provide input for the entity extraction algorithm, and thus decrease the
amount of errors over time. The solution for the other task types is based on
what the majority of the users stated. The owner of the associated receipt gets
notified about all changes and corrections that were performed by the crowd and
can be (as stated) inspected in a history (see Figure 3.2e).
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Figure 3.6: Game elements used in ExpenseControl: a) Points are awarded. b)
The leaderboard. c) An achievement is unlocked. d) The profile view shows
all unlocked achievements.

Gamification Approach

We use a gamification approach (see Figure 3.6) in ExpenseControl to encourage
two aspects. First, we want to motivate users to solve more microtasks. As
illustrated, the microtasks will improve the service that is offered and thus are a
core part of the self-sustaining system. Second, Snow and Vyas [281] stated that
a budgeting app should also use methods to engage users in keeping expenses
over a longer time span. Thus, gamification should also motivate people to
continuously use the app. Conceptually, this would lead, in consequence, to
more receipts, more available microtasks and potentially more active users. Taken
together, these aspects should also have positive effects on the self-sustaining
system aspect of ExpenseControl.
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ExpenseControl uses a comparatively simple gamification approach by integrating
points, achievements and a leaderboard (which are commonly used in gamifi-
cation settings [106, 134, 269]). Every task that is solved by a user provides ten
points (see Figure 3.6a) and the top scorers are shown on a leaderboard (see
Figure 3.6b). The points should not only spark a competitive setting, but we also
wanted to give them further meaning, following the idea that users who put
effort into the system should be rewarded with more than simply a good position
on the leaderboard. If a user solves many tasks belonging to receipts of other
users, the system rewards this user by giving microtasks derived from his or her
receipts an increased weight. This weight is considered whenever the algorithm
selects a new microtask to be presented for any user. High performers thus get
rewarded in the sense that their receipts are thereby more quickly corrected, as
these are more likely to be presented to others. With this, high performers should
receive the feeling that their effort pays off, as the system performs even better
for them. In consequence, this might further encourage them to continuously
use the app. The amount of collected points and the amount of points necessary
to increase the position on the leaderboard are visualized on the main screen
(see Figure 3.3a). Alongside the points, we also provide achievements that can
be unlocked. These are not only target microtasks, but also the usage of the
application. Six different achievements can be unlocked:

• Crowd-Specialist: Whenever a user has solved 60 crowd tasks, he or she
receives a new level in this achievement and 150 bonus points.

• Crowd-Leader: Whenever a user has solved 40 crowd tasks on a day, he or
she receives a new level in this achievement and 150 bonus points.

• Task-Assistant: Whenever a user has solved 20 tasks on a day, he or she
receives a new level in this achievement and 50 bonus points.

• Task-Specialist: Whenever a user has solved 40 tasks on a day, he or she
receives a new level in this achievement and 110 bonus points.

• Task-Master: Whenever a user has solved 60 tasks on a day, he or she
receives a new level in this achievement and 160 bonus points.

• Receipts-Collector: Whenever a user has scanned 10 receipts, he or she
receives a new level in this achievement and 50 bonus points.

Every achievement has a level attached to it, i.e., it can be unlocked multiple
times, increasing its level. Achievements also provide points for the overall score
as denoted above. Figure 3.6c shows the notification that occurs after unlocking
an achievement (which is shown with a corresponding badge). The user has the
chance to inspect all unlocked achievements together with their level in the profile
view of ExpenseControl (see Figure 3.6d). Here, the user can also see the total
amount of points. Additionally, the information is provided that solving more of
the other’s tasks increases the chance that others will solve microtasks belonging
to his or her receipts. Users can also inspect how to unlock achievements.
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3.2.2 User Study With ExpenseControl

We used ExpenseControl to investigate whether the idea of a self-sustaining system,
with tasks that are not particularly fun, works. We had the following hypotheses:

H1 ExpenseControl subjectively eases keeping track of expenses.
H2 The outcome of designated microtasks solved by the users can be used to

reduce the error rate of captured receipts.
H3 The outcome of microtasks solved by the users can be used to reduce the

error rate of new receipts that are unknown to the system.
H4 Even in a self-sustaining system context, gamification motivates users to

solve more microtasks.

H1 is a prerequisite to assess the self-sustaining system without having a bias
and it was the goal we followed with ExpenseControl (R1, R2). H2 is derived
from the system architecture of ExpenseControl. As microtasks are generated from
captured receipts, results of these can be directly applied to them (as described).
As the algorithms use the results of completed microtasks for newly captured
receipts, H3 consequently follows. From a self-sustaining system perspective, H2
and H3 are central for GoalEC 1 and GoalEC 2. With H4 we can validate whether
gamification is beneficial in a self-sustaining system, as here, the task solving has
an inherent meaning (i.e., the service offered improves) already (GoalEC 3).

Method

Participants received the task to use ExpenseControl to track their expenses over
the course of three weeks. At the beginning, the app was locked until the par-
ticipant filled out an online questionnaire assessing buying behavior as well as
interest in and experiences with tracking expenses (all questions on statements
were to be answered on 5-point scales with the labels disagree, somewhat disagree,
neither agree nor disagree, somewhat agree, agree). In the first week, the app was pre-
sented without game elements as a baseline to collect how many tasks are solved
without any further incentive mechanisms. After this week, the app was locked
again until the participants filled out another questionnaire (“pre-gamification
questionnaire”) in which we asked questions on the perception of the app parts.
In the following two weeks, gamification was activated. We decided against a
counterbalanced measures design (i.e., reversing the order of half the partici-
pants) since deactivating game elements later could have detrimental effects on
participants’ motivation [106]. After the two weeks, participants needed to fill
out a post-session questionnaire (“post-gamification questionnaire”), that was
similar to the pre-gamification questionnaire, but also included questions on the
game elements. Considering our hypotheses, the questionnaires were used to
answer H1 and H4 from a qualitative point of view. During the study, we stored
all receipts that were added and the microtask interactions to investigate H2, H3
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and H4 quantitatively. To do this, we needed to create a ground truth, i.e., we
needed to manually inspect all receipts and classified, categorized and corrected
all lines of these receipts. To acquire this ground truth, we followed a two-step
procedure: one person provided a ground truth for each line of every receipt
that was added by the participants and another person checked for errors (e.g.,
spelling mistakes or other interpretation options).

Results

In three weeks, 191 receipts were added by twelve participants (seven male, five
female; age: 21–30: 9, 31–40: 1, >40: 2). On average, participants added 15.9
receipts (standard deviation SD=14.4, median Mdn=8). Before the study, only
three subjects were keeping track of their expenses, although ten participants
claimed to be interested in doing so. Participants reported visiting the same stores
(mean M=4.4, SD=.5, Mdn=4) and tended to buy the same products (M=4.3, SD=.5,
Mdn=4). Two participants go shopping twice a week, eight of the participants go
shopping 3–4 times a week and two claimed to go shopping 5–6 times per week.

Perception of the prototype: Participants stated that the app eases tracking
expenses (M=3.9, SD=1, Mdn=4) and that they would rather use our system
than manually track their expenses (M=4, SD=1.2, Mdn=4). Moreover, they
considered capturing expenses by taking pictures of receipts to be easy (M=4.5,
SD=.7, Mdn=5). These findings provide evidence supporting H1: the prototype
eases keeping track of expenses. The idea that other users could correct data
originating from one’s own receipts was perceived positively (M=4.4, SD=.7,
Mdn=4.5) and considered meaningful (M=4.5, SD=.5, Mdn=4.5). Participants
also had the feeling that they used the app often (M=3.7, SD=1.4, Mdn=4).

Entity extraction and crowd performance: 15393 microtasks were solved by
the twelve participants, with 1282.8 per participant on average (SD=1053.5,
Mdn=1101). To answer H2 and H3, we calculated an error ratio for each re-
ceipt. As a baseline, we considered our algorithm without any crowd input.
Since it is impossible to deduce categories for articles in the baseline algorithm
(as this is only done through the microtasks), we excluded this aspect for the
following considerations. We obtained an error rate by calculating the ratio of
the amount of wrong entities (wrong classification and/or wrong value of a
line) to the overall amount of entities of a receipt (right classification of a receipt
line and correct value) for all receipts. For this, the derived ground truth data
was utilized. In the same way, we calculated the error ratio by considering the
microtasks (classifications and article corrections) in our algorithm (denoted with
crowd-enhanced algorithm (CE) subsequently). The baseline algorithm produced
an error rate of 31.8% (SD=22%, Mdn=32%) whereas the CE algorithm reached
an error rate of only 10.4% (SD=14.7%, Mdn=5%). A paired t-test showed a sig-
nificant effect between these error rates (t(190)=12.5, p<.01) supporting evidence
for H2: the outcome of designated microtasks solved by a crowd can be used to
reduce the error rate of captured receipts.
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Figure 3.7: The error rate of new receipts for the CE algorithm (blue) and
the CEPE algorithm (orange) compared with the baseline algorithm (gray) for
different subsample sizes (i.e., how many receipts were used for training).

To evaluate whether microtasks of one receipt are useful for newly added receipts,
we picked a random subsample with 15 (30, 45, ...) to 150 receipts and used this
as a training set. We then iterated over all receipts that were not contained in
this subsample (i.e., the test set) and applied both the CE as well as the baseline
algorithm. In the CE algorithm, we only considered solutions of microtasks that
were related to unknown entities of receipts within the selected training set to
enhance receipts in the test set. Since participants subjectively claimed to buy
the same products, we also considered a crowd-enhanced participants-exclusive
(CEPE) algorithm in which we used receipts of one user for the test set and the
receipts of all other users as the training set to avoid having receipts of the same
user in the test and the training sample. To receive more reliable results, we
repeated the subsample selection 50 times for each sample size. Figure 3.7 shows
the error rates for each subsample for all three algorithms. The results support
H3: the outcome of microtasks solved by a crowd can be used to reduce the
error rate of new receipts that are unknown to the system, since both the CE
and the CEPE algorithm outperform the baseline algorithm in all sample sizes.
We conducted a repeated measurements ANOVA and found a significant effect
between the algorithms (p<.05). Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni
method revealed that the difference between the CE algorithm and the baseline
is significant (p<.01), as well as the difference between the CEPE algorithm and
the baseline (p<.01). Moreover, the CE algorithm performed significantly better
than the CEPE algorithm (p<.01). The fact that the error rate is decreasing with
increasing numbers of receipts suggests that our approach improves over time
(with increasing data retrieved by the outcome of microtasks). Both H2 and H3
show that ExpenseControl is a self-sustaining system (GoalEC 1 and GoalEC 2).
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Question Pre-Gamification Post-Gamification Significance
Solved many of my own tasks M=3.6,

SD=1.4, Mdn=4
M=3.7,
SD=1.6, Mdn=4

p=.72

Solved many crowd tasks M=4.2,
SD=.9, Mdn=4.5

M=4.2,
SD=1.3, Mdn=5

p=1

Solving my own tasks was fun M=2.6,
SD=1.3, Mdn=2.5

M=3.2,
SD=1.5, Mdn=3

p=.13

Solving crowd tasks was fun M=2.6,
SD=1.3, Mdn=2.5

M=3.4,
SD=1.5, Mdn=3.5

t(11)=2.5,
p<.05

Table 3.1: Questions and respective answers (on 5-point scales) concerning
fun and engagement in the pre- and post-gamification online questionnaire.

Week 1
(No gamification)

Week 2
(Gamification)

Week 3
(Gamification)

Significance

M=238.3,
SD=209.9, Mdn=173.5,
Min=27, Max=676

M=569.8,
SD=462.1, Mdn=522,
Min=0, Max=1258

M=474.8,
SD=426.7, Mdn=415.5,
Min=0, Max=1169

p<.05

Table 3.2: Overview of solved tasks per user/week.

Effects and perception of gamification: To obtain insight about how game ele-
ments were perceived subjectively by participants, we asked questions concern-
ing fun and engagement (on a self-created scale) in the pre- and post-gamification
questionnaire and compared answers before and after game elements were active
in the app (see Table 3.1). In the pre-gamification questionnaire, participants
subjectively tended to agree that they solved many of their own microtasks,
and agreed to have solved many of those of other users. The answers did not
change significantly in the post-gamification questionnaire. However, partici-
pants tended to disagree to the statement that solving their own microtasks or
solving crowd tasks was fun or engaging in the pre-gamification questionnaire,
showing that the tasks are indeed not particularly fun, as we anticipated initially.
In the post-gamification questionnaire this perception did not change signifi-
cantly for their own tasks (even though the mean value increased), but did so
for tasks of other users, suggesting that gamification had an effect. All game
elements were addressed in the post-gamification questionnaire. The leaderboard
was considered most motivating (M=3.8, SD=1.6, Mdn=4.5), followed by points
(M=3.7, SD=1.5, Mdn=4) and achievements (M=3.4, SD=1.3, Mdn=3.5).

We considered the amount of solved tasks per user in each week and performed a
repeated measurements ANOVA. We found a significant effect between the three
weeks (see Table 3.2). Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni method showed
that the difference between weeks 1 and 2 is significant (p<.05) as well as the
difference between weeks 1 and 3 (p<.05), whereby week 1 was the baseline phase
without any gamification elements. These results show evidence for H4: the use
of gamification additionally motivates users to solve microtasks. Nonetheless,
even in the baseline phase participants solved a high number of tasks, adding to
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Figure 3.8: Solved microtasks for each participant/week.

the self-sustaining system aspect further. However, the differences between the
number of solved microtasks for each participant in every week (see Figure 3.8),
and the perception of gamification, indicate that although gamification overall
led to a higher number of solved microtasks, there seem to be differences in
how gamification is perceived and considered to be motivating. Figure 3.8
indicates that some participants were not affected by gamification at all. It also
shows that the number of solved tasks decreases for many participants in the
last week again. Although this effect was not significant, it poses the question
to what extent the used game elements are able to motivate users in the long
run. Works such as [107, 148, 332] have already shown that novelty effects in
gamification occur, i.e., over time the attractiveness of the intervention might
decrease. Additionally, two participants did not solve many microtasks, showing
that neither the gamification nor the meaning of task solving motivated them.

Discussion

The three-week study of ExpenseControl revealed positive results as we found
supporting evidence for all hypotheses: subjectively, the system eases the tracking
of expenses, gamification served as an additional motivator (even in the presence
of tasks with a meaning) and the self-sustaining system characteristics could be
shown, as not only the recognition performance of entities of existing receipts
but also for new receipts improved through the user contributions made in
the system. For the latter part, it needs to be kept in mind that even though
significant differences were found (between the baseline and our crowd-enhanced
algorithm), the factual differences were only a few percent. Based on the results,
this may be related to the study design, which had only a small time frame
of three weeks and a low number of participants (which can be seen as main
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limitation of this study). We reason, that both more time and more users in the
system would have a strong impact based on how we designed the algorithms
and based on the fact that participants stated that they usually buy the same
items. The latter is particularly interesting for ExpenseControl, as this means we
need many users to receive a broad view on items, but that the system easily
improves for an individual. Considering a specific user, he or she will indeed
receive the feeling that the system improves (independent of whether he or she
or the crowd solved the related microtasks), as the same items more likely have a
matching database entry and bad OCR results can be mitigated easily over time.

We also learned that even without gamification, participants are willing to solve
a fair amount of tasks, although the microtask solving, as hypothesized, was
indeed not perceived as fun. This study cannot state whether the motivation
to solve tasks nonetheless comes from the study setting itself based on demand
characteristics [195] or the inherent motivation attached to the self-sustaining
system and the knowledge that one’s own contributions improve it. In favor
of the latter explanation is that participants were never explicitly requested
to also take part in microtask solving. Instead, their only task was that they
should use the app to track expenses, which mimics the free choice tasks done
in intrinsic motivation research (see Section 2.2.1). What we can see is that
gamification increased the amount of solved microtasks considerably and also
changed the perception of the tasks (which after the introduction of gamification
were perceived as more fun). Consequently, we reason that using gamification in
addition is also a reasonable idea in self-sustaining settings.

3.2.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

With the presented system (GoalEC 1) and the conducted study we were able to
show that the idea of a self-sustaining system is reasonable and works, even when
the tasks are repetitive and not engaging (GoalEC 2). Even without additional
motivation, users participate in it (at least in the study setting) to receive a better
outcome of the service offered. The usage of gamification in such settings was
shown to be still particularly beneficial, as the amount of solved microtasks more
than doubled while gamification was active (GoalEC 3). Towards our research
questions (see Section 1.4), ExpenseControl shows that providing the user with a
strong influence and establishing their contributions as a core part of the service
is reasonable (adding to RQ1; Section 1.4). Moreover, framing such systems with
game-based aspects – here by using gamification – is advisable. The study also
showed that a “one-size-fits-all” approach is also not optimal in such settings,
as not everyone was motivated equally by the chosen motivational approach
(i.e., we saw different performances across participants). Chapter 4 presents our
investigation of what happens when the user receives options to have influence
on the gamification itself. In the next section, we consider a self-sustaining
system which, in contrast to ExpenseControl, also provided feedback on task
solving, allowing us to investigate its impact on users in this context.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of augmented trash cans. Left: A can showing its interior
(taken from [230]). Right: The BinCam (extracted from [46]).

3.3 A Self-Sustaining System to Improve Recycling

The topic of encouraging people to reflect on their recycling behavior (e.g., [336])
and waste in general (e.g. [94]) has been under investigation for years now. This
seems reasonable given that world cities in 2012 generated about 1.3 billion
tonnes of solid waste per year, which is expected to increase to 2.2 billion tonnes
by 2025 [116]. In terms of recycling, in Germany, different trash bins for house-
holds are available that are designated to hold only a specific kind of trash, and
in addition, glass containers (different bins for clear, green and brown glass) for
non-returnable bottles can be found in all neighborhoods [72]. If the separation
of garbage is done properly, it has a positive effect in terms of environmental
protection, e.g., by reducing CO2 emissions [72]. Zlatow and Kelliher [336]
highlight that almost 70% of the material contained in recycling bins is deemed
unusable due to contamination from elements that do not belong in it. Two
reasons, amongst several, are the complexity of the recycling rules and lack of
motivation [47, 117, 313, 325]. This topic is also considered within HCI. For exam-
ple, Reif et al. [247] highlight the importance of direct feedback and propose to
augment public trash cans with technology (e.g., displaying relevant information
on the trash can screens) and Paulos and Jenkins [230] discussed a public trash
can which is able to recognize when trash is added/removed. An integrated
projector shows its interior contents in front of it (see Figure 3.9, left). The authors
envisioned a direct interaction with the trash can by allowing individuals to send
text messages, which would then also be displayed on the street. Both approaches
had the goal to encourage people to reflect on their behavior and/or to educate
people on how to recycle correctly.

Another example of an augmented trash can that also integrated a crowd-based
image classification approach is the BinCam system [46, 48, 299], which has
received broad media coverage [47]. Kitchen bins of shared houses (to reduce
privacy issues) were augmented (see Figure 3.9, right) and were able to recognize
when new objects were discarded. Then a picture was uploaded to a Facebook
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page on which other BinCam households were also active. The goal was to raise
awareness and to subsequently support intentions for behavior changes [46].
Besides the social pressure due to other people on Facebook being able to see
which items were potentially incorrectly discarded, the authors also added some
gamification elements (i.e., a form of points and achievements could be gained,
to be competitive in relation to other households). The latter aimed at engaging
people further in not adding objects that would not belong in a given trash can.
The pictures taken were also sent to Amazon Mechanical Turk, where the paid
crowd had to count the visible objects in terms of the actual waste category
they belonged to (being an image-based microtask). This information was then
used in the gamification approach and shown as picture tags on Facebook. The
performance of the crowd was problematic, as in a random picture sample of 20
pictures, only five were correct [299]. For our second self-sustaining system, the
Trash Game, we assessed this context as interesting and used the BinCam idea as
a basis, but changed the following major aspects: first, instead of working with
shared houses, we decided to use a public trash can with several bins to build
a recycling game out of this and to minimize privacy concerns further [46, 299].
Second, instead of using an external, paid crowd that carries out the image
classification task to identify the waste category of the objects, we let the users
of our system carry out this task with a gamified component connected to the
trash can, to investigate the self-sustaining system aspects. Third, in contrast
to the BinCam, we provide feedback on the classification. These aspects are
an opportunity to educate on a larger scale and allow us to validate whether
feedback in a self-sustaining concept has a further impact on users. Consequently,
we had the following goals, which are targeted and discussed in the remainder
of this chapter:

GoalTG 1 Investigation of a feedback loop in image-based microtasks: Individuals
might, while classifying pictures of waste, also be affected by the
task and adapt their behavior subsequently when receiving feedback
to their task solving. Thus, we can learn whether we can educate
implicitly on a larger scale when targeting the users of self-sustaining
systems.

GoalTG 2 Creation of a gamified self-sustaining system with a feedback loop: In con-
trast to ExpenseControl above, in which no feedback was given on the
individual task solution (i.e., for a user it remained unclear whether
his or her solution was correct or not), we assumed that giving feed-
back makes the tasks more interesting, and based on the previous goal,
will affect users. To target this goal, we create a system that makes use
of a feedback loop to show how this can be used in the self-sustaining
system context.
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3.3.1 Studying the Wisdom of Crowds in Waste Recycling

Towards GoalTG 1, we used an online questionnaire with which we studied
individual capabilities in classifying waste, participants attitudes’ towards waste
separation and whether they improve in this task over time while classifying.
Additionally, we wanted to validate whether the wisdom of crowds [289] effect is
indeed not applicable in this setting (as the paid crowd in the BinCam approach
did not perform well [299]). These aspects are important to know before a
self-sustaining system in the context of waste recycling is built. Thus, this study
served as a foundation. More specifically, with the study we tried to find evidence
for the following hypotheses:

H1 An individual is in general not capable of classifying waste without errors.
H2 Aggregating the individual classification results leads to lower error rates in

comparison to only considering individual decisions.
H3 Individuals improve when receiving feedback on recycling decisions.
H4 Showing the results of other users positively impacts individual performance

further.

H1 is motivated by related work showing that people have problems classifying
waste correctly (see above). H2 is based on the idea of the wisdom of crowds [289].
H3 focuses on the educational aspect: in [302] it was shown that feedback (on
incorrectly separated objects) based on an analysis after the garbage had been
picked up had a positive impact on future decisions. We want to replicate this
effect in our setting, as this is important for the implicit educating aspect of
the self-sustaining system later on. H4 is based on the idea that a comparison
to peer decisions might have a stronger impact than right-or-wrong feedback
alone. While in a general Q&A game context [193] no effects for different kinds
of feedback were found, this might be different in this context.

Method

We implemented a gamified online questionnaire consisting of behavioral ques-
tions, classification tasks and a retest of false classifications. The classification pro-
cess mimics the process we envisioned for the users in a potential self-sustaining
system later on. The gamification elements were meant to encourage people
to finish the questionnaire, but were also used to assess potential elements for
the system realization later as well: we added points if a classification was cor-
rect, subtracted points if not and provided bonus points if an answer was given
quickly and correctly. During the classification tasks (depending on the group;
see below) the participants could see how many points they needed to get to
the next place on the leaderboard and how big the distance from the previous
position on the board was. In the end, the participants were shown the complete
leaderboard, on which only nicknames and points were displayed.
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Domestic waste Lightweight packaging 

Other Organic waste Waste paper 

Figure 3.10: Example pictures for every considered waste category.

Behavioral questions: After the introduction, in which we explained that the
goal was to receive insights into waste separation behavior of German people,
we asked the participants whether they think waste separation is easy, whether
they are able to separate waste correctly and how complicated they judge waste
separation to be in Germany. These questions (and all the other behavioral ques-
tions) were to be answered on a 7-point scale, with the labels strongly disagree
and strongly agree shown on the extreme values. A set of classification tasks (see
below) followed and subsequently we let participants judge their own perfor-
mance in this task overall and continued with questions on the game elements
used. After that, we asked questions about their waste separation behavior and
collected demographic data.

Classification task: We informed participants that pictures of objects (see Fig-
ure 3.10 for examples) would be shown and that they needed to state how they
would be disposed of correctly in Germany (domestic waste, lightweight packag-
ing, waste paper, organic waste or none of those categories), we would assign
points for their answer and the faster they answered, the better for their overall
score. To acquire a ground truth, we consulted official material on the topic of
how to separate garbage in Germany correctly and selected only objects for which
we found consensus in it. Every picture was rated by three judges beforehand in
terms of its difficulty level and in case of incongruity, a discussion solved it (in
five cases such a discussion was necessary). The selection of objects was guided
by the goal to have different representatives per difficulty category (three easy
pictures, three medium pictures and two difficult pictures per category), resulting
in 8× 5 = 40 pictures. An example of an easy task was an apple (organic waste),
one for a medium task was a non-returnable can (lightweight packaging), and a
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Figure 3.11: Example classification task of the questionnaire.

supermarket receipt (which consists of thermal paper that should be disposed of
as domestic waste) was assessed as hard to classify. Unlike the BinCam [299], we
planned to use computer graphics algorithms later on to extract one disposed
object at a time; hence, every picture contained only one object.

Participants could skip classifications completely and could add a comment to
each of them. In addition, after they received feedback (depending on their
group; see below), they also had the chance to comment on it. For every decision,
participants also had to indicate how confident they were in it on a 7-point scale.
To simplify this, we used a grid layout in which the participants could assign
a classification answer and a confidence with only one click (see Figure 3.11).
We also measured the time per answer as an unusually long time might be an
indicator that the participant used outside information. The order of the pictures
was randomized and participants were assigned to one of five groups randomly
(but equally) at the start. We varied the feedback participants received after a
classification, depending on the group:

• No feedback (NF ): Participants do not receive feedback and only see their
score and the leaderboard after all tasks. This condition serves as a baseline.

• Ground truth feedback (GTFOnly): Participants always see whether their
decision was correct or incorrect, and the correct answer. All gamification
elements are available, i.e., they can see their points, their current placement
on the leaderboard and how many points they are from the next position.
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• Ground truth feedback with explanation (GTFExplanation): Same as
GTFOnly. In addition, a short statement and a link to an official document
explained the ground truth.

• Ground truth feedback with same crowd decision (GTFCrowdSingle): Same
as GTFOnly. In addition, they see how many people decided in the same
way, by seeing a percentage (e.g., 12% had the same opinion).

• Ground truth feedback with crowd decisions (GTFCrowdAll): Same as
GTFOnly. In addition, they see how the crowd decided, by seeing a per-
centage per classification option.

Retest of false classifications: To check if any improvements were achieved
through the feedback, we asked the participants whether they wanted to improve
their score by classifying more pictures before seeing the leaderboard (“bonus
run”). These pictures were selected based on the errors made. The feedback
group assignment remained the same for this task. In addition, we asked whether
they wanted to receive an additional invitation to a follow-up study. One week
after completion of the questionnaire, they received an e-mail with a new link.
The new questionnaire consisted of two questions (“Did you consider the topic of
waste separation more during the last week?” and “Do you think that you disposed of
and sorted waste more thoughtfully during the last week?”) and a set of classification
tasks split in two chunks. The selection of the objects was again guided by the
errors a participant made in the original questionnaire. In the first chunk, instead
of pictures we showed only the name of the object (everything else in the task
remained the same). This should have minimized picture recognition effects. In
the second chunk, we used the same pictures again. The order of text/pictures in
both chunks was randomized and no feedback was provided.

We set up the questionnaire in German and required participants to have lived at
least three years in Germany to participate. This was done to increase the chance
of participants being familiar with the German recycling rules. The questionnaire
was published on student mailing lists and social networks.

Results

184 people completed the questionnaire (93 male, 78 female, 13 no answer; age:
<21: 29, 21–30: 124, 31–40: 12, 41–50: 12, >50: 7). Mainly, 87 participants (47%)
reported being students and 59 (32%) being employed.

Waste separation behavior: People tended to agree to that waste separation
is easy (M=5.1, SD=1.3, Mdn=5), that they are able to separate waste correctly
(M=5.2, SD=1.3, Mdn=5), that they are eco-sensitive (M=5.1, SD=1.4, Mdn=5), that
they separate to the best of their knowledge (M=5.4, SD=1.6, Mdn=6) and that
waste separation is important to them (M=5, SD=1.4, Mdn=5). The 54 participants
(29%) who disagreed (selecting four or less on the scale) were shown potential
reasons: 17% selected that it is too complicated, 30% that it is too much effort,
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Paper Lightweight Domestic Organic Other
Easy 5.5% 4.2% 24.1% 1.7% 8.1%
Medium 11.6% 11% 45.2% 21.1% 24.2%
Difficult 25.4% 31.1% 87.8% 20.1% 68%
Overall error 12.8% 13.5% 48% 13.5% 29.1%

Table 3.3: Errors per waste category and a priori assigned difficulty level, ag-
gregated over all participants.

Paper Lightweight Domestic Organic Other Skipped
Paper 87.3% 4.8% 6.2% 0.6% 0.9% 0.3%
Lightweight 0.8% 86.6% 9.6% 0% 2.8% 0.1%
Domestic 22.4% 13% 51.9% 1.7% 10.6% 0.6%
Organic 1.3% 0.1% 11.2% 86.5% 0.6% 0.2%
Other 0.1% 11.6% 17.2% 0% 70.8% 0.3%

Table 3.4: Confusion matrix showing the aggregated classification results (pa-
per waste, lightweight packaging, domestic waste, organic waste, other).

39% that there is too little space for waste separation at home, 31% that waste
separation is useless and 26% stated that incentives are lacking. In contrast, of the
130 participants who at least somewhat agreed (71%), 89% want to save resources
and protect the environment, 35% have financial reasons and 65% also stated that
it is their responsibility to protect the environment. The participants tended to
disagree with the statement that they seek information if they are unsure how to
dispose of waste correctly (M=3.2, SD=1.6, Mdn=3) and that waste separation in
Germany is difficult (M=3.5, SD=1.6, Mdn=3). After the classification task, we
asked again whether they are able to separate waste and observed a small, but
significant decrease in the self-assessment with respect to their capabilities in
waste separation (M=4.9, SD=1.2, Mdn=5, t-test: t(183)=3.4, p<.01, d=.25).

Performance in the classification tasks: We deleted answers in the classification
tasks that took longer than three times the average answering time [197] (M=7s,
SD=104s) as an explanation for this might be that participants had utilized ex-
ternal material. In the end, 7236 classifications in the main run were considered.
Skipped classifications (22) were counted as wrong classifications. On average an
individual made M=23.4% errors (SD=7.6%, Mdn=22.5%), which supports H1 –
an individual is not able to classify waste without errors in general. We analyzed
the errors per waste category and with respect to our a priori assigned difficulty
level. Table 3.3 shows that the a priori levels fit in general (with organic waste
as the only exception), i.e., medium and hard labels produced more errors than
objects rated easy, and showed that some objects are harder to dispose of correctly.
We analyzed the kinds of errors made more deeply, i.e., if an error was made,
we checked which other category was selected. The corresponding confusion
matrix is shown in Table 3.4. Considering the difficulty levels, it shows that the
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domestic waste objects produced the most errors. Another aspect which is also
of interest is the relationship between assigned confidence value and the actual
decision. We found that many participants utilized only the extreme values (a
reason might be the time aspect to achieve more points). For the subsequent anal-
ysis, participants were excluded based on the standard deviation (SDConfidence

< 0.1) or the mean values (if not in 1.5 ≤ MConfidence ≤ 6.5) of their confidence
scores overall: the remaining 88 answers were used for analysis. It showed
that if people decided wrongly, they provided on average a lower confidence
score than if they decided correctly (Mincorrect=4.9, SDincorrect=1, Mcorrect=5.7,
SDcorrect=1.1, t(87)=11.2, p<.01, d=.79).

Assessing improvements over time: Participants were able to improve:

During the run: After removing outliers, we compared the error rate in the GTF -
conditions (M=22.6%, SD=6%) with the NF -condition (M=25.2%, SD=8.8%), but
a t-test showed no significant difference (p=.5).

Bonus run: 123 participants (66%) completed the bonus run. We expected an
improvement in all GTF -conditions, based on the recognition of the pictures
and remembering the correct answers. As the option to receive bonus points
was not articulated before the classification task and answering the behavioral
questions served as a distractor, a better performance indicates that participants
had seen the correct result and could also remember it later on. The average error
rate of the users here was M=80%, SD=21% in the NF -condition and M=12%,
SD=13.1% in the GTF -conditions. A one-way ANOVA showed a significant
effect between condition and error rate (Welch’s F(4,77.5)=68.1, p<.01, est. ω=.83).
The Games-Howell post hoc procedure was used since the homogeneity of
variance assumption was not met, and revealed that every GTF -condition is
significantly different from the NF -condition (every comparison with p<.01).
We also checked whether the crowd feedback had any impact on the way users
performed. However, none of the comparisons showed a significant effect.

Follow-up run: As the bonus point run could still have only a short-term effect,
we wanted to measure whether we could find evidence for improvements after
a week. As a limitation, only 36 participants (NF : 12, GTF : 5, GTFExplanation:
3, GTFCrowdSingle: 8, GTFCrowdAll: 8) took part in this second study, limiting its
expressiveness. We asked whether participants sought information about waste
separation between the two questionnaires (M=2.9, SD=1.8, Mdn=2) and whether
they separated waste more conscientiously (M=2.9, SD=1.7, Mdn=3), but they
tended to disagree to both. As outlined, we had two chunks of the classification
task. The average error rate of users previously in the NF -condition in chunk 1
(chunk 2) was M=54.7%, SD=11.4% (M=54.3%, SD=14.3%) and of users previously
in the GTF -conditions was M=33%, SD=18.2% (M=23.8%, SD=6.6%). Because
of the low number of participants in GTFExplanation, we excluded this condition
in the one-way ANOVA analysis of chunk 1 and 2; additionally, one participant
completed only chunk 1. We found a significant effect between group and error
rate in each chunk (F(3,29)=5.6, p<.01, ω=.54 and F(3,28)=26.3, p<.01, ω=.84).
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Figure 3.12: Crowd error rate in relation to aggregation algorithm and aver-
aged individual error rates for different subsamples.

Gabriel’s post hoc procedure revealed that every GTF -condition is significantly
different from theNF -condition (for chunk 1 with p<.05, for chunk 2 with p<.01),
indicating that feedback was indeed helpful for subsequent classifications, even
after a week. The error rates over all conditions in chunk 2 (M=34.2%, SD=17.6%)
compared to chunk 1 (M=38.5%, SD=16.4%) were significantly lower (t(34)=3.7,
p<.01, d=.27) indicating that people indeed utilized recall effects. In both chunks
feedback had improved the user performance, providing evidence supporting
H3. Again, no effect could be found by considering the crowd conditions. Hence,
H4 cannot be supported with the results found.

Crowd performance: We tested different aggregation methods (see Section 2.4.3)
to see if the crowd produces better results than individuals in this setting: a simple
majority vote (MV); a weighted majority vote taking the provided confidence
scores into account as weights (WMVC) and a weighted majority vote considering
the percentage of correct decisions as weights to identify experts (WMVE). The
problems with the confidence values (see above) resulted in a strict condition,
in which we set the weights to zero for those who apparently did not use the
confidence value properly. We also integrated a strict value for the expert rating
(setting the weight to zero for participants having a higher than average error
rate). To receive more reliable results we took random subsamples of the dataset
and repeated the subsample selection 100 times. Figure 3.12 shows the aggregated
results in terms of error rates. For a better direct comparison, we also averaged
over the individual (aggregated) error rate in the corresponding subsample. The
result supports H2: the wisdom of crowds is applicable, as (even a small) group
produces a better result, independent of the aggregator (although the strict expert
metric worked best).
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Perception of feedback and gamification elements: For the assessment of the
perception of feedback (namely true/false feedback, seeing the correct answer,
justification for the ground truth answer and how the crowd has decided) and
gamification elements (seeing points, position on the leaderboard, competition in
general) we asked whether the element motivated them to classify more pictures
(A), or if the participants belong to a condition in which the element was not
used (B), whether it would have motivated them. The feedback elements used
were seen as motivating (Mdn=5 for the different aspects in A, Mdn=6 in B); the
only exception was the crowd feedback (A: n=74, M=3.5, SD=2, Mdn=3, B: n=110,
M=3.7, SD=1.8, Mdn=4), with no significant difference between GTFCrowdSingle

and GTFCrowdAll. An explanation could be that such feedback is not interesting
when the correct answer is also shown. Here, a follow-up study needs to inves-
tigate this further. The gamification elements received mixed results (Mdn=4
for seeing points, other Mdn=5). In all but one case participants not exposed to
the corresponding element provided slightly higher scores. Always seeing one’s
current position on the leaderboard is the only aspect which was perceived better
by participants exposed to it (A: n=148, M=4.2, SD=2.2, Mdn=5, B: n=36, M=3.5,
SD=1.8, Mdn=4). Overall, the mixed answers also underline that there are indi-
vidual differences in the perception of game elements, fitting to the considerations
described in Section 2.3.

Discussion

The study showed that German-speaking individuals make errors in recycling
although they reported being eco-aware and capable of separating waste correctly.
The latter could also be explainable by a social desirability bias [215] in this study
setting. Nonetheless, overall this supports H1, serving as a basis to motivate the
search for proper user assistance in this task. The conducted analysis showed
that the wisdom of crowds is applicable in this context, as considering the group of
users performed better than the individual (H2). Depending on the aggregation
algorithm, the group produces roughly only half as many errors as an individual
on average. In contrast to the BinCam [299], the group in our study performed
better. Reasons for that might be that congruency of nationality and waste
disposal rules were ensured and that only one object should be classified at a time
instead of counting all elements in a bin (which might be hard, as objects might
be partly covered by objects above them). In our case, participants were not paid,
which might have had an influence in that they did not just select something to
gain the money fast. Instead maybe they decided more thoroughly based on the
feedback and the game. We found evidence supporting H3: participants used
the feedback shown and produced fewer errors, not only for the same pictures,
but also for text-only representations after one week and without knowing that
they would be re-tested. Considering that the game elements introduced a time
factor, it might even be the case that participants misjudged when time was
counted and skipped through the feedback, instead of reading it. If this is true,
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the effects in the feedback conditions might currently even be underestimated.
Finally, the gamification and feedback elements were perceived positively. With
this setup, though, we could not find supporting evidence for H4, indicating that
the feedback framing has no influence.

These results show that a self-sustaining system is reasonable to use in this setting:
a crowd-based approach seems in general possible and by providing feedback
to the users, they are likely to improve implicitly over time, showing that such
systems also have effects that go beyond actual task solving. The results indicate
that feedback in such an image-based microtask helps people even when they
are unaware of being retested (GoalTG 1).

3.3.2 Concept and System Design of the Trash Game

In this section, we present the Trash Game a self-sustaining system consisting of
two components: a modified public trash can with cameras in bins for different
types of waste (i.e., users need to decide where to insert their garbage) and a
mobile app. While the trash can produces images from discarded objects (and is
able to derive which bin was used), the mobile app presents them and integrates
classification tasks in its design. Both systems present feedback on whether the
classification decision was correct or not. Thus, both aim at educating the users
in the overall system: the local group of users using the trash can to dispose
of something correctly and the distributed group of users playing the mobile
game. Furthermore, both components have the goal to get people engaged in
sorting correctly. The trash can by displaying whether the object was inserted
into the correct bin and building a competition around it, and the mobile app
by motivating people to improve their fictive recycling company, serving as an
incentive to participate without payment. To sum up, the self-sustaining aspects
are interwoven in both components (GoalTG 2):

• By throwing away waste in the modified public trash can, new pictures
are introduced in the system. The decision to use a public trash can was
to minimize the privacy concerns reported in [299] and to reach a better
scalability in terms of education (public trash can vs. trash cans at home).

• The user who wants to dispose of waste needs to decide how he or she
would recycle it correctly by putting it into any of the bins, i.e., this repre-
sents a classification task to be done in front of the trash can.

• Users who are playing the mobile game receive the picture and need to
classify it within the game.

• Both parties receive feedback (based on the majority decision of the play-
ers of the mobile game) and the result is further used in the respective
game/gamification designs. Additionally, implicitly and consecutively
(based on the findings of the study in Section 3.3.1), both parties should
adapt towards this feedback, as they have seen whether or not they have
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classified correctly and what would have been assessed as correct by
the players. This is not only based on the previous results, but also on
work [179, 184, 188] showing that in crowd-based scenarios, seeing results
of others is a form of social influence and leads to adaption towards these re-
sults (because, for example, they think that others have better information).
The rationale behind using such a setting is that not only people in front of
the trash can, but also those who generate the feedback, might learn how to
separate waste in a playful manner and will then do it more thoughtfully
in their real life, even when not exposed to the system. As a side note:
although it was shown in the study that the crowd error was small, it could
happen that a wrong decision reached a majority. The mobile app especially
has mechanisms that mitigate “wrong lessons” for the players (see below).
Nonetheless, as an individual produces more errors than the crowd, as
found in the study, providing crowd feedback in general seems better than
providing no feedback.

Scenario: Before we introduce both components in more detail, the following
scenario will give an example on the usage of the Trash Game:

Alice walks through campus and encounters one of the trash cans belonging
to the Trash Game. She inspects the display and learns that her faculty has
received many points during this week but is not in first place. She hopes
that more people will sort their waste correctly to improve their faculty’s
score. Later, during a lecture, she receives a notification on her smartphone
generated by the Trash Game mobile app. Her fictive recycling company,
WasteGoneProperly, has received a new task and needs to handle a new
object. Because Alice plans to improve her company with new upgrades, she
needs to gain more in-game money, so she immediately reacts to the job, as
this provides her with bonus cash. She knows that the trash cans produce
these pictures and provide feedback based on the opinion of the crowd. She
particularly likes that, as this helps people to learn how to do it correctly.
Within the game she reacts to the new picture by stating how her company
would handle this kind of product. Only then does she see how other players
have classified the garbage. Unfortunately, the majority of the crowd decided
differently. Alice wonders about this and later in the day she decides to dive
into this topic. In the meantime, certain companies (i.e., other players) have
received the task to provide evidence showing that their decision was indeed
correct, and Alice is able to read their statements. Some arguments and
references are accepted by the community, so she remembers how to classify
the item and to do it correctly in the future.

Modified Trash Can

As introduced, unlike the BinCam approach [299] we focus on public trash cans.
People in Germany are already familiar with trash cans consisting of multiple
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Figure 3.13: An example public trash can for waste separation.

bins in public which also allow for a classification at the trash can itself. Normally,
these bins are color coded, and printed pictures show representatives of the
corresponding categories (see Figure 3.13 for an example). The design process of
our trash can component was guided by the following requirements: the trash
can needs to be able to recognize newly discarded objects; an image should be
generated that only shows the new object (to simplify the classification task); the
image should be made available online (in the mobile app); and the trash can
should be able to display feedback in a playful way by using game elements.

Hardware design: We created a hardware prototype as a proof of concept. The
basis is a wooden frame consisting of three different chambers and a smartphone
attached inside the top of each (see Figure 3.14, left). Their purpose is to detect
new objects and take pictures of them. A Raspberry Pi is used to do the data
handling between server and smartphones and displays the results on the trash
can’s display. For persons using the trash can, the basic use stays the same – it is
sufficient to throw the waste in one of the bins. The only difference to a normal
trash can is that this insertion is recognized and visualized on a display.

Software design: The bin smartphones are always checking for differences in
the RGB pixels taken by their cameras. If a difference is recognized, a picture is
taken after two seconds (to allow time for the object to fall). Then, this picture
is compared to the last picture taken to extract only the newly discarded object.
This is done by identifying areas that have changed, and to reduce errors (as
other content might also have changed position). We do a template matching
and compare pixel arrangements of these areas with the pixel areas in the last
picture, discarding similar areas (see Figure 3.14, right). Informal tests indicated
that the algorithm is robust enough to produce pictures similar to those used in
our study (see Section 3.3.1). These are sent to a server, which distributes them
to the mobile apps. Our study has shown that even a small number of people
can classify waste better than an individual. Thus, we consider the votes of the
players after 30 seconds and if there are enough votes (20 is our current threshold)
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Figure 3.14: Trash can prototype of the Trash Game: Left: Exterior/interior.
Right: Image extraction algorithm from top to bottom: before insertions; after
insertions; recognized differences; rectangle showing extracted picture.

we display this as final result on the trash can’s display (otherwise it is shown
as preliminary, with “More time being needed to come to a consensus”). The display
visualizes the distribution of votes the group of players made (e.g., how many
of the voters chose the categories). If a person does not want to wait until the
time is up, he or she also has the chance to scan a barcode with a mobile device
and is redirected to a web page showing the results there afterward. The system
assumes that the category with the highest amount of votes is the correct one.

We create a competitive environment: each trash can is associated to a group, for
example different faculties, divisions in a company or different supermarkets.
After a correct (or incorrect) disposal (i.e., a (dis)agreement between crowd and
chosen bin) the trash can receives (loses) points. The points are always clearly
visible. In addition, each trash can shows potential CO2 savings/production
from the correctly/incorrectly separated waste inside it and the mobile game is
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advertised as well. Different screens are shown if nothing is currently added: a
leaderboard shows the points of the predecessor and the successor only for the
current week (so that the leaderboard is not discouraging because the distances
are too big [130]); the last additions are shown with the crowd voting; or a screen
showing common disposal hints, and the advantages of waste separation being
done correctly. All the screens are chosen to get people interested in the trash can
itself and to provide them with gamified feedback, to get them engaged in waste
separation and to potentially improve the learning outcome.

Mobile App

We designed the mobile app as a game with a purpose [314] (see also Section 2.4.2)
to engage users (without paying them) in classifying pictures. The game is framed
as a simulator in which the player is head of a recycling company that wants to
become the market leader by quickly and correctly disposing of specific objects.
The competition is amongst all players only (i.e., there is no Artificial Intelligence
component). Occasionally, they receive tasks and the faster they react to them, the
more money is generated, which can then be spent for improving the company.
This improves their market value, but also has an impact on in-game mechanics
(e.g., a higher market value means that players receive more tasks or gain more
money per solved task). Conceptually, we distinguish three types of tasks, the
classification tasks, evidence tasks and knowledge tasks. With different tasks we want
to achieve a more varied game play but also improve the data quality. This
was judged as important, as the previous study (see Section 3.3.1) also showed
that the group decisions can be wrong. A player’s profile in the background
is used to save the times the player was correct and tracks demographic data,
most importantly here the country, as this ensures that only pictures from trash
cans located in the same country are provided to this player. The conceptual
connection to real trash cans was also clarified in the application.

Classification tasks are triggered if a picture of a new object is taken by a trash
can. Players receive a notification that a new classification task is available for
them. By accepting it, they see the picture and the classification options (similar
to the study in Section 3.3.1). In addition, they can provide a confidence value
to their vote (see Figure 3.15). Only after they have selected an option, they can
see how other players have decided, and they will be informed about the final
decision for this object. If they belong to the majority, they receive money in a
virtual currency. If not, it depends on how big the difference in the voting is. If it
is small (indicating that the crowd was not completely sure), no money is lost;
otherwise, because “The company needs to recycle the object in a more expensive way”,
some money is subtracted. The reason for showing the crowd distribution lies in
the fact that people who see the distribution might be motivated to engage (e.g.,
if they see that the vote was only slightly in favor of the other option) either in the
courses or in the evidence task (see below). We used the strict expert aggregation,
as this performed best in our study (see Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.15: Classification screen of the app after a decision (landscape-view).

To support a deeper engagement with recycling, we integrated evidence tasks.
Players are selected for them randomly, but can also chose to do these voluntar-
ily. The main goal is to provide evidence (e.g., official links and/or reasonable
explanations) for a previously classified object that either supports the crowd
opinion or contradicts it. Similar to the Stack Exchange network31, all players who
participated in the crowd voting can see this discussion and up- and down-vote
the different contributions, and finally accept an answer. Involved players re-
ceive a notification and potentially a (virtual) refund. In addition, the company
which provided the accepted evidence receives a reward that positively affects
their market value. This task was created to account for crowd errors, which
we also saw in our online survey, especially for uncommon objects. The third
task type are knowledge tasks in which questions are provided and players either
contribute answers (e.g., “What is this object called?”or “Do these pictures show the
same objects?”) or assess already-given answers (e.g., “Are these valid names for this
object”?), which improves a knowledge base in the background. This can later
serve to change the game mechanics and to inform machine learning algorithms.

Besides these tasks, players have the option to attend courses in which common
wrong classifications are presented with explanations. Attending a course pro-
vide players a virtual certificate and virtual bonus money, if they classifies such
an object correctly in the future. To keep people engaged, we ensure that specific
pictures that were already classified by the crowd (but not by the player) are
given to the players periodically even if nothing has been recently discarded.

31 Stack Overflow as described in Section 1.2.1 is part of this network.
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3.3.3 Concept Evaluation of the Trash Game

To evaluate the Trash Game in all its aspects we would have needed to receive
access to a competitive environment where we could place, for example, several
prototypes of the modified trash can, and would have needed to distribute the
mobile game over app stores to gain a significant player base. As the current
proof of concept of the trash can is not robust against thievery (as it would be
easy to remove the smartphones or the Raspberry Pi) and putting an app into
a store does not guarantee many players instantly (which would be necessary
to evaluate the self-sustaining system “in the wild”), we decided on a concept
evaluation first to learn how the prototypes are perceived.

Method

We presented both prototypes, the trash can and the mobile application, to uni-
versity employees, students and visitors at the cafeteria foyer around lunchtime.
They experienced the process by throwing an object (we provided several) into
one of the bins and could also vote with the mobile app. The crowd feedback
was provided in a Wizard of Oz style experiment [54] in which we select which
feedback is shown (potentially adjusted by the participant vote). The selection
was based on the results from our online study (see Section 3.3.1), e.g, if a su-
permarket receipt was inserted, we presented the crowd classifications for this
object. This means we used real crowd values. While showing the process, we
also explained the concepts of the prototypes and answered questions. Subse-
quently, the participants were provided with a questionnaire, consisting of free
text questions and questions to be answered on a 7-point scale, with the labels
strongly disagree and strongly agree shown on the extreme values.

Results

35 people participated in our evaluation (12 female, 23 male; age: <21: 16, 21–30:
13, 31–40: 4, 41–50: 1, >50: 1). Questions concerning their waste separation
behavior were answered similarly to our online study. Participants tended to
agree to that waste separation is easy (M=5.1, SD=1.2, Mdn=5), that they do
it correctly (M=5.2, SD=.9, Mdn=5) and to the best of their knowledge (M=5.6,
SD=1.5, Mdn=6). They had mixed feelings about whether waste separation in
Germany is complicated (M=3.8, SD=1.9, Mdn=4) and they do not seek more
information if unsure how to separate waste correctly (M=2.7, SD=1.7, Mdn=2).
Concerning the game concept, participants liked the trash can (M=5.8, SD=1.6,
Mdn=6) and the mobile app (M=5.7, SD=1.6, Mdn=6). If they had the chance to
decide to dispose of their waste in a normal or the augmented trash can, they
would use our prototype to receive feedback (M=5.4, SD=1.7, Mdn=6). Eleven
participants said this was because they liked the idea and four stated that it helps
the environment. Three participants stated that the waiting time is a problem.
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We elaborated on this further and learned that eight would wait, 14 would wait if
feedback is provided quickly, six would not wait at all and two reported that they
would wait only if unsure whether they have disposed of correctly. Only one
participant reported that he or she would not consider the mobile web page as an
alternative if the waiting time is too long. Here, a solution could be to integrate
approaches similar to [19], in which a crowd constantly is activated to solve tasks
faster, but in our case with only virtual incentives. In general, the crowd feedback
is judged useful (M=5.6, SD=1.3, Mdn=6) even though it could be wrong (which
was also demonstrated). On the other hand, the responses were mixed for the
question whether participants would also let the crowd classify their waste at
home (M=3.7, SD=1.9, Mdn=4), mostly because of privacy issues, as the free-text
answers showed (13×). This is a replication of the results of the BinCam [299].
Participants wished for further graphical elements, a variable design for different
age groups, a mechanical component in which the waste is stored until the crowd
has decided, and a way to achieve bonus points. They are undecided whether
to play the mobile game (M=3.9, SD=1.9, Mdn=4). A reason for this could be
that only a part of the app was presented and the other functions were only
explained. The answers showed that people focused more on the classification
part inside the app and did not consider that these tasks were integrated into
the game play. In contrast, they liked that they could have an influence on the
feedback the trash can shows (M=5.5, SD=1.6, Mdn=6). Concerning the functions,
participants suggested a social media connection to compete with friends and to
integrate challenges, and a collaboration with real recycling companies as experts
providing a more reliable ground truth.

Discussion

Both the trash can and the mobile application concepts were perceived positively
in this concept evaluation (GoalTG 2). An especially interesting result is that
even though we demonstrated that the crowd can be wrong, participants still
judged the feedback as useful. Given the nature of the self-sustaining system (and
the results of our online study), we would have assessed this as the most severe
issue in the design. Even though the mobile app has concepts that might correct
such wrong classifications eventually, from an immediate perspective this might
lead to frustration for participants that were sure of being correct. Furthermore,
the local crowd (i.e., people that use the trash can) might not profit from the
correction anymore, as the system has no trace of who actually has disposed of
something. Nonetheless, it seems that having feedback at all is perceived better
than not receiving (potentially erroneous) feedback. Considering the results of
our online study, we also see that the error rate for crowds is comparatively low
and in combination with this result, we see this as acceptable. It also needs to be
kept in mind that contradictory information (my knowledge vs. what the Trash
Game says) might also lead to more engagement (as for example Weiner [322]
describes effects on people’s motivation depending on what they attribute their
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performance to). Eventually this might lead to a check on the waste disposal rules
to find out who is correct. From a limitations point of view, the major limitation
that needs to be kept in mind is that we only conducted a concept evaluation in a
Wizard of Oz style experiment [54], i.e., the interaction was restricted. In addition,
our sample was younger and thus it is not clear how an older population would
assess the concept.

3.3.4 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

Although not tested “in the wild”, the concept evaluation of the Trash Game
provided encouraging results. Together with the results of the conducted online
study, it shows that the idea of a self-sustaining system to empower human
recycling capabilities is reasonable. Individuals participating in the classification
tasks improve implicitly over time and with the presented system design the
waste separation capabilities of people at the trash can and of the players playing
the mobile game can be likewise targeted (GoalTG 1). If such a system were
rolled-out on a large scale, many people could be reached, which in consequence
would have positive effects on the environment. But the self-sustaining system
design provided further beneficial aspects beyond the education aspect itself
(GoalTG 2). The crowd provides more reliable information on the contents
disposed of in the bins; more specifically, through the knowledge tasks, we might
also achieve a complete classification of waste inside the bin, which could enable
recycling companies to better decide what should be done with the contents
themselves. Moreover, with such an approach it could also be possible to learn
from errors and share this knowledge with policymakers to help them to improve
their own (educational) publications. In addition, it could be of interest for
companies to deploy information within our app to improve crowd performance.

The result shows that a self-sustaining system also has an influence on its users
(adding to RQ1; see Section 1.4): users not only impact how the system behaves,
but the system also impacts how they behave (underlining the reciprocity aspect).
Here, this is exemplified with the learning effect that we saw in the online
study. Although we never told the participants that they would be re-tested,
by just seeing what would have been correct, they adapted. Similar results
can be expected from the proposed system design, as neither the trash can nor
the mobile app state that they are educational in nature or require participants
to learn. Besides the personal knowledge gain in how to recycle correctly, it
needs to be emphasized that this further improves the self-sustaining system.
Users become better at the task over time, strengthening the core idea of users
being an important component of the system from which they receive a service.
An interesting aspect that was revealed in the concept evaluation is that many
participants reported liking to have an impact on the system, i.e., that their
opinions impact which bin is actually shown as the correct one for recycling the
object. This underlines the core ideas this thesis follows: users want to have more
influence in a system, in this case even on the fabric of the service itself.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have analyzed gamified self-sustaining systems, i.e., systems
following crowdsourcing concepts that only provide their service through inte-
grating their users as an important component into their system design. With
ExpenseControl we validated the idea of a self-sustaining system that utilized
microtasks that were not engaging and that did not give users any feedback
about their solutions. Even in such a setting and without additional motivational
mechanisms, we saw that people engaged in the solving of microtasks, although
this was never explicitly formulated as a study task. Through the user study of
ExpenseControl, we found that participants already solved a fair amount of micro-
tasks, even when not receiving an additional layer of motivation. Nonetheless,
the usage of gamification in this setup motivated the participants further and
doubled the average amount of solved tasks. Using game-based motivation thus
seems a reasonable idea in self-sustaining systems as well. With the Trash Game,
we focused on the question whether users in a self-sustaining system also gain
further benefits by working on the tasks. Through a user study we showed that
people, even if never told that we want to educate them, improved at the task of
classifying pictures of waste. Feedback from the self-sustaining system is thus
helpful, as it improves user input. In consequence, this also improves the system
itself, as subsequent inputs are of higher quality.

Overall, this chapter considered systems in which users have a strong influence,
adding to RQ1 (see Section 1.4). Although a group effort, the connection between
individual users can only be considered as weak. The existence of other users
is known (e.g., through the leaderboard in ExpenseControl or the distribution of
votes in the Trash Game), but it is of no real consequence for users. They do not
need to interact with each other and have no immediate influence on one another.
The users also had no influence on the motivational aspects of the system (e.g.,
which kind of gamification elements should be used), nor a direct influence on
how the system achieves to its outcome (e.g., how specific receipt entries are
corrected by ExpenseControl or which classification is assumed to be correct by
the Trash Game). Considering the first aspect, in ExpenseControl we already saw
that the fixed gamification approach did not motivate everyone similarly (see
also Section 2.3). What happens if individuals are empowered to influence the
game-based approach at the runtime of a system is considered in the next chapter.
For both systems, we have shown that the overall performance depends on the
aggregation mechanisms used for combining individual inputs (being in line
with the approaches reported in Section 2.4.3). For self-sustaining systems, it is
obvious to use the algorithm that provides the best possible outcome. This can
easily be decided when the system goals are clear. In contrast, in Chapter 6 we
consider settings in which the goals are manifold, and thus how to aggregate is
not obvious. In this chapter, we investigate the influence that a group can have
on individuals and how groups can self-administrate themselves in such systems,
e.g., by adapting the aggregation mechanisms.
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Chapter 4
Self-Tailored Gamification

This chapter introduces the idea of “bottom-up” gamification. Here, users are
given the option to customize the gamification in a system as they see fit. In
contrast to the customization options presented in Section 2.3.2, “bottom-up”
gamification offers more fundamental options, as users can for example decide to
not use gamification at all, or to completely change the game design approaches
during their system usage at runtime. “Bottom-up” gamification fits with the
thesis scope and our research question RQ2 (see Section 1.4), as users have a
significant influence on the motivational approach chosen in a system. After
defining “bottom-up” gamification and discussing which game elements are suit-
able for it, we present several user studies. These not only provided requirements
but also revealed positive qualitatively and quantitatively measured effects for
self-tailored gamification. Thus, they indicate that it is beneficial to provide users
with options to adapt gamification settings on their own.

Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 are based on the publication [169], Section 4.4 is based
on [170] and Section 4.5 is based on [167].

4.1 Introduction

As illustrated in Section 2.3, an ongoing effort in current gamification research
is to move away from “one-size-fits-all” gamification systems, in which every
user is presented with the same set of game elements to a tailored experience,
in which every user has an individualized set of elements. As also discussed
there, such approaches are shown to increase the effects gamification induces.
Personalization (the system adapts automatically or is adapted by researchers;
see Section 2.3.1) and customization (the system can be adapted by the user; see
Section 2.3.2) are two options to tailor gamification. As elaborated on in the
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Figure 4.1: Instantiated schematic of reciprocity in self-tailored gamification.

corresponding related work sections, while personalization means less effort
for users than customization (but also provides less autonomy) it also needs to
account for several aspects in relation to individual and contextual factors. So far,
to our knowledge, no personalization solution exists that covers all these aspects
within one system.

In Section 2.3.2, we highlighted on why customization is an alternative (such as
making an activity meaningful for a user) and on approaches that allow its users
to adapt parts of the game elements. In this chapter, we will go one step further
and consider an approach in which every user receives fundamental customiza-
tion options. Besides allowing users to decide at runtime if they want to use
gamification at all, we offer full customization options: users cannot only adapt
game elements but can also decide which elements are available in the system.
Thus, they can combine and adjust elements as they see fit. Considering the scope
of this thesis, enabling users to impact the gamification approach a system offers
at its runtime provides users significant influence options. Independent of the
exact goal for which gamification was implemented (e.g., raising the engagement
to use the app or to achieve a behavior change), users can now alter it to their
needs and thus are potentially more motivated and likely to reach the goals. This
directly connects to the autonomy aspect of the Self-Determination Theory (SDT)
(see Section 2.2.2). Thus, in consequence, through empowering users to influence
this system aspect, they have an influence on themselves (RQ2; see Section 1.4).
Figure 4.1 shows an instantiated schematic of this reciprocity in self-tailored
gamification. In contrast to the self-sustaining systems in Chapter 3, in which we
considered loosely coupled groups, and Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, where tightly
coupled groups are considered, customizing gamification is an individual aspect.
Although some game elements can only be reasonably used with other users in a
system (e.g., competition), every user defines his or her gamification for him- or
herself, i.e., input of one user has no direct impact on others.
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We termed this concept “bottom-up” gamification. We define it in the next section
and we discuss common game elements in terms of whether they are suitable
for such an approach. This is followed by presenting a study that evaluated the
“bottom-up” gamification idea a priori (without using a prototype) and provided
first requirements towards “bottom-up” gamification. Based on these results,
we created a “bottom-up” task management application (BU-ToDo), evaluated it
and found that “bottom-up” gamification is perceived positively and, based on
self-reported data, subjectively leads to adaptations of the participants’ behav-
ior. Additionally, to evaluate the effects quantitatively, we utilized a microtask
setting similar to the one used in ExpenseControl (see Section 3.2) in an online
platform (BU-Microtasks Platform). Here, we were able to show that “bottom-up”
aspects indeed have positive effects, as participants who used their available
choices solved more microtasks, in contrast to using no gamification or a fixed
gamification setting. As prototypes always come with certain limitations (which
is necessary from an implementation point of view) to the actual choices users
have (i.e., a finite set of game elements to select from), we conclude this chapter
with a study in which users were not restricted. With it, we investigate what
kinds of gamification settings are created by users, and start a discussion around
which aspects account for the positive effects of “bottom-up” gamification.

4.2 “Bottom-Up” Gamification

We define “bottom-up” gamification as follows:

“Bottom-up” gamification allows users to decide whether they want to use
gamification at a system’s runtime. If they do, they can adapt all available
game elements in the system and combine them as they see fit.

The definition highlights the adaptability of game elements in systems at their
runtime. The opposite of “bottom-up” gamification is “top-down” gamification,
which denotes gamification approaches in which people who are typically not the
later users of the system (e.g., superiors or game designers), design and orches-
trate the game elements. As discussed (see Section 1.3), “top-down” gamification
in the work context has led to the term “exploitationware”, a criticism that might
not arise in settings in which users can tailor systems to their own needs. “Top-
down” approaches might also offer personalization or customization options, but
concerning the latter, the adaptation degree is usually restricted (see Section 2.3)
and users cannot turn off gamification in such systems.

“Bottom-up” gamification has some overlap, but should not confounded with,
“bottom-up game design”32. This concept focus on the programmers and describes
a game design process in which mechanisms are implemented first (e.g., how

32 Gamasutra: The Designer’s Notebook: The Perils of Bottom-up Game Design,
https://goo.gl/XdeMXh (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/XdeMXh
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to simulate an escalator scenario in a building) and only after, it is considered
how to make this scenario fun or game-like. In our case, a user should not have
to implement something (but should receive an easy way to access different
game elements), but will also consider how to make an activity fun by selecting
suitable game elements. From a design point of view, “bottom-up” gamification
is more than user-centered design (see Section 2.2.5) in gamification [219]. Here,
normally, users and experts are involved; while the users provide data, experts
interpret these to understand how a problem needs to be solved. In our case,
while user-centered design might be still involved (e.g., to inform which game
elements might be offered in such a setting in general), overall, users can solve
their problems on their own without any mediation by experts. This is a form of
“user-led design”33, but in our case, one that happens at the runtime of the system.

4.2.1 “Bottom-Up” Game Elements

Although the definition above suggests that users can decide which game ele-
ments they want to use, it seems unfeasible to offer all possible game elements in
a system from a usability (e.g., because of information overload [205, 304]) and a
choice overload perspective (see Section 2.2.3). Additionally, it appears that not
all gamification elements are equally suitable for “bottom-up” gamification as, for
example, the adaptions would be too demanding, or adapting them would break
the core aspect of a game element (e.g., the element surprise). We considered
the literature overviews in [106, 134, 269] and analyzed the presented commonly
used major game elements for their suitability in a “bottom-up” approach, i.e.,
whether users can adjust the element to their needs and whether the element is
then still reasonable to use:

• Receiving points seems suitable for a “bottom-up” approach, as users could
easily assign points for solving tasks. This element was already used
in a “bottom-up”-like approach [136] in which users set up and receive
experience points for solving tasks in a task management application. An
issue that might appear is that the amount of points, when user-generated,
is not easily comparable across users.

• Achievements, such as visual badges and/or textual ranks, could also be
added as a reward after solving a task. The (self-)creation of visually
attractive badges in a “bottom-up” process is theoretically possible (and
can be supported by a badge creation tool). Nevertheless, badge placement
is an important aspect here, i.e., finding a balance between task difficulty
(neither too easy nor too hard) and receiving the badge [7]. As users can
decide what they can/cannot achieve, this seems feasible. The positive
impact of achievements in general was shown in [103] and [194].

33 UX Magazine: User-Led Does Not Equal User-Centered,
https://goo.gl/BvBnQ8 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/BvBnQ8
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• Self-defined rewards are rewards that are not only available virtually and are
defined by a user (e.g., buying a new CD after finishing a task). This is an
aspect that can easily be integrated in “bottom-up” systems. In general,
these motivate users extrinsically [16].

• The elements progression, clear goals, and feedback in the form of receiving a
reward for advancing in a task, having the option to set up rewards that are
tiered, and seeing how much progress was made towards a specific goal
can be added into a “bottom-up” approach. The application needs to assist
users in setting up these elements, and users should be able to define the
specific rules to reach a set goal, e.g., how many points are necessary to
reach a new level, or when they want to unlock intermediate rewards.

• Competition, cooperation, and social recognition are another group of elements
that are also possible in a “bottom-up” approach. Competition, according
to [119, 220], can be a motivator or demotivator depending on the player
type [306]. It is important for a “bottom-up” approach that the participation
in competitions remains voluntary, as peer pressure might be an issue
otherwise [102]. As competitive challenges involve other users, there is a
need for some kind of anti-cheating mechanism. For specific tasks, this can
be done to with sensory input (e.g., “Who is running more in a week?”). For
other tasks, making users submit proofs which are reviewed by another
person or an automated system before rewards are received is also an
option in a “bottom-up” scenario. The competitive element should also
be seen in conjunction with leaderboards in which performance is directly
compared to others [130], or used implicitly, e.g., by showing how often
a badge was collected by other users. As long as leaderboards are task-
specific (and thus rewards are the same for everyone), they also remain
comparable. Cooperation could be implemented by offering tasks that
can be solved together with other users. Progress could also be checked
by the same mechanisms as mentioned before. Social recognition can also
be motivational, especially as evidence exists that virtual rewards such as
points become more meaningful when shared [105]. In a “bottom-up” sense
this could be realized by (voluntarily) informing people that a task was
started/finished or that rewards were received.

• Story elements range from simple descriptions of situations [102] to the
simulation of complex worlds in which the user can improve a virtual avatar
through rewards or virtual goods. The avatars could then also be used
to, for example, compete against other users’ avatars. For a “bottom-up”
approach, story elements do not seem easily usable, as these impose more
work on the user. Additionally, it appears unreasonable for the same reason
that the element surprise seems unsuitable: users could be allowed to create
(story/surprise) content and to make the results accessible to others. In
comparison to other elements, though, it seems difficult to justify why
users should generate something that is demanding to create and cannot be
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expected to add much to the user’s motivation when unlocked (as the story
part or the surprise is already known to the user). Using an avatar and
virtual goods without story elements is possible, but then appears similar
to achievements (i.e., you have achieved the unlocking of a specific virtual
good which has the same effect as receiving a badge). Self-expression
through the creation of virtual goods could be beneficial for motivation,
but also imposes more effort for the user in the application, as opposed to
mere visual badges. Customizing avatars (e.g., changing the appearance
of them) was shown to raise the users’ self-identification with them and
relates to positive effects later on [21]. While being able to customize an
avatar seems to be suitable for a “bottom-up” scenario, it raises the question
of whether users should also be able to add new assets (e.g., new clothing)
or customizable dimensions (e.g., attributes), which again, might impose
more effort compared to other game elements.

4.2.2 A Priori User Assessment of “Bottom-Up” Gamification

To learn about the perception of “bottom-up” gamification, we decided to conduct
a user study with the following goal:

GoalBUExpectations Investigation of “bottom-up” gamification without using a specific
prototype: By validating the “bottom-up” idea by not using
a prototypical realization, participants can assess the idea
without being biased by a concrete realization [227], i.e., we
can assess expectations. This, on the other hand, provides
an overview of whether the idea of self-tailored gamification
is generally reasonable.

Following this goal, we wanted to gain insights for the following questions:

Q1 Are people open to using (gamified) applications for motivational purposes?
Q2 Can people imagine defining their own gamification?
Q3 Are there differences in how people gamify on their own?
Q4 What are requirements for “bottom-up” applications?

Q1 should provide insights on whether users would be willing to use applications
to motivate themselves. As we will provide digital systems that offer “bottom-up”
gamification, this is an important prerequisite. Q2 and Q3 will validate the idea of
“bottom-up” gamification and whether people behave differently when they can
gamify on their own. Given positive answers to the previous questions, Q4 will
assist in the development of applications that provide “bottom-up” approaches.
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Scenario Abbr. Explanation
Cleaning Cl Imagine the kitchen is due for cleaning. You want to motivate

yourself with the app to get this done.
Piece Pi Imagine you work for a manufacturer and build furniture by piece

work. The work is monotonous and you want to use the app to
make it more exciting today.

Exercise Ex Imagine you want to exercise more, i.e., you want to go for a
run multiple times a week. You want to use the app to motivate
yourself to reach this goal.

Energy En Imagine you want to save energy at your company, e.g., by turning
off the lights after work. You want to use the app to motivate
yourself to reach this goal.

Table 4.1: Scenarios used in the study, their abbreviations and explanations.

Method

We set up an online questionnaire in German with questions covering demo-
graphics, participants’ gaming affinity, their experience with gamification in
general, how they motivate themselves day-to-day to do unpleasant tasks and
how they perceive “bottom-up” gamification in different contexts. To this end, we
presented the following abstract idea of a mobile application using “bottom-up”
gamification (and this explanation of what game elements are, i.e., components
describing basic mechanics often implemented in games, such as points, badges, leader-
boards, levels, avatars, story elements etc.):

Let’s assume for the following questions that there is an app which allows
you to execute every task of your life (including in the workplace) in a playful
manner. The app allows you to manually define tasks (e.g., doing laundry) or
to accept already existing tasks in order to accomplish them. In order to make
tedious tasks more exciting, you are able to do tasks in a playful manner
and you can also decide on the shape and form this will take. Depending on
your personal demands, you may establish game elements and rewards as
you wish (e.g., points and a leaderboard), while solving tasks either alone, in
cooperation or competing against others.

We then provided four scenarios (see Table 4.1) in which participants were asked
to indicate whether they could imagine motivating themselves in a playful fash-
ion in every scenario. If they could, they were presented with twelve different
game elements and were to state whether they would want to use these in those
situations. Scenarios were selected to cover work and private life, as well as
one-time tasks, i.e., tasks that need to be done but most likely will not affect
the person further (Cl, Pi) and behavior change tasks, i.e., tasks that need be
done more often and might lead to a behavioral change (Ex, En). We provided
scenario-specific framing for the game elements, to explain these further for the
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participants. For example, the framing for Competition in Cl was “Challenge other
app users to clean their kitchen, the most effective/fastest wins”, while in En it was
“Challenge other users to also save power. The user with the highest savings wins”. The
questionnaire consisted mainly of questions to be answered on a 5-point scale
with labels shown on every option (disagree, somewhat disagree, neither agree nor
disagree, somewhat agree, agree), yes/no questions and (optional) free text questions.
The questionnaire was promoted via mailing lists and social media channels.

Results

75 participants (46 male, 29 female; age: <21: 2; 21–30: 55, 31–40: 9, >40: 9)
completed the questionnaire. Mostly participants reported being students (48%)
or employees (37%). 69 (92%) own a smartphone or tablet and assess themselves
as experienced with it on a 5-point scale (M=4.4, SD=.7, Mdn=5). Concerning
their affinity to games, 43 (57%) reported playing video games regularly, for an
average of 8.9 hours per week (SD=8.4), and 40 (53%) reported playing parlor
games regularly (2.7 hours per week, SD=3.3). Only 19 participants (25%) already
knew about gamification, they tended to have positive experiences with it (M=3.6,
SD=1, Mdn=4), and tended to agree that it motivated them to use systems which
offered it more (M=3.6, SD=1, Mdn=3.5). Before the “bottom-up” idea was
introduced, we asked the participants what applications that aim to provide
motivation for tasks should or should not offer (to be answered in free text fields).
55 different aspects were mentioned, but we only considered those mentioned at
least twice. Table 4.2 shows the elicited requirements (R1–R11). R12–15 represent
requirements we have derived through the analysis of the results made in the
questionnaire. These requirements add to Q4.

Tasks today: 62 participants (83%) reported having unpleasant tasks in their
private and 45 (60%) in their working life. Some participants additionally re-
ported how they motivate themselves to do them: the knowledge that the task
simply needs to be done (18× mentioned in the free text field), establishment of a
motivational atmosphere (9×), using a checklist to see progress (7×), rewarding
themselves with something after the task (6×), prospective joy about solving the
task (6×), social pressure (5×) and receiving an external reward (grades/salary)
(5×). An application that motivates them to complete tasks in their private (an-
swered by all participants) or working life (answered by 57) could be imagined
by 46 (61%)/39 (68%). We also asked all participants whether they could imagine
solving tasks in a playful fashion in their private or working life to which they
tended to agree to (M=3.7, SD=1, Mdn=4/M=3.5, SD=1.4, Mdn=4). Participants
who play games regularly did not answer these questions significantly different.

Based on these results, offering sources of motivation seems beneficial. As (more
than) half of the users could imagine using an application for motivational
purposes, gamified assistance could be such a source (see Q1). How participants
motivate themselves varies; thus, a flexible approach that is able to address
various needs seems beneficial as well (supporting requirement R8; see Table 4.2).
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ID Requirement
R1 The app should offer a to-do-list-like interface (10x) and provide an overview for

already-done tasks (4x).
R2 The app should not generate overhead, i.e., adding/handling tasks should not take

longer than doing the task (12x). This requirement was also supported by the other
results gained by the questionnaire.

R3 The app should offer the option to formulate intermediate goals and achieved progress
should be visualized (4x).

R4 The app should offer social elements like collaboration, competition or the knowledge
that other users can see a user’s own progress (6x).

R5 The app should offer a reminder functionality (3x).
R6 The app should offer a timer functionality, which could also be used to improve one’s

own performance over time (5x).
R7 The app should offer rewards for tasks (7x), such as achievements (3x), points (5x), or

real incentives (3x) and unlocking them should be possible (2x).
R8 Users should be able to decide which functionality they want to use (2x) and the app

should offer enough options to provide flexibility and variance (2x). This requirement
was also supported by the other results gained by the questionnaire.

R9 The app should not put pressure on users (3x) or dictate when tasks are to be done (6x).
R10 The app should allow users to customize the frequency of notifications (10x).
R11 The app should allow users to share only data they want to share (12x).
R12 The app should be usable in a domain-independent way, as the results show that users

want to gamify different parts of their life.
R13 The app should make it easy to use game elements and if elements exist that request

user-generated content (such as stories), it should be easy for users to add new content.
R14 The app should offer the option to let task completions be reviewed by others. For a

“bottom-up” approach, a user should always be able to select whether a reviewer should
be integrated.

R15 The app should offer the option to inspect how other tasks have been gamified (without
contradicting R11), as inspiration for users that might not know how to gamify them.

Table 4.2: The requirements derived from the online study. R1 to R11 were
mentioned by participants in free text fields (numbers in parentheses denote
how often) before we introduce the “bottom-up” idea, while R12 to R15 were
derived by us based on the participants’ answers to the closed questions.

Perception of “bottom-up” gamification: Participants tended to assess the idea
of “bottom-up” gamification positively (M=3.5, SD=1.2, Mdn=4). Chi-squared
tests showed that people who claim to be open to using an app for motivation in
their private/work life were significantly more open to our app concept (χ2(4,
N=75)=32.2, p<.001, V =.65/χ2(4, N=57)=28.1, p<.001, V =.7). The same is true
for people who want to solve tasks playfully in their private/work life (χ2(16,
N=75)=90.3, p<.001, V =.55/χ2(16, N=75)=34.5, p<.05, V =.34). This indicates
that our “bottom-up” approach fits into users’ expectations (see Q2, Q3). We
also asked whether participants want to use a motivational app in all areas of
their daily life, and received mixed answers with a favorable tendency toward it
(M=3.5, SD=1, Mdn=4). Nonetheless, this highlights that a domain-independent
approach, that focused not just on one setting, seems beneficial (establishes R12).
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The 69 participants (92%) who did not completely disagree to using such an app
were presented with further questions. Concerning the game elements (see Q2),
the wish for influence was expressed, as our sample tended to want to select
game elements on their own (M=3.9, SD=1, Mdn=4; supporting R8). The sample
was indifferent on whether they would create new content (e.g., story elements)
(M=2.8, SD=1.2, Mdn=3) and indifferent on whether they would want to think
more about the game elements (M=3.2, SD=1.2, Mdn=3; supporting R2). This
indicates that a “bottom-up” system should offer a rich variety of game elements
and should not necessarily integrate elements that are too demanding in terms of
user-generated content (which establishes R13). As in a “bottom-up” approach,
it is questionable how to handle rewards in general, we asked whether the
participants wanted to decide for themselves or let others decide on a reward, but
the answers were inconclusive (M=3.2, SD=1, Mdn=3/M=3.1, SD=1, Mdn=3). We
also integrated questions on whether there should be anti-cheating mechanisms
(as a multi-select question): 6% think that monitoring whether or not a task was
fulfilled correctly (before receiving the reward) is necessary for tasks in which
only the user is involved, 20% think that monitoring is unnecessary, 36% stated
that it is necessary whenever other users are involved (e.g., in competitions) and
38% think that a check is always necessary. Some kind of review mechanism that
can be activated by the user, if requested, seems reasonable to comply with these
views (establishing R14).

Scenarios and game elements: We analyzed how participants perceived the
scenarios (see Table 4.1). Cl was not perceived as convenient (M=2.6, SD=1.2,
Mdn=3), nor was Pi (M=2.6, SD=1.2, Mdn=3). The other two scenarios were per-
ceived as significantly more convenient (Ex: M=3.5, SD=1.3, Mdn=3, En: M=3.5,
SD=1.1, Mdn=3), as a Friedmann test with step-down follow-up analysis revealed
for these two groups (χ2

F (3)=32.5, p<.001). For every scenario, participants were
asked to indicate whether they could imagine completing the corresponding task
playfully (as a yes/no question). 62 participants (83%) could do so in at least
one scenario. If they disagreed, we asked for reasons. For scenario Cl/Pi/Ex/En,
the 28/37/21/53 participants that disagreed (18%/11%/38%/43%) stated that
the task itself is motivating for them and 57%/63%/33%/48% stated that they
cannot imagine a game in this scenario. While the latter indicates that hints on
how specific tasks could be gamified might be helpful (establishing R15), the first
indicates that a domain-independent “bottom-up” approach, in which users can
decide for themselves whether or not they want to gamify an experience, seems
beneficial (supporting R12).

For every scenario, participants who could imagine a playful approach for it
were asked to select game elements they would use (see Q3). We checked how
much individuals vary per scenario by averaging over all ratings per element and
participant. Table 4.3 shows that they do not vary at all (SD=0), or only slightly
(SD<1.0). This suggests, at least for our scenarios, that most participants would
stick to the same game elements for motivating themselves. But the table also
shows which elements would be selected over all participants in general. From
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Game element Acceptance rate
variation per scenario

SD=0.0 SD≤1.0 Cl Pi Ex En
Receiving points 50% 85% 74% 68% 70% 64%
Virtual character receiving a benefit 52% 94% 64% 66% 61% 50%
Receiving badges 59% 88% 72% 66% 70% 69%
Unlocking new functions inside the app 40% 80% 60% 53% 61% 50%
There is a narrative setting around the task 33% 80% 49% 53% 50% 59%
Seeing a progress bar 46% 85% 87% 82% 89% 68%
Competition against other users 22% 69% 57% 74% 59% 73%
Cooperation with other users to do tasks 24% 76% 51% 82% 67% 73%
Receiving a reward defined by myself 43% 83% 53% 29% 41% 18%
Receiving a reward from friends/employer 43% 70% 53% 82% 37% 73%
Informing friends about starting the task 65% 83% 10% 18% 17% 9%
Informing friends about finishing the task 52% 83% 17% 5% 19% 27%

Table 4.3: Game element variation across all scenarios and participants that
selected game elements (asked on a 5-point scale) for at least two scenarios
and acceptance rates per scenario (% of participants responding with 4 or 5 to
the question of whether they would use the element here).

this, we can conclude that nearly every element we asked for can be of relevance
across participants in specific scenarios, which also supports R8 and R12. This
is in line with the reported amount of individual and contextual differences
in the perception of game elements (see Section 2.3). Interestingly, competition,
cooperation and receiving rewards (from myself/from others) seem more likely to
be influenced by the context. Additionally, the elements that inform others about
starting/finishing tasks are not perceived well by the participants in general.

Discussion

Concerning GoalBUExpectations, this study did not use a specific prototype to
validate the idea of “bottom-up” gamification, in order to assess expectations
without introducing a bias through the system “hosting” it [227]. The study re-
sults provide evidence that the concept of “bottom-up” gamification is reasonable
to follow. It was revealed not only that participants motivated themselves to do
unpleasant tasks through different means, but also that more than half of the
participants could imagine solving tasks in a playful fashion. Some participants
reported already using game elements for motivation, such as seeing their own
progress on checklists, or rewarding themselves. Overall, the sample was open to
defining their own gamified experiences to motivate themselves. Considering the
literature on the SDT, the role of autonomy and the positive impact of choice (see
Section 2.2) as well as the positive reports of other customization approaches (see
Section 2.3.2), this was expected. Tailoring also seems necessary, as we learned
across different questions that there is a need for defining or selecting one’s own
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game elements to account for individual differences. Interestingly, individuals
seem not to vary much in the scenarios in terms of which game elements they
want to use, i.e., a participant often selected the same elements across scenarios.
At the same time, we learned that every offered game element was assessed as
interesting to a certain extent, hinting that many different elements might be
necessary in a “bottom-up” system to appeal for a broad user base. Finally, the
study also contributed requirements for “bottom-up” applications. Concerning
limitations, we had only German participants, which is a threat to external va-
lidity. Second, the sample consisted mainly of younger gaming-affine people.
Thus, it is questionable how these results transfer to an older population with
potentially less affinity to games, but as the desire to play is age-independent
(see Section 1.1), this seems acceptable.

Overall, based on these encouraging results, we developed and tested an ap-
plication offering “bottom-up” gamification (see below). We will discuss the
implications of the online study towards the thesis’ questions together with the
findings made with this application in Section 4.3.3.

4.3 A “Bottom-Up” Task Management Application

As the previous study only assessed expectations and validated the acceptance of
“bottom-up” gamification in general, we were not able to state what effects the
approach would have on users themselves. Consequently, to validate the concept
further, the following goals were targeted:

GoalBUToDo 1 Creation of an application offering “bottom-up” gamification: By creat-
ing an application making use of “bottom-up” gamification, we
can exemplify how it can be developed. This provides insights
into aspects that need to be considered in the design process.
We decided to create a task management application (called BU-
ToDo). This seems reasonable given the derived requirements
(e.g., R1 in Table 4.2) and from a domain-independent viewpoint,
as aspects that might be gamified can be considered as a task
(see R12). Furthermore, such an application does not require
particular knowledge and can in theory be used by everyone.

GoalBUToDo 2 Qualitative evaluation of “bottom-up” gamification: BU-ToDo is used
in a user study to not only validate the “bottom-up” concept but
also to investigate which effects it has on the users themselves.
Now, as an actual realization is used, it allows us to further
investigate the perception of “bottom-up” gamification (e.g., to
learn whether participants still assess the idea as reasonable when
they are directly confronted with it).

In the following section, BU-ToDo is presented. As we based it on the found
requirements (see Table 4.2), we reference these were applicable.
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4.3.1 Concept and System Design of BU-ToDo

In contrast to existing gamified task management apps which were investigated
scientifically, such as Task Hammer and Epic Win [136] or HabitRPG [138], the
interface and experience of our system BU-ToDo is not (necessarily) game-like,
nor do we have a fixed theme (such as a role-playing context as in Epic Win).
Both were done to account for users who might decide they do not want to
use gamification, following the “bottom-up” definition. Nonetheless, we offer
the option to make the app more game-like visually, as the users’ scores or
achievements can be visualized on the dashboard.

Users can, for every task, decide whether they want to use game elements or
not. If users want to use such, they can decide – for every task – which they
want to use (R8): several elements are offered and users can combine them as
they see fit (see below). Besides the above mentioned related apps, there are
other apps that gamify task management (e.g., LevelUpLife, Stikk or ChoreWars).
To our knowledge, these have not yet been investigated scientifically and they
vary in their degree of customization options. Compared to our approach, they
are offering less flexibility concerning the game elements (i.e., amount of game
elements, customization options per element and combination options), i.e., these
are not offering “bottom-up” gamification following our definition.

Task Management Features

An informal review of 30 task management apps shows a large variety of func-
tions. To our knowledge, no analysis reports which features are beneficial. As
solving this was not our focus, we implemented a core set of functions that seems
reasonable for managing tasks. The app was created as a mobile web app, to
ensure better compatibility across different devices. An overview of tasks is used
as the primary view (see Figure 4.2, left), which is sortable and filterable. Here,
every task is depicted with its name and category, its due date and whether it
is reoccurring. New tasks can easily be created by clicking on the plus sign. A
new task (see Figure 4.2, right) can be named, described, categorized, prioritized
and a due date can be added. Additionally, tasks can be set to be reoccurring,
and reminders can be added and configured. To allow an easy and fast creation
of a task (R2), only the name is a mandatory. Optionally, during task creation,
users also have the chance to add game elements to the tasks as they see fit (R8).
Tasks can be edited and can be checked off after they have been done. Reminders
are provided as e-mail notifications (R5). Concerning R10, we decided not to
allow customization of notifications, to ensure that all were received in a later
study setting. In general, only social element requests (see below) and reminders
(that the users can set themselves) produced notifications (via e-mails), i.e., the
amount of potential notifications can be considered as limited. Details to game
elements are hidden behind a “more” button to avoid cluttering the interface,
especially when several are selected for a task.
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Figure 4.2: BU-ToDo main task user interface. Left: Task overview screen.
Right: Task creation screen.

Integrated “Bottom-Up” Elements

Users can decide, on a per-task level, which game elements they want to use for
a specific task. Users can thereby always decide how much pressure they want
to put on themselves (R9). In the element selection these are grouped as “goals”,
“rewards” and “play together” elements (see Figure 4.3, left). If the user wants to
use game elements for a task, we only require that the user defines at least one
goal and at least one reward (mainly a programmatic restriction). Every attached
element can be further configured depending on the corresponding element (see
Figure 4.3, right). While points, for example, only allow a user to set their amount,
other elements allow more sophisticated setup options. Additionally, some game
elements, when selected for a task, add further interface elements to the task
overview (placed next to this particular task). For example, the timing-related
game elements would add a timer that can be started or stopped by the user (see
play button in Figure 4.2, left). Overall, we do not limit the number of elements
that can be added to a task. Thus, users are also able to add several game element
combinations. For example, a user could set up the task “Do the dishes 5 times
this week, with one set needing to be done in under 5 minutes. If completed, receive 200
points and a badge”. The task would appear in the overview and the app would
offer buttons to measure the time, helping the user to keep track. In this example,
what should be done, how often, how fast, the amount of points and the appearance and
name of the badge could be defined by the user. Thus, users can define the “content”
of the elements, their composition and the elements themselves.
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Figure 4.3: Game element configuration screens in BU-ToDo. Left: Game ele-
ment selection screen. Right: Customization on a per-element level.

We followed the game element review (see Section 4.2.1) to decide which elements
should be available. To allow social features, other users can be befriended (R4)
and as long as it is permitted by this user (R11), others can inspect their friends’
profiles to see their points and received achievements. We did not include the
social recognition feature (i.e., informing when a specific task was started or ended),
as this was not perceived well in our online study. We did not integrate story
elements, nor the virtual goods or the avatar, as we judge those as too much effort
for users (especially considering R2 and the fact that participants disagreed to
the statement that they would be willing to add new content into the system).
We also did not integrate assistance tools (e.g., a graphical tool to create virtual
goods) into the prototype, as they would shift the focus away from the core task
management app (R13). To avoid introducing an artificial bias, we also omitted
R15. Overall, the following elements were available (see also Figure 4.3):

• Goals: Users are able to specify that tasks need to be done once or multiple
times. Selected rewards are only then unlocked. A time frame can be
specified, and users can set up goals to be reachable several times (e.g.,
receiving a reward whenever the goal was fulfilled twice a week). Users
can indicate that they have done a task once by clicking on an additional
button in the main screen. They are also able to specify that a task needs
to be done for at most or at least a certain duration (R6). As mentioned,
a timer in the app is then shown and can be used for this. Finally, a user
can also define a custom goal (e.g., “Lose 10 pounds”) which users need to
manually mark as achieved. This category fits the clear goals gamification
element. We also added progress bars (progression) and provided feedback
for tasks that need to be done multiple times (R3).
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• Rewards: Users can assign points for goal fulfillment. The amount is up to
the user (and can be negative). Another reward we offer are achievements
(R7), which can have an icon (i.e., badges) and/or a textual representation
(e.g., “Master Runner”). Icons can be selected and colored as users see fit.
Self-defined rewards can also be defined (e.g., “Buying ice cream”).

• Play together: The app offers social features (R4): a user can invite friends
to tasks and start a competition. Their performances are visualized on leader-
boards with metrics that can be adjusted by the task creator (e.g., points or
time) to make rewards comparable here. Friends can also cooperatively han-
dle tasks and can accumulate points together. How much users contributed
is then shown for each task. Additionally, for every task, it is possible to
assign a reviewer that checks that the task has been done properly, and only
then a reward is unlocked (R14). Friends can assign tasks to each other
with rewards that they have defined. In general, for every invitation type
(i.e., either a task assignment or an invitation to a competition), invited
users always have the option not to participate, to increase the perceived
freedom of choice (R9).

4.3.2 User Study with BU-ToDo

We conducted a user study to analyze how people use BU-ToDo. This study was
mainly exploratory, which is why we did not formulate hypotheses. The goal
of this study was to find out how the “bottom-up” elements are perceived and
whether people appreciate the autonomy offered in such a system, as well as to
potentially learn further aspects to be considered in such approaches.

Method

German participants were recruited via word-of-mouth communication. The
only task we provided them was that the application should be integrated in
their daily life as they saw fit, but they should use the app at least once per day.
People who agreed to participate were provided with a link to a pre-session
questionnaire that assesses gaming affinity and how they currently manage their
tasks. After completing it, they were asked to watch an online tutorial video,
explaining the app and its game elements. The video contained the link to the
app, i.e., they only received access after having watched the video. After six days
the participants received a link to a mid-session questionnaire, assessing their per-
ception of the app. After twelve days, a post-session questionnaire was provided,
assessing their experience with the app and the gamification elements offered.
All questionnaires consisted of a mix of 5-point-scale questions with labels on
every option (disagree, somewhat disagree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat agree,
agree), yes/no questions and (optional) free-text questions. Additionally, we
logged all interactions with the app to receive quantitative data.
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Results

20 participants (ten male, ten female; age: <21: 3; 21–30: 15, 31–40: 2) partic-
ipated. Two were school students, two apprentices, nine university students
and seven employees. The sample classify themselves as having high gaming
affinity (M=3.9, SD=.8, Mdn=4) and they (partially) could imagine solving pri-
vate/work tasks playfully (M=3.5, SD=1, Mdn=4/M=3.2, SD=1.2, Mdn=3.5). 17
(85%) reported using analog or digital tools for task organization, with nine (45%)
using handwritten to do-lists and six (30%) using apps, but they all agreed that
a task management app could help them to better organize their tasks (M=4.1,
SD=.7, Mdn=4). 10 participants (50%) a priori thought that game elements could
motivate them to have more fun solving tasks, while 14 (70%) thought that tasks
would be solved more efficiently with them.

We removed tasks that were obviously meaningless (e.g., “TestTestTest”), and
considered only participants who completed all questionnaires and who did not
deviate by more than one standard deviation downwards in two of these mea-
sures [197]: number of tasks created, task interactions34 or general interactions35.
This led to the exclusion of two participants. From their answers, it remains
unclear why they had so few interactions. For the social features, we ensured
that participants knew at least one other participant (and added them as friends
in the app). After data cleaning, this goal was not reached, as the exclusion led
to one user without friends in the app. On average, users had 3.5 friends in our
app, with seven being the largest friend count, achieved by three users.

General app usage: 199 tasks were created, with 11 tasks per participant on
average (SD=5). We counted on average 11 (SD=5.3) general and 4 (SD=1.1) task
interactions with the app per day. Even though these numbers seem low, it needs
to be kept in mind that participants were requested to use the app with real
tasks they would normally add to such a list. A similar task creation rate was
reported in [15]. On average, 16.6 tasks (SD=12.9) were created by all participants
every day. Comparing the activity level in the first with the last six days, fewer
tasks were created (157 vs. 42). However, the average amount of task interactions
remained stable (4.1 vs. 3.9), indicating that even though lower amounts of new
tasks were added, the interactions with the app remained similar. Two reviewers
inspected the tasks separately and categorized them. The classification revealed
that significantly more private (71%) than work tasks (19%) were entered, as a
paired t-test showed (t(17)=5.9, p<.01). The remaining 10% could not be classified
specifically. The app was used not only for common tasks (e.g., “Gas up today”),
but also for behavior change tasks (e.g., “Eating salad three times a week”). A precise
quantification of the latter is not possible; from a title alone it is often not clear
whether a behavior change or a one-time task is meant. Nonetheless, in general
this showed that participants also added behavior change tasks in the application
as asked for in our previous online study (see Section 4.2.2).

34 That subsumes task execution, finishing a task, starting/stopping a timer.
35 All potential interactions with the app. It subsumes task interactions.
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13 of the participants (72%) stated that they generally want to use the app, after it
has left its prototype status. A third of the sample could already imagine using
the app as it was subsequent to this study. These are promising results towards
the app design. From a usability perspective, the average System Usability Scale
score [29] of the app was 72.4 (SD=11.6, Mdn=72.5), which is considered as
acceptable [10]. We also explicitly asked participants whether the adding of tasks
or the addition of game elements was cumbersome. The sample overall disagreed
to both (M=1.6, SD=.9, Mdn=1/M=2.7, SD=1.2, Mdn=2). Participants stated what
they liked in the app: six times the graphical appearance and conceptual aspects
were highlighted positively, and four participants explicitly stated that the app
had good usability.

“Bottom-up” gamification usage: Participants created significantly more gam-
ified tasks36 than non-gamified ones, as a paired t-test revealed (142 vs. 57;
t(17)=4.3, p<.001). We found no significant difference in the number of gamified
work (76%) and gamified private (68%) tasks (p=.39). The ratio of gamified
to non-gamified tasks created in the first and last six days also did not differ
significantly (p=.36), i.e., when a task was entered, it was more likely gamified.

Gamified tasks were equipped with 2.9 game elements on average (SD=2.5), with
70% of the gamified tasks having exactly two game elements (the minimum our
app requested), indicating that participants tended to stick with simple elements
instead of using complex combinations. Table 4.4 shows that there were two
favorites: solving the task once/multiple times seems easily explainable because
of the nature of tasks in general. The second most often used element was
the reward points. Compared to the other reward types (the app requested a
reward to be enabled for every gamified task) points were easy to use, as only
an amount needed to be entered. In contrast, badges needed more effort, and
the custom reward would not alter the app after unlocking. Participants were
also asked to rate how motivating elements were, and could provide free-text
remarks (both also visible in Table 4.4). The table shows that element use and
perception do not necessarily correspond, as for example competition is assessed
as motivating by a majority of participants, but was only used twice. A reason
for this is that for many elements participants stated that they had not had a
suitable task during the study where they could use this element. When counting
game elements that were used more than once (29 times an element was only
used once), a participant used on average 3.8 different game elements (SD=1.9,
Min=0, Max=8), with only one participant having used no game elements at all.
In general, this indicates that participants tended to use the same core elements
in the app (corresponding to the online study; see Section 4.2.2), but would also
use other elements, depending on the scenario. To what degree cannot be derived
from the data of this study. The sample also subjectively agreed to the statement
that they used the same elements throughout the study (M=4.1, SD=.9, Mdn=4).
Even though the social features were not used often, the sample agreed to the
usefulness of these in the context of the app (M=4.2, SD=1.3, Mdn=5).

36 Tasks with at least one game element.
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Game element and motivational
assessment

Times
used

Main reasons for not having used the game
element or not finding it motivating

Goal: Solving the task once or
multiple times (44%)

119
15

None of my tasks would have fit for the multiple
time element (6×)

Goal: Doing the task within or
for some time (45%)

33
24

None of my tasks would have fit (7×)

Goal: Setting a custom goal (16%) 3 None of my tasks would have fit (5×); formu-
lation as task, not a goal in the task (2×); other
elements were sufficient (2×); why should this
motivate me? (2×)

Reward: Points (61%) 108 No further usage options (3×); no comparability
option to others (3×)

Reward: Badges (66%) 48 No comparability option to others (1×)
Reward: Custom reward (16%) 3 None of my tasks would have fit (5×); no effect

in app, thus no need to enter it (4×)
Social: Sharing the task (50%) 21 None of my tasks would have fit (1×); not seen

(1×)
Social: Set a reviewer (56%) 9 None of my tasks would have fit (1×); receiving

a task is not motivating for me (1×)
Social: Collaboration (39%) 5 None of my tasks would have fit (5×); compared

to task, too much effort (2×)
Social: Competition (61%) 2 None of my tasks would have fit (2×); too com-

plex (2×); compared to task, too much effort (2×)

Table 4.4: Game element usage in the study: number of uses, percentage of
participants (in parentheses) who perceived the element as “somewhat moti-
vating” or “motivating”, and answers on why the element was not used.

Participants agreed that choosing game elements for themselves was appreciated
(M=4.5, SD=.8, Mdn=5). For selecting a reward for themselves, the sample still
tended to assess this slightly positively (M=3.5, SD=1.4, Mdn=4). A surprising
result was that the sample was indifferent on whether they could have forgone
the game elements (M=3.1, SD=1.2, Mdn=3). One explanation for this might be
the prototype state of the app, but it can also be an indication that even though
selecting game elements is perceived positively, not everyone likes the additional
effort involved. Concerning the subjective effects “bottom-up” gamification
had on participants, three reported that they thought they solved tasks more
efficiently with the game elements, seven thought that they had more fun solving
tasks, seven thought that they were motivated to solve the tasks sooner and
five reported solving tasks more consciously. Overall, twelve participants (66%)
agreed to at least one of these statements, showing that the presence of game
elements subjectively had an effect. Further support for R15 is established, as
our sample wanted to see how other users gamified their tasks (M=3.9, SD=.9,
Mdn=4) and wanted to directly copy these elements (M=4.1, SD=.9, Mdn=4). In
general, this indicates that such a system might also provide the chance to enable
participants to easily inspect and utilize complete game configurations, instead
of just providing the core mechanics to create configurations.
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Half of the participants mentioned the gamification aspect as a positive feature
of the app (in particular the easy self-creation of badges, combination options
for game elements, offered reward options or individual highlighting of game
elements) and nine times the social aspects (solving tasks together, assigning
tasks to others, option to let tasks be reviewed). The most often mentioned
negative aspect was the lack of an option to edit game elements (11×), which
was not implemented, as we assessed it as also easy to re-create a task with
the updated elements. From the comments, we learned that this is not only a
usability suggestion. Participants would have used this to adapt rewards for
tasks that turned out to be easier or harder. This further adds to the “bottom-up”
idea. Points were another important topic that was mentioned negatively (7×):
reviewing points in other users’ profiles was not comparable, due to the “bottom-
up” approach. Suggestions to overcome this focus on functionality in which the
app automatically derives points. One user proposed the following suggestion:
based on user-assignable difficulty levels, points should be derived, and could
also be individualized by asking a priori how hard specific task categories are
for the user, e.g., doing sports could be easy for a certain user and would lead to
fewer points. Another aspect reported that related to points was that they should
be usable for something, e.g., buying predefined, virtual goods or everyday
rewards. Both of these suggest that there might be parts in which a “bottom-up”
approach might be interrupted for the sake of reasonable usage of some elements,
or that a mixture of “bottom-up” and “top-down” aspects can be beneficial.

Discussion

The study provided different pieces of evidence that the increased autonomy
offered in the “bottom-up” task management application is appreciated by the
participants. This is in line with the online study (see Section 4.2.2), in which
“bottom-up” gamification also was perceived positively. This was our initial hy-
pothesis, given the related work on autonomy (see Section 2.2) and customization
(see Section 2.3.2) in gamification. The various game elements offered were seen
subjectively as motivational to a certain extent by the participants. Interestingly,
variance across the game elements used in the tasks was lacking (which was also
similar to the online study) and participants tended towards simple gamification
elements, instead of using more complex combinations. This can be accounted for
by the short runtime of the study, as many participants stated they did not have
a suitable situation for using the element. Another explanation for this is that in
“bottom-up” scenarios complex game configurations are not necessary (although
we will see in Section 4.5 that users can develop more complex ones) and/or that
the participants simply were satisfied with their initial ideas. As this study was
meant to assess the perception of “bottom-up” gamification, we focused on an
application which solely consisted of “bottom-up” elements. The suggestions
for how to handle points, the criticism that points are not comparable (even
though they would be in a competition) as well as the nearly consistent answer
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that participants wanted to see how other people used game elements for tasks,
and wanted to be able to utilize the same ideas, showed that certain “top-down”
elements in “bottom-up” gamification might be relevant. There is also the chance
that some users actually want to make use of gamification without bothering with
customizations (even though our studies suggest otherwise). Potentially, these
approaches should not be seen as mutually exclusive. Importantly, two-thirds of
the participants reported that they had more fun completing the task, or finished
it earlier, more consciously, or more efficiently through the game elements (or
a mix of these aspects). Based on the nature of the app, those aspects were not
easily verifiable from an objective point of view, as we would have needed to
be able to monitor all potential tasks that a user might put in the app (e.g., to
measure how efficient he or she was). Thus, in this study, we can only state that
“bottom-up” gamification appears to motivate users subjectively, and it indicates
that it fulfills the gamification goals to make activities more fun and engaging [64]
(at least in the short term). Because of the short runtime of the study, other expla-
nations could also be framing [176] (e.g., the knowledge to having a game can
impact the motivation positively) or novelty effects [107, 148, 332], also known
for “top-down” gamification. If those are the explanatory factors, it would at
least show that “bottom-up” gamification elicits similar effects as “top-down”
gamification, but at the same time offers more autonomy to the users.

This study had limitations, primarily the short duration and the low number
of participants. Keeping in mind that this study was the first prototype-based
exploration of “bottom-up” gamification, we see this as acceptable. A further
limitation can be seen in that we only used task management context for the
approach. Although an informed decision, it is questionable whether “bottom-up”
gamification is perceived differently in another “host app”.

4.3.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

Overall, the online study (see Section 4.2.2) and the above presented study with
BU-ToDo added to RQ2 (see Section 1.4). With the online study, we assessed par-
ticipants’ views towards “bottom-up” gamification without a specific prototype
(GoalBUExpectations), which were replicated in an “in the wild” setting. Taken
together, this provides a first holistic view on “bottom-up” gamification, showing
that it is reasonable to follow its idea introduced in Section 4.2. Considering
GoalBUToDo 1, we showed how “bottom-up” gamification can be established
in an application that considers arbitrary tasks. It is easy to adapt this setting
to specific applications, as we hypothesized that other applications also have
one or more specific tasks that the user tries to fulfill. Thus, our application can
be considered a general example for how to apply “bottom-up” gamification.
Considering GoalBUToDo 2, through a user study, we learned that participants
perceive the “bottom-up” approach as valuable (even though more thought and
effort needs to be invested by users), potentially, as it offers more autonomy. In
addition, this study revealed that the full range of customization might not be
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necessary and that “top-down” elements might be interesting in a “bottom-up”
setting as well: either to reduce the effort the user needs to expend, or to make
some elements more relevant in the setting itself. Participants in the user study
also reported positive subjective effects on motivation. Finally, although we were
able to show that individuals seem to use the same elements across scenarios,
we also saw that all elements were used in the application (although not to the
degree visible in Section 4.2.2). Concerning the thesis focus, the application and
the study showed that allowing users to influence the motivational aspects a
system offers seems worthwhile. As explained above, based on the nature of the
application, we were not able to measure the positive effects reported within this
study with an objective measure. In the next section, we will present a system that
utilizes the “bottom-up” setup presented here, together with the microtask idea
of ExpenseControl (see Section 3.2). This allows us to measure the effects quantita-
tively (i.e., by measuring how many microtasks were solved with “bottom-up”
gamification in comparison to a baseline), but will also allow us to make compar-
isons to “top-down” gamification. The latter is specifically interesting, as work
such as [106] indicates that there are (“top-down”) gamification approaches that
only provide mixed results, posing the question of whether users also might
decide wrongly for themselves. If “bottom-up” gamification provides positive
objectively measurable results that are “better” than “top-down”approaches, this
would indicate that “bottom-up” gamification might be a valuable alternative.

4.4 “Bottom-Up” Gamification in a Microtask Setting

Although the task management application was useful to explore the general
view of “bottom-up”, it had the issue that it appears difficult to evaluate the
effects “bottom-up” gamification elicits quantitatively. Thus, so far, it is not clear
whether self-tailoring also has positive effects from a quantitative viewpoint,
similar to the effects that were reported for “top-down” gamification (e.g., [272]).
Thus, we had the following goals:

GoalBUMicro 1 Creation of a “bottom-up” gamification application offering quantita-
tively measurable outcomes: To be able to investigate the objective
effects “bottom-up” gamification elicits, we need to develop a
system that has a quantitatively measurable dependent variable.
This system should also offer different self-tailoring gamification
degrees, as comparisons seem valuable given the results gained
in Section 4.3.

GoalBUMicro 2 Quantitative evaluation of “bottom-up” gamification: Through the
application resulting from the previous goal, we are able to inves-
tigate the effects “bottom-up” has quantitatively. In addition, we
can investigate different degrees of “bottom-up” gamification,
in comparison to a “top-down” and a no-gamification approach.
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Figure 4.4: “No gamification” interface of the BU-Microtasks Platform.

4.4.1 Concept and System Design of the BU-Microtasks Platform

To account for GoalBUMicro 1, we decided to combine the “bottom-up” gamifica-
tion part of BU-ToDo (see Section 4.3) with the microtasks of ExpenseControl (see
Section 3.2.1). The amount of microtasks solved in such a system would be the
dependent variable in a study setting. We have already seen in Section 3.2 that
gamification in general encouraged people to do more tasks. To be able to reach a
broader user base and to minimize potential bias, we created an online platform
in which just the tasks are presented, i.e., we did not integrate the “bottom-up”
concept in the digital accounting book context. As users do not have further ben-
efits, we hypothesized that this affects the overall number of solved microtasks,
but not the relative effects between using gamification and no gamification.

The prominent part of the platform is the microtask area. Here, we present
the microtasks similarly as in ExpenseControl, and also used the three microtask
types (Classification, Article correction, Article categorization) (see Section 3.2.1). The
platform uses the more than 6000 different pictures that were generated during
the user study of ExpenseControl (see Section 3.2.2). Participants can skip tasks
instead of solving them. Above the microtasks area, a button led to questions to
be used in a later study. The platform was created in German.

To be able to compare gamification approaches, the platform implements five
different conditions. With “no gamification” being a baseline (see Figure 4.4), in
which only the microtasks are presented, the other four conditions model different
gamification approaches. Besides the “bottom-up” condition (which is based on
the approach taken in BU-ToDo) and a “top-down” condition (which is based on
the gamification used in ExpenseControl) we also added two conditions that are
in between this spectrum. This accounts for the finding that “pure bottom-up”
gamification might not be optimal for some users (see Section 4.3.2): in “selective
top-down” users have the option to select which game configuration they want
(without giving them the option to edit or add a new configuration) while in
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Figure 4.5: “Top-down” gamification interface of the BU-Microtasks Platform.

“selective bottom-up” the game configurations can be selected and edited further
(but without the option to add new elements to the configurations). Thus, these
approaches modeled different degrees of customization. The conditions and their
changes to the platform’s user interface are:

“Top-down” gamification: Users in this condition are confronted with a “top-
down” defined game setting, similar to ExpenseControl: we award 10 points for
every solved microtask, a leaderboard shows the performance in comparison
to others, and we integrated the Crowd-Specialist and Task-Specialist badges. The
leaderboard is initialized with 10 entries (ranging from 0 to 1000 points). To
ensure comparability, only other users in the “top-down” condition are shown in
this leaderboard. The points are visible at the top and the leaderboard is shown
below the microtask area (see Figure 4.5). The game elements are placed on
the right side and the available badges can be inspected further. Additionally
(similar to all other gamification conditions), users are shown a header, in which
they can inspect their recent badges and points, befriend others and view their
profiles. The users in this condition cannot disable, edit or change any of the
game elements.
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No. Name in drop-down Game setting description
01 Points 10 points per solved task.
02 Points, Leaderboard 10 points per solved task, and performance is shown on a

leaderboard.
03 Points, Badges 10 points per solved task and access to badges as explained in

the “top-down” condition.
04 Points, Time pressure 10 points per solved task, if the solving time was below 5

seconds. A timer is shown in the microtask area and starts at
0 whenever a new task is shown.

05 Points, Leaderboard,
Time pressure

10 points per solved task if the solving time was below 5
seconds. A timer is shown in the microtask area. Performance
is shown on a leaderboard.

06 Points, Leaderboard,
Badges

10 points per solved task, performance is shown on a leader-
board and there is access to badges as explained in the “top-
down” condition.

07 Points, Cooperation 1 point per solved task, and a list showing how many tasks
were solved by the different users in this configuration. This
is also visible below the microtask area.

08 Points, 20 Tasks,
Leaderboard

200 points are assigned for every 20 solved tasks, and perfor-
mance is shown on a leaderboard.

09 Points every 2
minutes

200 points are assigned for every two minutes the user stays
in this condition.

10 Points, 20 Tasks,
Time pressure

200 points are assigned when 20 tasks are solved in under two
minutes. A button is shown, with which a timer can be started.
The timer runs down starting at two minutes.

Table 4.5: Available game configurations in the selective conditions of the BU-
Microtasks Platform.

“Selective top-down” gamification: Users can select which “top-down” defined
configuration they want to use and can switch it anytime. The user interface
is similar to Figure 4.5. The only difference is a drop-down menu below Game
Elements in the right part of the interface. It contains ten configurations (see
Table 4.5) which are based on commonly used elements in crowdsourcing [206]
and in general [106, 134, 269]. After a selection, we show an explanation of the
configuration and the corresponding game elements, similarly to the “top-down”
condition. Additionally, a help button opens a dialog with an explanation of
the game element icons. The initial configuration is selected randomly for every
user. Users cannot decide not to use any game configuration, leading to an
always active gamification. The game elements are not editable and no new game
elements can be added to any configuration in this condition. All configurations
that contained leaderboards are treated separately, i.e., points gained in one
configuration are not visible on leaderboards in other configurations, as the
necessary action to receive the points varies and is thus not comparable. The
same is true for badges, which is why we need to assign them “per configuration”
anew (unlocked badges remain unlocked if a user decides to come back to this
configuration later). All users in this condition are directly shown with their user
name on these leaderboards. All other parts are as in the “top-down” condition.
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“Selective bottom-up” gamification: Users have the same interface and options
as in the “selective top-down” condition. The difference here is that all configura-
tions can be edited further. For configuration 05 (see Table 4.5), a user could adjust
the points from 10 to, for example, 123 and the time from 5 seconds to 11 seconds.
The only limitation here is that users are not able to add further elements to
configurations or to create new ones. A small edit icon (being the only difference
in the user interface compared to the “selective top-down” condition) is always
shown next to the active configuration and leads to a dialog in which these ad-
justments can be made (similar as in the task management application). As a
consequence of this freedom, leaderboards/cooperations are treated differently
to “selective top-down”, as points are not necessarily comparable anymore. After
changing to a configuration with one of these elements, users can invite friends,
and only these are shown on the leaderboard/cooperation board. Only the “host”
can further customize such configurations, i.e., it is not possible for friends to
alter a configuration where they are taking part by invitation, but they can simply
create a new one anytime and invite others themselves. An important difference
in this condition is that users started without an active game configuration and
can switch back to this state whenever they want. Thus, users have the freedom
to not use any gamification in this condition.

“Bottom-up” gamification: This condition offers the most freedom for its users,
as game elements can be combined freely. We used the elements of BU-ToDo,
but removed the custom goal and reward as well as the reviewer element, and
added a time element (see Figure 4.6) which allowed users to receive a reward
periodically (e.g., every five minutes they are on the platform). We allow multiple
configurations to be active in parallel and all elements can be edited at any
time. For comparability, every configuration that is offered in any of the other
gamified conditions can be created here as well. As explained in the “selective
bottom-up” condition, the leaderboards/cooperations also need to be friends-
specific here. Thus, for every configuration in which such an element is used,
a separate leaderboard/cooperation is created to allow comparisons. Friends
can be invited to participate in this configuration (with the same restrictions
as already explained above). As several configurations with leaderboards and
cooperations can be active in parallel, we also allow users to customize which of
these are directly visible below the task area. Users remain in such leaderboards
(whether visible or not) as long as they want, i.e., they can solve tasks and also
improve their score for currently-not-shown leaderboards as well. Initially no
game elements are configured; thus, users again have the freedom to not use any
gamification at all in this condition.

4.4.2 User Study with the BU-Microtasks Platform

We conducted a study to target GoalBUMicro 2 by using the presented platform.
We had the following hypotheses:
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Figure 4.6: “Bottom-up” gamification interface of the BU-Microtasks Plat-
form.

H1 Participants in the gamified conditions will solve more tasks than participants
in the “no gamification” condition.

H2 Participants in the conditions offering customizable gamification (“selective
top-down”, “selective bottom-up”, “bottom-up”), will solve more tasks than
in the “top-down” condition.

H1 is supported by work showing that gamification is beneficial (see Section 1.2.1),
which was also seen in ExpenseControl (see Section 3.2.2). H2 is based on our pre-
vious studies’ results (see Section 4.3.2) and the work reported in Sections 2.2 and
2.3.2, i.e., that offering more autonomy and choices is beneficial for motivation.

Method

On the platform’s start page we briefed participants with the cover story that
they will solve microtasks which will improve the recognition performance of
an algorithm for automatic digitization of receipts and that they can help by
participating. We also put emphasis on our research direction, i.e., that we want
to create recognition algorithms that could later be used in easy-to-use digital
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household accounting books. This should lead to a general positive framing
effect, as shown in [198], which we deemed necessary considering the finding
that the microtasks were not engaging (see Section 3.2.2). We did not mention
that gamification elements are integrated, to avoid attracting only gaming-affine
people or giving the impression that we have a game scenario, which could also
affect the perception of the system [176].

When participants decided to take part in the study, they needed to enter a user
name and a password (but no further data was requested). We clarified that
with these credentials they could leave the platform and continue anytime later.
This was followed by demographic questions, a question on their affinity to
games, and a small tutorial in which every task type was explained and three
such tasks needed to be solved. Besides the rationale of giving an introduction to
the task, we also used this to learn how these are perceived: after each triple, we
let participants answer the statements “Solving these tasks was fun” and “It was
easy to solve these tasks”. Additionally, we asked how many such tasks they could
imagine solving at a time and in a week. We provided drop-down menus in
which they could simply select a range (for the first one, in 10 segments, ranging
from zero to “>40”; for the second, 10 segments ranging from zero to “>80”). All
questions that required a response to a statement had to be answered on a 6-point
scale to force a decision, labeled strongly disagree to strongly agree. Up to this point,
every participant had seen the same content and was now assigned to one of the
five conditions. After the tutorial, participants were allowed to enter the user
names of friends, provided they were not in the “no gamification” condition. We
stated that certain elements are integrated that might make the solving of tasks
more interesting and that some of them could be done with friends. When a new
participant entered user names of friends, we ensured that he or she would be
assigned to the condition that most of his or her friends were in. If no user names
were provided, we distributed new participants to the conditions equally.

Subsequently, participants received access to the main view. A guided tour
explained all areas of the interface. The explanations for the gamification aspects
were adapted for the different conditions. Tasks were presented in the same
order to ensure that no ordering effects might be a reason why some participants
discontinued earlier than others. While this is reasonable for our setup, it is
not advisable in a general crowdsourcing setting as recent work shows [32, 217].
Additionally, we strictly alternated between the three task types to introduce
variance. The number of solved tasks, the task correctness rate and the task
solving time represent our dependent variables (with the different conditions
being the independent ones). Participants did not receive any feedback after
they had solved the task and the study formulated no upper limit on the task
participants could/should solve. As a consequence, a post-session questionnaire
was provided, but was treated as optional. With it, we had the goal to better
understand what drove participation. Participants could fill it out anytime, even
though we stated textually that it should be done as soon as they had the feeling
of having solved enough tasks. The questionnaire itself consisted of two parts.
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The first part assessed the intrinsic motivation, by using a German, twelve item,
5-point scale version [328] of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [59], and the
second part contained statements (on the same 6-point scale as above) that focus
on the perception of the game elements. Additionally, we logged all interactions
with the platform. The link to the platform was distributed via student mailing
lists (consisting of design, computer science and psychology students) and social
networks. We accompanied the link with a short explanation that participation
would improve an algorithm to digitize receipts. Also here, no hint towards a
motivational study was given so as to not introduce a bias here either.

Results

129 participants finished the demographic questions and the tutorials, but only
106 participants also solved at least one microtask. Only these will be considered
in the results (48 male, 50 female, eight no answer; age: <21: 13; 21–30: 68,
31–40: 13, >40: 12). 82 (77%) characterized themselves as gaming-affine on the
6-point scale (answering with 4 or more). Only two participants befriended each
other and only four re-visited the page and continued with solving microtasks.

Game element usages: We analyzed the gamification usage across conditions:

“No gamification” and “top-down”: The “no gamification” condition (n=23, tasks
solved: M=47.8, SD=43.5, Mdn=40) did not offer any game components and the
“top-down” condition (n=22, M=61.6, SD=76.8, Mdn=39.5) provided no options
to change the game elements. For the latter, we have no indication whether the
game elements were noticed in general.

“Selective top-down”: Of the 20 participants in this condition, six switched the
initial configurations at least once. Overall, 42 switches were done by them
(M=7, SD=5.7, Mdn=6). We analyzed whether people that switched their initial
configuration solved more tasks (M=82.2, SD=75.5, Mdn=60) than those that stuck
with their initial configuration (M=30.3, SD=40, Mdn=15.5). A Mann-Whitney
U test revealed that the amount of solved tasks is significantly different in these
two groups (U=72, z=2.5, p=<.05, r=.55). Not switching the configuration could
suggest that participants were not interested in gamification, did not notice these
elements or that the initial configuration was already motivating for them. The
latter seems unlikely, as the average number of solved tasks was lower than with
“no gamification” and “top-down” gamification.

“Selective bottom-up”: Of the 20 participants in this condition, eight switched to
a game element configuration at least once. Overall, 48 configuration switches
were done by them (M=6, SD=4.5, Mdn=5.5). As editing was possible in this
condition, we also checked how often an edit was actually done, but only three
edits happened. We compared the number of tasks solved between participants
who activated at least one game configuration (M=77.8, SD=106.9, Mdn=45) and
those who did not use any (M=22.3, SD=19.7, Mdn=15.5) and found a significant
difference (U=75.5, z=2.1, p=<.05, r=.48).
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Condition Tasks solved
Total M SD CorrectClas. CorrectCor. CorrectCat.

Top-down (n=22) 1355 61.6 76.8 393 (85.6%) 161 (35.6%) 424 (95.5%)
Bottom-up (n=21) 1158 55.1 69 318 (81.1%) 127 (32.8%) 358 (94.5%)
Selective top-down (n=20) 917 45.9 56.5 210 (69.9%) 113 (36.9%) 297 (97.1%)
Selective bottom-up (n=20) 889 44.5 72.2 245 (79.5%) 85 (29.6%) 282 (95.9%)
No gamification (n=23) 1100 47.8 43.5 311 (82.3%) 148 (40.9%) 342 (95%)
Fixed (n=36) 1779 49.4 66.1 479 (80.1%) 201 (33.8%) 564 (96%)
Adaptable (n=23) 1892 82.2 87 525 (80.6%) 210 (33.9%) 591 (95%)
Without (n=47) 1748 37.2 40 473 (79.8%) 223 (38.4%) 548 (95.5%)

Table 4.6: Number of solved tasks in the BU-Microtasks Platform conditions.
Correctness percentages for the different task types relate to the amount of
solved tasks in this type. “Fixed”, “adaptable” and “without” are revised con-
ditions based on whether participants had a choice and used it. More details
on the re-partitioning are provided in the text.

“Bottom-up”: Of the 21 participants in this condition, nine used at least one game
element. We compared the number of tasks solved between participants in this
condition who used at least one game element (M=86.3, SD=85, Mdn=61) with
those who did not (M=31.8, SD=44.9, Mdn=20) and found that this differed
significantly (U=84, z=2.1, p=<.05, r=.47). Overall, four participants only set up
their game elements once, four used two game configurations (i.e., set up game
elements, then changed them later on) and one used three. Only the cooperative
element and the minimum duration time element (i.e., spending a certain time
on a task) were not used. Overall, ten different configurations were created by
these nine participants, indicating that users are quite diverse in what they think
motivates them, but once this is selected, users stick with it; otherwise, more
configuration switches might have been seen. This is in line with the findings
gained in the previous study of BU-ToDo (see Section 4.3.2). Overall, the social
elements (cooperation, competition, sharing) were not used often as only two
participants were friends in the system and could use these reasonably.

Task solving across conditions: Concerning the ratings for fun (classification
M=2.9, correction M=2.8, categorization M=3.1), no task type is particularly re-
warding for most of the participants. Eight participants reported in their free-text
answers that the tasks themselves were boring and variety was lacking. Table 4.6
shows how many tasks were solved in every condition. We conducted a Kruskal-
Wallis ANOVA, but were not able to find a significant difference according to
the amount of solved tasks and condition (p=.92). In the previous section, we
showed that many participants actually were in a gamification condition, but
did not use their offered choices as they did not set up game elements or used
configurations. As different explanations for this are possible, we clustered the
participants into revised conditions (see Table 4.6 for the amount of tasks solved
in these new groups as well), according to the following schema:
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• “Fixed gamification (fixed)”: As we have no indication whether partici-
pants in the “top-down” condition actually noticed game elements or not,
they remain in their own group. We additionally add the participants that
were in “selective top-down” but did not switch their initial group (see
above for potential reasons why they might not have switched) and thereby
were also effectively in a “top-down” setting (n=36).

• “Adaptable gamification (adaptable)”: All participants of the “bottom-up”
condition who set up game elements and solved tasks, participants in
“selective top-down” who switched their configuration at least once and
participants in “selective bottom-up” who used at least one configuration
were clustered. This group represents “bottom-up” concepts, with different
degrees of freedom, that were used by participants (n=23).

• “Without gamification (without)”: Participants in “bottom-up” who did
not set up any game elements, participants in “selective bottom-up” who
did not switch to any game configuration and participants that were already
in the “no gamification” condition were clustered into this group (n=47).
The participants solved tasks without any gamification being active.

A Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the amount of solved tasks differs signifi-
cantly between these new groups, H(3)=10.5, p<.05. A pairwise comparison with
Bonferroni-corrected p-values showed that the groups “without” and “adaptable”
(p<.05, r=.34) and “fixed” and “adaptable” (p<.05, r=.46) differ significantly. This
hints that in conditions in which a user has a choice of how to use gamification,
and uses it, more tasks are solved. We also compared the ratio of correct to
incorrect tasks across the conditions (see Table 4.6), but were not able to find a
significant difference with a Kruskal-Wallis test (p=.66 and respectively p=.65),
i.e., no condition produced significantly different errors in the task solving. An-
alyzing the time spent to solve single tasks in the different conditions with the
same statistical test reveals no significant differences in the initial conditions. The
revised conditions revealed significant differences for the overall timings (“fixed”:
M=10.2s, SD=13.4s, Mdn=7.1s, “adaptable”: M=7.8s, SD=17.4s, Mdn=5.1s, “with-
out”: M=9.7s, SD=14.3s, Mdn=6.8s) at the p<.05 level. A pairwise comparison
with Bonferroni-corrected p-values showed that participants in the “adaptable”
condition spent less time per task than in the “fixed” and the “without” condition.
The adaptable gamification approaches seem to have motivated the participants
to solve tasks faster, without a significant loss of correctness.

Causality: The significant differences found in the “adaptable” condition might
also be explainable by having users that were in general more open to participate
and thus used the gamification options instead of them being the driving factor
for solving more tasks. We considered the answers to the question for every task
type after the tutorial (“How many tasks would you solve in a stretch/in a week”)
condition-wise (initial and revised), but no significant differences were found
(p=.18 for “at a time” and p=.42 for “in a week”) , i.e., no condition had more
participants that wanted to solve more/less tasks “a priori”. We also asked how
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Condition Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
Interest Competence Choice Pressure

M SD Mdn M SD Mdn M SD Mdn M SD Mdn
Top-down (n=12) 2.3 1 2.2 3.6 .7 3.3 2.6 1 2.7 1.5 .5 1.3
Bottom-up (n=15) 2.3 .9 2 3.8 .8 3.7 3.2 1 3.3 2.1 .8 2
Selective top-down (n=12) 2.7 1 2.5 3.6 .7 3.3 3.3 .9 3.2 2.3 .9 2.3
Selective bottom-up (n=13) 2.7 1.1 2.7 3.8 .8 3.7 3.4 1 3.7 1.6 .8 1.3
No gamification (n=19) 2.5 .9 2.7 3.7 .7 3.7 3.3 .9 3 1.9 .9 1.7
Fixed (n=18) 2.4 .9 2.2 3.5 .6 3.3 2.7 .9 2.7 1.8 .8 1.3
Adaptable (n=21) 2.6 1 2.3 3.9 .7 4 3.4 .9 3.3 2 .8 2
Without (n=32) 2.6 1 2.5 3.7 .8 3.7 3.3 1 3.3 1.9 .9 1.5

Table 4.7: Results of the IMI in the BU-Microtasks Platform conditions.

relevant the topic of digital recording of receipts is. From the 70 participants
who answered it, no significant difference could be found in the initial (p=.14)
or the revised conditions (p=.26), but a trend was visible: The lowest values (i.e.,
finding it less relevant) can be found in “bottom-up” (M=2.9, SD=2, Mdn=2) and
“adaptable” (M=3.3, SD=2, Mdn=3); the highest in “top-down” (M=4.5, SD=1.4,
Mdn=5) and “fixed” (M=4.2, SD=1.6, Mdn=5). This hints that participants in
“bottom-up”/”adaptable” were not more motivated by the topic itself. Addi-
tionally, we considered the answers to the IMI, which 71 participants answered
(see Table 4.7). We conducted Kruskal-Wallis ANOVAs with the initial and re-
vised conditions and the respective values the IMI reports. None of these values
differs significantly across the initial/revised conditions (interest: p=.77/p=.80,
perceived competence: p=.63/p=.13, perceived choice: p=.24/p=.05, pressure:
p=.16/p=.35). Not finding a significant difference for perceived competence is ex-
pected, as the tasks (and the task selections) do not change during the experiment
and also could not be adjusted with the game elements. The non-significant dif-
ference in perceived choice is surprising. Considering the average values reported
in Table 4.7 (as p<.05 is almost reached), we see that in the revised conditions
“fixed” seems most restrictive. The result for pressure could be explained by the
absence of clear goals such as “You need to solve at least X microtasks”; thus, no
source of pressure was available. As no group excels in the values for interest, the
tasks seem to be perceived as equally uninteresting.

Considering all of this, we reject the assumption that participants in the “adapt-
able” condition simply solved more tasks because they were more open to the
task or the topic itself. Thus, the higher amount of solved microtasks in this
condition provides evidence to support H2. The statements “The game elements led
to more fun” (“adaptable”: M=3.8, SD=1.4, Mdn=4; “fixed”: M=3, SD=1.8, Mdn=3;
“without”: M=2.7, SD=1.7, Mdn=2; Kruskal-Wallis test: p=.13) and “The game
elements motivated me to solve tasks more efficiently” (“adaptable”: M=3.6, SD=1.6,
Mdn=4; “fixed”: M=2.8, SD=1.3, Mdn=3; “without”: M=2.5, SD=1.4, Mdn=2;
Kruskal-Wallis test: p=.07) provided further support for this as the “adaptable”
condition had the highest values here.
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The “top-down” condition, and the gamification configuration initially selected
automatically and unchanged in “selective top-down”, did not motivate partici-
pants to solve more tasks in comparison to the “no gamification” baseline. This
stands in contrast to our findings with ExpenseControl and other gamification
approaches, where it led to an increased performance (see Section 1.2.1 and
Section 3.2.2). Statements regarding the meaningfulness of gamification in this
setting, and that game elements motivated them, received mixed answers (with
a mean between 3 or 4 on a 6-point scale). In general, this hints that for this
population and this microtask setup, the game elements were potentially not
suitable, which might explain why the performance in the “top-down”/“fixed”
conditions was not better than in the “no gamification”/“without” condition. We
can thus only partially (as “adaptable” was better than “without”) confirm H1.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate whether “bottom-up” gamification is
able to compete with or exceed “top-down” gamification. After re-grouping
conditions the participants were in, we were able to identify differences (as
hypothesized) in favor of “bottom-up” gamification. Participants that had a
choice in how they wanted to use gamification, and used it, solved significantly
more tasks faster without a decrease in correctness. We also found indications
that they were not simply more engaged overall and therefore also tried out different
game elements, but instead that “bottom-up” gamification was most likely the
explanation for why they performed better. An important question is why 62%
of the participants did not use the offered choices. Explanations for this could
be that participants were not motivated by game elements in general, did not
understand or comprehend their offered options, or did not see why they should
use game elements at all. For this, the framing of the study (assisting researchers
by doing simple tasks without any reward) might have been an explanation. As
participants expected to remain on this page for only a short time, they may not
have seen why they should also spend time on a peripheral feature, and instead
simply focused on the task solving. Another explanation might be that certain
users are not attracted by creating their own gamification setup (e.g., as they
might dislike the additional effort) and simply did not want to try it. It was also
unexpected to find no difference between the “top-down” gamification setting
and the setting without gamification. We see two explanations for this: first,
participants saw no benefit. In ExpenseControl the microtasks directly improved
the algorithm for their digital household accounting book and they could also
see how their receipt parts got corrected over time. Second, the framing of the
study could have had an effect. Participants did not resume the work later. The
household accounting book, on the other hand, was used several times during
a week and differences in the game-element perception might become visible
only after a longer interaction time. Overall, this might hint that in unrewarding
scenarios, “bottom-up” might be more attractive than “top-down” gamification.
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Our study had limitations: first, the number of participants, especially in the
presence of five conditions, can be seen as a limiting factor. Second, the amount
of options in the “selective” and “bottom-up” conditions made the study design
rather complex, but was also a direct consequence of our previous study (see
Section 4.3.2) that showed that a broad range of different game elements should
be offered to account for every participant. Reducing the game elements to only
a few might result in a situation in which some participants, even when giving a
choice, could not find a setup that was appealing for them, which then would
again confound the results. To reduce this complexity, follow-up studies could
for example pre-select game elements fitting every player type [306] and present
only these to the corresponding participants to reduce the complexity. Another
option would then be to do a within-subject design in which all combinations of
the pre-selected game elements are tested, and in one further condition provide
participants with a choice to set up the combination on their own. Third, the lack
of social connections (by having no friends in the system) is an issue for people
that are motivated by, for example, competitive elements.

4.4.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

With the presented system (GoalBUMicro 1), we were able to show that when
people have influence options on the gamification aspects of a systems and
use the offered choices, positive effects occur from a quantitatively measurable
point of view (GoalBUMicro 2). This further adds to RQ2 (see Section 1.4). Even
though the scenario we have chosen consisted of boring tasks (as reported by
participants) and the solving had no further benefit to the participants (compared
to ExpenseControl), the “bottom-up” approach was able to motivate users that
adapted the gamification to solve more tasks. An interesting aspect was that the
“top-down” approach that worked in the self-sustaining system ExpenseControl,
did not spark enough interest here. For the thesis this is of particular interest: first,
it shows that the idea of a self-sustaining system is appealing by itself (further
adding to RQ1; see Section 1.4). As participants in this scenario here got no
personal benefit from solving these tasks (i.e., this scenario did not represent a
self-sustaining but only a crowdsourcing system), they did not engage much in
it, even though it would have been possible to interact with the platforms over
several days, similar to ExpenseControl. Second, the data suggest that a “bottom-
up” approach could motivate participants more than a “top-down” setting in the
context of unrewarding tasks, also hinting that user influence might in general be
important. Both results need to be considered in respect to the stated limitations.

So far, we have seen that there are positive qualitative and quantitative effects
when users receive influence on the motivational aspects of a system, but the
previous studies have not considered why these are induced. It is currently
unclear whether this difference can be accounted for by the choices offered (as
described in different contexts in Section 2.2.3), by users being able to identify
with their work [85, 237], or by the fact that participants selected a motivating
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and suitable game configuration for themselves. The latter would mean that if
participants were provided with a perfectly suited configuration in a “top-down”
manner, this would have also led to positive results (and is the direction the
personalization approaches take currently; see Section 2.3.1). All explanations
support the idea of “bottom-up” gamification. If the choice itself or the self-
identification aspect is what motivates participants, then providing choices for
selecting which game elements should be used in gamified systems is reasonable.
If, in contrast, the self-selected gamification configuration mattered, then again,
offering participants a choice to select from a set of configurations or build their
own configuration (as can both be done in “bottom-up” gamification) seems
reasonable as well. The question of where the positive effects of “bottom-up”
originate from is the driver for our next study.

4.5 Can Users Create Suitable Gamification Concepts?

Considering the aforementioned aspects, we wanted to investigate whether users
are able to create suitable gamification configurations in terms of their personality
and player types. To do this, the presented prototypes did not seem reasonable,
based on their limited amount of offered game elements. In consequence, we
had the following goals to receive further insights on “bottom-up” gamification
attributes (e.g., which aspects should be empowered in such systems):

GoalBUSource Investigation of user-developed gamification concepts: So far, we re-
stricted users to a set of game elements to select from. Considering
the “bottom-up” definition, this limits their choices. We want to
explore what changes if users are not limited and are able to sug-
gest gamification concepts as they see fit. As personality traits and
player types have an impact on the perception of gamification (see
Section 2.3), we were interested in whether this also transfers to
self-developed gamification concepts. Consequently, when users
select suitable game elements (in relation to their personality or
player types) in a “bottom-up” scenario, this would be one factor
for why “bottom-up” gamification induces positive effects.

4.5.1 User Study

We conducted an online study in which participants were asked to describe a
gamification concept that would motivate them, for example, to do tasks more
often. Following GoalBUSource, we did not restrict participants to a pre-defined
set of game elements from which they could select. Instead, we allowed them
to describe what they wanted and saw fit to use. The resulting concepts were
qualitatively evaluated for which game elements and mechanics were proposed.
Basically, we had the following hypotheses:
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Abbr. Scenario
En Imagine you want to save energy at your workplace, e.g., by turning off the lights after

work. You have been tasked with developing a concept which has the goal to motivate
you to save energy there (or motivate you even more, if you are already motivated).

Ex You have been tasked with developing a concept which has the goal to motivate you to
exercise more often, for example to go for a run multiple times a week.

Pi Imagine you work for a manufacturer and build furniture by piece work (“Piece work
(or piecework) is any type of employment in which a worker is paid a fixed piece rate for each
unit produced or action performed regardless of time” (with a link to Wikipedia explaining
this concept). The work is monotonous and you have been tasked with developing
a concept which has the goal to motivate you to do this job more thoroughly/more
enjoyably/faster.

Cl You have been tasked with developing a concept which has the goal to motivate you to
clean the kitchen more often and faster.

Table 4.8: The scenario used in the gamification concept design study.

H1 Participants can create gamification concepts when not restricted to a pre-
defined set of game elements.

H2 Participants select game elements that fit their personality in their self-created
gamification concepts.

H1 was based on the previously seen study results in this chapter, in which
participants were able to build motivational concepts from a pre-defined set
of game elements. We hypothesized that even more options would lead to
better fitting elements and that participants would still not be overwhelmed
by the range of possibilities. H2 was based on the broad range of literature
(see Section 2.3) showing that player types or personality traits can be related
to particular motivating game elements for users. A difference from our study
is that these assessments are typically based on presenting the game elements
one by one (e.g., [227, 306]) and participants are asked to rate them. In contrast,
we will investigate what happens when users are asked to create motivational
concepts. Based on this, if users are able to select “suitable game elements that
motivate them”, they should suggest those that are predicted by their personality.

Method

We set up four different online surveys in English. In each survey we stated that it
was aimed at players of board/video games and that the goal was to analyze how
these solve a specific problem. On the following page, participants were presented
with five statements regarding their gaming affinity (e.g., “I would characterize
myself as gaming-affine”). These statements were to be answered on a 5-point scale
with the labels disagree, somewhat disagree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat agree,
agree. Then, one of four scenarios (being the only difference between the surveys)
was presented (see Table 4.8) with the task to develop a concept that would
motivate them in this scenario. The scenarios were basically the same as those
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we used in Section 4.2.2, in which participants had to state which game elements
from a fixed set would motivate them in the scenarios. To reduce the workload,
and based on the finding there that individuals do not differ across scenarios in
their game element selection, participants needed to work on only one scenario.
We required participants to write at least 700 characters, but also emphasized
that writing more is appreciated, and we provided a “hook” (i.e., some aspects
that might be considered in the concepts) as an initial starting point for their
concepts [141]: “This concept should be a game or game-like. It is up to you whether
this is a digital (PC game, mobile game, Facebook game, ...) or analogue game (board
game, card game, ...). You may decide freely among all aspects, for instance, whether this
game is “just for you”, a game with friends or players you don’t know, etc. How would
this game look?”. This was followed by two additional free-text questions (“Why
do you think that your game concept will motivate you?” and “Which element of your
concept is most important for you?”). Seven statements (on the same scale as above)
assessed the participant’s perception of the concept and the given scenario.

Afterward, the Gamification User Types Hexad Scale [306] and the Big Five Inven-
tory with eleven items as suggested by Rammstedt and John [242] needed to
be filled out (see Section 2.3). To inspect the relationships between the player
types or the personality traits (which will be abbreviated as PTPT subsequently)
and the game elements suggested in the concepts, we correlated the element
usage in the concepts with the results of these scales. In addition, to learn about
the characteristics of our sample, we followed the common way in which these
relationships are investigated in the related literature (e.g., [227, 306]) and addi-
tionally presented twelve game element statements (which will be abbreviated as
GES subsequently), e.g., “Please state for every game element how motivating it is for
you in general: Being able to unlock new features and/or content in a game”, that needed
to be rated on a 4-point or 5-point scale (Not motivating, Somewhat motivating,
Moderately motivating, Very motivating, Extremely motivating)37. As the Hexad scale
is relatively new, we based the GES on Tondello et al.’s research [306] and used
their principal elements (or design elements in the case of the Philanthropist), to
be able to compare the results (using two GES per player type). Following H2, we
expect that answers to the GES correlate with the PTPT (as shown by Tondello et
al.). We hypothesized that there is a connection between answers to the GES and
the game elements suggested in the concepts, as both originated from the ques-
tion “What would motivate you?”. As we could not anticipate, at the questionnaire
setup, which game elements would actually be suggested in the concepts, it was
to be expected that not every GES eventually would have a related code (e.g., for
the GES example, the code to be found would be Unlockables in the concepts).

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) (see Section 2.1) to distribute the four
questionnaires, restricted the selection to US Turkers and ensured that every
Turker could only participate in one questionnaire. We added four test questions
(in which they were asked to select a particular answer) to check that participants

37 We started with a 4-point scale for En but changed this to a 5-point one for the other scenarios to
give better discriminative options.
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did not simply rush through the questions [197]. We pre-tested the question-
naire with twelve students and university employees, and on AMT with ten
participants, to see how long it takes to fill out the questionnaire, to learn about
potential issues and to receive a first set of answers to develop an initial code
book (see below). On average, filling out the questionnaire took 15 minutes in the
pre-test. Thus, we paid $1.50 to meet the minimum wage suggestions of [259].

Coding process

We analyzed the written concepts to learn which game aspects were mentioned
(which will be further described as “elements”, independent of their abstraction
level [64, 92]), by conducting a content analysis [118]. All coders were gamifi-
cation researchers: two independent coders inspected the twelve answers from
the first pre-test separately to develop a first code book version. For the code
book development, we followed an inclusive approach that did not consider only
typical gamification elements, i.e., for example, Themed or Communication Tools
were also codes that were added. The first code book was used by these two and
one additional coder to code the remaining ten answers from the second pre-test.
The coding results were discussed, deviations solved and the code book refined
accordingly. The coders reported that no situation occurred where they would
have liked to discuss something with the participants, indicating that a survey as
an instrument appears suitable. Certain codes had relationships, e.g., if Social
Competition was coded, Social Comparison was coded as well. With the resulting
set of codes (see Table 4.9), the 140 answers of the main study were coded by two
coders independently. Afterward, they went through their results and solved
deviations via discussion. To check the validity of this coding, a third coder
coded a random sample of 42 participants (30%) and the inter-rater agreement
for every code was calculated, which was on average κ = .86 (Min=.63; Max=1).
This can be considered as “almost perfect” [283].

Results

We used AMT until we received 35 valid responses38 for every scenario, summing
up to 140 participants (79 male, 60 female, one no answer; age: <18: 1, 18–24: 5,
25–31: 41, 32–38: 50, 39–45: 17, 46–52: 12, 53–59: 10, >59: 3, no answer: 1). Mainly,
participants were employed for wages (69%). From the most often selected
educational levels, 36 (26%) had some college credit and 50 (36%) had a bachelor’s
degree. All participants can be considered as open to games, as they at least
answered with a neutral response to one of our gaming related questions (“Do
you characterize yourself as gaming-affine?”/”Do you frequently play video (board)
games?”/”Do you have a passion for video (board) games?”). 32 participants (23%)
also stated that they had designed a game already; these were distributed across

38 This number was an economical decision. We judged this number as acceptable compromise for
being able to code in a reasonable time frame and still offer enough expressiveness.
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the four scenarios (10/6/6/10, denoting En/Ex/Pi/Cl), so that we did not expect
issues here. The average time spent for filling out the different questionnaires was
higher than in the pre-tests (18.6 min/17.1 min/18.5 min/17.3 min) but did not
differ significantly across the scenarios as a Kruskal-Wallis test showed (p=.74).

Diverse gamification concepts and game elements were suggested: We an-
alyzed the average character count of the created concepts in the scenarios
(1102/939/1072/925; Kruskal-Wallis test p=.11), and between participants claim-
ing to have developed a game (M=1112) and those who had not (M=973), but
no significant effects were found (t-test p=.14). By inspecting the concepts, we
found that participants suggested diverse ones, based on the codes identified.
The following examples39 are taken from Ex and are shown with the codes found
(see Table 4.9 for further explanations to these codes):

“The player would be rewarded for exercising by getting points they can
accumulate and add up during the day. These determine how many cards
they can pick from the reward deck and which deck they are allowed to choose.
The cards in each deck will be written by the player and could be anything
they would enjoy doing. Let’s say you exercise for 30 minutes; you could
either pick two cards from the first or one from the second deck. If they
exercise for one hour the cards double. The rewards in the second deck will
be more exciting, but you only get one. Deck one might have a card that says
“social media access for 20 minutes, 30 minutes TV viewing, 20 minutes of
music videos”. Deck two will have more exciting stuff like “video gaming for
one hour, Netflix for one hour, etc.”. The game is a board game style meant
for one player and personalized by the players themselves.”

Codes: Goals, Periodicity, Single-Player, Points, Bonus, Prizes, Col-
lecting/Collectibles, Customization, Surprise, Board Game

“The game that got me outside the fastest and the most was Pokémon Go.
There could be some real changes that would get me out and running. How-
ever, it’d be difficult to come up with a knockoff that didn’t feel like a knockoff.
Maybe something with a similar theme (augmented reality) but different
content (Pokémon). Something educational might be neat. There was a step
app I used a while back, I can’t remember the name, but it would count my
steps along a path to somewhere (like a trip around Rome). Every x00 steps I
would get a notification that I had reached a landmark and I could click on it
and view the information about the landmark on my trip. Maybe you could
build something in Google Maps/Street View so that one could walk around
and look at the phone and virtually walk around a city in another country.”

Codes: Visible Progress, Progression, Surveillance, System Assistance,
Notification, Knowledge/Skill Improvement, Exploration, Mobile
Game, Analogy

39 Shortened and grammatically corrected for presentation reasons.
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Rank Game
Element

Explanation – The participant mentions ... Freq.

01 Goals ... specific (sub-) goals that need to/can be achieved 106 (76%)
02 Multiplayer ... a multiplayer component 87 (62%)
03 Progression ... progression in the game or specific game attributes 81 (58%)
04 Social

Comparison
... that it is possible to compare one’s own performance to
others’

72 (51%)

05 Social
Competition

... competition between human players where one player
will be the winner

70 (50%)

06 Points ... an entity that can be accumulated in the game 66 (47%)
07 Prizes ... a physical (e.g., cinema tickets) or a personal reward

(e.g., to watch TV)
65 (46%)

08 Mobile Game ... a mobile component of the game 63 (45%)
09 Time Pressure ... actions that need to be done within a certain time 49 (35%)
10 Periodicity ... something that is or should be done regularly 42 (30%)
11 Visible

Progress
... an indication that shows progress or distance to the next
goal

40 (29%)

12 Bonus ... that it is possible to achieve a bonus (e.g., receiving 1000
bonus points)

35 (25%)

13 Surprise ... randomness or other unexpected elements that surprise
the player in the game

34 (24%)

14 Surveillance ... a control instance that monitors progress in the game 33 (24%)
15 Friends ... that the game can be played with friends/family 28 (20%)
16 Customization ... that the player is able to adjust components of the game

to his or her needs
28 (20%)

17 Achievements ... achievements (e.g., badges, ranks) can be gained 27 (19%)
18 Unlockables ... that new game content or features can be unlocked 26 (19%)
19 Analogy ... an existing game or concept that he or she adapts to his

or her concept
26 (19%)

20 Punishment ... penalties (e.g., subtracting points) 24 (17%)
21 Social

Recognition
... that progress made is visible to others, with the purpose
to show it to them

21 (15%)

22 System
Assistance

... an assistance function of the game that eases something
for the player

20 (14%)

23 Virtual Self ... one or more virtual characters that represent the player 20 (14%)
24 Real

Challenge
... a particularly challenging aspect or beating one’s own
personal scores

17 (12%)

25 Themed ... that the concept has a specific theme (e.g., Sci-Fi) 17 (12%)
26 Single-Player ... that the concept is (also) usable for a single player 16 (11%)
27 Virtual Items ... virtual items/goods that are available in the game 15 (11%)
28 Knowledge/

Skill Improv.
... that the game (or players) conveys knowledge (to others)
or that players can improve their skills

15 (11%)

29 Teams ... that players can be grouped into teams or guilds 14 (10%)
30 Notification ... that the game provides a notification when something

particular happens
13 (9%)

31 Unspecific
Reward

... rewards, but what kind is not further specified 13 (9%)

Table 4.9: The game elements found in the gamification concept design study,
an explanation and their frequency.
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Rank Game
Element

Explanation – The participant mentions ... Freq.

32 Appearance ... something that is part of to the look/appearance/sound
of the game

12 (9%)

33 Board Game ... that the game is a card or board game 12 (9%)
34 Encouragement ... that the game or other players encourage one to reach

goals
11 (8%)

35 Social
Collaboration

... that players cooperate to reach a goal 10 (7%)

36 Collecting/
Collectibles

... collecting a specific entity explicitly as a motivational
factor

10 (7%)

37 Anti-
Cheating

... something that prevents cheating in the game 9 (6%)

38 Unspecific
Competition

... a competition, whether it is against other players or
computer-controlled entities

8 (6%)

39 Exploration ... that features in the game, the game itself or the world
can be explored

8 (6%)

40 Lottery/
Gambling

... that players can bet in the game or have a raffle 8 (6%)

41 RPG ... role-playing games explicitly 8 (6%)
42 Socialization ... that the game helps to get to know other people (or

improve a relationship)
7 (5%)

43 Fairness ... concepts that make the game fair (e.g., goals depending
on the fitness level)

7 (5%)

44 Peer
Pressure/
Accountability

... that other people can see whether or how I do or fail to
do something

6 (4%)

45 Personalization ... that the system adapts itself to the player’s needs 6 (4%)
46 Virtual

Character
(other)

... one or more characters that represent not the player, but
other entities (e.g., NPCs)

6 (4%)

47 Common
Welfare

... that the game serves a higher purpose (e.g., saving the
world)

6 (4%)

48 Creativity ... that the player needs to be creative (e.g., showing a
scene from a movie)

6 (4%)

49 Puzzle ... a riddle or puzzle component 5 (4%)
50 Communication ... that it is possible to communicate with others 4 (3%)
51 Security/

Privacy
... security or privacy aspects 3 (2%)

52 Care Taking ... that the player needs to care for others (e.g., virtual pets) 3 (2%)
53 Premium/

Freemium
... special features that can be purchased, or the availability
of specific features for free

3 (2%)

54 Mini Games ... mini games that can be played within the game 3 (2%)
55 Persuading/

Manipulating
... specific actions that can persuade/manipulate others so
that they adapt their behaviors

2 (1%)

56 Story ... story components 2 (1%)

Table 4.9: The game elements found in the gamification concept design study,
an explanation and their frequency (cont.).
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Overall, the 140 participants suggested 1348 elements in their concepts, with 9.6
elements on average (SD=3.2, Min=3, Max=19), with no significant difference
between the scenarios (9.9/10.3/9.1/9.1; Kruskal-Wallis test, p=.36). Participants
reported being satisfied with their concepts (M=4.5, SD=.6, Mdn=5), that they
were easy to develop (M=4.2, SD=.9, Mdn=4) and that they would be motivating
for themselves (M=4.6, SD=.7, Mdn=5) and others (M=4.6, SD=.5, Mdn=5). The
participants state that they could imagine the scenarios (M=4.4, SD=.8, Mdn=5)
and that these were relevant for them (M=4.2, SD=1, Mdn=5). We analyzed
whether the number of game elements suggested differ between those who had
or had not designed a game already; the responses to the five gaming affinity
questions; and the answers to the concept/scenario questions above, but no
significant differences were found (always p>.05).

We inspected all concepts and found that no set of game elements was proposed
twice, i.e., participants provided concepts that used different elements. When
relaxing this to sets which deviate by just one element, we still found no overlap
(two different elements: 4 sets (3%), three: 16 (11%), four: 36 (26%)). Table 4.9
reveals that only five of the 56 elements (9%) were mentioned by at least 50% of
our participants. This shows that in an unrestricted design task, many different
elements seem to be of relevance for participants. By considering the ten most
often mentioned elements, we see that many participants defined a Goal (rank
01) and Progression (03) in their concepts. Interestingly, even though we biased
(through the formulation of the “hook”) Single-Player (26) and Multiplayer (02)
games, the latter appeared to be more relevant for participants. If the game had
a multiplayer component, we also learned that most participants suggested a
competitive element (04, 05) instead of a collaborative one (35). A Mobile Game
(08) was also much more frequently selected than, for example, a Board Game
(33), although both were part of the “hook”. Points (06) and Prizes (07) were
the most often mentioned reward types and many participants considered a
timing component (09, 10). For these aspects, it needs to be kept in mind that the
ranks beginning with 06 were mentioned by less than 50% of our participants. In
general, these aspects also show the participants’ diversity when the system does
not restrict them. Overall, the number of elements suggested, the variety of the
concepts and the self-reports provided support for H1.

We found 23 significantly different game element usages in the concepts between
the scenarios (see Table 4.10). While Time Pressure seems to be explainable by
the scenario framing (as in Cl and Pi, doing it faster was highlighted), the other
differences appear to arise from the scenario itself. In Ex, participants seem to
want systems that monitor what they (or others) do and they want to have the
option to customize systems to their needs. In En collaborative aspects were
dominant, and a higher “purpose” was highlighted. In Cl, friends/family were
more often mentioned, most likely because the kitchen area is a private room
where friends and family might have access. Finally, Pi revealed that participants
want to use more personal challenges here. This shows that the context had a
moderating effect on which game elements were more likely to be suggested.
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Game Element En Ex Cl Pi
Time Pressure 1 9 21Ex, En 18En

Surveillance 9 14Pi 7 3
Friends 3 7 14En, Pi 4
Customization 4 14En, Pi 7 3
Achievements 3 13En, Pi 8 3
Analogy 4 12Cl 3 7
Real Challenge 2 2 3 10Ex, En

Teams 9Ex, Cl, Pi 2 1 2
Notification 8Pi 3 2 0
Social Collaboration 7Ex, Cl 1 0 2
Exploration 1 6Cl 0 1
Purpose/Common Welfare 6Ex, Cl, Pi 0 0 0

Table 4.10: Significantly different element suggestions (Kruskal-Wallis tests
with pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni-corrected), all p<.05) between scenar-
ios in the gamification concept design study. Superscripts denote pairwise-
comparison results (for readability only mentioned once per relationship).

PTPT seem not to be a dominant factor in this task: In the following, we will
present several complex tables. Before we derive the corresponding results from
these, we will give an explanation on how to read and interpret the data.

How to read Table 4.11: We will provide an ongoing example to illustrate how to
read the tables throughout this section. Nine GES also had a related element
(abbreviated with RE subsequently) in the concepts, i.e., we found a game element
in the concepts that also was represented in the GES. We had twelve GES, but
only found corresponding elements for nine (with two GES having two REs); only
these are presented and shown in the first column of Table 4.11. For the ongoing
example, we will always consider the first row of the corresponding table: the
GES here is “Being confronted with challenges that push me to my limits” with the RE
Real Challenge. Based on the previous result that the scenarios appeared to have
an influence, the subsequent considerations are done scenario-wise. The second
column thus indicates the scenario and the number of participants who used the
RE here. For our example, in En and Ex two, in Cl three and in Pi ten participants
used the game element Real Challenge in their gamification concepts. The third
column contains the mean values to the answers to the GES per scenario (5-point
scale for Ex, Cl, Pi and 4-point scale for En). 35 participants per scenario answered
the GES. We differentiate the means of those who did not use the corresponding
RE in their concepts (M!Used) from those who did use it (MUsed). We also show
the p-value of the Mann-Whitney U test where we compared M!Used with MUsed.
Considering our example for Pi only, we see that the ten participants (of the 35
participants per scenario) who used the element Real Challenge in their concepts
had answered the GES with a mean value of 4.4 on the 5-point scale, while the
remaining 25 participants, who did not use Real Challenge in their concept, had
a mean value of 3.8. The p-value for the comparison of both means was p=.05.
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Game element statement (GES) Scenario and # Answers to GES
and related element (RE) of RE mentions M!Used MUsed p
Being confronted with En 2 3.3 3.5 .76
challenges that push Ex 2 4.1 3.5 .34
me to my limits Cl 3 4 4.3 .72
Real Challenge Pi 10 3.8 4.4 .05
Having quests/tasks/ En 21 3.7 3.8 .65
missions I can solve Ex 28 4.6 4.5 .95

Cl 28 4.6 4.3 .67
Goals Pi 29 3.8 4.4 .12
Being able to unlock En 6 3.7 3.3 .31
new features and/or Ex 12 3.2 4.5 .33
content in a game Cl 4 4 4.8 .18
Unlockables Pi 4 4.3 4 .53
Having tasks that allow En 1 3.6 3 .46
me to explore aspects Ex 6 4.1 3.7 .31
and features in a game Cl 0 3.9 - -
Exploration Pi 1 4 2 .11
Having the possibility En 6 3 3.3 .38
to share my knowledge Ex 3 3.2 4 .26
with others Cl 3 3.2 3 .72
Knowledge/Skill Im. Pi 3 3.4 2.3 .16
Receiving badges/ En 3 3.4 3.7 .56
achievements Ex 13 3.6 4.4 .11

Cl 8 3.5 4.3 .05
Achievements Pi 3 3.7 4.7 .16
Receiving points. I can En 21 3.1 3.5 .14
compare with Ex 12 3.9 4.1 .88
others on a leaderboard Cl 18 3.8 3.7 .96
Points Pi 15 3.9 3.7 .63
Receiving points. I can En 17 3.2 3.5 .25
compare with Ex 13 3.9 4 .91
others on a leaderboard Cl 20 3.5 4.1 .30
Social Competition Pi 20 3.7 3.9 .66
Having the option to En 9 2.9 3.1 .67
build guilds/teams to Ex 2 3.4 2 .27
solve tasks together Cl 1 2.7 3 .80
Teams Pi 2 3.1 3 .97
Having the option to En 7 2.9 3 .95
build guilds/teams to Ex 1 3.3 1 .17
solve tasks together Cl 0 2.7 - -
Social Collaboration Pi 2 3.1 3 .97
Having features that En 1 2.7 4 .17
help me to get to Ex 3 2.7 3.7 .34
know other people Cl 2 2.8 2.5 .81
Socialization Pi 1 2.7 3 .80

Table 4.11: Scenario-wise comparison (Mann-Whitney U) of the GES mean
answers of those who did and who did not use the element in their concept.
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Result interpretation of Table 4.11: We expected relationships between the GES and
the RE as both were asked in the context of “What motivates you?”. Considering
Table 4.11, though, we found no significant differences between the mean of the
GES answers of those who did or did not suggest the element, i.e., participants
who suggested it did not provide a higher rating for the corresponding GES. In
the 366 cases in which participants suggested a RE, 64 corresponding GES ratings
(17%) were below 4 on the 5-point scale (3 for En on the 4-point scale), i.e., they
did not rate the element as particularly motivating but used it in their concepts.
In the 1174 cases in which participants did not suggest a RE, 334 GES ratings
(28%) were above 3 (2 for En), i.e., the element was rated as motivational but was
not used in the concept. Although hypothesized differently, both hint that there
is no clear relationship.

How to read Table 4.12 and Table 4.13: In both tables we repeat the GES and the
RE and report the RE per scenario in the first column. All following columns
show the Hexad user types (for Table 4.12) correlated (Kendall’s τ ) with the
answers to the GES and the usage of the RE in the concepts. A cell entry is only
shown if at least one of these two revealed a significant correlation at the p<.05
level. If a significant correlation between a player type and the GES exists, the
value of τ is shown in bold to the left of /. If a significant correlation between
player type and the RE exists, the value if τ is shown in bold to the right of /.
Furthermore, significant correlations are colored green (red) if the correlation
is positive (negative). The cell is highlighted in blue if both correlations are
significant and have the same direction. If only one significant correlation is
found, we always show τ for the other non-significant correlation (non-bold
and in black). Considering the ongoing example, we found five significant
correlations for Pi and the player types: four between the player types and the
GES (Achiever, Free Spirit, Philanthropist, Player; left of the /) and one for the player
types and the RE (Achiever; right of the /). These were all positive (highlighted in
green). The Achiever cell is highlighted, as the GES with the Achiever and the RE
with the Achiever both correlated significantly and had the same direction. As a
significant correlation between Free Spirit, Philanthropist and Player and the RE
was not found, but significant ones were found with the GES, we denote their τ
value to the right of the / (non-bold and written in black). For the player types
Disruptor and Socialiser, no significant correlations at the p<.05 level were found
for either the GES or the RE and player types. Thus, the cells are empty.

Table 4.13 can be read analogously, but here the Big Five instead of the player
types are considered. For our example, three significant correlations for Pi were
found: one for the Big Five and the GES (Conscientiousness, left of the /) and two
for the Big Five and the RE (Conscientiousness and Agreeableness, right of the /). The
cell for Conscientiousness is highlighted, as both correlations are significant and
had the same direction. For Openness, Neuroticism and Extraversion no significant
correlations were found and therefore the cells are empty.
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Game element stat. (GES) Correlations: Hexad user types and [GES/RE]
and related element (RE) Achiev. Disrupt. Free Sp. Philan. Player Sociali.
Being confronted with (En 2) .30/-.15
challenges that push (Ex 2) .33/.07 .31/.05 .40/-.05 .35/-.06
me to my limits (Cl 3) .31/-.05
Real Challenge (Pi 10) .55/.31 .53/.22 .42/.19 .47/.06
Having quests/tasks/ (En 21) .39/-.04
missions I can solve (Ex 28) .41/.33 .36/-.04 .44/.05 .58/-.05 .30/-.06
(Cl 28) .40/-.04 .31/.19
Goals (Pi 29) .38/.30 .30/.37 .40/.31 .47/.29
Being able to unlock (En 6) .32/-.15 .30/-.06 .36/-.05
new features and/or (Ex 12) .34/.02 .34/-.22 .39/-.06 .10/-.35
content in a game (Cl 4)
Unlockables (Pi 4) .51/-.13 .39/-.06 .57/-.14 .48/-.27
Having tasks that allow (En 1)
me to explore aspects (Ex 6) .32/.10 .44/.05 .28/.05 .30/-.13
and features in a game (Cl 0) .28/- .31/-
Exploration (Pi 1) .52/-.25 .37/-.25 .53/-.24 .45/.-.21 .38/-.13
Having the possibility (En 6) .44/.43 .43/.25
to share my knowledge (Ex 3) .40/.16 .31/-.10 .39/.09
with others (Cl 3) .39/.02
Knowledge/Skill Im. (Pi 3) .39/-.32 .51/-.24 .37/-.23
Receiving badges/ (En 3) -.40/.09
achievements (Ex 13) .34/-.10 -.02/-.35 .33/-.04 .30/-.01
(Cl 8)
Achievements (Pi 3) -.38/-.17 .47/.09 .27/.04
Receiving points. (En 21) .41/.04
I can compare with (Ex 12) .37/-.07 .33/.09 .29/-.05 .41/.14
others on a leaderboard (Cl 18) .41/.07 .30/.07 .34/-.18
Points (Pi 15) .34/-.09 .31/-.32 .41/.09
Receiving points. (En 17) .41/-.07
I can compare with (Ex 13) .37/-.11 .33/-.28 .29/-.10 .41/-.10
others on a leaderboard (Cl 20) .41/.15 .30/-.11 .34/.00
Social Competition (Pi 20) .34/.03 .31/-.19 .41/-.10
Having the option to (En 9) .34/.11
build guilds/teams to (Ex 2) .35/.05 .29/-.12 .43/-.10
solve tasks together (Cl 1) .34/-.20 .57/.07
Teams (Pi 2) .29/-.01 .26/-.11
Having the option to (En 7) .34/.00
build guilds/teams to (Ex 1) .35/.08 .29/-.08 .43/-.23
solve tasks together (Cl 0) .34/- .57/-
Social Collaboration (Pi 2) .29/-.01 .26/-.11
Having features that (En 1) .49/.24
help me to get to (Ex 3) .27/.04 .40/.14 .45/.25
know other people (Cl 2) .35/.03
Socialization (Pi 1)

Table 4.12: Correlations (Kendall’s τ , colored if p<.05) between GES and RE
with Hexad user types (cell empty if both correlations are p>.05 or highlighted
when in the same direction).
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Game element stat. (GES) Correlations: Big Five personality traits and [GES/RE]
and related element (RE) Open. Consc. Neuro. Extrav. Agree.
Being confronted with (En 2) .36/.10 -.35/.00
challenges that push (Ex 2) .32/-.21 .36/.02 .29/-.10
me to my limits (Cl 3)
Real Challenge (Pi 10) .33/.40 .05/.30
Having quests/tasks/ (En 21) .42/.17 .17/.39
missions I can solve (Ex 28) .40/-.21 .49/.02
(Cl 28)
Goals (Pi 29) .30/.36
Being able to unlock (En 6) .46/-.25 .43/-.08
new features and/or (Ex 12) .50/-.08 -.01/-.30
content in a game (Cl 4) .30/.26
Unlockables (Pi 4) .42/-.10
Having tasks that allow (En 1) .48/-.07 -.31/-.05 .32/.16 .42/.07
me to explore aspects (Ex 6) .32/.00
and features in a game (Cl 0)
Exploration (Pi 1) .32/-.15
Having the possibility (En 6) .51/.11 .41/.23
to share my knowledge (Ex 3)
with others (Cl 3) .10/-.35 -.29/.20 .37/.02 .02/.00
Knowledge/Skill Im. (Pi 3) .29/-.20 .36/-.28
Receiving badges/ (En 3) -.01/.33
achievements (Ex 13)
(Cl 8)
Achievements (Pi 3) .29/.12
Receiving points. (En 21) -.31/.01
I can compare with (Ex 12) .24/-.40 .43/-.04 .30/.06
others on a leaderboard (Cl 18) .32/.18
Points (Pi 15)
Receiving points. (En 17) -.31/-.49
I can compare with (Ex 13) .43/.07 .30/-.04
others on a leaderboard (Cl 20) .32/.02
Social Competition (Pi 20)
Having the option to (En 9)
build guilds/teams to (Ex 2)
solve tasks together (Cl 1) .44/-.05 .25/-
Teams (Pi 2) -.09/.30 .29/-.04
Having the option to (En 7)
build guilds/teams to (Ex 1)
solve tasks together (Cl 0) .44/- .25/-
Social Collaboration (Pi 2) -.09/.30 .29/-.04
Having features that (En 1) .30/.25
help me to get to (Ex 3)
know other people (Cl 2) .47/-.12
Socialization (Pi 1) .38/.19

Table 4.13: Correlations (Kendall’s τ , colored if p<.05) between GES and RE
with the Big Five (cell empty if both correlations are p>.05 or highlighted
when in the same direction).
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Game Element Achiev. Disrupt. Free Sp. Philan. Player Sociali.
(Real) Challenge .46 .21 .41 .21 .32 -
Quests (Goals) .27 - .24 - .25 -
Unlockables - - .23 - - -
Exploratory Tasks (Exploration) - - .35 - - -
Knowledge Sharing - - - - .23 -
Achievements .21 - - - .27 -
Points - - .20 - .26 -
Social Competition - .32 .25 - .24 .22
Teams - - - - - -
Social Networks (Socialization) - - - - - -

Table 4.14: Correlations between Hexad user types and elements found
in [306] (excerpt). We only show a τ -value if p<.01 and τ >.2.

Result interpretation of Table 4.12 and Table 4.13: By considering the two tables, as
expected (based on the literature reporting correlations between game elements
and PTPT [227, 306]), we found 145 significant correlations between the GES and
PTPT in the different scenarios, indicating a general relationship. Although the
GES were the same in every scenario, not all correlations were found in every
scenario consistently: this only happened in 20 of the 145 cases, indicating that
the scenarios might have a stronger effect. Comparing our correlations between
GES and the player types with the correlations reported in [306], we see, although
some overlap exists, that we differ in the size and amount of the correlations (see
Table 4.14). One notable example here is that we found several relationships to
the Philanthropist, while Tondello et al. reported only a few weak ones. We also
considered the significant correlations between the PTPT and the RE, but only 22
were found, of which only nine are in line with the significant correlations found
with the GES. One issue here is the low usage count of many elements in the
concepts. But even when considering the 15 cases in which elements (i.e., Goals,
Social Competition, Points, Achievements and Unlockables) were suggested ≥
10 times per scenario, the number of the same correlations between PTPT and
GES and PTPT and RE is low. This hints that neither player types nor personality
traits seem to be a dominant factor for which elements are suggested in such an
open design task. This suggests rejecting H2.

Discussion

Considering “bottom-up” gamification the study shows several aspects that
add to GoalBUSource: first, the study revealed that participants are able to de-
scribe gamification concepts without guidance in a task where they have a lot of
freedom, i.e., participants seem not to be overwhelmed by this (adding to H1).
Second, participants utilize a broad range of game elements in their concepts.
As no set of elements was suggested twice, the game element overlap in the
configurations is comparatively low. Only five elements were mentioned by at
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least 50% of the participants, showing the diversity in this task. For “bottom-up”
settings providing predefined set of elements, this means that a broad range
should be offered (in particular, more than was offered in our previous studies)
to account for the different user preferences. Our presented ranking of game
elements can be used to guide the selection. Third, although originating from
self-report data and thus needing to be treated with caution [235], participants
claimed nearly uniformly to be satisfied with their concepts, that it was easy
for them to develop these and that they think that these would be motivating
for themselves and others. The latter was integrated to mitigate the effects of
potential bias on the self-reports to a certain degree [3]. Although these concepts
were not implemented and tested to validate the factual motivational impact, this
at least hints that participants seem to be convinced of what they have created
on their own (also adding to H1). Fourth, considering the study of BU-ToDo (see
Section 4.3.2), the participants there actually only used a few game elements and
combined these only into simple gamification concepts. But when asked, they
stated they would have used more complex setups, but had no opportunities to
do so because of the short study duration. As our participants here suggested
many elements and complex concepts, this supports this finding further.

We found that some participants who suggested specific elements in their con-
cepts (which had the goal to motivate them) did not rate them as particularly
motivating in the GES (and vice versa). This either indicates that specific ele-
ments only become motivating for participants in combination with other ele-
ments (which would be an issue for related work that investigates game elements
individually) or that participants develop concepts with elements that are not
particularly motivating, but just, for example, known to them. As we have seen
that the context (i.e., the scenario) also has an impact on the game element se-
lection, this can be another explanation, as the GES questions had a different
context (i.e., a general one). We were unable to replicate some of the relationships
between player type and the GES reported in [306] and instead found different
correlations. An explanation for this is that the formulations/explanations used
for the game elements were different (as these were not provided in [306]) or that
more research for the Gamification User Types Hexad Scale is necessary to come to
a consistent relationship, e.g., to develop standardized formulations and rules
(e.g., in which context these questions should be framed) for how to assess game
elements. As the Big Five literature also provides contradicting results (e.g., [131]
and [224] report contradicting relationships for the competition element), we
have not further analyzed the relationships found between our GES and the Big
Five. In general, our correlations with the GES were not stable across scenarios.
One explanation for this might be that the scenario had a priming effect. Even
though the GES were formulated without a particular context, participants (po-
tentially subliminally) might still consider these for the scenario they had worked
on before. As we found indications that the context affects the game element
usage and was shown to be relevant for gamification in general [106], and as
personality traits are also affected by context [201], this seems plausible.
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Considering the PTPT and the elements suggested in the concepts, we found
fewer correlations than found with the GES. One explanation is that some of
the elements were suggested too infrequently in comparison to the GES being
answered by every participant. But even those that were suggested often matched
the GES only infrequently. This suggests that the PTPT seem not be a dominant
factor in the element selection in such a design task. Thus, we tend to reject H2.
Other factors seem to be more relevant here. One factor we have found in our
study is (again) the context. This contrasts with the findings of the online study
(see Section 4.2.2) where individuals stayed nearly consistent with their game
selections across the four scenarios. Here, instead, we found evidence that the
scenario impacts the game element selection. One explanation for this is that
the options were different (free choice vs. selecting from a set). Another one is
that the common game elements used in the online study in Section 4.2.2 are less
likely affected by the context. Conducting further work on this seems relevant.
Overall these findings suggest that it seems less likely that users are motivated in
“bottom-up” settings because they selected suitable game elements for themselves,
at least from a personality/player type perspective. Other explanations, such
as “having a choice”, being able to identify with the self-created setup, or that
certain elements might be easier to employ than others in such a task, might be
more likely explanations. These are all in line with the thesis’ scope, i.e., that
users should receive more influence options on systems.

This study has limitations: first, as the scenarios had a moderating impact, we
considered them separately. This leads to fewer participants for the calculations.
But even when considering the correlations of the PTPT and GES/RE of the
whole sample, the results remain similar: 76 significant correlations between
the GES and PTPT but only 14 between the RE and PTPT are found, of which
only five are in line with the significant correlations found with the GES. Second,
as no concept was implemented and used by the participant who developed
it, we cannot derive whether the implemented gamification concepts would
indeed be motivating for them, aside from the motivational questions. In our
other reported studies in this chapter participants were able to realize their ideas
without writing them down first, and positive results were found. Given that
they mainly used their initial ideas throughout these studies, we assume that
the written concepts would also induce positive effects when realized. Third, it
also needs to be stated that participants in our study actually had a design task
at design time. Although this aspect is also a part of “bottom-up” gamification
(whenever the gamification concept is adjusted by participants), it is unclear
how this relates to a real application. This was necessary to provide them with
the freedom we wanted to achieve with GoalBUSource. Fourth, in the context
of self-reports, we also note that participants might have feared a rejection of
their contribution in the AMT context (and thus not being paid) if they answered
that their concept would not motivate them. We compared their answers to the
“motivation” questions to our (unpaid) student pre-test sample and were not able
to find a difference, but to rule this out, a larger unpaid sample needs to be tested.
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4.5.2 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

The study adds to our understanding of self-tailored gamification and thus to
RQ2 (see Section 1.4). Especially in relation to the limitations, it can only be seen
as a first step. Such studies will help to understand what drives the positive
“bottom-up” gamification effects. Here, we learned how users develop concepts
when not restricted by an actual implementation or a pre-defined set of options
in a questionnaire. Based on this study, apparently, the player types and the
personality traits of the participants had no dominant impact on which game
elements were suggested. Future work can build on this further and identify
whether self-tailored gamification is something that can be used in general for all
users, or is also only a facet working for a particular user type (see Section 2.3).

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we considered self-tailored gamification by introducing and ana-
lyzing “bottom-up” gamification: the option of users to tailor the gamification in
a system to their own needs at runtime. While customization approaches are not
new (see Section 2.3.2), here the extent to which “bottom-up” gamification allows
users to influence the system is. Users can decide whether to use gamification
at all, can combine game elements as they see fit and can further customize
them. We presented two systems, BU-ToDo and the BU-Microtasks Platform, that
offered “bottom-up” gamification. These showed how such an approach can be
implemented. Both systems were evaluated within user studies that provided
positive results towards the systems themselves. But these user studies also vali-
dated the idea that providing users with more influence in a system is beneficial.
Participants in the studies reported subjectively positive effects this kind of inter-
vention has on them. Additionally, with a quantitatively measurable dependent
variable we could show that people who could customize gamification, and did
it, performed better than those who had no choice or had one and did not use it.
Considering the ongoing efforts to move away from “one-size-fits-all” gamifica-
tion approaches, and the knowledge that personalization approaches are not yet
optimal (see Section 2.3 for both aspects), “bottom-up” gamification could thus be
a valid alternative. We also have analyzed whether users select the elements that
best fit their personality traits or player type, but found indications that this is not
the case and that other aspects drive participants in creating game configurations
(at least in the conducted study). Towards this thesis, this chapter showed that
allowing users to impact the motivational component of systems is worthwhile,
as this can lead to beneficial individual effects. The considerations in this chapter
add to RQ2 (see Section 1.4). This chapter focused on individual impacts. In the
next chapters, we will consider the live-streaming setting of games and focus on
analyzing which impact groups (i.e., the viewers) have on individuals (i.e., the
streamer). Additionally, we consider how groups can self-administrate, i.e., how
individuals can shape the group outcome.
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Chapter 5
Interactivity in Game Live-Streams

In this chapter, we focus on game live-streams by considering the interactive
options of viewers and what impact they have on the streams. This consideration
adds to RQ3 (see Section 1.4). To this end, we analyzed the options viewers have
in live-streaming channels that are particularly keen to integrate their audience.
In addition, we assessed viewers’ expectations towards interactivity in general
with an online survey. We then present Helpstone, a system that realizes a set
of novel communication and improved interaction channels. A study with it
showed that these have an impact on the streamer and that the added options are
perceived positively by viewers. In general, the chapter shows that empowering
the individual influence in live-streams is reasonable, as long as the viewers’
impact is not unrestricted and can be orchestrated by a streamer.

Section 5.2.1 is based on the publications [165, 171], Section 5.2.2 is based on [168]
and Section 5.3 is based on [173].

5.1 Introduction

As illustrated in Section 1.2.2 and Section 2.5, the context of game live-streams
is interesting for this thesis, as a group of people (the viewers) watches how an
individual (the streamer) plays through games and can potentially exert influence
on this person. While an audience always can exert influence implicitly [244] (e.g.,
when viewer numbers are dropping), we focus on the direct influence options.
In Section 2.5.1 we presented current solutions on empowering viewers in live-
streams, from a scientific, streamer’s and platform point of view. This chapter
will add to these ongoing efforts. We have an inclusive view of interactivity: we
not only consider options in which viewers impact the streamed content, but also
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Figure 5.1: Instantiated schematic of reciprocity in interactive live-streams.

options that alter the experience for the viewer him- or herself (e.g., being able to
alter which camera perspective is shown). Based on the mentioned issues, such as
the chat being a suboptimal communication medium especially in large streams
or the fact that consuming live-streams is a shared medium (see Section 2.5.1),
this raises the question of how to establish interactivity in live-streams in general.
In contrast to the self-sustaining systems (see Chapter 3), where individuals were
only loosely coupled (e.g., via leaderboards or implicitly through the improved
service outcome), in the live-streaming scenario, the coupling can be considered
as high. Everyone sees the same video, and thus influence leading to a change
of the streamed content has a direct impact on other viewers as well. Figure 5.1
shows an instantiated schematic of the reciprocity in interactive live-streams. In
this chapter, we consider typical live-streaming scenarios, i.e., where at least one
streamer is present. In Chapter 6, we complement this view by considering setups
without a streamer. In both chapters, our main focus will be on the viewers.

This chapter is structured as follows: first, we consider the interactive aspects of
live-streams by analyzing existing channels known for being highly interactive.
By doing that we see which influence options the viewers have in live-streaming
channels that are keen on integrating the viewers. This is complemented by the
presentation of an online study in which we analyzed viewers’ expectations and
requirements for interactive features in live-streams. Here, we considered not
only features available today, but also features that might be options in future
live-streaming experiences. We then present Helpstone, a system that provides
enhanced communication and interaction channels for viewers of live-streams of
the popular trading card game Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft40. We present the
system and a study we conducted “in the wild” with it.

40 Created by Blizzard Entertainment; see https://goo.gl/Z4Gtk8 (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/Z4Gtk8
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5.2 Analysis of Interactivity in Game Live-Streams

While there are different options to support audience interaction (see Section 2.5.1),
it is currently unclear how streamers use them in game live-streams and how
viewers perceive them on a larger scale. This section addresses this question
by discussing interactivity and presenting a case study around a stream format
that is known for being highly interactive. We reviewed more than 20 hours of
this format for elements that involved the audience and considered how they
influenced the content. We will then present a large-scale online survey, in which
we assessed viewers’ perception of interactive features, and looked deeper into
the role of interactivity in live-streams and how much impact viewers want. The
studies were done to fulfill these goals:

GoalInteractivity 1 Investigation of how streamers integrate their audience today: By
learning how channels integrate their audience, we can derive
how much impact individuals have today and are also able to
analyze drawbacks of currently used interaction channels.

GoalInteractivity 2 Investigation of how viewers perceive interactive features: The
usage of interactive elements does not necessarily mean that
they are also perceived as beneficial by viewers. How viewers
perceive such features should thus be investigated.

5.2.1 Interactivity Today

As elaborated in Section 2.5.1, games appeared that allow audiences to alter game
mechanics while streamers play them. The audiences thus exert direct influence.
Also, streams exist in which (originally) analog games are played and even here,
channels have started to integrate the audience. An example are games such as
Superfight41 that, in their non-live-streaming form, require the players to discuss
after having played certain cards to determine who is more convincing. In these
games, players have a set of cards and they play a defined number of these per
round. In Superfight, for example, players have cards representing characters,
such as Abraham Lincoln and attributes such as Riding a Segway or Long Metal
Claws. After the players have revealed their selected cards, they argue for why
their cards are better than the opponent’s: in the case of Superfight, why their
character would win a battle against the other character. After a bit of discussion,
the players decide who was most convincing. Such games are also played in live-
streaming channels42. Here, it is not the other players who need to be convinced,
but rather the audience, which can vote via the chat on which player has won
(see Figure 5.2). Such games appear suitable for live-streaming, as the audience
can be easily integrated and even may improve the game, as their decision is
(potentially) less biased than having the players decide.

41 Created by Jack Dire; see https://www.superfightgame.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
42 For example, see https://www.twitch.tv/superfight (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://www.superfightgame.com
https://www.twitch.tv/superfight
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Figure 5.2: The game Superfight on Twitch. Left: Voting phase. Right: Result
showing how the audience has voted (screenshots taken from https://goo.
gl/eVTKJL (last accessed: 2018-07-07)).

The core mechanic seen here is based on polls, but further interactive options
can easily be imagined: for example, to visualize each player’s hand and let the
audience vote on which card they want to see played. Another option is to allow
viewers to also provide explanations for why a certain card combination should
win over the others that are visualized in the stream itself. Finally, the viewer
might suggest new card labels that might be integrated into the deck. If all players
play with a mobile app (instead of physical cards), these new suggestions could be
directly integrated into their games. Thus, they would have to argue using ideas
(in the case of Superfight, new characters and new attributes) coming from their
audience. In general, considering non-digital games appears worthwhile, as here,
the underlying system can easily be adapted by streamers themselves in contrast
to digital games. Visualizations such as shown in Figure 5.2 are not necessary, but
also possible. As these examples show that the range of integrative possibilities
appears high, even in such a relatively simple game, we conducted a case study
in a stream with a streaming format that uses an analogous game, to learn what
is used today, without being restricted by, for example, the programming.

Case Study: Rocket Beans TV Pen & Paper

Rocket Beans TV43 is a German live-streaming channel broadcasting 24/7. In 2014,
they launched a pen & paper role-playing game format, in which the audience
is encouraged to participate through various means. Today, the format attracts
more than 30,000 viewers during the live sessions and receives many views as
video-on-demand. In a pen & paper role-playing game [309] one player (called
the game master) represents the game world/narrator and can flexibly react to
player actions. Players interact within this world in the form of an improvi-
sational theater and can explore the story and the world the game master has
prepared. Usually there exist rules to handle character creation and actions inside
this world (e.g., fights), and dice are often used to make it more interesting by

43https://www.rocketbeans.tv (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/eVTKJL
https://goo.gl/eVTKJL
https://www.rocketbeans.tv
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Figure 5.3: Setup of the B.E.A.R.D.S. pen & paper session, with the Twitter
Wall on the left in the background. On the right, a screen shows visualizations
fitting the current scenes. Picture taken from episode six, https://goo.gl/
3SFq4e (last accessed: 2018-07-07).

introducing randomness. In comparison to a video game, the “game engine”,
“programming” and “storytelling” are represented by a human. Thus, in contrast
to programmed video games, the only limiting factor is the imagination of the
people playing this game, making it particularly useful for our analysis. Follow-
ing this argumentation (i.e., that the content does not restrict the interaction),
the aspect that Rocket Beans TV encourages the audience to participate and the
high number of viewers, we assessed this format as particularly suitable for
learning what is done today when streamers want to integrate their audience
(adding to our GoalInteractivity 1). It is also of interest whether the audience
integration options in typical Twitch gaming streams mentioned in [108] (see also
Section 2.5.1) are also found here. Although pen & paper role-playing games are
not “mainstream” for Twitch, several channels present such formats. Thus, it can
still be considered as a relevant context.

The Rocket Beans TV pen & paper session consists of four players and a game
master sitting around a table; the scenery is arranged to thematically fit the role-
playing setting (see Figure 5.3). Viewers can chat via the live-streaming platforms’
chat (which is not shown to the players but to the game master, and thus only
primarily allows information exchange between viewers), but can also post via
Twitter tweets. Tweets are shown in the studio on the Twitter Wall/Social Media
Wall, which, in contrast to the chat, is also visible to the players. In addition, it
allows pictures and memes to be shared. During a stream, information overlays,
music and sound effects that fit the current situation are added to the stream and
pre-made clips and pictures are shown to visualize certain aspects, i.e., the game
master does not only rely on the imagination of the players and viewers.

https://goo.gl/3SFq4e
https://goo.gl/3SFq4e
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Method

We reviewed the first six episode (around 24 hours of video material) of the
pen & paper format. This covers all episodes of season one (called T.E.A.R.S; a
post-apocalyptic zombie setting) and one of season two44 (called B.E.A.R.D.S; a
Vikings setting). At the time of the study, these were all existing episodes. The
goal was to analyze elements that involve the audience, following an open coding
scheme by using a thematic based analysis [118]. We annotated direct (e.g., the
community is encouraged to vote or otherwise directly addressed) and indirect
(e.g., the camera shows the Twitter Wall, or viewer-created elements are shown)
social interactions, with a timestamp and a short description. This transcript was
used to derive major themes which were discussed by two researchers.

Results

We counted 209 direct and 293 indirect interactions and clustered these into 21
categories. The number of instances per category varies (with smaller categories
such as viewers providing hints on the game rules to large categories such as direct
acknowledgments of user contributions). We related categories and they led to overall
themes, which are presented as results next.

Voting: A core element in this format is voting. Until episode five, this was
conducted via an external web page. Usually these polls were published just
before advertisements were shown. This gave the audience time to vote, without
missing any content in the stream (as the transition to the external page was
necessary). Due to synchronization problems with the story’s progress and the
need to display advertisements at specific times, polls were also used during the
session. In episode six, the Twitch chat was used for voting: the question and
answer options (which could be voted on by chat commands) were displayed as a
stream overlay. By voting, the audience could decide how scenes should proceed
(see Table 5.1). The results were visualized and the most popular answers were
used by the game master. In total, 24 polls were conducted and on average 9533
(SD=5338) votes were given. Not considering the first episode, in which the
format was tested, and the sixth episode, in which only registered users were
able to vote via the chat, the number increased to 13118 (SD=1563). Five times
they used polls where viewers could tweet possible answer options. These were
screened by people working with Rocket Beans TV and they generated a poll
based on selected answers. Such polls are more difficult for the game master, as
he or she needs to improvise, while for pre-defined answers, scenarios for each
outcome could be derived beforehand. As this is still moderated, the audience
influence remains orchestrated. In contrast to these live polls, the community
was allowed to participate in a poll with pre-defined answers between the two
seasons to decide which setting should be played next.

44 The videos are available on the Rocket Beans TV YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.
com/user/rocketbeanstv (last accessed: 2018-07-07).

https://www.youtube.com/user/rocketbeanstv
https://www.youtube.com/user/rocketbeanstv
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Question Options
What will the group encounter
at the bottom of the stairs?

A zombie eating the guard Frank
The guard Frank still searching for the key
Another prisoner
A popcorn machine

What happens in the night? They will be wakened by scary sounds
Their shelter begins to burn
Someone calls one of them

What does Steven do? He eats a leg
He and a guest are drinking tea

Table 5.1: Examples of polls used in the Rocket Beans TV pen & paper format.

Direct influence on the setting and story: Viewers had the chance to send illus-
trations and descriptive texts of items the players found within the story. Small
cards with representations of the fictive items were given to the player of the
character owning the item. The viewer incentive, besides getting directly ac-
knowledged in the stream, was that items were usually available across several
episodes and thus were potentially shown multiple times. Before episode six,
the audience was asked to send pictures and video material fitting the setting.
Selected elements were shown during the episode, and even though they were
not relevant for influencing the course of action, they were part of the content
shown in the stream. However, the audience also had the chance to influence
the story: in episode two, the audience was spontaneously invited to generate
a name for a building in the game. This was picked up for the second season,
where story elements could be generated collaboratively on an external web page.
They could create them freely, or could provide explanations and content for
aspects that were already added by the game master. Parts of the content were
approved by the game master and then used in the game. The viewers could
thereby influence the imaginary world, although the decision on what would
be integrated was again not purely audience-driven. Additionally, the audience
received tasks to be carried out that were directly interwoven with the story
and the world (i.e., if a task was not completed, the situation would worsen for
the players). In episode five, the viewers were told to post photos on Twitter
showing a German landmark with themselves disguised as zombies in front of it.
In episode six, the audience represented the inhabitants of a town, and their task
was to decide whether they are convinced by a speech given by the players. They
were to respond via Twitter by sending “thumbs up” or “thumbs down”.

Communication channel for the audience: Players often read tweets on the
Twitter Wall, especially when they were less involved in a game situation. They
even praised the community engagement several times. The Twitter Wall is
often shown implicitly, when the camera position focuses on specific players,
or explicitly, either because the content seemed interesting/fitting for the stage
direction or because the players were discussing parts of it. Thus, the wall
was directly influencing the content of the stream. Images from the wall were
shown and discussed, and comments, either from during or between episodes,
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were often read and discussed by the players. The name of the contributor was
mentioned or shown in the stream, and the players also acknowledged good
contributions directly. The players used suggestions by the audience to alter
their behavior in the game, e.g., by asking other story-relevant questions in-game
or re-interpreting rules because of a viewer hint. Additionally, help from the
audience was also explicitly encouraged by the game master whenever riddles
were encountered by the players.

Discussion

This case study revealed different kinds of audience participation options that
are used in a stream today that has the goal to incorporate interactive elements.
We restricted ourselves to the elements that are shown directly in the stream,
not social media sources around the streaming experience that were not directly
involved (Facebook, Reddit, etc.). Nonetheless, all the elements we found are
at some point moderated, by either the game master, the players or the team
behind the scenes, so they do not offer the audience direct (unfiltered) influence.
Through the Twitter Wall, viewers have a direct channel in the stream, which is
influencing the course of action during the stream. Through the integration of
user-generated content, polls and other ways to shape the story, the audience has
some kind of shared, but orchestrated, authorship. It can also be seen that single
viewers’ suggestions are directly incorporated (e.g., user-generated content such
as images) and polls suggest what the majority of the viewers want to happen in
the story, i.e., they provide influence over the content of the stream in a nearly-
real-time fashion. Besides these synchronous actions during the stream, there
are also elements that alter asynchronously how the content will change in the
future, such as the work on the story and environment, in a collaborative fashion.

We found means for audience influence that were also observed by Hamilton et
al. in streams which could be considered more “mainstream” [108]. The difference
from our findings is that all options we report were integrated in one stream,
while it remained unclear to what extent they were available in the channels
considered in [108]. Elements such as the co-story creation option, and directly
shaping the experience that unfolds in the stream, were not reported by them.
One explanation is that in these channels digital games were played that do not
easily allow for such adaptations. The high interest the community shows in the
format considered in our study hints that games/streams should offer more of
these options. The large overlap of elements here and in the streams considered
by Hamilton et al. indicate that there might be only a few common concepts for
when the audience should be integrated into the streaming experience today.

Based on the methodology, we do not know yet how these options are perceived
by the audience. Maybe the technological considerations are the limiting factor,
i.e., concepts for more audience integration are desired but simply cannot be
realized with the current setups; or maybe the audience itself is satisfied already,
making it unnecessary to develop more. As our case study analyzed only video
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content, we were not able to collect viewers’ opinions on the different interactive
elements. Nonetheless, the study has contributed insights into a particular stream
offering integration options for their viewers, and revealed that many options
are already at the streamer’s disposal. To learn about the viewers’ perceptions as
a next step, we set up an online study to assess these.

5.2.2 Viewers’ Perception of Interactivity

In relation to GoalInteractivity 2, we conducted an online study to investigate the
following questions:

Q1 Which elements do viewers find interesting while watching game live-
streams?

Q2 To what degree do viewers want to be included in game live-streams?

With Q1, and by including existing and not-yet-existing elements in the survey,
it is possible to reason about what game live-streams should offer for viewers.
With it, it is also possible to derive what significance interactive features have.
Q2 provides helpful insights on assumptions that many recent works make only
implicitly, e.g., that viewers actually want to be integrated into such live-streams.

Method

We set up an online questionnaire in German and stated that it was only of
relevance for people that at least occasionally consume (or have consumed) game
live-streams. We defined “game live-streams” as streams in which the streamer
actively recognizes his or her audience during the “game performance”. We also
stressed that “gaming” is not limited to live-streamed digital gaming content
(e.g, live-streams showing analog board game play would also be relevant). We
collected self-report data on how participants consume game live-streams and
integrated questions (e.g., “In relation to game live-streams, I miss concepts/features
on current live-streaming platforms”) to be answered on a 4-point scale with the
labels disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, agree. If they stated that elements
were missing, they were presented with a free text question (the different free text
questions will be abbreviated with FT subsequently), where they could give de-
tails (FT 1). Then we presented ten motivation statements (based on the personas
in [41]) for why one consumes game live-streams and they could select multiple
ones, followed by the optional free text questions: “Which concepts/features do you
find important on game live-streaming platforms?” (FT 2), “Which concepts/features
have you already experienced when a streamer wanted to integrate his or her audience
in his or her stream?” (FT 3) and “Which concepts/features would you appreciate to
become better integrated into the stream by a streamer?” (FT 4). Participants were
then confronted with 58 elements related to features, concepts and behaviors in
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the live-streaming context. For every element, they needed to state how inter-
esting they would find it in the context of game live-streams (also on a 4-point
scale). If they did not know about the element yet, they were asked to state
how interesting they would find it in theory. We also integrated a test question
where “interesting” needed to be selected, to check that they had actually read
properly [197]. Participants could also state in a free text field which elements
they found interesting that were not asked about (FT 5). The questionnaire closed
with demographic questions and a free text field for any final comments (FT 6).

Establishment of the element set: To establish the set of 58 elements, we did
an informal review of today’s major live-streaming platforms and several live-
streaming channels, and we conducted a one-hour design workshop with eight
consumers of live-streams (aged between 20 and 25 years). In this workshop,
we discussed their experiences with audience integration, and which elements
they know and which they would find reasonable in the future. Additionally,
we consulted the scientific literature in respect to Social TV, live-streaming and
audience participation, with the goal to identify aspects that are already used
today as well as ones that might become relevant. Overall, the outcome (see
Tables 5.3–5.6 below) contains features (e.g., availability of a live chat), concepts
(e.g., showing what music is played in the channel) and streamers’ behaviors
(e.g., acknowledging individual viewers). To assess the expressiveness of the
resulting set, we ensured that participants in the questionnaire had multiple
opportunities to report on (further) elements in free text questions (FT 1–6). The
answers to these and the ranking of our elements provided an overview for Q1.

Results

The questionnaire (available in July/August 2017) was promoted via Reddit
(targeting subreddits for surveys, gaming and live-streaming), Facebook (targeting
groups for surveys, games and live-streaming of games) and student mailing lists,
and by directly contacting streamers with the request to share it with their viewers.
Filling out the questionnaire took 21 minutes on average. We filtered responses of
participants that completed the questionnaire in under seven minutes, answered
the 58 elements with a standard deviation of less than .5 (indicating that they
might have only clicked through them) and responses in which the test question
was answered incorrectly [197], leading to an answer set of 417 responses (317
male, 93 female, seven no answer; age: <18: 18, 18–24: 180, 25–31: 157, 32–38: 48,
39–45: 9, no answer: 5; 345 reported being German).

Considering the free text questions, FT 1 (which was only conditionally shown
to 61 participants (15%)) was answered by 30 (49%), FT 2 by 145 (35%), FT 3 by
179 (43%) and FT 4 by 80 participants (19%). The free text field after seeing our
elements (FT 5) was answered by 20 participants (5%). The closing free text field
FT 6 was answered by many participants, but only 21 participants (5%) provided
a thematically relevant addition to the questionnaire itself. The answers to these
free text fields were used to support the found results qualitatively.
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Participants: 370 participants (89%) define themselves as a “gamer” as they at
least somewhat agreed (i.e., selected either somewhat agree or agree) to this
question. Considering how many hours in a week they watch game live-streams,
33 participants (8%) reported 0–1 hours, 108 (26%) 2–3 hours, 151 (36%) 4–9 hours,
81 (19%) 10–18 hours and 44 (11%) reported watching more than 18 hours. Mainly,
participants reported watching 1–2 streamers (171, 41%) or 3–4 regularly (160,
38%). Nearly all participants know of Twitch (97%) and YouTube Gaming/gaming
live-streams on YouTube (97%). Mixer was known by only 107 participants (26%)
and SmashCast by 58 participants (14%). 221 (53%) report using Twitch as their
primary platform, 194 (47%) YouTube Gaming/gaming live-streams on YouTube
and one Mixer. 294 participants (71%) either had donated, subscribed for payment
and/or had already crafted something (a picture, a video, something tangible,
etc.) for a streamer. 24 participants (6%) reported being streamers themselves and
96 streamers were mentioned as answers to the question “What is your favorite
streamer?”, with Rocket Beans TV, Gronkh and Bonjwa being named most often.

Expressiveness of the element set: We conducted an open coding content analy-
sis [118] of the free text answers (FT 1–6), to see which elements were mentioned
and to assess the expressiveness of our element set. While 40 elements that were
formulated there were also covered by our set of 58 elements, 15 elements were
mentioned that we did not have (see Table 5.2). Overall, we reason that the
most often mentioned ones should also be included in future iterations of similar
questionnaires. In addition, five aspects that were mentioned multiple times
were ones that we see as necessary prerequisites in streams, which is why we did
not integrate these in our set before (having a good streaming quality (15×), well-
designed overlays (1×)); that we integrated with other questions (the streamer
needs to have a likable personality (33×), third-party tool functionality should
be available directly in the platforms (4×)); or that concerned “meta” elements
of the platforms (having a good usability, even for gaming consoles; ensuring
privacy; having no advertisements and no rules for the streamers (14×)).

We let participants rate our set of existing/not-yet-existing elements to learn
how these elements are ranked. For presentation reasons in this section we
use different tables: we clustered the elements into general aspects for the live-
streaming experience and live-streaming platforms (see Table 5.3), aspects that
allow the audience to influence the stream (see Table 5.4), elements that relate
directly to the streamer’s behavior (see Table 5.5) and aspects that relate to
visual/auditive elements in the stream (see Table 5.6). Every table provides the
overall rank of the element (based on their agreement rating, i.e., how many
participants rated the feature as “somewhat interesting” or “interesting”), an
indication of whether the feature was mentioned by at least one participant in
the preceding free text questions and the agreement rating itself.

By considering the element ranking throughout the different tables, the answers
to the other questions and to the free text questions, we derive the following
main results, which are elaborated on in the next sections:
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ID Elements mentioned in the free text fields #
A01 A replay functionality to re-watch specific aspects, potentially also directly in

the stream, to be triggered by viewers
12

A02 The ability to like/follow/subscribe streamers 8
A03 Direct availability of videos after live-streaming (VOD) 8
A04 An easier way for viewers to play in community games (an automatic selection

of viewers of the channel and direct adding to the game)
4

A05 Streams should have (or not have) a regular schedule 3
A06 The streamer is visible during streams 3
A07 Viewers can formulate missions for the streamer that he or she needs to fulfill

in the game/in the stream
2

A08 Having an option to watch streams in VR 2
A09 The streamer comments on games which are played by his or her audience 2
A10 Seamless integration of live-stream and VOD, i.e., continue the VOD at the

point where I have left the live-stream
1

A11 Questions already answered via chat should be automatically posted when the
question is asked again

1

A12 The streamer requests his or her audience to visit another channel (“raids”) 1
A13 A viewer should be able to customize the overlays shown by a streamer for him-

or herself (i.e., suppress donation trackers).
1

A14 A viewer should be able to take complete control over the game the streamer is
playing for a short time

1

A15 Betting with real money 1

Table 5.2: Elements we found in the free text fields that are not integrated in
our set. # denotes the number of participants that mentioned the element.

R1 Overall, users are satisfied with the elements available in game live-streams
today, yet some could improve

R2 Interactive and interactivity-related elements received high ratings

R3 Audience integration is relevant, even for passive viewers

R4 Trolling, bad past experiences and context factors are challenges for audience
integration

R5 Different viewer motivations exist and have a moderating effect on the ele-
ment perception

R6 The impact of the audience should not interfere with the streamer’s perfor-
mance unconditionally

R7 Established streaming behaviors should be revisited
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ID/
Rank

Free
texts

Elements relating to the streaming experience and general features in
streams

Agree-
ment

01 X Anti-trolling mechanics 91.8%
03 X No delay (lag) between streamer and viewer 87.3%
05 X A chat bot to query channel-related information (e.g., current uptime) 85.9%
10 X The channel description 75.8%
12 X Multiple camera perspectives; every viewer can change the perspective

for him- or herself
73.9%

14 X The live chat 70.3%
17 X Availability of channel-specific emoticons 61.6%
18 X A chat bot that writes meta-information on the current game into the chat

(e.g., win/loss ratio of the streamer in this game)
60.7%

20 X Being able to upvote individual chat messages, which then remain visible
for longer

58.8%

21 X Availability of standard emoticons 53.5%
22 - To have more information on the current game as viewer than the streamer

in a stream (e.g., seeing enemy positions)
52.5%

23 X 360 degree video stream; every viewer can manipulate the perspective for
him- or herself

51.3%

24 - Automatic extraction of chat topics that are shown to streamer and viewers
together with the latest messages on that topic

50.6%

26 - Viewers that watch the streamer more often have additional features 46.3%
29 - Channel-specific achievements can be unlocked (e.g., after taking part in

many polls) that are visible to all other viewers
43.4%

31 X A betting system and a virtual currency to bet on the outcome of games
in a channel

41.7%

35 X Access to additional features for subscribers of the channel 40.5%
36 X Gamification elements for viewers (e.g., a virtual currency that increases

the longer a viewer watches a stream)
40.5%

38 - To provide comments in the channel, even if the stream is offline 39.1%
39 - Enable subtitles in your language 37.6%
41 X Mini games that can be played in the live chat in parallel to the stream 36.2%
44 - Multiple camera perspectives; which perspective is shown to all viewers

is decided by an ongoing poll
35.3%

51 - The option to chat privately with other viewers (”whispering”) 28.1%
53 X Availability of chat rooms 24.5%
54 X An automatic classification of viewers, and viewers in the same class will

be put in the same chat room
23%

56 - 360 degree video stream; which perspective is shown to all viewers is
decided by an ongoing poll

21.8%

Table 5.3: Elements related to the streaming experience or general features.
The first column indicates the overall rank (based on the agreement score) and
serves as ID. The column “Free texts” indicates that at least one participant
suggested the feature in one of the four preceding free text questions. The
column “Agreement” shows the percentage of participants (bold if larger than
50%) that rate the feature as “somewhat interesting” or “interesting”.
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ID/
Rank

Free
texts

Elements that allow viewers to alter how the stream proceeds/to inter-
act directly with the streamer

Agree-
ment

02 X Polls during a stream that are set up by the streamer 89.9%
08 X Polls between streams that are set up by the streamer 81.3%
09 X Being integrated in the game the streamer plays, e.g., in a quiz game, to

play along by also answering in the chat
79.4%

16 X Polls during a stream where viewers can add answer options 62.1%
19 - Polls between streams where viewers can add answer options 59%
25 X Viewers can change game elements of the game the streamer is playing

(e.g., changing the kind of monsters)
50.1%

27 X Viewers can change the difficulty of the game the streamer is playing (e.g.,
taking away the current weapon)

45.3%

30 X Viewers can send virtual items or provide other assistance for the game
the streamer is playing (e.g., providing more ammunition for the current
weapon in an ego-shooter)

42.4%

32 X Viewers are able to change the background music in the stream (e.g., with
a poll)

41.2%

37 X Viewers can interact with the streamer directly, e.g., with buttons below
the video stream

40%

40 X Viewers can directly interact with the video stream to provide hints to
the streamer (e.g., by drawing lines onto the streaming window). An
aggregation system aggregates the same hints

37.2%

49 - The option to set up and start polls as a viewer 30.5%
50 - Viewers can manipulate the streamer’s gaming setup (e.g., swap keybind-

ings) for a short time
29%

55 X The viewers can decide how individual votes will be combined (not only
majority votes)

22.3%

Table 5.4: Elements that allow viewers to alter how the stream proceeds/to
interact directly with the streamer.

ID/
Rank

Free
texts

Elements related to the streamer’s behavior Agree-
ment

04 X The streamer reacts to chat messages in the stream 86.8%
07 X Viewer games (the streamer plays with or against his community) 81.8%
13 X The streamer shows user-generated content (e.g., pictures) in the stream 73.6%
15 X The streamer plays viewer-submitted modifications (e.g., a mod for GTA

V) or specific content (e.g., a map for Minecraft)
64.5%

28 X The streamer thanks/acknowledges viewers directly in the stream (e.g.,
after a donation)

44.1%

34 X The streamer shows selected comments from social media platforms di-
rectly in his or her stream (e.g., showing Facebook posts)

40.5%

42 X The streamer does raffles or distributes giveaways 36%
43 X The streamer adds viewers via TeamSpeak/Discord/Skype to the stream live 35.5%

Table 5.5: Elements related to the streamer’s behavior.
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ID/
Rank

Free
texts

Elements related to the screen/audio composition of the stream Agree-
ment

06 - Usage of game-specific overlays that convey additional information (e.g.,
cards trackers)

82%

11 - An overlay showing which music is currently playing in the stream 74.6%
33 - Viewers can submit user-generated content (e.g., pictures) that are auto-

matically shown in a dedicated area in the stream
40.8%

45 X Notifications shown in the stream after a viewer takes specific actions
(e.g., donating or subscribing)

35%

46 - Bio signals of the streamer are permanently shown in the stream 34.8%
47 X Permanent integration of social media platforms in the stream, e.g., tweets

to a Twitter account are always shown
33.6%

48 X An always-visible donation tracker in the stream 30.9%
52 X Permanently seeing the live chat in the stream 27.3%
57 - Viewers can record voice messages and submit to the streamer so that

they will automatically be played
11.8%

58 - Mood emoticons that are directly shown in the live-stream 10.6%

Table 5.6: Elements related to the screen/audio composition of the stream.

Overall, users are satisfied with the elements available in game live-streams
today, yet some could improve (R1): Before participants were presented with
our element set, we asked participants if any elements are missing from live-
streaming platforms. 233 participants somewhat disagreed and 121 disagreed
(summing up to 85%). This shows that the elements used today seem sufficient
for the majority of our participants. Although other studies have revealed short-
comings (e.g., [277]), overall the participants seem to be content with what is
offered today in this context when asked from a general viewpoint.

Considering the ratings for elements in Table 5.3, we see potential for improve-
ments: adjusting the camera options (360 degree video stream (rank 23) or having
multiple perspectives (12)) is something viewers want, but is only easily possible on
YouTube (currently). No delay between streamer and viewer (03) is only possible on
Mixer (see the lag issue explained in Section 2.5.1). The option to upvote individual
chat messages that remain visible for longer (20) and the automatic extraction of chat
topics (24) are highly-rated features which are, to our knowledge, not yet available
on live-streaming platforms, and thus might be valuable additions. Participants
are not satisfied with the current communication options, which they expressed
in the free texts45:

“The chat is currently very restricted... Many streamers use chat bots for
the IRC but this feels like the Internet stone age.”

“A better audience integration would be achieved if there were a better
overview in the chat.”

45 Participants’ free text statements were translated from German to English.
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“Sometimes a slow mode for the chat, so as not to miss important answers,
would be good if many people are in the chat”

By further considering Table 5.3 (the other tables will be considered in the next
results) apparently unnecessary general features can also be seen: comments
when the channel is offline (38), the option to chat with other participants directly
(“whispering”) (51) and the availability of chat rooms (53) are elements that are
available today, but are rated as uninteresting, showing that these features do not
add much to the experience for users. Having subtitles in the viewer’s language (39)
seems not to be interesting for participants (most likely as participants, from an
entertainment perspective, would select streamers they can understand), and the
automatic classification of viewers and moving classes of viewers to the same chat rooms
(54), as a not-yet-existing feature, is also rated as uninteresting, most likely as
the concept of chat rooms is not liked. Perceptions of gamification options (29,
31, 36, 41), which are currently being offered in part by the platform Mixer, are
also mixed (as every element scored below 50%). This is interesting, as 89% of
our sample reported to be gaming-affine. We hypothesize that in streams such
elements are not as important as the stream itself, which is already interesting
enough. Thus, motivational elements on top of it seem unnecessary.

Interactive and interactivity-related elements received high ratings (R2): Con-
sidering the complete ranking of the elements, we see that 15 of the top 20
elements (IDs/ranks 01 to 20) are directly related to interactivity:

• Anti-trolling mechanics (01) received the highest rating. Trolling [39] impacts
the streaming experience [270] and is an issue for interactivity (see R4).

• Polls set up by the streamer during (02) and between streams (08) are interesting
for many participants. 146 participants also mentioned polls in the free
texts, showing that this is a well-established element (fitting to our previous
study). Polls during a stream (16) and between streams (19) where viewers can
add answer options are also in the top 20.

• Having no delay between streamer and viewer (03) is important for interactive
concepts. The high ranking is also an indication that participants (as only a
minority know of Mixer, which has overcome this issue already) did not
only rate elements high when they already knew about them.

• Communication between streamer and the chat (04) was also mentioned 61
times in the free texts and can be considered as a basic interactive concept.

• Having the option to play with the streamer (or against him or her) (07) or being
integrated in the game the streamer plays (09) was also mentioned several times
in the free texts (46 and 49 times, respectively).

• Multiple camera perspectives (12) allow viewers to adapt the stream view to
their interests. Potentially, with such a feature, interactivity can be further
enhanced, for example when viewers can focus on specific parts of a stream
on which they can exert influence.
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• Streamers that show user-generated content in the stream (13) or playing viewer-
submitted modifications or specific content (15) are showing integrative behav-
iors which were also rated highly.

• The live chat (14) is, as described, the primary interaction channel today.

• Availability of channel-specific emoticons (17) can also be considered an inter-
active element as work such as [221] showed the relevancy of emoticons,
especially in large channels, as successful means for communication.

• Being able to upvote individual chat messages, that then remain visible for longer
(20) makes good contributions more distinct for other viewers and the
streamer, and thus mitigates effects of information overload and helps to
improve the interaction between both parties.

The amount of interactive and interactivity-related features in the top 20 is an
indication that interactivity is important for viewers in live-streaming (see also
Section 2.5). As some features might be hard to realize directly on a live-streaming
platform when not implemented by the vendors themselves, we asked whether
participants would be open to move to an external web page where live-stream
and chat were integrated. We received mixed answers, as only 225 (54%) agreed
to this at least somewhat. The same is also true for whether they would install
a browser plugin (211, 51%). Taken together, it appears that the live-streaming
platforms need to offer novel aspects directly to maximize their value for viewers.

Audience integration is relevant, even for passive viewers (R3): We asked the
24 streamers that took part in our questionnaire how important the audience
integration is for them while streaming. All but one reported that it is at least
somewhat important. From the audience perspective, we learned that 294 (71%)
agreed at least somewhat to the question whether they like game live-streams
where they are integrated as a viewer (for example with polls). Through the
answers to the free-text fields, we learned that “being integrated” starts even with
“simple” interactions between streamer and his or her audience, exemplified by
the following statement of a participant:

“Interactivity is important. I like it when a streamer talks with me and his
audience. I really appreciate it because it feels like I am sitting on a couch
with friends. I also like it when the audience is able to decide whether a game
should continue streaming or not.”

By considering the interactive elements the majority of our participants assessed
as interesting (see R2), we see that many of these are rated as interesting even by
more than 71% of the viewers. This hints that participants might have a different
understanding of what it means “to be integrated” in game live-streams (as some
disagreed to liking being integrated, but rated integration features as interesting
for them). Other participants provide statements that reveal that they do not want
to engage themselves as viewers in streams, but still appreciate if the streamer
integrates his or her audience:
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“I don’t care whether I am being integrated, but I like it if a streamer does
this, as it provides variety.”

“For me, the most important feature is the integration of the community,
even though I would not participate myself.”

“Although I don’t use the chat much, I think the chat is the most important
component for live-streaming, as I appreciate reading what is written there.”

Our data indicates that this appears to be true for many participants: 335 (80%)
agreed at least somewhat to the statement that they are passive viewers and
would, for example, not use the chat actively. Such a high number of passive
viewers was also reported by Gandolfi [83]; thus it is not only our sample, but
seems to be a more general case. Additionally, 357 participants (86%) reported
that they are not really interested in communicating/interacting with other view-
ers in game live-streams and 291 (70%) even stated that they are not interested
in communicating/interacting with the streamer. This is a surprising result in
respect to the related work where the social aspects and community shaping was
found to be an important topic in live-streams (see Section 2.5). We compared
participants who claimed to be passive and do not want to interact with other
viewers/the streamer (265 participants (64%) who will be described as “passive
viewers” subsequently) to participants that provided at least one positive answer
to one of these statements (152 participants (36%), “active viewers”).

Of the 265 passive viewers, 161 (61%) agreed at least somewhat to the statement
that they want to be integrated (M=2.6, SD=.9, Mdn=3); of the 152 active users, 133
(88%, M=3.3, SD=.7, Mdn=3). A t-test revealed this to be a significant difference
with a medium effect size (t(371.9)=8.4, p<.001, r=.4). Nonetheless, as even the
majority of the “passive viewers” also like it when viewers are integrated, it
shows that even though they might not want to participate in such interactive
options, they see a certain appeal to them. Taken together, we conclude that
the integration of viewers is a relevant topic for live-streams today, for active
and passive viewers alike, and that “being integrated” already starts when
streamers acknowledge their viewers. We additionally considered whether there
is a difference between passive and active viewers on the question of whether any
features are missing on live-streaming platforms (M=1.8, SD=.7, Mdn=2 vs. M=2,
SD=.8, Mdn=2). A t-test shows this to be a significant difference, although with
only a small effect size (t(425)=-2.6, p<.01, r=.13).

Trolling, bad past experiences and context factors are challenges for audience
integration (R4): Still, 29% of our sample somewhat disagreed or disagreed to
the statement that they like game live-streams where they are integrated as a
viewer. One reason we identified in the free text fields, and the other answers
that can be related to this as an explanation, is that several statements addressed
trolling behavior [39] of other viewers as a problem:

“I find features that manipulate the stream uninteresting. There are too
many trolls and spammers.”
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“In general, I am not a fan of things that affect the streamer. Often there are
trolls...”

“I’m of the opinion that too many features lead to issues: backseat gaming
or trolls. Additionally, there could be delays and the flow of the game could
suffer.”

That trolling is a severe issue for game live-streams is also supported by the fact
that 293 participants (70%) agreed at least somewhat to the statement that trolls
are annoying for them during a game live-stream and by the fact that anti-trolling
mechanisms (01) were ranked highest. Negative experiences with integrative
options were also mentioned in the free text answers:

“I think streamers should do what they want. Always these polls... 40% are
against it, 60% want it and in the end many are angry because they have
not received what they want.”

“I don’t want to be integrated – in the end, it is always bad.”

An important aspect that was also revealed was that interactive options appear
to be context-dependent:

“Interactive games like “Quiplash” or “Choice Chamber” are great but not
permanent.”

“Influencing the game of the streamer is only interesting if the game itself
has mechanics for this (e.g., “Choice Chamber” or “Party Hard”). Games
such as “Call of Duty” are unsuitable for such concepts.”

“Please do not overuse interactivity. Too much of it is not good – when used
discreetly it helps to increase the entertainment value and the stream overall,
but if it is omnipresent, I lose interest. I watch streams in parallel to playing
games; thus I cannot click every five minutes on something on my second
screen.”

“Many of the proposed concepts are funny shenanigans for a short time. From
a long-term perspective these are probably nerve-racking. Good for short
events or for streamers with a younger target group.”

As our questionnaire already was extensive, we had not integrated additional
element evaluations for specific scenarios, and took a general viewpoint instead.
These statements reveal that a specific perspective might change the perceptions
of certain elements. From the qualitative answers, we see that time-wise usage
and context factors, e.g., which games are played, are of relevance for interactivity.

Different viewer motivations exist and have a moderating effect on the ele-
ment perception (R5): Only two participants stated that none of the ten presented
statements on the motivations for why they watch live-streams (loosely based on
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No. Statement Affected
element IDs

No. of
times
selected

M1 It might happen that I watch game live-streams of
games that I have never played before and I do not
have any clue about. (The Uninformed Bystander)

13, 38, -57 394 (94%)

M2 It might happen that I watch game live-streams of
games that I used to play, but I do not play them
currently or do not want to play them anymore. (The
Uninvested Bystander)

35 381 (91%)

M3 I watch game live-streams to close knowledge gaps
about the game and to learn, for example, new strate-
gies. (The Curious)

06, 07, 12, 21, 26, 35 248 (59%)

M4 After watching game live-streams, I am often moti-
vated to play the game and/or try out strategies I
have seen in the stream. (The Inspired)

07, 09, 11, 20, 22, 24
to 27, 29, 30, 32, 35,
38, 40, 41, 53

305 (73%)

M5 I watch game live-streams to learn strategies to im-
prove my skill in this game. (The Pupil)

03 to 07, 14, 28, 31,
35, 36, 43, 45, 53, 57

194 (47%)

M6 I watch game live-streams as a substitute for not
being able to play the game, for example because I
do not own the game or my hardware is not sufficient
for it. (The Unsatisfied)

02, 07, 08, 13, 15, 34 272 (65%)

M7 I watch game live-streams to be entertained (similar
to television) without putting much effort into it.
(The Entertained)

20, 24, -43, -57 378 (91%)

M8 I watch game live-streams because I want to assist
the streamer during the stream (e.g., giving hints,
being a moderator, ...). (The Assistant)

02 to 04, 07 to 09, 14,
17, 21, 24 to 37, 39
to 45, 49 to 52, 55 to
57

65 (16%)

M9 I watch game live-streams to comment on what I see
and to share my knowledge. (The Commentator)

02 to 04, 07 to 09, 13,
14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22,
24 to 33, 35, 36 to 52,
55 to 57

38 (9%)

M10 I watch game live-streams because I know that many
other viewers are there and I can interact with them.
(The Crowd)

02 to 05, 07 to 09, 13
to 21, 24 to 37, 40 to
45, 47 to 53, 55 to 58

62 (15%)

Table 5.7: Motivation statements are loosely based on the viewer types (given
in parentheses) presented in [41]. Multiple selection was possible. Column
3 enumerates the IDs of elements that had a significantly (p<.05) better (or
worse, denoted with a -) score when the statement was selected.

the viewer personas in [41]) fit (see Table 5.7). On average, 5.6 statements were
selected. It appears that there are many driving factors for viewers. Considering
the statements further, many participants are keen to learn new strategies or want
to improve their own skill (M3, M5), indicating that streamers who also explain
why they do certain moves in the game could spark more interest. Second, even
more participants are motivated to play the game after they have watched it (M4).
This is relevant for many game developers and vendors [277]. In this sense, M1
and M6 are also relevant, as the majority of our participants claimed that they
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watch game live-streams as a substitute for not being able to play the game, and
that they also watch games they do not already know. Third, not surprisingly,
the main motivation for people to watch live-streams is to be entertained without
the need to put any effort in it (M7). This is in line with related work such as [95].
Finally, M8, M9 and M10 are statements fitting viewer types that would benefit
the most from a better viewer-streamer integration. In these cases, only a small
portion of our participants characterize themselves as motivated by this (fitting
the passive viewers in R3).

We analyzed relations between the motivation statements and our elements
(comparing participants who selected them with those who did not). We were
able to find several significant differences (all at least at the p<.05 level). The third
column in Table 5.7 contains the affected IDs. By inspecting the affected elements,
some expected differences were found, e.g., that participants that selected the
Pupil (M5) statement provided a higher score for having no lag (03); that the
streamer reacts to chat messages (04), uses game-specific overlays (06) and does viewer
games (07); the live chat (14) and including viewers in the stream live (43). These
elements seem in line with the statement as these help the goal of the Pupil to
learn new strategies to improve their own skill (e.g., when the streamer reacts
to questions either in the chat or live). Nonetheless, other relationships are not
so obvious. As our statements and the viewer types presented in [41] have no
validated connection, this mainly serves as an illustrative example which we will
not elaborate upon further at this point. As the focus of this study was on general
aspects and not to develop measurements to classify viewers, it seems acceptable
to learn that there indeed seem to be different viewer groups that have an effect
on the perception of features, concepts and streamers’ behaviors.

The impact of the audience should not interfere with the streamer’s perfor-
mance unconditionally (R6): The role of the streamer was highlighted:

“I like good and authentic entertainment (the streamer needs to have fun
playing the game).”

“I watch streams because of the streamer and not because of the other viewers.”

Overall, 33 participants (8%) reported in free text answers that the personality
and enthusiasm of the streamer is very important for them in game live-streams
(also reported in [232]). This is also supported by the fact that 308 participants
(74%) agreed at least somewhat to the statement that streamers are more im-
portant than the games they are playing. In combination with the motivational
statement selected by most participants (M7, “entertainment without effort”),
that an interaction/communication with the other viewers/the streamer is not so
relevant for the majority of the participants (see R3), and that the audience wants
to identify with the streamer (which was reported in [121]), we conclude that
the streamer as person/performer is most important. Thus, extensive audience
integration might impact the streamer’s performance too much, which was also
further expressed in free text statements:
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“I don’t want to be integrated, I want to consume and get up when I want
while the stream is still working. I want to watch someone play and I do not
want to play for him; otherwise, I could also play on my own.”

“When watching, I want to see the streamer playing and how he interacts
with the chat verbally. I don’t want to see the chat manipulating the game or
the stream.”

Considering the elements for audience integration that were highly rated (see R2)
vs. those which were not, we see that the former are “moderated” by the streamer.
Here, the streamers already know beforehand what might happen and how big
the impact will be: polls set up by the streamer (02, 08), viewer games (07, 09), reacting
to the chat (04) and showing/using user-generated content (13, 15) are moderated by
the streamers. The polls in which viewers can add answer options (16, 19) are rated
worse, but are still rated as interesting by the majority of the participants. We
hypothesize that there is still some form of moderation in place: after seeing the
poll result, it is still up to the streamers to react to the poll. If one of the newly
added answers is not a good fit for them, they can discuss this and select another
option or interpret the result to be a better fit for him- or herself.

In contrast, other elements in Table 5.4 that aim at an audience integration which
would impact the streamers in an unmoderated fashion (i.e., as the effects occur
automatically, a streamer cannot prevent what happens) were rated worse by
the participants: changing game elements (25), making the game more difficult (27),
providing assistance for games (30, 40) and manipulating the streaming setup of the
streamer (50) alter considerably how the game in the stream proceeds. Thus,
they have an impact on the streamers and their performance. Changing the
background music (32) and the option that viewers can set up polls (49) are also
rated worse. Potential reasons for why a lack of moderation here is problematic
is that the games than become more chaotic/easier/harder, which could affect
the entertainment value for the viewers who are interested in the skills the
streamer shows in the (unaltered) game. Also, the danger of trolls increases if
such interactions become possible (see R4).

Established streaming behaviors should be revisited (R7): We found aspects
that are established in streams today but were not rated high in general. Table 5.5
shows behaviors that are done by streamers, but only half of these were rated as
interesting by the majority. Acknowledging viewers (e.g., after a donation) (28), show-
ing comments from social media platforms (34), doing raffles or distributing giveaways
(42) and adding viewers via TeamSpeak/Discord/Skype (43) are not. It also became
obvious that many elements of Table 5.6 are rated as somewhat uninteresting or
uninteresting and also belong to the worst-rated features in our set: while seeing
an overlay showing which music is playing (11) in the stream is rated high, elements
that are often used in streams today, for example notifications after events (such as a
notification that there is a new subscriber) (45), a donation tracker (48) or replicating the
live chat (52) are rated worse. We see the potential distracting character of these
elements, especially in larger channels.
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The same might serve as an explanation for why the other (not yet established)
features in this category were not rated well: an area in which submitted user-
generated content is automatically shown (33), the permanent integration of social media
channels (47), the option to submit voice messages that are automatically played (57)
and emoticons that are “flying” through the stream (58). Additionally, the chance
for trolling behavior is higher. Interestingly, seeing bio-signals of the streamer (46),
which might spark interesting discussions among the viewers, was rated low as
well. Finally, elements that restrict the individual options of viewers are also not
perceived well, i.e., every viewer wants to have the same possibilities: giving more
features to viewers who often watch the stream (26) or subscribers (35), not providing
viewers with the option to adjust the camera perspective for themselves (12/23
vs. 44/56), moving viewers automatically into chat rooms with viewers that are similar
(54) and providing viewers with the option to change how individual votes in polls
will be combined (55) (potentially empowering subsets of viewers) are all rated as
interesting by only a minority. Considering the first two mentioned features (ID
26 and 35) these are already done today: the platform Mixer provides a currency
(that can be spent on actions in the streams) the longer a viewer watches streams
and subscriber-only features (such as special emoticons) are used often today.
These results show that established behaviors and elements used in streams today
should be revisited.

Discussion

Our questionnaire provided insights into current live-streaming consumption
behaviors. We learned that the elements that are offered and used today by
streamers are sufficient for viewers, as the majority indicated nothing is missing.
The resulting element ranking shows that the top elements are already (mostly)
available today and that they appeal to a broad range of viewers. Nonetheless,
some of them are either not available on every major platform (e.g., no delay),
need to be added via third parties (e.g., chat bots) or have potential to be im-
proved (e.g., the communication options) (R1). Our element presentation and the
elements’ ranking can serve as a guide. This aspect also shows that participants
did not give high ratings only to elements they are already familiar with. We
also found that elements that restrict individual options are problematic, relating
directly to the scope of this thesis. Additionally, some features and behaviors in
streams that are commonly used today are not attractive for the majority of our
sample, and their use should be revisited (R7). These findings add to Q1.

We also found that amongst the top-rated features, many are interactive, showing
that viewers of game live-streams indeed consider interactivity as important (R2).
Nonetheless, our sample characterized itself as passive, which is not surprising
considering the literature on “lurkers” in online communities [127, 240], in which
up to 90% of the users are only consuming (in our case, the stream) and the
remaining 10% add to the content (in our case, to participate in the chat, for
example). We could show that passive viewers still appreciate when interaction
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happens, and many integrative options were assessed as interesting by active
and passive viewers alike (R3). We also had evidence showing the importance of
the streamer and that our sample found “integration features” interesting as long
as the streamer is able to moderate what happens (R6). These findings add to Q2.

We also learned that interactive elements should not be overused in streams,
and thus specific features might be perceived differently depending on context.
From our results, we derive that time and the streamed game/game genre are
relevant factors (R4). For this study we decided to take a general viewpoint,
i.e., we have not contextualized the elements for specific streaming situations,
which had already resulted in an extensive questionnaire. Future work should
use specific scenarios (e.g., cooperative or competitive games), analyze to what
degree these impact the features and derive guidelines from this. This work can
serve as a starting point to identify relevant features that should be included in
such a consideration. We also found evidence that besides contextual factors,
individual factors are also relevant, as the viewer motivations have a moderating
effect on the perception of features (R5). These findings add to both Q1 and Q2.

Regarding limitations, it needs to be kept in mind that we assessed “a priori”
expectations, i.e., we have not presented specific feature implementations and
let participants assess them. They only received a textual representation and
potentially needed to imagine the feature. While this helps to avoid introducing
a bias with a fixed scenario/implementation [227] (i.e., participants are able to
assess the concept, not the realization), it has the potential drawback that features
might be hard to judge by participants when they could not imagine how such
elements would unfold in a stream. Thus, elements might be perceived differently
in streams than anticipated in our ranking. The assessment is still of value to
learn about the viewers’ general perspectives, which can be used to contrast with
the context-specific considerations observed in the future. A further aspect to
consider is that we asked viewers how interesting they find the elements. We
assessed this adjective as more inclusive than, for example, using enjoyable (as
it might be unlikely, for example, that people would say they enjoy anti-trolling
mechanisms) and as a prerequisite for appreciating something. Nonetheless, the
wording needs to be kept in mind when working with our results. Another
limitation is that we cannot say what impact it has when a streamer uses one
or more elements in his or her stream that received only a low scoring, i.e.,
we cannot state whether it leaves a viewer who marked it as uninteresting
simply unmotivated to use it, provokes negative reactions or prompts them to
leave the stream. This is also an interesting aspect for future work. Another
potential limitation is bias for certain streamers. Many participants mentioned
the same streamers as favorites or as being most integrative for the audience.
This is a consequence of the way we promoted the questionnaire and might have
affected the responses. Finally, as we restricted the sample to German-speaking
participants, it is unclear how the results map to other nationalities. Considering
just one culture area in live-streaming research is not unusual (e.g., [182]) and
considering cultural differences (e.g., [82]) it seemed reasonable to focus first.
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5.2.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

The Rocket Beans TV case study and the online study revealed important aspects
regarding the overall thesis questions (RQ3; see Section 1.4). We found that
streamers that are keen on integrating viewers uses various means to integrate
the audience’s opinion using existing communication channels, third-party tools
and concepts to involve the audience (GoalInteractivity 1). Thereby viewers have
no unrestricted impact, as at some point their influence is moderated by the
streamers. As found in the previously presented online study, this is something
that is appreciated by the viewers: the role of the streamer is judged as important
and viewers do not want to interfere with the “performance” of the streamer him-
or herself unconditionally, i.e., the streamer should be able to orchestrate his or
her audience. Besides the streamer‘s personality, clearly, the danger of trolling is
considered as high when more interactive options are available.

Through the online study, we also found that interactivity in live-streams is
important to viewers. This already starts when streamers acknowledge their
viewers, and more sophisticated features and concepts are perceived as valuable
by many viewers (GoalInteractivity 2). The entertainment aspect of consuming
such game live-streaming performances was shown to be highly relevant for
viewers. At the same time, viewers want to have at least the option to have more
impact than simply watching how the experience unfolds. We also found individ-
ual differences in the perception of specific features, i.e., not everyone wants to
use the interactive options to the same degree, but even participants that reported
being passive in streams (i.e., those that reported not to want to contribute) also
appreciated interactivity. For them, it seems that the live-streaming experience
might be enhanced further if other viewers have a (moderated) impact.

Overall, providing viewers in game live-streams with more influence options
is reasonable. However, the online study revealed that systems should always
consider users that do not want to use their choices. Additionally, through the
tight coupling of viewers (and streamers), it became obvious that an unrestricted
influence is not valuable. With Helpstone, we will present a system in which we
enhance the interactive and communication channels in a live-streaming setting,
while still allowing the streamer to orchestrate the viewer contributions. With
this, we are able to evaluate a set of interactive features when they are realized
and used in a live-streaming context.

5.3 Enhancing Interactivity in Game Live-Streams

We aimed at creating a setup in which viewers receive enhanced interaction
channels to potentially influence the streamer. Based on the previous finding that
streamers should be able to orchestrate this influence, we also did not allow the
participants an unrestricted impact. Overall, we had the following goals:
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GoalHS 1 Creation of a system offering improved audience integration options: As
shown in the previous studies, we learned that the existing commu-
nication channels can improve and that viewers appreciate more in-
teraction options. Thus, with this goal, we want to offer a system that
enhances these channels and allows viewers, if they want, to have an
impact on the stream.

GoalHS 2 Evaluation of improved audience integration options in a live-stream: By
using the system resulting from the previous goal within a user study,
we can investigate how it is perceived by a streamer and viewers.
We can also investigate what impact the audience can have on the
streamer (and thus, on the stream’s course).

5.3.1 Concept and System Design of Helpstone

To account for GoalHS 1, we decided to focus on one game, in which a set of
further audience integrative means is implemented and offered. To maximize
the validity of later studies with the system, the system should work on current
live-streaming platforms. This, on the other hand, also meant that we need to
cope with issues such as the lag on this platform, which also guided our game
selection. In this sense, for this first investigation, we decided not to use a fast-
paced game. At the time of the system’s creation (2016), the Twitch extensions
concept was not yet published and Mixer was not popular (see Section 2.5.1).

Following game popularity statistics46 at the time of the system’s creation, the
most popular streamed game which was not fast-paced was (and still is today47)
Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft. It was released in 2014 and is a round-based video
card game. Players build their deck from a number of cards and play against
other players. Every turn, a player has a limited amount of resources (more
resources become available every round). A player wins as soon as the other
player has less than 1 hit point. Damage can be done through special powers
or through the cards themselves. For example, played minions (also having hit
points and attack values) can directly attack the other player or minions of that
player, allowing for tactics. One turn is limited to 75 seconds but can be ended
earlier by the player48. This game was also suitable, as it offers a (real-time) log
file containing information on all game actions done. Thus, this log can be used
programmatically (i.e., we can utilize this in a system concept). Furthermore, as
personal experiences showed, many streamers of that game already discuss their
play options with their audience. Therefore, by enhancing the communication
and interactive channels around this, it will most likely not feel artificial.

46 GitHyp: Twitch’s Most Watched Games of 2016,
https://goo.gl/APcA2q (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

47 Twitch Metrics: The Most Watched Games on Twitch, July 2018,
https://goo.gl/qke8hf (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

48 All game rules can be found here: https://goo.gl/TJX44m (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/APcA2q
https://goo.gl/qke8hf
https://goo.gl/TJX44m
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Based on this game, we created Helpstone. It has the goal to provide more
sophisticated communication and interaction channels in which game-related
feedback and hints can easily be given by the viewers and are presented in
an easy-to-analyze way for the streamer. Viewers have access to a web page
embedding the Hearthstone live-stream and further functions. Although we saw
in the previous online study that this is not optimal, we deemed it necessary
as at the time we developed Helpstone, the options to customize live-streaming
pages were fairly limited49. Figure 5.4 shows the resulting web page; the different
aspects will be explained below. The second part is the streamer component.
For this, we used the Overwolf 50 plug-in system, an HTML-based framework
which can be used directly in game windows and allows for interactions. With
this, the streamer can simply play as he or she is used to, but receive additional
benefit through the overlays. Figure 5.5 shows an overview of Hearthstone with
the overlays (which will also be explained below). The following live-streaming
issues have been considered in the design of Helpstone:

Lag: To ensure that all information presented to the viewers relates to the in-game
situation shown by the live-stream (see lag issue explanation in Section 2.5.1),
users can compare and adjust a clock on the web page with a clock live-streamed
by the streamer (and thus shown in their video feed). In this way, Helpstone
widgets on the viewers’ web page are synchronized with the live-stream. We can
thus ensure that viewers are not confronted with information that they have not
yet seen in the stream itself, to minimize confusion. For this, we utilize real-time
game state information, parsed from the Hearthstone log.

Information overload: For the different features of Helpstone, we follow the concept
of ballot box communication [330], i.e., we limit the options viewers have and
aggregate these inputs. Only the aggregations are then visualized, to reduce
information overload (for both streamers and viewers). To make individual
contributions matter, though, we also consider mechanisms such as upvoting, to,
in theory, allow others to spot good contributions faster.

New viewers: Viewers can join a channel at any time and might have missed
important elements in the game; hence, they need on-demand information about
the current game state [26] to make well-informed inputs. Overall, this will
also minimize unintended “trolling” (i.e., without knowing the current state,
suggestions of new viewers could be perceived as “trolling”). For this, some of
the Helpstone features also provide historical information.

Enhanced interaction and communication channels: Both the streamer’s and
viewer’s views consist of different widgets that provide the enhanced interaction
and communication channels of Helpstone. These will be more specifically ex-
plained in this section. While Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the complete view,
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show some of the widgets enlarged:

49 More options are available today (see Section 2.5.1), but for example upvoting chat messages
directly in the platform’s chat is still not easy to realize with these.

50http://www.overwolf.com (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

http://www.overwolf.com
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Figure 5.4: Helpstone from a viewer’s view: a) Cards Tracker. b) Archetype
Voting. c) History. d) Chat and comments at the top. e) Emergency Buttons. f)
The streamed video with the Stream Overlay.

Figure 5.5: Helpstone from a streamer’s view: g) Hearthstone game with the
Stream Overlay. h) Statistics showing the Emergency Button presses as well
as the amount of hints given. i) Archetype Voting result and Expected Cards.
j) History overview of the streamer.

Stream Overlay: To simulate natural game interaction for the viewers and get
sophisticated visualization of hints, every viewer can draw lines on the video
stream. These lines are directly shown to the streamer via a transparent full-screen
Overwolf widget (see Figure 5.5g). For the viewers, areas of interest are visualized
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Figure 5.6: Enlarged widgets (see Figure 5.4): a) Shows a part of the Cards
Tracker, with a mouse-over event. b) Archetype Voting. c) History.

by rectangles (see Figure 5.4f); only here, lines can start or end. Drawing lines is
a similar interaction as directly interacting with the game Hearthstone (here, cards
are also played by the player by dragging them to the designated spot). When in
the same zones, lines of different viewers are aggregated by Helpstone and become
thicker to make popular moves visible at a glance for the streamer. Whenever the
streamer performs an in-game action, the lines are cleared to allow the audience
to provide new suggestions. This widget serves as the main interaction channel,
as now, hints to specific moves in the game do not need to be entered into the
chat by viewers (where they would not be aggregated at all) and are directly
visible to the streamer.

Cards Tracker: For historical information, played cards (from the streamer as well
as the enemy) are tracked by extracting this information from the Hearthstone
log, allowing the viewers (including ones who joined later) to get an overview of
the current match. With a mouse-over, the original game cards with all details
are shown (see Figure 5.6a). Together with the Archetype Voting (see below),
this widget helps viewers to make informed decisions. We also show card
predictions, based on past games and previously seen cards, for the most-voted-
on archetype/specification. The streamer (see Figure 5.5i) can also see the card
predictions inside the game. We integrated these predictions to spark more
discussion around the viewers and streamer.

Archetype Voting: To speculate about the enemy’s strategy together with the
streamer, the opponent’s play style (what we call “archetype”) can be classified
(similar to openings in the game chess). Viewers can vote on the three main
existing play styles. As many card deck variants exist for every archetype, we
also allow viewers to vote on a specification (see Figure 5.6b). The most-voted-
on specification and the number of votes for every archetype are shown to the
streamer (see Figure 5.5i).
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Figure 5.7: Enlarged widgets (see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5): d) Chat with the
History comments at the top. j) Part of the History for the streamer.

History and Chat: For historical information, all turns, with details on every
action and involved cards (see Figure 5.6c), are accessible to the viewers. Similar
to the Cards Tracker, the cards can be inspected via mouse-over. Viewers can
rate actions and turns (“thumbs up” and “thumbs down”) and can also provide a
comment. These are then visualized in a dedicated chat area (see Figure 5.7d),
in which comments can also be up- or downvoted and are sorted accordingly.
Besides these specific elements, the chat works similarly to the Twitch chat. The
streamer can toggle a specific overview directly in the game (see Figure 5.7j): the
best-rated comment is then shown, and the best-/worst-rated action in this turn,
as well as the comment that was rated best for these actions. This should allow
streamers to discuss the important points with their audience in a structured way.

Emergency Buttons: As quick and easy-to-analyze feedback, viewers have the
option to indicate, by a simple button press (see Figure 5.4e), that the current
situation can be considered as a “bad play” or that the streamer could win the
game (“has lethal”). The streamer always sees the number of bad play and lethal
hints for his current turn (see Figure 5.5j). When a threshold is reached the widget
starts to blink red for the streamer.

When a group of people provides similar inputs (for example, move suggestions
or upvotes), these are highlighted through the system by visual means (for
example, move suggestions are aggregated, lines become thicker and upvotes
set comments higher in the list). While this should reduce the information
overload (as explained above), it also relates to the wisdom of crowds [289] (see
also Section 2.4) and thus provides the streamers with a range of options they
can consider taking, or simply talk about them with the viewers. Either way,
Helpstone should thus allow viewers to impact the experience.
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5.3.2 User Study with Helpstone

Following GoalHS 2, Helpstone was evaluated in an exploratory way with the goal
to receive insights on how viewers perceive the enhanced interaction channels.

Method

We recruited a German streamer (25-year-old experienced male Hearthstone player,
streaming since November 2015) who usually has 20 to 50 viewers. Additionally,
we recruited people who know/play Hearthstone via student mailing lists and
Facebook. Prior to the streaming session, we explained the system to the streamer.
At the beginning of the stream, a four-minute-long tutorial video was shown in
the live-stream to provide the viewers with a tutorial on Helpstone. Additionally,
an integrated HTML tour on the web page explained all elements for viewers who
joined later. The streamer played against a simple computer opponent to let the
viewers and himself get familiar with the system. Thereafter, the streamer played
against a strong computer opponent, and one round against one of his viewers.
When playing against a computer opponent, Hearthstone does not restrict the
turn time, which was beneficial for the streamer and viewers to experience the
setting without time pressure. The viewers were encouraged to use Helpstone; all
interactions were logged.

After these matches, the stream was ended and a link to an online questionnaire
consisting of demographic questions, the System Usability Scale (SUS) [29] (to
measure the overall usability of Helpstone) and statements on the use and the
perception of every widget was provided. Respondents had to express their
agreement with these statements on a 5-point scale with the labels disagree, some-
what disagree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat agree, agree. These statements
were introduced to make the widgets comparable and receive specific insights
into each of them. Free-text answers were also allowed for every widget and for
the overall system. The streamer was interviewed in a semi-structured way by
two researchers to receive insights into his perception of the system and options
for the audience.

Results

23 viewers visited the Helpstone website during the study. Ten (eight male, two
female; age: <18: 1, 18–24: 4, 25–30: 5) completed the questionnaire. Half of them
were regular viewers and nine respondents reported being at least moderately
skilled in playing Hearthstone. Five of the participants reported watching game
live-streams nearly every day, one watches multiple times a week, two once a
week and three a couple of times in a month. We asked the sample whether they
have an issue with visiting another page for using Helpstone, but they tended
to disagree to this statement (M=2.1, SD=.9, Mdn=2). Thus the sample can be
considered as suitable for this study, and the following aspects were found:
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Element 1st match 2nd match Total
Drawing lines 61 (16) 43 (12) 104 (20)
Player up-/downvotes 50 (9) 23 (7) 73 (12)
Opponent up-/downvotes 20 (7) 10 (5) 30 (12)
Bad play warnings 11 (5) 7 (7) 18 (10)
Comments on player action/turns 8 (5) 10 (6) 18 (8)
Archetype votes - 10 (10) 10 (10)
Up-/downvotes on comments 2 (2) 11 (5) 13 (7)
Comments on opponent action/turns 2 (2) 1 (1) 3 (3)
Lethal warnings 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1)
Total interactions 154 (16) 116 (13) 270 (22)

Table 5.8: Number of interactions with Helpstone per match and element.
The number of unique users using it is provided in parentheses. Note: The
Archetype Voting is not supported against computer opponents. The 1st match
took 14 and the 2nd 12 minutes.

Helpstone subjectively raises the audience activity level and perceived influ-
ence: The viewers enjoyed Helpstone (M=4.4, SD=.5, Mdn=4) and by using it re-
ported being more active while watching the live-stream (M=4.5, SD=.7, Mdn=5).
The viewers tended to agree that Helpstone helped them to better interact with
the streamer than they could over the Twitch chat (M=3.8, SD=1.2, Mdn=4), but
were indifferent whether this was also true for the interaction with the other
viewers over the Twitch chat (M=2.8, SD=1.6, Mdn=3.5). The latter aspect can be
attributed to the fact that we did not integrate the Twitch chat directly (i.e., chats
entered on the channel’s Twitch page were not shown in Helpstone and vice versa).
This was deemed as not necessary for the study but can easily be integrated.
The viewers had the feeling of exerting influence on the streamer (M=4.5, SD=.5,
Mdn=4.5) and the streamer also reported in the interview the feeling that he had
been influenced, even though he played in “his style”. Nonetheless, unsurpris-
ingly, the sample also tended to agree that using Helpstone takes more effort than
watching a “normal” live-stream (M=3.9, SD=.9, Mdn=4).

Helpstone increases game-related interactions: We tracked the viewers’ activity
on this channel before our study, for three consecutive Hearthstone matches (which
took 12 minutes in total), and found that 30 to 40 viewers were watching. Out
of those, seven wrote 22 chat messages; none of them was game-related. A
later tracking of one-hour footage of this channel with a similar audience size
showed that only 18 of 144 chat messages (12.5%) were game-related. In the
interview, the streamer stated that on his channel more social than game-related
conversations happen. Further, he states that his viewership indeed provides
hints – especially when he plays badly – and that he sometimes asks his viewers
game-related questions, making Helpstone reasonable for his channel. The two
matches in our study lasted 26 minutes in total, revealing that Helpstone will
prolong matches, to give the audience room for suggestions. Table 5.8 shows the
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I think it is reasonable... M SD Mdn
... to suggest actions to the streamer (by drawing lines) 4.5 .5 4.5
... that viewers can vote for comments (“thumbs up”/”thumbs down”) 4.2 1 5
... that viewers can rate actions (“thumbs up”/”thumbs down”) 4.2 1 4.5
... to be able to warn the streamer of lethal situations 4.1 1 4
... that viewers can comment on actions 4.1 1.3 4.5
... that viewers can suggest new specifications 3.9 1 4
... that viewers can comment on turns 3.9 1.6 4.5
... to see a prognosis of the opponent’s remaining cards 3.7 1.2 4
... that viewers can rate turns 3.7 1.5 4
... to be able to vote for archetypes 3.4 1.3 4
... to be able to warn the streamer of urgent bad play 2.9 1.4 2.5

Table 5.9: Relevance statements for the different Helpstone elements.

Widget Aware Usage Agg SAware
M SD Mdn M SD Mdn M SD Mdn M SD Mdn

Stream Overlay 4.7 .5 5 4.5 .5 4.5 3.9 1.2 4 4.7 .5 5
Cards Tracker 3.4 1.1 4 2.7 1.1 2.5 - - - - - -
Archetype Voting 3.3 1.3 3.5 3.3 1.3 3.5 3.8 .9 4 4.4 .7 4.5
History 4.2 1.2 4.5 4.1 1.3 4.5 4.2 .6 4 3.9 1.1 4
Chat 4.1 1 4 4 1.2 4 - - - 4.4 .5 4
Emergency
Buttons

4.2 .9 4 3.8 1.3 4 3.9 1.3 4 3.8 .8 4

Table 5.10: Mean values, standard deviations and median values for the fol-
lowing statements: Aware: I think that I actually perceived the widget; Usage:
I think that I used this widget actively; Agg: I liked the aggregation of viewer
inputs for this widget; SAware: I think that inputs for this widget were noticed
by the streamer during a match.

number of interactions with every Helpstone element and indicates that through
Helpstone, more game-related interactions happen. The artificial situation and the
novelty effect [107, 148, 332] might have had a strong influence, but the numbers
of drawn lines and the upvotes (the two most often used features) especially
indicate that viewers’ game-related interactions might increase if a tool enables
more interaction and communication channels.

Helpstone offers relevant features, even for passive viewers: Table 5.9 shows
that not all new features were perceived as equally relevant; thus, not every
option for more interaction should be offered unconditionally. Further research
needs to be done to investigate whether, in a stream, interaction options, that
are not perceived as relevant are harmful. Overall, this finding fits with the
differences in the feature perception found in the online study (see Section 5.2.2).
We also asked participants about several statements regarding the features of
Helpstone; these can be found in Table 5.10. Interestingly, we see that the Cards
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Figure 5.8: Number of interactions done with Helpstone per viewer.

Tracker and the Archetype Voting were not noticed as much by participants
as the other widgets, which also explains why the voting for archetypes was
less relevant, for example. By considering Table 5.8 and Table 5.9, we conclude
that the stream overlay was perceived as the most important element, even
though usability flaws were reported (see next result). It seems that the direct
interaction with the video stream and the immediate feedback are promising for
such systems. This also directly fits to the recent platform efforts to make streams
more interactive (see Section 2.5.1). Rating game actions (see Table 5.9) and
presenting the results in an aggregated fashion was appreciated by the viewers
(M=4.2, SD=.6, Mdn=4) and explicitly approved by the streamer. This aspect can
also be seen in Table 5.10, as the aggregation functions were rated above average.
We conclude that interactive features which provide more discussion options
for the streamer are important. This also adds to the aspect that streamers and
their performance are very important for viewers in a stream (as also found in
the online study; see Section 5.2.2). Finally, it seems that for functions providing
information on the game state, easy-to-verify ground-truth information (lethal
warnings) is preferred over subjective or ambiguous hints (bad play warnings).

Considering the interaction count of the viewers who provided answers to our
questionnaire (see Figure 5.8), we see that some only did a few interactions. The
assessment of the different features in Table 5.9 shows that these (passive) users
had also positively rated the interactive features; otherwise, the mean values
would have been worse (and furthermore, t-tests between viewers with low
(≤ 10) and high (> 10) numbers of interactions did not reveal any significant
differences for the different ratings). This further supports the aspect, found in
the online study (see Section 5.2.2), that viewers who want to watch rather than
to interact see usefulness in the new interaction channels as well.
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Helpstone’s usability can be further improved: The streaming lag in our case
was not an issue, as participants tended to disagree to the statement that the
stream delay was annoying (M=2.3, SD=1.1, Mdn=2.5). At the same time, the
sample disagreed to the question whether it was difficult to adjust the lag on
Helpstone (M=1.5, SD=1, Mdn=1). Taken together, this indicates that the lag solu-
tion we used in Helpstone might be utilized for other (round-based) games as well.
Considering usability, the SUS score was M=70.3 (SD=13.5). According to [10],
this is acceptable. Two major usability issues were reported: first, the History
always advances to the next turn, which sometimes causes viewers to rate or
comment on the wrong turn. Second, the Stream Overlay needs refinement to be
more suitable for Hearthstone matches (to suggest chains of actions). The streamer
also reported that the Stream Overlay interferes with in-game information (e.g.,
card texts). However, both widgets were seen as relevant (see Table 5.9) and were
used objectively (see Table 5.8) and subjectively (see Table 5.10). Overall, while
in its current form the sample is indifferent as to whether Helpstone should be
used for all Hearthstone streams (M=2.8, SD=.9, Mdn=2.5), after improvement (i.e.,
integrating the usability feedback and suggestions made) participants would
be more open to this (M=3.9, SD=1, Mdn=4). This provides further support for
the view that having more interaction channels in live-streams appears to be
appreciated overall.

Discussion

The case study revealed that Helpstone indeed provides enhanced communication
and interaction channels, as these were rated positively and used by the partici-
pants in the study. It gives the audience a feeling of influence, and the streamer
reported to also have the impression of being influenced by the audience. Addi-
tionally, Helpstone raised the audience activity level, and may also be interesting
for passive viewers who simply want to watch the stream.

To our knowledge, this was the first investigation of such a setup that allows
a better direct interaction between viewer and streamer in the live-streaming
context. However, the results should not be over-generalized, as we had only
a small sample size, only one streamer, and we focused only on a round-based
game. We deem these limitations acceptable for a first exploration of this topic.
Not every function offered seems equally relevant to viewers. It seems necessary
to have rules to know what works in which situations. In this sense, this also
relates back to the online study (see Section 5.2.2) that showed that there are
contextual and individual differences. Further research can build upon our
concepts and results, especially by using ballot box communication and direct
interactions on the video stream, as these seem promising for novel interactive
streaming tools. It can easily be seen that the chosen concept is applicable to other
turn-based games with a fixed camera as well, such as chess or poker. Continuous
game play and a moving camera add complexity, but even here, parts of our
concepts can be used: for example, for first person shooters, comments and
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upvotes could show which weapons to use next, while for role-playing games,
dialogue options to be selected by the streamer could be made interactive for the
viewers on the video stream. Work on such tools could create completely novel
experiences for streamers and viewers.

5.3.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

With this approach, we could show that providing viewers with more influence in
live-streams is worthwhile. With Helpstone we demonstrated how enhanced com-
munication and interaction channels can be realized (GoalHS 1) to grant viewers
more influence on how the stream proceeds. Helpstone also provided solutions to
current issues imposed by the live-streaming platforms, such as a workaround
for the lag issue in respect to the available information (see Section 2.5.1), infor-
mation overload and the on-boarding of new viewers. The interaction patterns
Helpstone provides also allow viewers to stay passive and simply consume the
new functions (e.g., such as the history), which we learned is indeed reasonable,
further strengthening the results of the online study (see Section 5.2.2). Through
the conducted study (GoalHS 2), we also found that the group of viewers can
indeed exert influence on the streamer, as he considered their suggestions. In
addition, they exert influence directly on the stream, as their contributions, while
orchestrated by the streamer, were also visible on the stream when he decided
to use them. Considering that live-streaming has the goal to be more interactive
than simply watching a video (as discussed in Section 1.2.2 and Section 2.5), and
as viewers reported that they could imagine always using Helpstone (after adding
their suggestions) in streams, we assessed the means that Helpstone offers as
worthwhile to raise the individual autonomy. Overall, this fits with the questions
of thesis (RQ3; see Section 1.4) as we demonstrated how enhanced interaction
channels can be realized and that these are indeed perceived positively.

5.4 Summary

This chapter considered game live-streams in which many-to-many (viewers
amongst them) and many-to-one (viewers to streamer) communications are
relevant. The video analysis of a large channel that seeks to integrate viewers
showed by what means they are empowered today. We found that there are
several, but that viewers do not have unrestricted influence. Instead, the influence
is always moderated. In the complementary online study, we found that this
is also considered as valuable by viewers, as they do not want the streamer’s
performance to be affected unconditionally. At the same time, though, we also
found that many highly rated features, concepts and streamer’s behaviors are
interactive in nature. This underlines that game live-streams are a relevant
context to investigate how to empower individual users. This study revealed
further aspects in relation to integrative options, such as that viewers who do
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not want to participate still assess interactivity as reasonable. Finally, with
Helpstone we demonstrated how to create a system that aims at empowering
users, and we could validate that the new interaction options for individuals are
indeed perceived as valuable. Taken together, we found that it is interesting for
individuals to have more autonomy in the live-streaming context, but only within
limits, as unrestricted autonomy could lead to a negative experience for everyone
based on the shared medium. Instead, here, the streamer should orchestrate the
contributions. The findings in this chapter add to RQ3 (see Section 1.4) and to
the ongoing efforts of empowering viewers in live-streaming settings.

The next chapter will analyze how viewers interact when there is no streamer
to orchestrate their actions. For this we consider settings in which the audience
alone is responsible for what is happening in a streaming context. We will
consider shared game control and investigate what means can be provided to
allow a group of people to manage itself.
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Chapter 6
Shared Game Control in Live-Streams

This chapter presents work that we conducted in shared game control settings.
We investigate these settings in the live-streaming context with two shared game
control prototypes, TPP++ and CrowdChess. This fits into our research questions
(and adds especially to RQ3; see Section 1.4). Within this thesis, in contrast
to Chapter 5, it allows us to study group settings, without orchestration of a
streamer, as the latter is absent in such scenarios. Thus, this chapter shows how
the audience is able to self-orchestrate and how they play such games together.
With the conducted studies, we are able to reason about the viewer’s perception
of such settings and how effective the group decisions are.

Sections 6.2 and 6.4 are based on the publication [171] and Section 6.3 is based
on [172].

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider shared game control settings in live-streaming. As
illustrated in Section 2.5.2, Twitch Plays Pokémon (TPP) was a particularly success-
ful representative attracting many people to play in parallel, and many other
such settings appeared subsequently. For this thesis, especially for RQ3 (see
Section 1.4), such settings are particularly interesting. While Chapter 5 has con-
sidered the question of how viewers can be empowered in streaming situations
in which a streamer is present and able to orchestrate the contributions, in this
chapter, we will investigate how viewers orchestrate themselves: in these games,
individuals can shape what happens in the game, but as this is a shared expe-
rience, the viewers need to manage themselves and thus can solely decide on
how the stream proceeds. While we described self-administration options in
Section 2.5.2 (e.g., the “anarchy” and “democracy mode” in TPP), we were interested
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Figure 6.1: Instantiated schematic of reciprocity in shared game control.

in providing further options and learning about the effectiveness of the audience
in playing together. In the self-sustaining systems presented in Chapter 3, users
were only loosely coupled. Here, in the shared game control context, users can
be considered as tightly coupled. They share the same view (i.e., the outcome
directly affects the stream for everyone) instead of each having their own “view”
in which individual contributions might change only small bits for other users
(i.e., when part of a receipt in ExpenseControl is corrected). Figure 6.1 shows an
instantiated schematic of the reciprocity in shared game control.

This chapter is structured as follows: we introduce an extended Twitch Plays
Pokémon setting, TPP++. Here, viewers received more input aggregators beyond
the “anarchy mode” and “democracy mode” and access to game elements. Both
aimed at providing more self-administration options. After presenting the system,
we elaborate on a small-scale study we had conducted with it, showing the
relevancy for both means. We will then elaborate on CrowdChess, a shared game
control variant of chess to measure the effectiveness of individual and group
decisions and a study we conducted on the live-streaming platform Mixer with it.

6.2 Perception of a Shared Game Control Setting

Based on the work presented on TPP in Section 2.5.2, we were interested in
whether similar channels are equally attractive. To this end, we considered ten
days of viewer count data in April 2016 from streams that appeared on the Twitch
Plays51 section on Twitch, which provides an overview on TP channels. Every
20 minutes, we checked the viewer count in channels listed there. 58 channels
appeared, and the massive numbers seen during the first instance of TPP were
51 We will abbreviate live-streaming-related shared game control with TP subsequently, indepen-

dent of on which of the live-streaming platform they are presented.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum parallel viewer count per day for TP channels.

not reached by TPP itself or any other TP streams. The channel with the most
viewers in parallel had 7689 viewers on one day and was a notable exception.
TPP had 322 viewers in parallel at the peak. Apparently, there are two classes of
channels (see Figure 6.2): a few channels that attract a larger number of viewers,
and channels that have a small viewership in parallel (<13). Thus, apparently the
TP channels also have a long-tail distribution, similar to the usual streamer-driven
channels in live-streaming [139].

Based on this finding, we assessed it as interesting to start the investigation of the
shared game control setting in live-streams, by considering how viewers perceive
such an experience. Thus, we had the following goals:

GoalTPP 1 Creation of a shared game control setting with enhanced self-administration
options: Following the idea of TPP, we were interested in creating
a TP system that offers more options than the original TPP for indi-
viduals to impact the experience and allow the group to potentially
better self-administrate. We judged the enhanced options as neces-
sary to give the individual viewers more influence, and potentially
also increase the perception of such an experience.

GoalTPP 2 Evaluation of the self-administration options in, and perception of, a shared
game control setting: We were interested in how TP experiences are
perceived by viewers and to what extent the audience uses the added
self-administration options.
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Figure 6.3: The TPP++ (web-based) interface.

6.2.1 Concept and System Design of TPP++

Following GoalTPP 1, we created TPP++ (see Figure 6.3), based on the original
TPP. We developed a server and a web application to manipulate the setup more
easily than could be done by using Twitch, and also to mitigate the lag issue (see
Section 2.5.1). As a basis, we adapted elements used on Twitch, i.e., the login, chat
and streaming window, as well as the option to enter commands into the chat
that are interpreted in the game. We added an option to directly use keystrokes
to carry out commands (instead of using the chat). As the “democracy mode” in
TPP was introduced to make progress faster [187] (see also Section 2.5.2), we
were interested in exploring further modes. For these we were inspired by work
on crowd input aggregation (see Section 2.4.3). Similar to TPP, the audience has
the option to alter the aggregator used, to account for their needs in the game.
Besides the aggregators, we added further means for self-administration that
can be used complementarily. We framed them as game elements. The online
study (see Section 5.2.2) showed that game elements seem unnecessary in the
presence of a streamer. However, in the absence of one, this might further add to
the experience. Both the aggregators and game elements have the goal to raise
engagement and the level of audience self-administration.

Aggregators: For the aggregators (see Table 6.1) we provided a mode in which
all commands are executed (Mob), one in which non-experts have more weight
(Proletarian), a mode in which the audience can give certain viewers more influ-
ence (Expertise Weighted Vote), modes in which the best conforming decision is
selected (Majority Vote, Crowd Weighted Vote) and modes in which an individual
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Aggregator
name

Aggregator functionality

Mob “Anarchy mode” in TPP and Mob/Multi in [160]. Every vote is processed and
carried out.

Majority
Vote

“Democracy mode” in TPP. Time frames are considered and the most-selected
command is used.

Crowd
Weighted
Vote

Based on [160, 260]. It is a weighted majority vote, where the player’s weight is
based on their conformity to the others. The weight of all players is continuously
adapted based on their voting and the most popular vote, i.e. increased (decreased)
if the choice is (not) congruent with the most popular vote.

Active Based on [160]. If this aggregator is chosen, one player is randomly selected and
takes control over the game, as long as input from him or her is provided or the
aggregator is changed.

Leader Based on Legion Leader [160]; combines Active and Crowd Weighted Vote, i.e., a
player is selected based on his or her conformity to the crowd.

Expertise
Weighted
Vote

A weighted majority vote with weights based on the expertise of the players
(often used in crowd-based systems [239]). In our case, the individual expertise
is generated by the players themselves, as players can receive upvotes (which
improves their reputation; see the game elements section) for their actions, i.e., the
players can identify others they want to provide with more weight in decisions.

Proletarian The inverse of the Expertise Weighted Vote, to now empower non-experts.

Table 6.1: The aggregators (and explanations thereof) offered in TPP++.

decides (Active, Leader). Every player can change the desired mode, but only the
most often selected becomes active, and this is visualized on the web page. With
this set of aggregators we offered more choices than the original TPP provided
and in particular allowed the audience to decide whether they want to empower
individuals for certain parts of the game.

Game elements: With these, we introduced an orthogonal option to the aggrega-
tors for orchestration. We use two values, called influence and reputation. While
reputation is a permanent value (used in Expertise Weighted Vote), influence is
used for buying items. Every player can upvote others, for example after they
have provided good suggestions. The amount of upvotes a player can spend is
limited, but refreshes over time. Every upvote generates influence and reputation
for the upvoted player. Influence can be spent on these items:

• Agenda: A player-generated short-term goal (e.g., “Go to city X”) can be
established, which might be beneficial for motivation [177] and furthermore
might help to orchestrate the group. It is shown to the audience and they
can vote on whether the goal has been reached or not, or state that they do
not want to pursue this goal. If a decision has reached a majority (among
all logged-in players), or the majority has cast their vote, the agenda ends.
Participating players gain a small amount of influence independent from
the outcome, in order to prevent incentives to manipulate agenda votes for
influence gain. Only one agenda can be active and no agenda items can be
bought during this time.
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• Player Spotlight: One detrimental factor in user motivation within a crowd
is the invisibility of one’s own contributions [14]. This item tries to motivate
players by highlighting their actions for all others. The featured person is
chosen randomly and showcased for a fixed period of time, after which
the next one is selected. Players can cumulatively increase their chance of
being chosen by buying this item.

• Repay: This item distributes its influence cost evenly among peer players.
Loparev et al. [178] introduced a passive game mode which allowed players
to aid their fellow players without directly influencing the game state.
Additionally, in cases of a skewed distribution of influence, which for
example might occur when one or a few players are favored by others due
to their expertise, this item can be used to re-balance.

6.2.2 User Study with TPP++

TPP++ was used in a user study to learn how the aggregators and the game
elements are perceived and used by players and what requirements and expec-
tations users have towards them. In this sense, this study was an exploratory
one, not driven by hypotheses. Nonetheless, we expected that the introduced
means will help the group to better self-administrate. With this study, we were
also interested in assessing the overall perception of a TPP-like setting (GoalTPP

2). It can be expected that the dynamics in such streams differ, the more viewers
take part. As it was shown that most TPP-like channels attract only a smaller
viewership, we also aimed for a smaller group of viewers in this study.

Method

We used TPP++ in a local setup to minimize streaming delay even further. All
participants were physically separated. In addition, a list of user names was
handed out, and it was forbidden for the players to reveal their identity. Both
were meant to mimic the TPP setting, in which participants probably did not
know each other. After a pre-session questionnaire (assessing demographics and
subjective experience with computer games and TP settings), every participant
received access to a Pokémon Red game and had ten minutes to get familiar
with it. An interactive explanation of how the aggregators work followed: the
participants were able to define voting options and values, and could see what a
selected aggregator would output. The user interface of the web page was also
explained. Afterward they played the game together, similar to TPP. This part
was separated into four phases, representing different situations and options: the
first two phases did not use further game elements, restricting the user interface to
the login button, stream window, chat, aggregators (without Expertise Weighted
Vote and Proletarian) and direct input option. In order to avoid demotivation, the
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phases without game elements had to happen before these were introduced, since
taking away features could have a negative impact on the user experience [300].
The four phases were (see Section 2.5.2 for an explanation of the game areas/TPP
situations mentioned below):

• Easy, no game elements (ENG): This phase started in an area in which
navigation and fights are easy. Participants should get familiar with the
system and the group dynamics.

• Difficult, no game elements (DNG): This phase starts in a difficult game
area (the Rock Tunnel) since the screen will turn almost black, only showing
silhouettes of the walls. Using a special ability of the avatar, players can illu-
minate their surroundings. Combined with a more challenging navigation
task, this situation demands coordination from the players.

• Easy, with game elements (EWG): Reusing or resetting known scenarios
could frustrate players who have their achieved progress reset; thus, for
the game element conditions we needed to ensure the use of other states
fulfilling the requirements. Thus, we selected a similar but different state
compared to ENG, i.e., easy navigation and easy fights.

• Difficult, with game elements (DWG): The phase started in the difficult
game area called Spinning Hell. A high amount of floor tiles move (spin) the
character in different directions, making navigation through the maze hard.
This area led to the introduction of the “democracy mode” in TPP, because
progress in “anarchy mode” proved impossible [2].

Every phase was active for 15 minutes of game time. At the beginning of each
phase, participants receive information about the available creatures, items, spe-
cial abilities and the story state. No further requirements regarding method of
play were given, i.e., after they received the overview, participants could play the
game as they wanted. Between each phase they were asked to answer questions
regarding their enjoyment, perceived progress, difficulty and usefulness of the
available features on a 7-point scale (with labels at the extreme values and the
midpoint: strongly disagree, neither agree or disagree, strongly agree). After the last
phase, the provided questionnaire contained an additional section including a
general assessment of TPP++. A post-session interview with every participant
was conducted to gather further qualitative feedback. Besides these qualitative
measures, we also recorded all interactions with TPP++, as well as the game play.
The chat was also recorded, but this led to no conclusive data.
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Results

Eight German subjects participated (seven male, one female; age: 21–30: 8). Peo-
ple of this age and gender represent the largest user group on Twitch, according
to their own statistics52. Six participants were students, two were employed,
and all deemed themselves quite experienced with video games (M=7.8, SD=2.6,
Mdn=8.5) on a 10-point scale. One had participated in at least one TPP session;
six had already seen footage or heard of it.

Progress: The participants were able to solve tasks such as lighting and success-
fully proceeding within the Rock Tunnel, navigating parts of the Spinning Hell
and winning fights against non-player characters throughout all phases, i.e., the
group achieved progress. One explanation for this could be that we had (most
likely) no destructive forces amongst the participants (i..e, no trolling tenden-
cies became obvious) and a low participant count, in contrast to TPP, making
it potentially easier to achieve goals. Nonetheless, from their own perception,
the participants evaluated their progress as low throughout all phases: lowest
in EWG (M=2.4, SD=2.1, Mdn=1.5) and DWG (M=2, SD=1.5, Mdn=1.5) and
highest in DNG (M=4.4, SD=1.7, Mdn=4.5). As situations occurred in which
advancement was slowed, mostly due to dissent on how to proceed, this could
be an explanation. An example failure occurred in EWG where the group steered
the character back and forth for minutes. We observed that participants with a
lower overall system interaction per minute count tended to do social actions
(chatting, upvoting, polls etc.) instead of issuing commands. This indicates that
our audience was also not uniform (fitting into the personas [41] and results
found in Section 5.2.2); i.e., different roles might be available in the audience,
altering how they interact in shared game control settings.

Self-administration through aggregators: In every phase, TPP++ started with
the Majority Vote aggregator. In ENG, the first mode change occurred after 63
seconds; in the later phases the first mode change occurred after 4 seconds on av-
erage. The ability to change the aggregator was assessed differently in the phases
(mean values per phase: 4/5.4/3.4/4.5) and players disagreed with the statement
that all aggregators were equally important (2.1/3.3/1.7/2.6). Figure 6.4 shows
the measured usage times. The most used aggregator was Expertise Weighted
Vote with an overall uptime of 1028 seconds, while Mob (145s) and Proletarian
(198s) were barely used. Considering the assessment of the aggregators, Crowd
Weighted Vote was always mentioned as important (and players got 65 upvotes
in EWG and 39 in DWG). Additionally, in the difficult phases, aggregators that
provide individuals with more weight (Expertise Weighted Vote) or single user
options (Active, Leader) were highlighted. While it could be argued that al-
though Leader was chosen in DNG, all other aggregators in this phase had more
uptime than Leader, a closer look at the game footage provides more insight.
DNG has two major tasks: lighting the rock tunnel (once lighted it stays lighted)
and navigating it. In TPP, the first task was never completed (they navigated

52 Twitch Advertising: Audience, https://goo.gl/YcqXtG (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://goo.gl/YcqXtG
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without seeing the whole map) and thus the difficulty of this scenario was quite
high. In our study, the participants managed to solve the first task at the four
minute mark; during this time Leader had its total uptime of 115s. Overall, the
set of aggregators was rated as complete (M=6, SD=.6, Mdn=6) and as containing
useless ones (M=5.1, SD=2.1, Mdn=6): Proletarian was named thrice, Mob twice
and Active once, which coincides with their uptimes. Participants were indiffer-
ent (with better scores in DNG and DWG) to the statement whether aggregators
provide a good option to self-administer the group (3.9/4.8/3.3/4.1) and they
were indifferent (but tended to agree) to the question whether their decisions
were in line with the group’s decisions (4.9/4.5/4.4/5.3).

Perception and self-administration through the game elements: The sample
agreed slightly with the statement that they had fun (asked on a single scale)
during the study overall (M=5.1, SD=1.2, Mdn=5). Breaking it down to the
single phases, we see that in ENG and DNG the perceived fun (M=3.5, SD=1.6,
Mdn=3.5/M=3.6, SD=1.6, Mdn=3.5) was low. This could hint that playing games
that are not designed primarily for a shared game control setting needs further
incentives to be fun. After adding the game elements, the self-reports for the
perceived fun increased in EWG (M=5.8, SD=1.7, Mdn=6) and in DWG (M=5.1,
SD=1, Mdn=5.5), even though the perceived progress was lowest in these phases,
as stated. There was a significant difference in these measurements, as a Friedman
ANOVA showed: χ2(3)=10.9, p=.01. Post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, but revealed no
significant differences between the phases. When asked about whether or not
game elements improved the user interface, users evaluated them as beneficial
(M=5.9, SD=1.8, Mdn=7). They also tended to agree to the statements that these
elements added to their enjoyment (M=5.6, SD=1.6, Mdn=6 in EWG and M=4.6,
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SD=1.5, Mdn=5 in DWG) and were motivating (M=4.9, SD=1.5, Mdn=5.5 in
EWG and M=4.5, SD=2.3, Mdn=5.5 in DWG). Additionally, these features were
deemed helpful regarding self-administration in EWG (M=5, SD=2, Mdn=6) but
less so in DWG (M=3.8, SD=1.8, Mdn=4), but positively influenced the group
in both phases (M=5.6, SD=1.6, Mdn=6 in EWG and M=4.5, SD=2, Mdn=5.5 in
DWG). Overall, 20 Player Spotlight, 15 Repay and 11 Agenda items were bought.
Not surprisingly, the sample also agreed with the statement that further game
elements is a good idea in this setting overall (M=5.9, SD=1.2, Mdn=6).

After every phase, we asked whether the offered functions (overall, i.e., we
did not separate between aggregators and game elements) were assessed as
helpful. Here, again, a slight improvement can be seen with game elements being
available (4/4.1/5.9/4.6). Nonetheless, the sample tended to agree uniformly
across the phases that the offered functions were not enough (4.5/4.9/5/5). An
issue that was revealed in the interviews was that more shop items would be
helpful and would thus expand on the self-administration options currently
offered, e.g., sub-agendas or an item that provides the leader role for a short
time. The latter hints that at least some participants would further empower
individual control options in shared game control settings. Two participants also
wished for options with more impact. These participants had a lot of upvotes and
wanted to spend their influence further. The experience TPP++ provided could
also be further improved by adding more statistics, social information and the
option to share responsibilities, according to the participants in the interviews.
The most common demand was a static display of the current leader. Additional
demands concerned seeing how much influence or reputation others have, and a
visualization of how much weight the players have in each voting phase.

Discussion

To our knowledge, our study with TPP++ was a first controlled exploration
of the TPP phenomenon. The perceived game progress was low, even with
the additional elements offered. The perceived fun was lower in the phases
without game elements. Considering the content of the original TPP setting,
the high number of players can be more likely be attributed to the novelty,
the chaos, but also the “fandom” that was created around it (see Section 2.5.2).
Our results indicate that simple majority polls alone are not sufficient as input
aggregators here. Depending on the situation, the audience reduced the average
player influence for the sake of progress and coordination, either by selecting
single-user aggregators (Leader or Active) or empowering a group of individuals
(Expertise Weighted Vote). This indicates that the audience does not always
want everyone to contribute equally, for example to achieve faster progress.
The conformity-driven aggregator Crowd Weighted Vote was selected in the
first two phases but was used almost not at all later. As in later phases the
Expertise Weighted Vote aggregator was available, potentially it appeared more
suitable. What can be derived from this is that a fixed aggregation of individual
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inputs seems insufficient. Demands vary depending on the situation, and there
should be different options offered to fit these situations. Interestingly though,
the audience judged the ability to change the aggregators as not particularly
important throughout all phases, although changes occurred during each phase.
Considering the features’ ratings in the online study earlier (see Section 5.2.2),
the ability to change voting schemes in polls was not rated highly either.

The aggregators in general were also not perceived as particularly useful for self-
administration, even though they were actually used. First, this could be a result
of integrating aggregators that were “useless” from the user view. Potentially,
this could have altered the perception of the aggregators overall. Second, it could
be that aggregating single-user commands is necessary to make progress, but will
still lead to a different feeling than playing a game in which a user has full control.
Most likely not every decision of a viewer is carried out in a TP setting, which
might lead to such an impression overall. In contrast, considering the introduced
game elements, we learned that these add to the experience and provide a better
feeling of self-administration. The participants requested additional elements,
not only for entertainment, but also to better influence the decisions and how
the game proceeds. Integrating their suggestions and experimenting with these
elements are interesting further research directions. It would also be interesting
to see how these are perceived long-term.

Our study had limitations: first, although in line with the Twitch demographics,
the laboratory study with its small and gender-biased sample. As many available
TPP channels have a similar small audience, our study still provided actionable
results. A second limitation was the short time frame the participants had to
interact with the game phases. We decided to see this as acceptable, as it is
currently unclear how long people interact with a TPP-like setting in general. 15
minutes appears to be a compromise for the participants to report their initial
perception. Third, the user study itself had no players hindering progress, in
contrast to the original TPP setting. Even though we think that the available
aggregators will moderate effects that are introduced with such players, our
study can draw no definite conclusions for this. Work such as [139] shows that
most channels on Twitch attract only a few viewers; i.e., launching a channel
does not automatically mean that a large viewer base can simultaneously be
reached, which is why we decided against doing an “in the wild” study for
this experiment. Fourth, the decision to do this study within-subject (instead
of using a between-subject design/without a control group that plays through
the four scenarios without game elements) could have led to learning effects
(while cycling through the difficulties) and thus the impact of the game elements
could have been overestimated by the participants (even though we found that
less likely based on the qualitative answers). Fifth, our study used the relatively
simple (considering interacting and navigating) Pokémon Red game. The results
should be seen as applicable for this genre and not necessarily other genres,
as these might demand faster interaction cycles (e.g., shooters), thereby posing
different challenges.
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6.2.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

With TPP++ we developed an extended version of the TPP setting (GoalTPP 1).
Besides offering more input aggregation modes, it also offered further means
(framed as additional game elements) to allow a group to more efficiently share
control over the game. By conducting a small-scale laboratory study (GoalTPP

2), we found that both aspects were indeed used, and even though the input
aggregation modes did not excel in how they were perceived, they were still
used. We thereby found that the typical plurality/majority voting schemes in
polls, which is used in many live-streams (see Section 5.2), is not the one that
was most often used. The group instead selected aggregators in which either
an individual received full control or in which the ones with more “expertise”
should have more impact. This is interesting, as it shows that individuals appear
to be open to give up their influence to reach a higher goal within the game’s
setting. From the answers to the game element aspects, we also learned that
more means to self-administrate in such a setting are considered as valuable and
that participants demanded further options to empower individuals. We also
saw that the TPP++ experience cannot be considered as fun overall. We attribute
this to the fact that, compared to non-shared-control games, individuals do not
have full control over the game and are highly dependent on others. In this sense
the individual autonomy is limited (although the game elements added more
options for individuals). Even in the situations were one player received full
control, whether or not he or she remains leader depends on the group. These
aspects are directly related to the thesis’ scope (RQ3; see Section 1.4).

While we have received insights into how viewers perceive a shared game control
setting which is similar to TPP, we cannot reason about how effective the group
in this setting was. The progress made was perceived as low by the players. From
an objective standpoint, we need to consider that the chosen game setup was a
role-playing game. This offers a large variety of options and goals that individual
players might have (e.g., catching a new creature, leveling one up, defeating
a certain NSC, exploring the area X before Y, etc.). This leads to two issues:
first, there is no metric that defines exactly how to calculate the effectiveness
of the group decisions here. Even though specific actions could in theory be
rated (e.g., going left is faster), contextual factors and the range of potential
sub-goals make a metric for assessing individual actions too complex or even
impossible (e.g., in the given example, going right might earn the player an
optional item that might help later in the game). Second, this range of options
makes the group decisions more difficult, as individuals might pursue different
objectives. Heeter et al. summarized it as “each specific player choice is idiosyncratic
to a particular moment of play in a particular game, and therefore specific choices rarely
serve to characterize game play in a conceptually meaningful or even useful way. Player
choices make game play interesting but they complicate play style measurement.” ([110],
p. 44). Overall, while we could investigate the TP setting in general with TPP++,
the next section presents a context which allows us to reason about the quality of
individual and group decisions in shared game control.
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6.3 Effectiveness in a Shared Game Control Setting

To be able to reason how effective individual and group decisions are in a shared
game control setting, a “simpler” context than TPP++, which allows evalua-
tions of actions was needed. As games usually have multiple goals, evaluating
the available game actions in terms of whether they are helpful towards these
goals is not trivial (see Section 6.2.3). Chess software today allows for evaluating
moves and chess has a complexity that makes playing it interesting enough to
attract viewers on live-streaming platforms (e.g., on Twitch several chess channels
exist that attract several hundred viewers on average53). Furthermore, in “Kas-
parov versus the World”54, over four months, people could play chess against the
chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov over the Internet (but not in a live-streaming
context): they could submit move suggestions and based on a plurality voting
scheme, the most suggested move was carried out. According to the article, more
than 50,000 people participated in this match. Altogether, we judged chess as a
good fit to be used in a TP context, leading to the following goals:

GoalCC 1 Creation of a shared game control setting to measure decision quality: The
game of chess needs to be adapted for the TP setting by accounting for
the limitations in the live-streaming and shared game control context.
With this game, as discussed above, the effectiveness of individual and
group decisions can be measured. As TPP++ was evaluated without
considering issues of live-streaming platforms, this will also provide
further insights into the overall topic of TP.

GoalCC 2 Evaluation of individual and group decisions in a shared game control setting:
With the created system, we can evaluate the individual and group
decisions to learn about their quality in shared game control.

6.3.1 Concept and System Design of CrowdChess

To account for GoalCC 1, we developed CrowdChess. Similar to our considerations
of Helpstone (see Section 5.3.2) and in contrast to TPP++ (see Section 6.2.2), we
decided to establish CrowdChess directly for the live-streaming context. Thus, we
faced several challenges by going for an “in the wild” setting. One challenge is
how to enable the audience to enter the game inputs. Even though live-streaming
platforms such as Mixer allow channel owners to customize their channel page
with HTML input elements (such as buttons) and to programmatically listen
to viewer interactions, these options were limited55. For example, it would not
have been possible to provide a virtual representation of the chess board to allow
viewers to suggest moves via direct interactions, similar to other chess games,
while providing them with feedback at the time of the study. Although TPP++

53 For example, https://www.twitch.tv/chess, (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
54 Wikipedia: Kasparov versus the World, https://goo.gl/91ubzv (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
55 The Twitch extensions (see Section 2.5.1) were not available at the time of the system creation.

https://www.twitch.tv/chess
https://goo.gl/91ubzv
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Figure 6.5: A screenshot of CrowdChess running on the live-streaming plat-
form Mixer. Left: Our video stream. Right: The channel’s chat.

and Helpstone worked on an external page, we decided that CrowdChess should be
directly usable on the live-streaming platform itself, similar to the other available
TP settings. Another challenge, especially on Twitch and YouTube, is the lag (as
discussed in Section 2.5.1), making it difficult to relate chat messages to the
situation seen in the stream. In settings in which audience input is interpreted
as game commands, this is especially problematic and needs to be considered
in the underlying game concepts. Finally, using the chat to provide information
(as it works in real time, in contrast to the video stream and might thus be a
reasonable alternative) to game situations and individual feedback poses the
challenge that platforms have limitations on how many messages can be sent
in a minute. Although white-listing options might be granted, this cannot be
assumed unconditionally. Additionally, a white-listed channel might still be too
limited, depending on the channel size. Exceeding the limits can, depending on
the platform, mean that the messages are simply not sent to other viewers, or in
the worst case, that the sending account is banned.

With respect to these challenges, we created CrowdChess as a test-bed that can
be used directly on today’s common live-streaming platforms (see Figure 6.5)
in an “in the wild” fashion. It consists of four components: the chess engine,
the aggregators, the live-streaming integration and the user interface shown
in the stream. CrowdChess is designed for audience vs. Artificial Intelligence
(AI), to investigate GoalCC 2, but the system can easily be adapted to allow for
streamer vs. audience or audience vs. audience matches, which might also reveal
interesting results. As chess is already round-based and partitioned into turns and
does not require fast interactions, this helps to lower the impact of the lag issue
mentioned before. The idea of CrowdChess is that every user can suggest a move
per turn and through input aggregation (similar to TPP++) and coordination
amongst the players, one of the suggestions is carried out as the group result.
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Chess engine and AI: We use Stockfish56, an open-source chess engine, to evaluate
the individual and aggregator-derived move suggestions. Besides using these
results as data points later, we use them to inform the expertise-based aggregators
(see below). The engine is too strong to be a motivating challenge in typical live-
streams. Therefore, we use some of the engine-offered options to limit it (such
as the maximal search depth for possible moves): CrowdChess offers 16 AI levels;
the level increases (decreases) by one when the audience wins (loses). The lower
levels can be easily beaten even by chess beginners (as tested informally).

Aggregators: CrowdChess allows the audience to alter the way individual move
suggestions are aggregated by voting for one of six aggregator schemes, which
are based on our TPP++ setup. We again distinguish between two concepts: those
that aggregate the input (named “crowd”) and those that select an individual
based on certain attributes and use the related move suggestion (named “leader”).

• Plurality Crowd (PC): A plurality vote, i.e., the move suggested by the
most viewers is executed.

• Expert Crowd (EC): A weighted plurality vote with weights based on
individual expertise levels. How the expertise is calculated specifically is
not disclosed to the viewers; they can only see the rating, which is updated
for every move suggestion given. Every viewer starts with an expertise of 1.
A given move suggestion is evaluated by the chess engine in relation to the
current board situation. This increases (decreases) the viewer’s expertise
by up to 2 (-2) points depending on how good (bad) the suggestion was.
For this, it is considered whether the suggestion leads to the opponent’s
mate, to one’s own mate (provided other moves would have been possible),
whether the viewer has missed mate in 1/2/3 turn(s) and finally, how
the suggestion score relates to the score of the best possible move in the
given board situation. An audience having the goal to beat the AI should
empower experts, as they more likely provide good move suggestions. As
the Expertise Weighted Vote aggregator had the highest uptime in TPP++,
it will be interesting to see whether this is replicable here.

• Conformity Crowd (CC): This aggregator is also a weighted plurality vote
where the weights are based on the individual conformity levels. Move
suggestions given by viewers are continuously compared to suggestions
provided by other viewers in the same turn. Suggesting moves that were
also suggested by the majority increases a viewer’s conformity by up to
2 (starting at 1), depending on the uniformity among move suggestions.
The level is decreased (by up to -2) when suggestions are made which only
small portions of (or no one else in) the audience also made. As soon as
Expertise Weighted Vote became available in TPP++, the conformity-based
Crowd Weighted Vote aggregator had nearly no uptime anymore. Thus, it
will be interesting to see whether the aggregator will be used at all here.

56https://stockfishchess.org (last accessed: 2018-07-07)

https://stockfishchess.org
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• Random Leader (RL): The random leader aggregator randomly selects one
of the viewers’ move suggestions. Such an aggregator relates to the “anarchy
mode” in the original TPP (or Mob in TPP++), in which all commands were
executed and thus all viewers could contribute something. Using the
concept of the “anarchy mode” is possible, but seems unreasonable for a
chess setting, as the chance of doing something “worse” and not being
able to reverse this decision through other viewer commands, in contrast
to the game Pokémon Red, is much higher. RL in contrast ensures that
in theory all viewers can participate in the game independent of their
conformity/expertise level, but at the same time also allows the matches to
still be playable.

• Expert Leader (EL): In contrast to RL, EL uses the move suggestion of the
viewer with the highest expertise. In TPP++ the audience empowered
individuals in difficult situations (but no direct counterpart to EL was
available in TPP++). In chess, it seems reasonable to offer an aggregator that
provides the best player with full control. Similar to EC, empowering the
best user seems reasonable, when the goal is to beat the AI.

• Conformity Leader (CL): In contrast to EL, here the conformity level is
the selection criterion (i.e., the move suggestion of the active player with
the highest value in conformity is the one used). In TPP++ this kind of
aggregator was also available and was used in difficult situations to provide
an individual with complete control. It is interesting to see whether this
aggregator is used when EL is offered in parallel.

The selection of the active aggregator is an ongoing plurality vote. Viewers can
switch their aggregator vote anytime and the one with the most votes becomes
active at the end of a turn. The time left in a turn is always shown to the viewers.
In the case of a draw, one of the aggregators involved in the draw is randomly
selected. If the active aggregator provides the same value for multiple moves,
one of these is also randomly selected.

Live-streaming integration: CrowdChess uses a chat bot to inform viewers about
their interaction options via the channel’s chat. These messages also provide
insights into the current game state (e.g., whose turn it is and which piece was
moved last). Especially for the lag issue on the live-streaming platforms, this
allows the viewers to think about the next turn, even if the video stream does not
yet show the corresponding state visually. Example messages are:

Your turn: What move should turquoise do next? Cast your vote by whis-
pering !move <from>-<to> (e.g., /whisper @CrowdChess !move h7-h5).

The crowd makes the following move: pawn h4 (h2-h4). Data to the left of
the chess board explains how this move has been decided (using Random
Leader) and what other outcomes there could have been. Remember to vote
for an aggregator (e.g., /whisper @CrowdChess !aggr pc); see upper right for
the acronyms.
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We require viewers to interact with CrowdChess via whispers. We did not want
viewers – for this consideration of the effectiveness of individuals and groups – to
influence others merely by disclosing what they want to do, simply by displaying
their vote command publicly. Such social effects were already reported by other
research [179, 184, 188] and should be reduced with whispering. These whisper
messages are also the primary feedback channel of CrowdChess. We use this
channel to acknowledge that a viewer has correctly entered a move suggestion,
or to inform him or her that a move is not possible in the current board situation
or that an ill-formed command was entered. We implemented a queuing system
to cope with the situation of having no white-listing and to avoid exceeding the
limits the live-streaming platforms allow. If viewers enter commands into the
chat instead of whispering, the chat bot removes the entered command from the
chat and sends a message informing all users that they need to whisper. Valid
move suggestions follow the form !move <from field>-<to field>. This notation is
used for all kinds of move suggestions in CrowdChess (e.g., capturing other pieces
and castling) to simplify the interaction. A user is able to enter multiple ones per
turn, but only the last one is considered at the end. By entering !aggr <aggregator
name> players can switch their aggregator vote. !stats provides players with their
current statistics (i.e., their conformity/expertise level, which aggregator they
have currently voted for and the numbers of votes entered today and overall).
Entering !resign is treated as a special move suggestion. If the active aggregator
selects this suggestion, the match ends.

We use the channel description to give an overview on the command options and
the aggregators. Together with the streamed interface of CrowdChess (see below)
and the chat bot’s proactive and reactive messages, viewers have three sources to
learn how to use CrowdChess. Finally, the game is designed to run continuously:
as soon as a match is over (or no viewer is available anymore), the game restarts
with an adapted AI level (as explained before) and is ready for a new match.

User interface: Figure 6.6 shows the user interface consisting of historical infor-
mation (left), the chess board (center) and the current information (right).

Historical information: Here, data on the last turn and the overall game is shown.
At the top the last move of the audience and the AI is displayed. Below, the
active aggregator is shown and how many viewers wanted it in relation to
all given aggregator votes. This is followed by a visualization of the moves
the aggregators would have selected (the last active aggregator is additionally
marked with a cyan box). This should help viewers to make informed future
aggregator vote decisions. Pie charts are used for the crowd aggregators. Each
chart displays the top three moves the aggregator outputs in the middle, and
their relative distribution in the circle. For EL and CL, tables show the top three
most conforming/experienced viewers with their suggested move in the last
turn. Which viewer would have been (or has been) selected randomly by RL and
his or her move suggestion is also denoted here. Finally, the lower area switches
every 20 seconds between showing the top nine active viewers (in groups of
three) and how many matches the audience and AI has won today/overall.
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Figure 6.6: The user interface of CrowdChess consists of last turn information
(left), the chess board (middle) and the current turn information (right).

Chess board: In the center the chess board is shown together with the corresponding
column letters and row numbers as these need to be entered by the viewers in
their move suggestions. On the board, the last moves made are highlighted with
rectangles in the color of the audience and AI, to also help later-joining viewers.
Below the board, examples on how to enter move suggestions are given. It is
shown how to enter a normal move, how to capture pieces, how to enter special
moves (castling/promotion) and how to resign the game.

Current information: Information relevant for the current turn is shown on the
right side. The upper part displays the aggregators’ distribution by showing
the different aggregator names (and their abbreviations) and how many viewers
have voted for every aggregator. This is followed by a short explanation on how
viewers can switch their aggregator vote and a large area providing an example
for every aggregator. Every 20 seconds a different aggregator is explained here
(see Figure 6.7). With this element, viewers do not need to read the channel
description to understand how aggregators work. We also give information on
what expertise and conformity mean in our context, and provide the information
that one’s own expertise/conformity value can be queried with the !stats com-
mand. Below this area, it is shown whether the audience or the AI needs to make
a move. When it is the audience’s turn, the remaining turn time is also displayed.
To further mitigate the lag issue, we distinguish between lag and turn time. The
lag time denotes a time before the turn timer starts. The lag and turn time can be
adjusted, but are fixed at runtime (i.e., the audience cannot vote to set up the time
by themselves). Below the time it is indicated how many viewers are present and
how many have entered a move suggestion currently.
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Figure 6.7: The explanation shown for the EC and EL aggregators.

6.3.2 User Study with CrowdChess

We conducted an exploratory user study, where we were interested in how
CrowdChess is perceived (especially in relation to the findings of TPP++ reported
in Section 6.2.2), how the players use the aggregators and how effective their
game decisions are in a shared game control setting (related to GoalCC 2).

Method

Although CrowdChess is implemented to work with arbitrary live-streaming
platforms, we decided to use the platform Mixer for this study because the lag
is reported to be below one second there (see Section 2.5.1). Thus, viewers
would nearly instantly see moves on the streamed video and are not restricted
to the chat-bot until the lag time is over. Simply launching a channel on a live-
streaming platform was shown to be problematic in several related works that
crawled platform data (e.g., [139, 334]): most of the channels on live-streaming
platforms do not attract many viewers in parallel, or any viewers at all. Therefore,
we advertised an event in which “You should play chess as part of a group on a
live-streaming platform to beat an AI” over Facebook, chess communities and student
mailing lists (consisting of computer science, media informatics and psychology
students). As prerequisites, we mentioned that players should know the rules
of chess (but that skill level is irrelevant) and that a Mixer account is necessary.
During runtime it was also possible that users joined who were not explicitly
recruited in this way. In general, this kind of advertisement is similar to the
usual live-streaming case in which streamers also, for example, announce their
streaming times and content via social media platforms.

The event ran for 45 minutes. Before it began, we streamed a slide with infor-
mation on the event (such as that the channel description provided all necessary
commands). Here, we also stated that all communication should be done over the
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channel’s chat and not over tools such as Skype. The turn time was restricted to 60
seconds (and one second lag time), leading to 61 seconds between the opponent
move being shown in the chat and the next turn of the opponent. The time restric-
tion was to allow a faster game play and ensure that more moves could be carried
out during the event. The AI was initially set up with a depth of five (easy) and
was then set to ten (rather challenging) after the first match, to let the audience
play against an easy and a harder opponent. After the 45 minutes, we provided
a link to a questionnaire (which was available in English and German) for the
participants via the channel’s chat. It assessed demographics, a self-assessment
of one’s own skill level, the perception of CrowdChess based on statements to be
answered on 4-point scales (with the labels disagree, rather disagree, rather agree,
agree) and some optional questions that allowed for free-text answers. We logged
the chat messages, recorded the live-stream and persisted all interactions with
our system for analysis later on.

Results

We clustered the results into general usage statistics, qualitative feedback, move
suggestion quality and aggregator uses.

General usage statistics: 18 registered users visited our channel during the ex-
periment: 13 wrote at least one message (independent of whether it was a chat
message or command) and three users remained as spectators for an average of
two turns (without doing any interactions before leaving the channel); the other
two users visited and left immediately. One user only entered chat messages (this
user joined a few seconds before we closed the event). The remaining twelve
users all entered at least one move or aggregator change command, i.e., they
participated directly in the game (and will be called “players” subsequently).
Nine of them used the chat to communicate (and wrote a total of 153 chat mes-
sages). The players entered 214 move suggestions (M=17.8, SD=8.1, Mdn=21), 24
aggregator commands (M=3.4, SD=2.3, Mdn=2; done by seven players) and eight
stats requests (M=1.6, SD=.9, Mdn=1; done by five players).

Two matches were finished: the first one against AI level five was won by the
audience, the match against AI level ten by the AI. Ten players played both
matches; two players entered player commands in the second match only. Overall,
the audience had 31 turns. In match one (13 turns) the average number of move
suggestions per turn was 7 (min=4, max=9); in the second match (18 turns) 6.8
(min=3, max=11). Table 6.2 shows the number of actions per player, their average
expertise/conformity value and percentages on how active they were in relation
to the number of turns they were on the channel. 75% of the players participated
in more than 50% of their witnessed turns.

Twelve participants (seven male, three female, two no answer; age: <19: 2, 19–
25: 5, 26–32: 2, 33–39: 2, no answer: 1) finished the questionnaire and provided us
with their Mixer account name. We could thereby confirm that all active players
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ID Number of actions Avg.
EX

Avg.
CO

Seen
turns

% of witnessed
turns in which
the user did a
player action

% of witnessed
turns in which
the user did any
action

Skill
self-
assess/-
ment

M A S C !move/!aggr command/chatted
01 27 6 0 8 17 13 31 87% 97% SE
02 21 7 0 2 4 5 31 74% 77% IN
03 26 0 3 18 10 11 31 84% 87% IN
04 18 1 0 11 13 10 31 61% 65% SE
05 6 2 0 10 2 3 31 26% 39% IN
06 15 2 2 13 6 5 31 52% 71% SE
07 22 0 0 0 7 11 31 71% 71% IN
08 23 4 1 28 12 9 31 81% 97% SE
09 24 2 1 61 9 7 31 81% 97% IN
10 21 0 0 0 6 9 31 68% 68% IN
11 8 0 0 2 3 2 23 35% 39% IN
12 3 0 1 0 2 2 11 27% 27% SE

Table 6.2: Overview on players in our CrowdChess study. Abbreviations:
M=Move, A=Aggregator, S=Stats, C=Chat, EX=Expertise, CO=Conformity,
SE=Some experience, IN=Inexperienced. As players were able to join the
game later, we added indications on how active they were in relation to their
witnessed turns.

did the questionnaire. All but one (Scottish) reported to be German. The Scottish
player joined the event by coincidence, while the remaining players heard about
it via our advertisement. We let the participants rate their own skill level (see
also Table 6.2) by providing them with statements that indicated different skill
levels sorted from lowest to highest. They either selected “I know the chess rules,
but I have not played chess much so far” (which we denoted with “inexperienced”
(IN) in the table) or “I know the chess rules and I think that I can win against other
casual chess players” (“some experience” (SE)). The next statement “I know the chess
rules and I think that I can win against players that play chess regularly but are not chess
club players” was not selected, indicating that the players were not skilled chess
players. No one reported playing chess regularly. Only four participants reported
consuming live-streams, and three had participated in the original TPP.

Qualitative feedback: Seven participants stated they liked CrowdChess (three
times agree, four times rather agree), with an average of 2.8 on the 4-point
scale (SD=1, Mdn=3). Seven participants reported having fun (only asked on a
single scale) playing it (M=2.6, SD=1, Mdn=3) and four participants stated that
it was more fun than playing “normal” chess (M=2.2, SD=.9, Mdn=2). The idea
of playing chess as a group was liked by half the participants (M=2.5, SD=.8,
Mdn=2.5), and five would continue to play CrowdChess. Potential aspects that
might have impacted the perception of CrowdChess were:
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• Time: No one reported being familiar with playing chess under time pres-
sure. Eleven participants rather disagreed or disagreed with the statement
that the turn time was too long (M=1.3, SD=.6, Mdn=1) and ten disagreed
with the statement that they had enough time to play and consider the
historical information (M=1.3, SD=.8, Mdn=1). In the free texts, six reported
that they wanted to participate in every turn and thus had insufficient
time to consider all parts of the interface. This study tried to mimic the
live-streaming setting in which visitors also simply join the channel and are
confronted with it directly. Therefore, we did not explain the user interface
beforehand. As the study time limit of 45 minutes was communicated
clearly, participants might have thought that they needed to provide a
move in every turn (which was not necessary) or found it more appealing
to enter move suggestions. Concerning time, two participants suggested in
the free-text answers to either add an automatic turn time adaptation (by
considering how much discussion happens in the chat) or audience-based
options to adjust the time. They also reported that they wanted an option
to skip the remaining time, if the audience has already decided. These
suggestions indicate that at least some participants wants to have more
influence in these group settings, i.e., influence that provides them with
more autonomy to change system aspects, fitting the goal of this thesis.

• User interface: Seven participants at least rather agreed (i.e., selected either
rather agree or agree) to the statement that they like the graphical appear-
ance of CrowdChess (M=2.4, SD=1, Mdn=3). In addition, nine participants
found the chat bot messages useful (M=2.9, SD=.9, Mdn=3) and nine liked
to see the current aggregator distribution (M=3, SD=1.1, Mdn=3). Five
times it was mentioned in the free-text answers that the UI is too over-
loaded and three times it was reported that the user’s monitor (and thus
the video stream window) was too small to see all elements properly. Seven
at least rather agreed to the statement that they understood the aggregator
explanations in the stream (M=2.7, SD=1.2, Mdn=3) and nine at least rather
agreed to having understood the aggregator distributions (M=3.2, SD=1,
Mdn=3.5), but only four at least rather agreed that they understood all
components of the history (M=2.2, SD=1.1, Mdn=2).

• Text-based interaction: Seven participants at least rather agreed to the
statement that the interaction via chat messages was acceptable (M=2.4,
SD=1, Mdn=3). Four participants explicitly stated that they would rather
interact directly with the chess board on the stream. This is in line with the
findings we gained in Helpstone (see Section 5.3.2), i.e., that the direct inter-
action was perceived as beneficial. Nine participants at least rather agreed
that they always knew how to enter a move suggestion (M=3, SD=1.1,
Mdn=3). Six syntactically incorrect and 41 invalid (with respect to the chess
rules) move commands were entered, but considering who entered those,
no relation was found. Even though the chat bot provided an error message
via whisper, this might have been overlooked.
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• Group feeling: Two participants reported that they were frustrated because
moves were executed that they assessed as worse than their suggestions.
While five at least rather agreed to the statement that they felt part of the
group (M=2.3, SD=1.1, Mdn=2), six reported that they thought that their
move suggestions mattered (M=2.3, SD=1.2, Mdn=2.5). Two participants
suggested replacing the historical information with the current move sug-
gestions all players have provided in the turn to come to a better decision.

Eight participants were interested in the expertise (M=2.6, SD=1.1, Mdn=3) but
only two in the conformity scores (M=1.6, SD=.8, Mdn=1). None of the partici-
pants reported using the stats request command frequently to check his or her
expertise (M=1.1, SD=.3, Mdn=1) or conformity (M=1.1, SD=.3, Mdn=1) (also in
line with the actual frequency of the !stats command) and only five (one) reported
checking the table in the history to see the expertise (conformity) distribution. As
an optional question we asked whether the expertise/conformity values derived
by CrowdChess seemed plausible; while the three participants that answered this
at least rather agreed for conformity (M=3.3, SD=.6, Mdn=3), three (of four) par-
ticipants that answered this for the expertise value at least rather agreed (M=2.8,
SD=.5, Mdn=3).

Move suggestion quality: We first analyzed the 214 move suggestions for how
different they were for every turn. We counted how many groups of the same
move suggestions in a turn were provided and divided this by the number of all
suggestions in that turn. Averaged over all turns, a number near 0 would indicate
that in most turns the audience would have provided only uniform suggestions;
a number near 1 would indicate that the audience only provided different move
suggestions in most turns. Both would render most of the aggregators useless,
but this was not an issue in our case (M=.5, SD=.2, Mdn=.4). Using the chess
engine, we analyzed all 214 move suggestions. Only 40% of the suggested moves
would have changed the board situation in favor of the crowd. This is in line
with Table 6.2 and the skill self-assessment. For every board position (31) we
aggregated the given move suggestions by using all six aggregators regardless
of which one was actually active in the turn. For the random leader aggregator,
we used the suggestion of the player that was randomly selected in this turn;
for the expert/conformity leaders we utilized the values that the players had
at the point in time when the suggestion was made. Based on this, in 25 of 31
turns (81%) at least one aggregator provided the best result amongst the user
suggestions (i.e., it selected the move suggestion that received the highest engine
score). Table 6.3 shows the performances of the aggregators. The table represents
the case without filtering situations in which the worst was the same as the best
move suggestion (e.g., all move suggestions were equivalent). Column 2 of this
table shows that the offered aggregators are not perfect. PC, for example, only
selects the best suggestion in 64.5% of the turns. This is not surprising as this
aggregator was only able to select the move when the majority of the players
suggested it. Even the expert aggregators did not clearly excel here, indicating
that no player (especially the ones that had a slightly higher expertise value)
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Agg. % best move
suggestion se-
lected

Avg. % of move suggestions better
than move selected by aggregator
(across all turns)

% worst move suggestion se-
lected

PC 64.5% 13.6% 29%
CC 71% 13.1% 19.4%
EC 71% 11.7% 25.8%
RL 51.6% 24.8% 32.3%
CL 64.5% 17.8% 29%
EL 71% 15% 29%

Table 6.3: Aggregator performances based on all board positions (31) and all
move suggestions (214).

consistently provided better moves than other players. In column 3 we present
an average value: for every turn, we checked how many move suggestions were
provided that were better than the selected one. Here, the “crowd” aggregators
seem to be better than the “leader” aggregators. This is explainable with the
concept of the wisdom of crowds [289], i.e., that a group of people comes to a better
decision compared to an individual decision. Considering the absence of skilled
chess players, this seems reasonable. Column 4 shows how often an aggregator
selected the worst suggestion, with RL being (as expected) worst.

Aggregator uses: Table 6.3 shows only a generalized view that does not consider
when an aggregator was actually activated by the audience. For example, if an
aggregator outputs the best move amongst all available suggestions only 40% of
the time, it does not necessarily mean that this aggregator is bad. If the audience
selected this aggregator only in situations in which it outputs the best move of
the available user move suggestions, this would lead to two conclusions: first,
it would show that the audience is able to self-administrate itself (by knowing
which aggregator is currently good) and second, that even though the overall
performance of the aggregator is suboptimal, in terms of how it is used, it is
optimal. We found that in 20 of 31 turns (65%), the audience indeed activated an
aggregator that selects the best move amongst the user suggestions. Considering
that in only 25 turns the aggregators could have provided the best outcome, this
is an encouraging result. Table 6.4 shows how often an aggregator was active
and its performance. These numbers also represent the case without filtering
situations in which the worst and best move suggestion were the same.

The following results could be derived from Table 6.4: first, the most active ag-
gregator was EC. This is in line with our expectation (see aggregator explanation
in Section 6.3.1). Interestingly, EL was never activated. It seems that the audience
still wanted to empower their members to contribute something instead of simply
providing one expert with the option to play alone. Another explanation might
be that they were aware that no single player alone excels. Second, activating EC
was a reasonable decision, as it selected the best suggestion in 13 of the 17 turns
it was active. We analyzed what happened in the other four turns: two times at
least one other aggregator would have provided the best result, namely PC for
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Agg. #Turns ac-
tive (# of
last active
turn)

Draw
wins

% best move sug-
gestion selected

Avg. % of move sugges-
tions better than move
selected by aggregator
(across all active turns)

% worst move
suggestion se-
lected

PC 7 (#16) 5 57.1% 13% 14.3%
CC 0 (-) 0 - - -
EC 17 (#31) 2 76.5% 14.3% 35.3%
RL 5 (#19) 5 40% 31.6% 60%
CL 2 (#2) 2 100% 0% 0%
EL 0 (-) 0 - - -

Table 6.4: Aggregator performances while active in a turn.

one turn and RL for the other. As choosing RL could not be accounted for as a
deliberate “better” choice, this led to only one turn in which another aggregator
would have provided the best result. By additionally considering how often
any aggregator would have provided a better result (and not necessarily the
best), one instance of RL and one instance of PC/CC/CL would have. Second,
compared to Table 6.3, EC and CL performed (slightly) better, i.e., they seemed to
be activated at the right time. Third, we had many turns (14/31) in which two or
more aggregators had the same number of upvotes (draws). PC, RL and CL had
most (or all) of their uptime only because they were randomly selected in such
situations. This shows that the crowd was not uniform. EC instead was preferred
clearly as it was active in 17 turns (with only two draw wins). EC also dominates
in the second match, as PC for example was never activated after the 16th turn.
This dominance was also visible in the vote distributions, as four participants
wanted EC, while only two wanted other aggregators towards the end of the
study (4:1:1). Fourth, the conformity-based aggregators were not really used
(even though CC is about as good as EC, as shown in Table 6.3). Participants
also stated that they were not interested in the conformity. Thus, they either
did not understand the functionality of the value itself, did not understand the
aggregator, or they found the expertise-based aggregators more appealing. As
seven participants stated they did not feel part of the group, they might have
thought that CC and CL do not provide coherent results, as they are “outside”
the group. We also checked for every aggregator how many players voted for it
at least once: PC (3x), CC (1x), EC (7x), RL (3x), CL (1x), EL (0x). This again shows
that CC, CL and EL were not appealing for the players and that EC dominated.

Overall, these results should be seen in the context that only seven players did ag-
gregator switches at all. As we had a question on infrequent aggregator switches
in the questionnaire (and allowed multiple selections) we could investigate this
further: considering the players that never used the aggregator change command,
the players with IDs57 10 and 12 reported that they did not understand the aggre-
gators, players 03 and 11 that they had too little time and players 03 and 07 that
they thought switching the aggregator would not have led to better moves and

57 Indicates the ID in Table 6.2.
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that they were satisfied with the current aggregator. Considering the players that
voted for aggregators, 01, 04 and 05 reported that they had too little time, 02 and
06 that switching would not have led to better outcomes and 01, 04, 08 and 09
that they were satisfied with the current aggregator.

Participants were also asked why they did change the aggregator: 06 stated that
RL was more interesting as he had not expected to make an impact in EL and CL.
08 stated that he was interested in PC and EC and that the game was too fast to
switch the aggregator more often. 01 reported that he switched “when moves were
executed that I thought were bad and a switch would favor mine”; 09 stated “partially, I
have selected expertise, because I’m not so good myself ”. 02 answered that she wanted
to prevent a move being executed randomly. This shows that the motives for why
changes happen are different. None of the participants thought that CrowdChess
needed further aggregators, and four thought that there were too many.

We also considered the chat to learn which social interactions towards decision-
finding happened that might be a further explanation for why the aggregators
were not used more often. 15 turns were discussed in terms of which move
should be done next (the chat was used in both matches for these discussions):
either by a user giving a concrete suggestion (e.g., 06: “f8 - b5” or 01: “I recommend
to move the queen”), a player starting a discussion (e.g., 03: “g8-e7?”), a player
asking for help (e.g., 09: “suggestions from pros, please”) or discussing more general
plans (e.g., 06: “cover the e5” or 09: “killllllit - with the pawn?????”). Seven players
participated in these discussions. One time, a player asked which aggregator
should be activated and two other players responded with their preferences.
Similar to TPP [187], even in this small user base, we found trolling tendencies by
one user (e.g., 06: “we should always do the same like the AI” or 06: “randomize it”).

Discussion

In this study, we only tested CrowdChess with a small number of participants
in an exploratory fashion. Our results should thus not be overestimated, but
they already give valuable insights on how small groups of viewers interact in
such a scenario: first of all, we found that the aggregators were not used by all
players. As we could show, EC performed well in this setting, and the audience
mainly activated this aggregator. Viewers might have voted for EC because they
liked its move selection, they approved our expertise metric and/or they liked
the aggregator strategy. As no other aggregator significantly outperforms EC,
we cannot decide which hypothesis should be accepted, but this can be further
explored with CrowdChess: for example, by adding a “fake aggregator” that is
purely based on the chess engine and thus can (more easily) outdo the other
aggregators. In contrast, PC – often used in the live-streaming context – was
not often favored (otherwise it would not have come to so many draws) and
had no uptime later on. The conformity-based aggregators were not interesting
for the audience, even though the performance of CC was slightly better than
EC’s. As many participants reported not feeling part of the group, this might
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be an explanation of why the audience had no trust in an aggregator that uses
one’s similarity in relation to the group. In TPP++ we saw that the conformity-
based group aggregator was not interesting anymore after an expertise-based
aggregator became available. Both show that conformity-based aggregators are
less interesting as soon as other aggregators become available. Interestingly,
while in TPP++ the expertise values were viewer-based (viewers could upvote
others), CrowdChess calculates these objectively. In both cases, aggregators based
on these values were perceived positively and were used often. Furthermore,
EL was never activated, indicating that either the audience has more trust in the
wisdom of crowds [289], or that they simply did not want to enable one player to
decide the moves alone. Both are also supported by considering that the “leader”
aggregators had less uptime in comparison to the “crowd” aggregators. This is a
difference from TPP++. One explanation for this might be the fact that in TPP++
difficult situations become obvious (and in consequence leaders were elected),
while in CrowdChess identifying difficult situations is harder and needs a certain
experience with the game, which our sample might not have had.

From the qualitative answers, we learned that there were different reasons why
participants did not vote for aggregators (more often): besides too little time,
they often reported that they were already satisfied with the active aggregator or
thought that other (inactive) aggregators would not perform better. This seems
to be a reasonable explanation and hints that this needs to be considered in such
shared game control settings. Not participating in something can also mean
that the users agree with what is happening, and today, when polls are used in
streams, the number of non-voting viewers is not considered. We also learned
that there are different motivations for why aggregators should be changed.
Even though EC was selected, other tendencies were also revealed that are not
primarily helpful for the goal of winning the game. Considering the original
TPP, this might explain why so much chaos happened there and led to the
introduction of the plurality-based aggregator (“democracy mode”). Although
participants reported problems of time, it seems that some still had enough time
to discuss moves in the chat, instead of relying on the aggregators alone. We
hypothesize that this has less impact in larger channels, as work already exists
that shows that the chat in larger channels is hard to maintain [108] or that the
chat dynamics change [79] (see also Section 2.5.1).

Our study had limitations: first, the small number of participants, which seems
acceptable for a first exploration with CrowdChess. We expect that further studies
with this test-bed and a larger sample might change the dynamics that happen in
the chat. Also, the selection of aggregators might be different when more users
have trolling tendencies or want to follow their own agenda. Here, it will be
interesting to see whether participants who have not voted so far start to vote
to reduce the impact of such players. Second, restricting the study time to only
45 minutes meant participants were only able to play two matches and were
keen on participating in both, instead of interacting with the other CrowdChess
features. Third, regarding the selection of our sample, only four participants had
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live-streaming experiences, and no one was a regular chess player. Conducting
a study with chess players only, or players that are regular consumers of live-
streams, might reveal different results in relation to the aggregators (for the chess
group) or towards shared game control settings (for the stream viewers). Fourth,
we investigated the board game chess instead of digital games. Even though
we explicitly wanted to use a less complex game in terms of its game actions to
evaluate aggregator decisions, it is currently unclear how these findings map to
other (video) games.

6.3.3 Contribution to the Thesis’ Questions

Overall, the study results show (in relation to GoalCC 2) that the sample were
able to self-manage themselves, as those who used the aggregators selected the
most valuable one and did not empower individuals alone, indicating that the
group interaction was still a reasonable goal. Overall, we conclude that shared
game control settings work but that they need to provide more features for self-
management than simply considering all individual commands. Based on the
conducted study, we found that the group of players can indeed effectively play
the game; following the wisdom of crowds [289] idea, they are more effectively
than an individual alone, at least in our study setting. Considering the thesis
scope, with CrowdChess we presented a system that allows shared game control
and could show that a group of people that is tightly coupled can still effectively
play together and self-orchestrate, further adding to RQ3 (see Section 1.4).

As CrowdChess was developed as a test-bed for aggregators and mechanics in
TP-like settings, in which the effectiveness of group decisions can be measured
quantitatively (GoalCC 1), further aspects can now be investigated. For the
aggregators, it would be interesting to see whether the usage patterns remain
stable across samples (size and composition). The exact rationale for how we
derived the conformity and expertise values was not disclosed. In upcoming
studies this could be explained in detail, and different approaches on how these
values are updated could be compared in respect to the viewers’ perceptions. At
the same time, effects on the viewers’ perceived autonomy and fairness could
also be considered. Another valuable direction could be to analyze the social
dynamics that happen in the chat in relation to the audience size and how this
affects the move suggestions and aggregator selections. This could be contrasted
with a study in which an aggregator is dictated by the system (and not by the
viewers) for every turn.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we considered shared game control settings in live-streams. With
TPP++, we investigate how such a setting is perceived, but also whether addi-
tional means to self-administrate are beneficial. The latter had a significant impact
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on the perception of shared game control settings and provided individuals with
more options. Towards this thesis’ scope, it again shows that empowering indi-
viduals is beneficial and has an impact on the experience, adding to RQ3 (see
Section 1.4). With CrowdChess, on the other hand, we presented a system that
exemplifies how to develop a shared game control setup respecting the require-
ments and issues for direct usage on live-streaming platforms. It also allowed
us to study whether the group decisions in such a setting are reasonable and
effective from an objective viewpoint. We found that this was the case. With both
studies, we learned that a plurality voting scheme was not particularly relevant
in the presence of other aggregation mechanisms. Instead, those that empower
experts in the group were more important to the users. In addition, in TPP++,
we found that individuals also received full control to overcome difficult game
situations, something we have not seen in CrowdChess. In contrast to Chapter 5,
where we considered the usual live-streaming case in which a streamer is present
and is able to orchestrate the audience, in this chapter, we have considered a new
experience for live-streaming situations in which a streamer is absent. We will
conclude this chapter by summarizing how both forms relate to each other:

Moderated influence: In the conducted studies we saw that an individual con-
tribution is not necessarily integrated in the stream. Thus, the individual alone
has no direct, unfiltered influence option. This leads to viewer actions that are
simply “thrown away”. In the usual live-streaming situation the moderating
factor is the streamer (or associates); in the shared game control settings such a
moderation can be seen as due to the aggregation system. We presented tech-
niques with which individuals can (to a certain extent) increase the chance of
their contribution being used: the studies in Chapter 5 showed that by providing
high quality material (for example a good story element) or good contributions
in Helpstone, these might be more likely to be selected (because of upvoting or
similar aspects). In the shared game control settings, changing the aggregation
system towards one that gives this viewer more influence, or buying elements
from the shop in TPP++, helps to make an individual contribution matter. It
seems problematic to let every viewer contribute in an unfiltered way. In the
original TPP this was the initial idea, but was shown to be problematic in terms
of progress, especially in difficult areas. Nonetheless, we were able to show that
more aggregation mechanisms, and the autonomy to change which one should
be active, are used by the audience. This, on the other hand, is something that
also should be considered for interactivity in usual live-streams, as here polls are
popular, but always, to our knowledge, are based on plurality votes only.

Emergence of new experiences: Considering the Self-Determination Theory (see
Section 2.2.2), the conducted studies in both chapters provided insights in streams
that give the audience more autonomy. The streams in Chapter 5 provided more
autonomy by allowing viewers to shape the experience (see Section 5.2.1), or
allowed them to give hints to the streamer in an easier fashion than the chat (see
Section 5.3). All studies in this chapter empowered individuals to participate in
shared game control settings. Having more autonomy and options in streams
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seems interesting even for passive viewers, as seen in the online study (see
Section 5.2.2) and with Helpstone (see Section 5.3.2). Merging the results, we could
easily imagine new interaction forms that vary with the degree of autonomy and
thus shape new experiences: The streamers could keep some form of meta-control
and, for example, decide during the stream how the community is allowed
to interact. Sometimes the audience could receive full control similar to the
considered shared game control settings in this chapter (and the streamer would
only comment), or could simply choose an aggregator for upcoming polls. We
saw with TPP++ that there are occasions in which the audience let individuals
decide on the course of action; in such new experiences this individual could be
the streamer. Twitch tries to encourage these new experiences by their “Stream
First” approach58. In general, what this also shows is that research on different
types of streams can also shape other types. Moreover, this kind of research helps
to better understand the need for (viewer) autonomy in live-streaming.

Freedom of choice: We learned that not every viewer wants to exert influence.
We saw in Section 5.2.2 that many viewers are passive (and still appreciate
the interactivity, even though they would not use it) and found indications
that features are perceived differently depending on the motivations a viewer
has. In this chapter we also saw differences in how viewers behave, i.e., not
everyone participated equally (see for example TPP++). This is also a core
aspect of this thesis: in giving users influence, one should always consider that
users may not want to utilize the range of options provided. Similarly as we
have done in Chapter 4 with “bottom-up” gamification, we reason that this
should be accounted for in the experiences. Exerting influence should remain
voluntary. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to consider different viewer classes in
live-streaming as well.

58 PC Gamer: Twitch’s “Stream First” initiative integrates chat with a new wave of games,
https://goo.gl/NH3a5F (last accessed: 2018-07-07)
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Chapter 7
General Conclusions

In this final chapter, we summarize the aspects that we investigated within
this work. We then highlight the major theoretical, design and engineering
contributions we made throughout the chapters. This is followed by a discussion
of opportunities and challenges for future work: while some aspects have not
been considered based on the thesis’ scope, other aspects are now possible based
on the contributions made.

7.1 Summary

We briefly considered the history and importance of games and play for humans
through history. We saw that humans have an inherent desire to play that helps
children to learn but also remains lifelong. Several contexts have appeared in
which the fundamental concepts of games and play were used to make activities
more engaging or game-like. This was done to harness the human ludic drive
in these contexts. While we presented some examples, gamification and game
live-streams were the focus of this thesis. We elaborated on the aspect that games
have usually a voluntary nature and offer a freedom of choice for the players,
elements that seem not to be focused on for these game-related contexts. This
has also be shown to be problematic from a motivational theory point of view, as,
for example, the autonomy systems offer is important for intrinsic motivation.

This led to the main question of this thesis: can we provide users with more
influence at the runtime in gamification settings and game live-streams? Through
our considerations of gamified self-sustaining systems (RQ1, Chapter 3), self-
tailored gamification (RQ2, Chapter 4) and interactive game live-streams (RQ3,
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), we contributed to this question. In all these systems,
users received more influence options:

229
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Self-sustaining (crowd-based) systems improve their outcomes through users
devoting effort to the system. The actual users thus have a fundamental influence
on the systems’ outcome and benefit directly from their efforts. In self-tailored
gamification, we investigated customizable gamification approaches. Here, users
can decide whether or not they want to use gamification at runtime. If they
do want to use it, they can also combine game elements as they see fit and can
further customize these elements to their needs. We called this “bottom-up”
gamification. Thus, users have a fundamental influence on the motivational
component of a system. Interactive game live-streams provide viewers (i.e., the
consumers of the live-streams) with options to impact the stream in the presence
of a streamer who is able to orchestrate them. We developed an understanding
for how interactivity is perceived. We also considered several aspects for how to
support it and provide enhanced interaction and communication channels. These
offered viewers more influence in this kind of experience. We also considered
streams in which the streamer is absent and viewers had full, but shared, control
over the game being streamed. Here, we explored how the group of users can
self-orchestrate and how we can support this further. Thus, in both experiences
the users had fundamental influence on how the stream proceeds and could
change the course of what they consume.

All these scenarios had a reciprocity effect: by exerting influence, the experiences
these systems offered changed as well. In addition, in these contexts, we were able
to investigate influence moderated only by the functions the systems offer (e.g.,
the available set of game elements in a “bottom-up” scenario), but also (loosely
and tightly coupled) group settings, in which other humans also exert influence
at the same time. Overall, we were able to show that more influence options are
perceived positively in all these contexts, and added to the understanding of how
to realize them through prototypes and user studies.

7.2 Major Contributions

We already illustrated the thesis’ contributions to different Human-Computer
Interaction sub-fields in Section 1.5. Furthermore, we highlighted the findings
and contributions during the presentations and discussions of results throughout
the chapters.

In this section, we will summarize the major ones by focusing on the theoretical,
design and engineering contributions this thesis has made:

Theoretical contributions: We learned that the concept of self-sustaining systems
already motivates people to put effort into a system. In addition, we saw that
the usage of gamification can further increase the willingness to expend effort,
in line with the related work (see Sections 1.2.1 and 2.4.1). We could also show
that people derive implicit benefits while contributing in such systems: in our
case, by having an implicit learning effect. These aspects add to the existing
crowdsourcing literature.
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We conducted several studies that showed the relevancy of more fundamental
customization options in gamification for users at the system’s runtime. We
learned that users demand influence options on the game elements themselves
but also on decisions as to how to combine them in a system. But we also saw that
certain top-down elements in a user-driven gamification approach might also be
interesting from a user’s point of view. Furthermore, the studies showed that
users are able to handle the offered choices and create gamification settings that
have positive, qualitatively and quantitatively measurable effects. Our derived
results can be used to inform such approaches. Overall, we introduced “bottom-
up” gamification to the field and thus have added to the ongoing efforts toward
tailoring gamified interventions (see Section 2.3).

We investigate how interactivity is perceived in game live-stream settings. In line
with the related work (Section 2.5) we found that interactivity is indeed desired by
live-stream consumers overall and that even viewers that do not want to actively
use the interactive options appreciate them. We learned that there are different
degrees of integrative and interactive aspects in typical live-streams. For many
viewers, both start as soon as a streamer talks to them during the “performance”.
We also found that, if a streamer is present, his or her orchestration options
need to be high, i.e., interactive options that alter the stream without giving a
streamer veto options are not perceived well. This further underlines the exposed
position of the streamer as performer. Our results gained towards interactive
features can be used to inform novel concepts and features for live-streaming
platforms to allow better experiences in the future. Overall, this adds to the body
of knowledge on streamer-audience interaction (see Section 2.5.1).

Our investigation of shared game control settings in the live-streaming context
revealed that these are, in contrast to single- or multiplayer games, not clearly
appealing for viewers. Nonetheless, this thesis contributes an understanding
on the group interactions in such settings, and provides methods to allow for
groups’ self-orchestration to support decision making in such scenarios. Besides
considering different input aggregators, we also framed further means as game
elements and provided insights into how these elements are used. Overall, to our
knowledge, we are the first to have investigated this scientifically in the context
of live-streaming (see Section 2.5.2).

Design contributions: With the two self-sustaining systems, we described exam-
ples for how to design such systems. The studies validated these concepts and
provided further insights on what needs to be considered in the design process.

We provided two settings in which we used “bottom-up” gamification. We
considered common game elements and how they can fit into the “bottom-up”
idea. This is a design contribution, as these concepts can be easily adapted for
other scenarios, including ones that are not in the task management or microtask
solving context. Through the studies, we also provided a notion on how these
elements were actually used, and provided further insights for how to realize
“bottom-up” gamification.
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We conceptualized and showed a system in which enhanced communication
and interactive channels for live-streams are integrated. Concepts like ballot box
communication [330] or direct interaction concepts in the streaming window were
shown to be beneficial in our study. Overall, these concepts contribute to current
live-streaming platform issues and the question of how to realize concepts that
empower individuals here.

We presented input aggregators and features that allow self-orchestration in
shared game control settings. We motivated the different approaches and how
these are used and perceived by users. These concepts can also be used in other
computer-mediated group scenarios.

Engineering contributions: Throughout the chapters, we presented several pro-
totypes that realized the theoretical and design considerations. They serve as an
engineering contribution made by this thesis, as they can be used as test-beds
for further studies: CrowdChess, for example, was explicitly built to investigate
more self-orchestration options in shared game control settings and options were
already discussed in Section 6.3.2. All prototypes showed how the theoretical and
design considerations can be realized within computational systems and thus
are a valuable addition to the overall contribution of this thesis. All prototypes
were evaluated: while the Trash Game was only evaluated in its conceptual state
(see Section 3.3.3), all other prototypes were tested in scenarios that were either
“in the wild” studies (e.g., Helpstone; see Section 5.3.2) or laboratory studies that
mimic “in the wild” situations (e.g., TPP++; see Section 6.2.2). This shows that
these prototypes were high-fidelity [252] and robust enough for such uses.

7.3 Future Work

With our focus on gamification and game live-streams as game-related sub-fields,
some aspects were not considered in this thesis and are now left for future
work. Additionally, based on our findings, new opportunities and challenges
arise that can now be addressed. While we have reported future work options
already throughout the chapters were reasonable, to conclude this thesis, we will
summarize main aspects subsequently:

User influence in other game-related sub-fields: In Section 1.2, we presented
game-related sub-fields that were not considered in this thesis. They can also be
approached with a similar methodology as presented in this work in the future.
Through this, it can be investigated how users can be empowered here as well.
Based on our findings, we see this as reasonable to do in the context of serious
games. Here, similar to the self-sustaining systems, these are made for the users:
when they can adapt the game to their needs, it is likely that they can maximize
what they get out of the system. On the other hand, games with a purpose are
interesting to adapt as well, as a higher user engagement in these systems would
help to more quickly achieve the actual goal these systems pursue.
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User influence in games: It will also be interesting to investigate typical single- or
multiplayer games with respect to the question of how individual user influence
can be further increased. Today, based on developers that allow others to mod-
ify their games [236, 237], large modding communities exist that already shape
games to their needs and make their modifications accessible to others [219].
Poretski and Arazy [236] showed that firms that encourage modding of a game
(for example, through providing access to modding tools) attract many people
who voluntarily spend hours creating modifications (“mods”) (as was also high-
lighted by Postigo [237]), also positively affecting sales. This happens because
even non-programmers (i.e., normal players), can now change the game through
mods as they like. Nonetheless, non-programmers typically cannot realize what
they have in mind, as this would require programming skills. This is similar
to a restricted set of “bottom-up” game elements, in which users also cannot
create completely new mechanics. Thus, the question arises, whether games
can also be made more customizable for this group as well, especially as this
would provide valuable insights for the related aspects of this thesis (as the same
patterns could be used for adding new mechanics in the contexts considered by
the thesis). An interesting approach here was please be nice59, in which a simple
game was presented and the first to beat the game in an iteration could always
suggest a new feature which was then implemented. It might be valuable to
consider a similar setting in the future as well (potentially enhanced with the
findings we made for group interactions). Based on what we learned, especially
in the shared game control settings, it would also be interesting to create a game
which is actually designed from scratch to account for this unique scenario. In our
considerations, we utilized existing games (Pokémon Red, or chess) and retrofitted
these. Potentially, the perception of such settings would improve if fundamental
new game mechanics were implemented into them.

Combination of contexts: Based on our findings, it is reasonable to also investi-
gate combinations of contexts. For example, gamified self-sustaining systems in
this thesis offered only a “top-down” gamification. Using “bottom-up” gamifica-
tion here, and studying its effects, seems reasonable. For example, ExpenseControl
could be used with “bottom-up” concepts being introduced. As we showed how
the “bottom-up” part can be realized with the BU-Microtasks Platform, this would
be easy to achieve. Another option (see Section 6.4) is to combine the concepts of
input aggregation and individual user influence through game elements into the
typical live-streaming experiences when a streamer is present.

Sources of motivation: Considering the result that “bottom-up” gamification has
positive effects, the question arises where these originate from. This is of similar
importance for the other contexts. Are users more engaged because, through
the influence options, they can set up systems optimally from a psychological
point of view? Or is it simply the choice given in these systems that helps,
even if users are not creating an optimal experience for themselves? We started
investigating this in Section 4.5 and found that users do not select game elements
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in a “bottom-up” scenario as suggested by their player type or personality traits.
Nonetheless, it is still an open question whether it is the choice or other factors
that guide the selection. Based on our findings, it is easy to move forward in
this direction: the study setting in Section 4.5 could be extended by presenting
users with their gamification concepts implemented in a system. With this, it
could be evaluated if these are then still motivational for them (without relying
only on self-reported data). Additionally, to learn about the factor of choice, in a
study users could be given the choice whether they want to use a (“top-down”)
gamified approach. This could be compared to a group that receives no choice
while being in the gamified condition, and others in a baseline condition without
gamification. The latter would help to learn whether people who decided to
(or not to) use gamification performed better than those that had no choice and
were in the baseline condition. Based on Section 2.2.3, this can be assumed, but it
requires validation.

Understanding individual differences in user autonomy: While it is already
known that there are different player types in gamification (see Section 2.3), we
found further indications that these are also present in the live-streaming context
as features were perceived differently in our online study (see Section 5.2.2).
We also learned that not all users were equally interested in exerting direct
influence on the stream’s course, not only in this online study but also with
Helpstone (see Section 5.3) and in TPP++ (see Section 6.2). Understanding the
individual differences for user autonomy in gamification and game live-streams
is worthwhile to consider next. This will help to create systems that offer more
customization options and would allow the creation of systems that recommend
suitable elements to these users first, i.e., making the range of options more usable.
This would also further reduce the effort that customization requires of users. In
addition, this understanding can also inform personalization approaches as well.

Testing on a larger scale: Our prototypes were often evaluated only with a small
number of participants. To increase the external validity, similar studies as done
and reported in this thesis could be conducted with more participants. Our
approaches always had a large user base in mind and implement mechanisms
that are intended for this: either to harness the power of groups (e.g., the self-
sustaining systems in Chapter 3) or to mitigate negative effects of a larger user
base (e.g., Helpstone introduced mechanisms to handle information overload; see
Section 5.3.1). Nonetheless, because of the nature of our studies, the number of
participating users was not particularly large, leaving these validations open for
future work. Based on the system concepts, the platforms can easily be used
with more participants. Here, it will be interesting to learn how the perception
of specific aspects changes when more users are active in parallel. For example,
we hypothesized that the aggregators in the shared game control settings (see
Chapter 6) might be perceived differently (e.g., as the aggregation benefits become
more obvious) when the group sizes are larger.
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